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About th time you'v 
picked up on all the 
latest in tuner design, 
some clever engineer 
sneaks in a new twist. 
That's where PTS comes 
in . . . a tuner repair 
service that's always a day 
ahead of design changes. 
And now PTS has entered the 
module field, providing same -day 
service for repair of Zenith, RCA, 
Quasar and GE modules. Module 
overhaul carries a one year warranty. 
Only PTS -Bloomington handles module repai 
Mail units direct to Bloomington or ask any PTS 

service center to ship them for you. PTS -the 
world's largest tuner repair service -has 35 
company -owned service centers in the U.S. and Carada. 
Module Overhaul - $5.95 to 2 

PRELEÇTRO ICS, INC. 
SERVIC 

BLOOMINGTON MODULE CENTER / P.O. BOX 272 / BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 

Consult the white pages of your telephone directory for the address and number of your iearest PTS Servie center. 
General Headquarters: Bloomington, IN - Birmingham - Phoenix - Los Angeles - San Diego - Sacramento - Arvada (CO) - 

Jacksonville - Tampa - Indianapolis - Kansas City (KS) - Metairie (LA) - Silver Springs (MD) - Boston - Sprinçfiel l (MA) - 

Detroit - Minneapolis - St. Louis - E. Paterson (NJ) - Buffalo (NY) - Charlotte (N,,) - Cincinnati - Columbus (OH) - 

Cleveland - Oklahoma City - Portland (OR) - Pittsburgh - Philadelphia - Montrecl - Memphis - Houston - Longview (TX) - 

Norfolk - Seattle - Milwaukee. 
Circle I on reader service card 
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For a limited time only, you can own an Altair® 
8800 Computer kit with 4,096 words of memory, 
new Altair multi -port interface, and revolutionary 
Altair BASIC language software, for just $695. A 
savings of up to $114!* 

Computer. 1 H .AOan ttt;u(I i, Ihe 1,r .rIlint n,v,rl Iurr¡rrr.l It, ,tat,nv, llil \ (,()sl li RI Il R\ fOR 
,,ntluiler in tltr Vturld tn(l,t\ It i, I),ualh,l ti-I,it \",nl I(,-Itit AI\1 IAl't I I\It \ II I)IVt RI \\ RI.IORI 

,td(Ir<., rlunlullyr twn _ MI( nt I'RIVI ,Irr: `,IOI' in r t 4 (ntrn,uul. I HI Rt \ 
se( (dui', _ It t. a, (Ir,i);ntd 'ur ,tlnur.t unlntn,(r. Inr(Ith,o,ti srI(l ( I I -\R \.1 1% dr-i(1 ,, run( ti- \I) ti(1K tilA -\li IN 1 HIT 
men,n "It.tn.ln iuin a His 1.tr°nl rrlilrt "t( v Oth,r Irat HMI( t r\4( Minn ,i anA ,t,tt, 
(nnne( ti,ul, nur);e int,r ,t r cm-mum I Iu 1;I;111 'rit3rnr i. r alt,tl,ll nuort ,v ,yt I\l'1 I th,rt d(I,I,. ,I ,hI( liar 
nt ad(lrrointi 1(\ rttrnlrin h,,.Jrrlt an,l 1,1a ,i (h,lra( it., rn,tr 

r, r(I ,(I sT i') r, ,t rt .,n1Ì }!,'1 . " nrLr,11 rnie ,uvl lin, numimr Iuint,-rl ,h,n ,rr il ( r u:, ( "nfr I ( ((Ilr I, 

Memory. Ihe -AIt,tir vkvnnn linr(i Itr,nnlr. 1 mrrr ur,i, u,rr1 t, ni,n_irnurn lin, nu,lr,r ;") 
an1 ,III n .ult. ( ,tltul,tt,(1 rrt rlVn,tmi( rand(imh,u,(..-rn(nu)i AItai! iti)() l ,rttain, 

menu,rv Itrrrt(, t,:rr uitr\ an(1 3(lilrr.. .olr, tinn , rr( loll Iur ,tnt 
(t11( I I(t .t.trtiny; rrmrnt> (,t -lh -Ar I (.. 
time 1 

_ 2r)(I-ini) n,tn,,,rc nn(l I hr rnLrr 4 iru, snrtl; ui mrm"n 
1,11 Ih( hn,lr(I IIt hr ¡),,t(( t,,I li\ hon>; t l'IZ(')I1 ( I 

l.ul,, ¡nl, rr,! ,(t sl'+; k:t ,vui . _ l,í,(! 
Interface. )(nit- t Hut t'- ,ith,r th, Air.ur ,'ili ;'!( r.,; itl 

rnt,vt,t1 t JI'f(I Il,tr,tllr-; Int,r.t lh,. r,i,il 
intertuu t,tn he' urd(n,1 w Iw, I).,rt .tn,l ;h« 
It,u,til(I l r, r,!,-I1 tith ui, ht \111r }_J 
rr,r ,;n .:rlriinr,rl.3i P,111.2,/, It,.rr \c!,r } lu ' .r!<1;:r.,1 

4 dl11( 1 
I,nr1 ,rl 

,u h(nut 1,1 Ihc 
R>'ir III ,o _ril mill . 1,1,1\ p, Th, 

8825I() tv, r, It,nt. on irtrrt,kr t .,rr,tl l O rlr,t. 
h runnin4 ., .I ,htt,r(rt r,rt, h u,utr ,I ,:iit,rrnt 

\Ítair -ih IT \sI( ,Iltl,rn..tnr,ìtel\ !,it< in 
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thy moth lulu t:n. \I) I hi. Ixt%tnul I; V ; I.I. 

\íl,ur, 4/' A,II , , ur 

* Savings depends upon which interface board you choose. 
An Altair 4K BASIC language system kit with an 88 -2S10 interface 
regularly sells for $809. With an 88 -4P10 interface, this system 
sells for $780. 

NOTE: Offer expires on March 30, 1976. 

MITS/6328 Linn N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87108 505/265 -7553 or 262-1951 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

Enclosed is check for S 

BankAmericard # or Master Charge # 
Altair BASIC System Special 4P10 interface 2510 interface 
Cassette tape or paper tape 
Extra 510 port Extra 4P10 ports 

Add S8 for postage and handling. 
Please send fret- literature 

NAME__ 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
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When you install a B-T Booster outside, 
you get a lot of new boosters inside. 

The service technician's job is a 
tough one. Customers are always 
grumbling about the high cost of TV 
service calls. And they complain 
about poor reception -even when it's 
almost impossible to get a good 
signal. 

But now and then a TV service 
technician wins one. And one of the 
products that can make him a winner, 
and create customer goodwill, is a 
Blonder- Tongue outdoor booster. 

B -T Boosters can produce a dra- 
matic improvement in picture quality, 
particularly on color and especially 
in difficult reception areas. After 25 
years of making outdoor boosters, 
B -T is number one in sales, and en- 
joys the finest reputation for making 

products of highest performance and 
reliability. B -T Boosters do cost a bit 
more than competition, but they per- 
form and last longer. And that's what 
makes satisfied customers. 

The VAULTER, for example, is the 
number one outdoor booster today in 
the B -T line...and in the entire in- 
dustry. This ultra -high performance, 
all- channel amplifier offers the ideal 
combination of lowest possible noise 
figure (4.6dB, VHF; 7.0dB, UHF) and 
high gain (15dB). While it can't make 
unusable, snowy pictures perfect, it 
can reduce fading, loss of color, 
overcome cable loss and reduce 
lead -in cable noise. It can even feed 
more than one TV set from the same 
antenna in fringe reception areas. It 

has separate U/V inputs and a coax 
output. Finally, it's specially de- 
signed for lightning prone areas. 

The B -T line consists of 5 all -chan- 
nel models (including the popular 
VOYAGER); 5 VHF models and 4 UHF 
boosters (the ABLE -U2b is a favorite). 

See your B -T distributor for details. 
And see why you can count on 
boosters inside, when you install B -T 
Boosters outside. Blonder- Tongue 
Laboratories, Inc., One Jake Brown 
Road, Old Bridge, N.J. 08857. 

BLONDER TONGUE. 

. .... 

Circle 3 on reader service card 
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Radio -Electronics.. 
THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS 
Electronics publishers since 1908 MARCH 1976 Vol. 47 No. 3 

STEREO 
AUDIO 

HI -FI 

33 R -E Tests Heath Modulus System 
Hi -fi system in a kit that can be 
expanded to 4- channel in any or all 
its variations. by Len Feldman 

38 Record Changer Buyers Guide 
How to select the changer that's right 
for you. by Herb Friedman 

41 Record -Care Breakthrough 
Spray -on coating makes records last 
longer and may reduce stylus wear. 
by Len Feldman 

69 Understanding Tape Specs 
What is really important when you decide which 
tape is best for you. by Len Feldman 

76 Where 4- Channel Went Wrong 
Why isn't 4- channel the booming 
success predicted for it? by Herb Friedman 

BUILD ONE 
OF THESE 

48 Electronic Fuse 
Reacts in microseconds to excessive power loads. 
Protect all kinds of delicate equipment. 
by Mitch Waite 

51 ASCII To BAUDOT Converter 
Add to your computer system for 
easy conversion from one code to another. 
by Roger Smith 

62 555 IC Timer Circuits 
Part II: Lots of simple circuits that 
you can make with this popular IC. 
by Robert F. Scott 

GENERAL 
ELECTRONICS 

4 Looking Ahead 
Sneak preview of tomorrow's news. 
by David Lachenbruch 

20 Komputer Korner 
Basic computer elements. by Tim Barry 

TELEVISION 
AND 

TEST GEAR 

30 Equipment Report 
Vector P173 Wiring Pencil 

24 Equipment Report 
Telematic KP -710 Pix -Mate 

59 Evaluating Color Receivers 
What's really important in color TV 
circuits. by Stan Prentiss 

71 Service Clinic 
Bang Bang Servicing. by Jack Darr 

74 Reader Questions 
R -E's Service Editor solves reader problems. 

81 All About Probes 
Part III: Final installment wraps up the 
story on these vital test instrument 
accessories. by Charles Gilmore 

DEPARTMENTS 116 Advertising Index 
12 Advertising Offices 
14 Letters 

6 New & Timely 

89 New Literature 
86 New Products 

101 Next Month 
119 Reader Service Card 

ON THE COVER 

Fan of circuit boards are the 
secret element in making 
the Modulus system so ver- 
satile. For a detailed perfor- 
mance report, see story 
starting on page 33. 

RECORD DESTRUCTION occurs each time 
the stylus traces the grooves of your record. 
You can prevent this from happening and 
extend record life and performance. 

... turn to page 41 

R2 

D 

R1 

TIMER CIRCUITS are easy to design and fun 
to use when there is a 555 IC around. There's 
a flock of these circuits in this issue. 

... turn to page 62 

Radio -Electronics, Published monthly by Gerns- 
back Publications, Inc., 200 Park Avenue South, 
New York, NY 10003. Phone: 212 -777 -6400. Sec- 
ond -class postage paid at New York, NY and 
additional mailing offices. One -year subscription 
rate: U.S.A., U.S. possessions and Canada, $8.75. 
Pan -American countries, $10.25. Other countries, 
$10.75. Single copies 75c. "E 1976 by Gernsback 
Publications, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in 
U.S.A. 

Subscription Service: Mail all subscription orders, 
changes, correspondence and Postmaster Notices 
of undelivered copies (Form 3579) to Radio - 
Electronics Subscription Service, Boulder, CO 
80302. 

A stamped self- addressed envelope must ac- 
company all submitted manuscripts and /or art- 
work or photographs if their return is desired 
should they be rejected. We disclaim any re- 
sponsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts 
and /or artwork or photographs while in our 
possession or otherwise. 

As a service to readers, Radio -Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and 
technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio -Electronics 
disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine. 
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looking ahead 

TV gamesmanship 

The TV game attachment 
promises to be the hottest 
electronic novelty in 1976. 
Games, mostly patterned on 
the table- tennis format, began 
to proliferate last year and 
were hot -selling Christmas 
items. The major games intro- 
duced last year were two new 
versions of Magnavox's Odys- 
sey, Pong by Atari, Video Ac- 
tion by Universal Research, 
and TV Tennis by Executive 
Games. Prices range from $65 
to about $300. 

Toward the end of last year, 
some of the game manufac- 
turers ran into troubles with 
the FCC. Any gadget designed 
to feed RF into the antenna 
terminals of a TV set is classi- 
fied by the Commission as a 
"Class -I television device" 
and must be type- approved 
to make certain its radiations 
fall within specified limits. 
Two game manufacturers ne- 
glected to do this -only be- 
cause they didn't know it was 
required -and one was forced 
to recall and modify games 
that didn't meet the Com- 
mission's specifications. The 
other manufacturer was 
alerted just before it started 
delivery and was able to avoid 
a recall and possible fine. 

Some of the more sophisti- 
cated games this year have a 
"robot" feature, permitting 
use by one player in a soli- 
taire arrangement. But even 
more elaborate games are 
coming, using microprocess- 
ors or even connected to 
time -shared computers, ac- 
cording to advance announce- 
ments by their developers. 
Cromemco of Los Altos, CA, 
says it will offer a combination 
game and computer in kit 
form, providing an almost in- 
finite number of games pro- 
grammed by the user. 

Computer Recreation, a NJ 
firm, hopes to offer a TV game 
kit that is connected via 
phone line to a time -shared 
computer, letting the user 
play such games as chess and 
blackjack as well as complex 
word and math games. Per- 
haps a little closer to reality 

are some non -game "interac- 
tive television devices" per- 
mitting viewer interface with 
his TV screen for various pro- 
grammed education courses. 

15% cabled 

A total of 10,800,000 U.S. 
homes, or 15.3% of the total 
households, now receive their 
television programs by cable 
according to a tally in the 1976 
Television Factbook. This rep- 
resents an increase of about 
1,000,000 homes in the last 
year. These homes are served 
by a total of 3,450 cable 
(CATV) systems, the average 
system having 3,130 subscrib- 
ers. Some 53 of the systems 
have more than 20,000 sub- 
scribers each. Just 10 years 
ago, CATV had only 1,575,000 
subscribers. 

Quadradio 

After more than a year of 
studies and field tests, the 
EIA's National Quadriphonic 
Radio Committee has filed a 

voluminous report with the 
FCC, saying that its results 
"positively demonstrate the 
compatibility, feasibility and 
practicality of quadriphonic 
FM broadcasting" and that 
"state -of- the -art" equipment 
is sufficient to perform the 
quadriphonic service." The 
NQRC tested five discrete 
four -channel broadcasting 
systems developed by Quad - 
racast Systems, RCA, Cooper - 
UMX, G -E and Zenith. It made 
no recommendations as to a 
specific system, but did note 
that its subjective listener 
tests "clearly indicate the 
need for a quadriphonic ser- 
vice." It also commented that 
station coverage in discrete 
four -channel will be "com- 
parable or somewhat less 
than" two -channel stereo. 

Proponents of matrix quad - 
riphonic systems, including 
CBS (SQ) and Sansui (QS), 
are expected to oppose any 
attempts to set up standards 
for discrete four -channel 
broadcasting, arguing that the 

material can be (and already 
is) broadcast over conven- 
tional two -channel FM stereo 
stations without further FCC 
action. Considering the re- 
cently dwindling interest in 
quadriphonics, the FCC isn't 
expected to assign a high pri- 
ority to the four -channel 
broadcasting proceedings. 

Enter the videophile 

The original audiophile of 
the 1930's and 1940's was a 
hobbyist who wasn't satisfied 
with sound reproduction of 
production -line phonographs 
and radios. He bought top - 
quality, exotic equipment 
(sometimes at extremely high 
prices) for more perfect 
sound. This pioneer set the 
pace for the rest of the public 
and was largely responsible 
for today's general interest in 
good audio. 

Now there are signs that 
something similar may be 
starting in video. Although the 
average viewer is still satis- 
fied with mediocre picture 
quality, the television system 
is capable of far better than 
that. Cable TV can provide a 

clear, sharp, ghost -free pic- 
ture. Pay cable systems sup- 
ply top movies uninterrupted 
by commercials. The incen- 
tive to reproduce good images 
in the home is now present. 
In addition, the availability of 
videocassette recorders pro- 
vides another incentive for the 
video hobbyist. Projection TV 
sets can bring movie -like real- 
ism into the home under opti- 
mum conditions. 

Although the VTR and the 
projection set may be consid- 
ered industrial rather than 
home -entertainment devices, 
many audio and television 
dealers are beginning to han- 
dle them and some have been 
surprised by the demand 
from perfectionist (and well - 
heeled) consumers. The num- 
ber of videocassette record- 
ers and projection TV sets in 
homes today is probably in 
the low thousands -but it's a 
start. Like their parents, the 
audiophiles, the growing vid- 
eophiles are expected to 

spark demand for better qual- 
ity reproduction. This will 
eventually raise the con- 
sciousness of the general 
public and trigger new inter- 
est in perfect pictures, not just 
passable ones. It's still a 
small, low -keyed develop- 
ment, but the growing interest 
in good pictures by some 
of America's opinion leaders 
could be among the most sig- 
nificant events in electronics 
for the home. 

CB license snarl 

If you're waiting for a CB 
license, don't give up. But 
don't hold your breath either. 
As of the end of 1975, the FCC 
was completely swamped with 
a backlog of 2V2 weeks of un- 
opened mail containing ap- 
proximately 150,000 license 
applications, 7,000 unan- 
swered letters complaining of 
licensing delays, an average 
of 36 inquiries from Congress- 
men daily asking what hap- 
pened to constituents' appli- 
cations, and a jammed -up 
switchboard often making it 
impossible to place a call to 
the Citizen & Amateur Divi- 
sion. 

To help relieve this conges- 
tion, the Commission hopes to 
set up a new high -speed li- 
cense- processing system -but 
it probably will be late sum- 
mer or early fall before the 
equipment can be in opera- 
tion. Meanwhile, applications 
are expected to increase from 
the recent 300,000 level to as 
many as 1,000,000 a month. 

Help may also be on the 
way on the channel- conges- 
tion front. At press time, the 
Commission was expected to 
consider increasing the num- 
ber of channels in the Class -D 
band from the present 23 to 
50. But, once again, action 
won't be too quick. Expect it 
by late spring or early sum- 
mer. And when more channels 
are added, you can also ex- 
pect a new flood of applica- 
tions and a new jam -up. 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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SERVICE 
JUST 

ONE YEAR 
GUARANTEE 

STILL ONLY 

WITH CABLES 

FEATURES 

A UHF Tuner with 
70 channels which are 
detented and indicated 
just like VHF channels. 
A VHF Hi Gain 
Solid State Tuner. 
AC Powered. 
90 Day Warranty. 

Demonstrate the El= to 
your customers and show improved 
reception with their TV sets. 

You may place your order through 
any of the Centers listed below. 

PROVIDES YOU WITH A COMPLETE SERVICE 
FOR ALL YOUR TELEVISION TUNER REQUIREMENTS. 

VHF OR UHF ANY TYPE (u s A ONLY) $ 9.95 
UHF /VHF COMBINATION (U s . ONLY) $15.00 

MAJOR PARTS AND SHIPPING CHARGED AT COST 

Fast, efficient service at our conveniently located 
Service Centers. 
All tuners are ultrasonically cleaned, repaired, 
realigned, and air tested. 

REPLACE 
UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT TUNER $12.95 Iu.S.A ONLY) 

This price buys you a complete new tuner built spe- 
cifically by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. for this purpose. 

Alfil shafts have a maximum length of 101/2" which 
can be cut to 11/2 ". 
Specify heater type parallel and series 450 mA or 600 mA. 

CUSTOMIZE 
Customized tuners are available at a cost of only 
$15.95. With trade -in $13.95. (u S A. ONLY) 

Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes 
to any of the centers listed below. 

F 
AS 

H 

NOW AVAILABLE-TUNER SERVICE PARTS CATALOG 
OF ALL SARKES TARZIAN VHF AND UHF TUNERS, INCLUDING EXPLODED 

VIEW DRAWINGS. OVER 200 PAGES. ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY. 
SEND $2.50 WITH ORDER TO BLOOMINGTON HEAD OFFICE. 

TSC 

WATCH US 
GROW 

HEADQUARTERS _.. 

ARIZONA 
CALIFORNIA 

FLORIDA 

GEORGIA 
ILLINOIS 

INDIANA 
KENTUCKY 
LOUISIANA 
MARYLAND 
MASSACHUSETTS 
MISSOURI __.. 

NEVADA 
NEW JERSEY 

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47V1 537 South Walnut Street 
:..TUCSON, ARJW7NA 85713 ..1528 S. 6th Ave. 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALI OF.416 1 10654 Magnolia Bwlevard 
BURLING,AME CALIF. 94010 -----------1324- Marsten.:a 
MODESTO, CALIF. 95351. ...123 Phoenix Ave 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 3360ß ? 1505 Cypress 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL ID 33315 .._ 1045 W. 23rd ' ree 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 31 \---.. 646 Evans Street, S. 
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 6t8 405 East University Str$e 
DOLTON, ILLINOIS 60419. 1507 -09 E. 142 Street 
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076 .. -5110 West Brown Street . 

ANAPOLIS. INDIANA 46024 112 West St. Clair Street 

NORTH CAROLINA 
OHIO 

OREGON 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TENNESSEE 
TEXAS 
VIRGINIA 
CANADA 

SMILLE, KENTUCKY 40205 
'VEPORT, LOUISIANA 71104 

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21215 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHLSETTS 01108 
ST LOUIS, MISSOURI 63132 
LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89102 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638 
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 07307 
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 27401 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45216 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97210 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15209 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38111 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218 
NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23513 
ST. LAURENT, QUEBEC: CALGARY, ALBERTA 

2244 Taylorsville Road 
13025 Highland Avenue . 

.5505 Reisterstown Rd., Box 2 
405 Dickinson Street 
10530 Page Avenue 
1412 Western Avenue No 1 -_. 
1139 Pennsylvania Avenue 
547 -49 Tonnele Ave.. Hwy. 1 & \9 
2914 East Market Street 
7450 Vine Street _. 

Tel. 812-334-0411 
Tel. 604 -791 -9243 
Tel 218-769,W20 
TAP¢ 415347728 
Tel ..209 521 -8051 
Tel 813-253-0324 
Tel. 305 -524 -0914 
Tel. 404 -758.2232 
Tel. 217356 -6400 
Tel. 312 -841 -4444 
Tel. 312- 675 -0230 
L.el. 317- 632 -3493 

'Tel. 502 -452 -1191 
Tel. 318- 221 -3027 
Tel. 301 -358 -1186 
Tel. 413 -788 -8206 
Tel 314 -429 -0633 
Tel. 702- 384 -4235 
Tel. 609 -393 -0999 
Tel. 201 -792 -3730 
Tel. 919 -273 -6276 
Tel. 513- 821 -5080 

4525 Pearl Road _.... .. Tel. 216 -741 -2314 
1732 N.W. 25th Avenue, P.O. Box 

.', 
10141.. Tel. 503- 222 -9059 

5031/2 Grant Avenue .. Tel. 412 -821 -4004 
3158 Barron Avenue Tel. 901 -458 -2355 
11540 Garland Road Tel. 214327 -8413 
3295 Santos Street Tel. 804- 855 -2518 

IF YOU WANT TO BRANCH OUT INTO THE TV TUNER REPAIR BUSINESS, 
WRITE TO THE BLOOMINGTON HEADQUARTERS ABOUT A FRANCHISE. 

Circle 4 on reader service card 5 
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new se timely 

Sally Knight, John Harris receive 
Gernsback Scholarship Awards 

The winner this month of the Hugo 
Gernsback Scholarship Award, a $150 
grant given annually to an outstanding 
student in each of eight leading home 
study electronics schools, is Mrs. Sally 
E. Knight of Toledo, OH, a student in the 
Bell & Howell Schools. Mrs. Knight is 
married and has four children, ranging in 
age from 21 months to 7 years. She says: 

"Since I have been taking the course 
in Home Entertainment Electronics, I 

have begun a small business in my home. 
I take care of the repairs of radios and 
TV sets in a 16 -unit motel, along with re- 
pairs in the neighborhood. The course 
has helped me a great deal, and I am 
glad to have had the opportunity to enroll 
in it with the help of the VA. 

MRS. SALLY E. KNIGHT 

"My husband's money goes to support 
all of us, and I am using the money I 

make in my business to purchase some 
of the needed gear, such as a high -volt- 
age probe, degaussing coil and other 
small items. A good signal -generator and 
a good DC- supply are needed in the near 
future, and probably a good transistor 
checker. 

"My housework has gone undone at 
times so I could keep up with my lessons, 
but my family has been very understand- 
ing and has stood by me. Maybe some 
day the business will grow to where it 
will benefit us all." 

Runner -up in the scholarship contest 
was John K. Harris, of Burlington, NC, 
who receives a WV -529A special service 
VOM, donated monthly by RCA to the 
person who places second in the schol- 
arship contest. Mr. Harris writes: 

"I began my study program with the 
Bell & Howell Schools in June, 1974, and 
am now over two- thirds of the way to- 
wards completing the 173 -lesson course. 
In November, 1974, I injured my back in 

an accident on the job, but kept on work- 
ing until February, 1975, when I was ad- 
vised by my doctor to seek a less strenu- 
ous job. I have since been working on the 
course full time and paying for it out of 
my savings. 

JOHN K. HARRIS 

At the end of 120 -lessons my grade 
average is 97.2. I have thoroughly en- 
joyed the course so far and find the ma- 
terial presentations and instruction tech- 
niques far superior to anything I have 
previously experienced. In the future, I 

would like to combine my interest in 
electronics with that in woodworking, and 
offer custom -built component systems 
that would satisfy my customers' indi- 
vidual needs." 

Pennsylvania ISCET elect officers 
Ronald S. Lettieri, CET (Certified Elec- 

tronic Technician) of Dunmore, PA, was 
elected President of the International 
Society of Certified Electronic Techni- 
cians of Pennsylvania for the year 1976. 

Other 1976 officers are Lenardo R. 

Migliaccio, CET, Vice President; Robert 
E. McHose, CET, Secretary; and James 
L. Ibaugh, CET, Treasurer. 

President Lettieri is an electronics 
technician at Tobyhanna Army Depot, 
Tobyhanna, PA. He succeeds Russell 
Scarpelli, CET, who was the first presi- 
dent of ISCET of Pennsylvania. 

Fiber -optic telephone lines 
closer to realization 

An experimental communications sys- 
tem that uses light guided through thin 
glass- fibers is slated to start active test- 
ing this year. A 2,000 -foot cable contain- 
ing over 100 fibers is being installed in 
ducts at the Bell Laboratories' Atlanta, 
GA, facility. Joining individual fibers at 
the ends of the cables will enable Bell 
engineers to test transmission lines many 
miles long. 

This -while still a considerable dis- 
tance from actual use by operating tele- 
phone companies -is a significant step 
forward from a laboratory environment to 
one approximating actual field condi- 
tions. 

The experimental communication sys- 
tem is being used in a two -part study at 
transmission rates of 1.544 million bits 
a second (Mbs) and 44.7 Mbs. The pulses 
of light will be created by light- emitting 
diodes and by miniature lasers modu- 
lated by interrupting the electrical cur- 
rent that drives the device. 

The devices have been packaged for 
practical use on circuit boards contain- 
ing the signal -processing electronics. In- 
dividual fiber light- guides are connected 
to both the transmitter and receiver pack- 
ages by a plastic- coated section of fiber 
guide called a "pigtail." Technicians will 
simply plug the circuit boards containing 

PHONE EQUIPMENT OF THE FUTURE: the 
packages for the Bell Labs fiber -optic com- 
munications experiment. At top, two pack- 
ages that make up the transmitter. The one 
being held contains the laser. Center -the 
two packages with their covers. Bottom left 
-the receiver package with its cover, and at 
right, the two sections that make up the 
receiver package. 

the transmitter and receiver into spe- 
cially designed shelves containing spe- 
cial connectors, with no need to work 
with individual fibers. The packaging has 
been designed to be compatible with 
conventional electronics used in central - 
office equipment. 

Microcomputer workshop course 
supplies take -home microcomputer 

The Wintek Corp. of Lafayette, IN, is 
offering a series of short courses in 
places as far apart as San Diego, CA, and 

(Continued on page 12) 
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OPTI /SCAN is, without question. tt a world's most advanced scanning receiver. It is tFe only 
crystal -less scann.,r that optically scans any station in the iat on by tie use of programmed cards 
with pernanent memory. Simply progran and insert the card, OPTI /SCAN does tie rest. You can 
change cards ever while criving without taking your eyes otf -he road. BAR-in AC DC operation. 

Who needs a system as advanced as OPT /SCAN? Aryone anywhere who wants a d gital 
scarning receiver that will be ahead of all the others for years to come. 

. II 
1 

ill . . 
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 

VOLUME SQUELCH MANUAL SCAN OPTI /SCRI11 

'13 ^a 

I t t. 

3 C Better Communrcaz ions through Creative Technology 
fft- 

For informat on write: SEE., lic., 220 airport Blvd., Watsonville, CA x5076 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES E S GouldjMarkeeny Co ]d 109 Morlee de Liesse Mortrea. Ouetec Canada I14T IS5 Llrxea. E ystems S A h T ue des Alpes PO Box 163. tï11 Geneva I. Swt:erland 
Circ.e 5 on reader service card 
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Where do 
the pry get their 

training? 

Almost half of the successful TV servicemen have 
ó 

home study training and with them, it's NRI 2 to 1. 
It's a fact! Among men actually making their living repairing 
IV and audio equipment, more have taken training from NAI 
than any other home study school. More than twice as many! 
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A national survey *, performed 
by an independent research 
organization, showed that the 
pros named NRI most often as 
a recommended school and as 
the first choice by far among 
those who had taken home 
study courses from any school. 
Why? Perhaps NRI's 60 -year 
record with over a million 
students ... the solid training 
and value built into every NRI 
course ... and the designed -for- 
learning equipment originated 
by NRI provide the answer. But 
send for your free NRI catalog 
and decide for yourself. 

25" Diagonal Color TV... 
And 4- channel 
Quadraphonic Stereo. 
As a part of NRI's Master 
Course in color TV /Audio serv- 
icing. you build a 25" diagonal 

solid state color TV with 
console cabinet. As you 
build it, you perform 
stage -by -stage experi- 
ments designed to give 
you actual bench exper- 
ience. And you get a 
Quadraphonic system 
with 4 speakers. NRI's 

instru- 
ments are 
a cut 
above the 
average, 
including 

a transistor- 
ized volt ohm- 

meter, triggered 
sweep 5" oscilloscope, CMOS 
digital frequency counter and 
digital integrated circuit color 
TV pattern generator. They're 
top professional quality, designed 
to give you years of reliable serv- 
ice. You can pay hundreds of 
dollars more for a similar course 
and not get a nickel's worth 
extra in training and equipment. 

Two Famous Educators... 
NRI and McGraw -Hill. 
NRI is a part of McGraw -Hill, 
world's largest publishers of 
educational material. Together, 
they give you the kind of train- 
ing that's geared for success .. . 

practical know -how aimed at 
giving you a real shot at a better 
job or a business of your own. 
You learn at home at your con- 
venience, with "bite- size" 
lessons that ease learning and 
speed comprehension. Kits 
designed to give you practical 
bench experience also become 
first -class professional instru- 
ments you'll use in your work. 

RI NRI SCHOOLS 
FirA FA r McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Widest Choice of 
Courses and Careers. 
NRI doesn't stop with just one 
course in TV /Audio servicing. 
You can pick from five differ- 
ent courses (including an 
advanced color course for prac- 
ticing technicians) so you can 
fit your training to your needs 
and your budget. Or, you can 
go into Computer Technology, 
learning on a real, digital com- 
puter you build yourself. Com- 
munications with your own 500 
channel digitally -synthesized 
VHF transceiver. Aircraft or 
Marine Electronics. Mobile 
radio, and more. 

Free Catalog... 
No Salesman Will Call. 
Send the postage -paid card for 
our free color catalog showing 
details on all NRI electronics 
courses. Lesson plans, equip- 
ment, and career opportunities 
are fully described. Check card 
for information on G.I. benefits. 
No obligation, no salesman will 
call. Mail today and see for 
yourself why the pros select 
NRI two to one! 

If card is missing, write , 

`Summary of survey results upon request. 
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view er ti I ( from page 6) 

Alpach, Austria. A 3 -day "hands -on" 
microcomputer workshop will be held in 
San Diego, CA, March 16-18; St. Peters- 
burg, FL, March 31 -April 2, and in Al- 
pach, Austria, April 5-7, 1976. Cost of the 
course, including the take -home com- 
puter, is $495. 

A 5 -day course on digital communica- 
tions for scientists, engineers and man- 
agement will be run in San Diego, March 
15-19, and in St. Petersburg, March 29- 
April 2. Tuition is $395. Another 5 -day 
course in image processing will be held 
in San Diego, March 15 -19; St. Peters- 
burg March 29 -April 2, and in Alpach, 
Austria, April 5 -9. Tuition is also $395. 

The courses are being run by Wintek 
Corp., 902 N. 9th St., Lafayette, IN 47904. 

Midwesterners are winners of 
Hugo Gernsback scholarships 

James H. Byasse, of Marion, IL, is an- 
other winner of the Hugo Gernsback 
Scholarship Award, a grant of $150 given 
annually to an outstanding student in 
each of eight leading home -study schools 
of electronics. The present entries are 

JAMES H. BYASSE 

ALBERT TURKOVICH 

from the Cleveland Institute of Electron- 
ics, Inc. Mr. Byasse is 28 years old, is 
married and has two daughters. He is a 
school teacher and works part time re- 
pairing electronic musical instruments. 

The second prize winner, Albert A. 
Turkovich of Eaton Rapids, MI, receives a 
WV -529A service VOM, donated monthly 
by RCA to persons placing second in 
each contest for the scholarships. He is 
24 years old, married, and now works as 
a machinist, with plans to get into elec- 
tronics in the near future. 

FCC improves situation of 
terminal equipment users 

The FCC has moved to permit users of 
the national telephone network to con- 
nect terminal equipment to the network 
without being compelled to use connect- 
ing equipment supplied by the carrier. 

The famous Carterphone decision, in 
1968, held that a customer of a common 
carrier could connect his own terminal 
equipment to the carrier's system, pro- 
viding that it had no adverse effects. The 
telephone company immediately insisted 
that to prevent such adverse effects and 
to protect other customers and the com- 
pany's own hardware against damage, 
all such equipment must be connected 
through interfacing equipment supplied 
by the company itself. 

The new rule, which will come into ef- 
fect April 1, 1976, will permit users or 
designers of terminal equipment to regis- 
ter such equipment with the FCC, and 
would give them complete freedom to 
use any equipment approved by the 
Commission. Two options are proposed: 
one would be registration of the complete 
terminal equipment; another, registration 
of only the protective apparatus (sep- 
arate, identifiable and discrete electrical 
circuitry designed to protect the tele- 
phone equipment from harm, and regis- 
tered in accordance with the new rules). 

In coming to its decision, the Commis- 
sion noted that "special" customers, in- 
cluding gas, oil, electric and transporta- 
tion companies, as well as many of the 
1,600 independent telephone companies, 
the Department of Defense, and NASA, 
have long been and still are allowed to 
connect their equipment and facilities 
to the network by means less restric- 
tive than carrier -supplied connecting ar- 
rangements. 

The Commission therefore stated that 
as of April 1, 1976, FCC -registered termi- 
nal equipment as well as equipment used 
in conjunction with FCC -registered pro- 
tective circuitry may be connected di- 
rectly with the telephone network in 
accordance with the new rules and with- 
out carrier -supplied connecting arrange- 
ments. R -E 
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Get yourself the big one! 
1757 illustrated pages of 

detailed audio reference for 
the working technician ... the 
student ... the hi -fi buff! 

Here's a comprehensive volume espe- 
cially designed for the man or woman 

who has an understanding of electronics 
and an interest in audio technology. 

The Audio Cyclopedia is the most author- 
itative reference book ever published on 

this subject. It includes every phase of audio 
technology -plus the latest information on 

solid -state and integrated circuits. 
25 informative chapters ... 

convenient format so you find what 
you're looking for... quickly... easily! 

Each of the big, information -filled chapters 
covers in depth one of the major areas of audio 

electronics. You'll find anything you could 
want to know about everything -amplifiers, 

acoustics, meters, transformers, coils, transis- 
tors, diodes, filters ... plus much, much more! 

All information is presented in easy -to- 
understand,questionand -answer format. For 

"instant find," there's a unique index and refer- 
ence system so the 

information you 
need is always at 

your fingertips. 
Send for this com- 

plete reference 
library today 

just $3400 

Complete your reference 
library with this Modern 
Dictionary of ELECTRONICS! 
This handy volume is a convenient 
way for you to keep abreast of all 
the latest happenings in the ever - 
changing field of electronics.. 
Modern Dictionary of Electronics 
gives you clear, concise defini- 
tions of 18,500 terms commonly 
in use today in the fields of com- 
munications, microelectronics, 
fiberoptics, semiconductors, 
reliability, computers and 
medical electronics. 
It's yours for only $14.50 

Guide to 
High Fidelity 
Here's a conve- 
nient guide to help 
you select a hi -fi 
system that not 
only meets your 
needs but fits your 
budget besides. If 
you ever plan to 
invest in any hi -fi 
equipment at all, 
this book is a 
must. 
Yours for a low 
$4.50 

Modern Recording 
Techniques 
Now, whether you're 
a would -be recording 
artist or an experi- 
enced engineer, you 
can find out all about 
the tecnniques that 
are being used today 
in pop recording. 
Learn how to cut 
your own records, 
and how to use equip- 
ment and controls 
creatively. 
Just $9.95 

For more 
audio infor- 
mation . . . 
Take one 
or more of 
these handy 
paperback 
guides. 

How To Build 
Speaker 
Enclosures 
Here's the book 
to use if you want 
to build enclo- 
sures that give you 
realistic sound 
reproduction.In- 
cludes directions 
for enclosures to 
fit any application 

. . any price 
range. 
Yours for a low 
$4.50 

107R1 - 1.1 -- 
MAIL TODAY FOR 15 -DAY FREE TRIAL 

YES - send me the book(s) checked below to exam- 
ine for 15 days free. If not completely satisfied, I may 
return my order and owe absolutely nothing. Other- 
wise, I will pay the amount on the invoice accompany- 
ing my book(s), including shipping and handling. 

Audio Cyclopedia (20675) $34.00 
Modern Dictionary of Electronics 

(20852) $14.50 
Modern Recording Techniques (21037) . $9.95 
Guide to High Fidelity (21154) $4.50 
How to Build Speaker Enclosures 

(20520) $4.50 

Name 

Address 

City 

State lip 
Save shipping and handling costs. Full payment enclosed. 
(Plus sales tax, if any.) 

MAIL TO: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd Street 111 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 EC 15 

=mom 

(PLEASE PRINT) 1 
1 

1 
1 
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Dw 
AUTOMATIC 

STAPLE GUNS 
CUT WIRE & CABLE 

INSTALLATION COSTS 
. . . without cutting into insulation! 

SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for 
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving 
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration 
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation! 

No. T -18 -Fits wires up to 
3/16" in diameter. 

BELL, 
TELEPHONE, 

THERMOSTAT, 
INTERCOM, 
BURGLAR 

ALARM 
and other low 
voltage wiring. 

Uses T -18 
staples with 3/16" round crown 
in 3/8" and 7/16" leg lengths. 

I1 

U' 

No. T -25 -Fits wires up to 
1 /4" in diameter. 
Same basic construction 
and fastens same ' 
wires as No. T -18. 

Also used for 
RADIANT 

HEAT WIRE 

Uses T -25 staples 
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32 
3/8 ", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths 

NEW! Intermediate 
No. T-37 -Fits wires and cables 

up to 5/16" in diameter. 
,Same basic construction 

as Nos. T -18 & T -25. 

Also used for 
CATV and 

DRIVE RINGS in 
stringing wires. 

Uses T -37 staples 
aith 5 16" round crown in 3/8 ", 

1 2" and 9/16" leg lengths. 

No. T -75 -Fits wires and cables 
up to 1/2" in diameter. 
RADIANT HEAT 

CABLE, 
OF CABLE, 

WIRE CONDUIT 
COPPER TUBING 
or any non -metallic 

sheathed cable. 
Also used as 

DRIVE RINGS 
in stringing wires. 

Uses T -75 staples with 1i 2" 
flat crown in 9/16 ", 5/8" 
and 7/8" leg lengths. 
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RRROW FASTENER COMPANY INC. 

271 Maykill Street, Saddle Brook, N. J. 07663 

Circle 7 on reader .cerrice cal r1 

letters 
BURGLAR ALARM UPDATE 

After building your burglar alarm sys- 
tem I discovered some improvements that 
could be made with a minimum of parts. 

First, referring to Fig. 7 (May 1975 
issue, page 49), gate A should self -latch 
for only a limited amount of time, other- 
wise the whole system is disabled (after 
auto -off) until S7 is reset and switch S1 
is turned off and back on again. To do 
this, an R -C circuit can be installed be- 
tween pins 3, 5, 6 and ground (see Fig. 
1). The R -C network should have a 
time- constant greater than the R7 -C2 
network. The effect of this is that S7 can 

LARGER 
TI ME 

CONSTANT 
THAN 

R7 -C2 

GATE A 

FIG. 1 

R5 
22 MEG 

13 
RG TO PIN 2 

I OF ICI 

R7 

FIG. 2 

be reset and the alarm is ready again - 
no need to hit the key switch. 

But what if S7 is opened and not 
closed again? After auto -off the whole 
circuit is off again, none of the sensors 
work. With an R -C circuit and some other 
changes (see Fig. 2), S7 could be ac- 
tivated and left open and still the alarm 
would sound when the non -delay sen- 
sors were opened. Thus if a burglar 
opened a delayed switch, left it open and 
waited for the alarm to turn off, then re- 
entered an inside perimeter; the non -de- 
lay switches would get him. 
ROBERT JUST 
New York, N.Y. 

S/N -WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 
I enjoyed your article "Signal To Noise 

-What Does It Mean ?" (Sept. 1975 
issue) very much. Hopefully, your maga- 
zine will continue to promote true high 
fidelity and encourage consumers to 
know what they are buying. 

However, I must take strong issue with 
several points in the article. 

Mr. Feldman seems to feel that ampli- 
fier manufacturers are leading consumers 
astray by specifying S/N relative to a 
10 -mV signal rather than to input sensi- 
tivity (which is generally lower). If a 
phono cartridge produced the same out- 
put across the audio band, he may be 
correct. However, the RIAA curve tells us 
that high frequencies must be attenu- 
ated by the preamp in order to get a 
linear output. For example, at 10 kHz, the 
cartridge output would be about 14 dB 
above a 1 -kHz signal (for a RIAA equal- 
ized disc). This means that if a cartridge 
has a rated output of 2 millivolts at 1 

kHz, the output at 10 kHz wòuld be about 
10 millivolts. 

Actually, the preamp manufacturer is 
being realistic by rating his S/N relative 
to a 10 -mV signal. That is why this 
method is used by most high quality 
manufacturers (including Audio Re- 
search, C/M Laboratories, SAE and ACE 
Audio, to name but a few). The integrity 
of these firms will speak for themselves. 
They do not deceive consumers to make 
sales as Mr. Feldman implies. 

The biggest error in Mr. Feldman's ar- 
ticle was the conclusion that S/N speci- 
fied relative to a 10 mV signal is "mean- 
ingless." If Mr. Feldman would prefer 
his S/N relative to input sensitivity, he 
can convert it easily .using basic high 
school mathematics. For example, the 
SAE model Mark XXX has the following 
specifications: 

Noise: Phono -75 db below 10 mV 
input. 

Input Sensitivity: Phono -2 mV. 
First find the equivalent input noise volt- 
age: 

S/N = 75 dB = 20 login 
10 mV 

noise voltage at input 
10 mV 

Noise Voltage at input = 
10iá 

75 

= 1.78 µV 

Now, Mr. Feldman, to calculate for S/N 
relative to input sensitivity: 

S/N (relative to input sesitivity) 
2 mV - 20 log 1.78µV 

=61.0 dB 
This only works if the S/N ratio is un- 

weighted. In fact, this is the reason S/N 
ratio is specified the way it is: THE S/N 
CAN BE CALCULATED EASILY FOR ANY 

(continued on page 17) 
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Lafayette `TErEO AECEtVEA lfa-2200 

fit 88 91 !6 Tt 104 108 

03 60 

W ßiì 

The Image of Performance 
The new Lafayette LR -2200 has the loc.< of performance 

many receivers try b achieve. But rea Fe- fbrnance comes 
from within. That where the LR -2200 stand= out 

This serious receiver performs to the -richest Etancards with 
advanced circuitry. a -nos- selective AM FM stereo FM receiver, 
full music contras ncluding two tuning retes. dual tape 
monitoring jacks and derived 'o.ir channel matrix. The sensitive 
performance of the LA -2200 comes across pcwertully through 
27 watts per chan nel. min mum RMS. Both stle ec channels are 
diven at 8 ohms -rom 24-20 000 Hz, wish n_. more than J.5 °o 
tctal harmonic discrt on. 

The Lafayette and o desigiers performed ii tie creation of 
the LR -2200. Lafayette put the most fe.atL-es, tie cleanest 
specifications, the most power for any remover _afayette has 
ever offered for the p-ice. 299.95 

Because Lafayette performed in the crea-ic iof this rece ver it 
MI perform for you. For years. 

See it, hear it at a Lafayette store h gtv=s cu to perfor- 
mance. 

Like to see more of the performers? Visit ary of the Lafayette 
stores coast to coast. Or write for our free cat3bg 

Electronically Speak trig. 
Who Knows Setter Than 

Lafayette 
Rad o ElectronicsShopping :72-enter 

111 Jericho Turopke Syosset, L.I. n.Y. 11791 c Lafayette Rad o Bectrrics Corporation 1976 
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For the $400 -class CB customer 
Realistic has what's really new 
and 4000 places to find it. 

Reading time 48 seconds: 
Not everyone has four C -notes to lay out for hobby or business equipment. But on 
the other hand, the new RealisticNavaho TRC -57 actually costs no more than a 

basic 35mm SLR camera. And for 399.95* you get an AM /SSB base /mobile 
transceiver with everything you'd expect - plus a lot you wouldn't. + Digital 
phase -locked synthesizer and crystal lattice filter for unusual selectivity. 
+ Automatic modulation gain control for full power always, whether you talk loud 
or soft. + ANL and blanker for chopping out noise. + LED -indicator 
AM /USB /LSB mode lights. + Separate SWR and S /RF power meters that turn red 
on transmit. + Precise LED -readout clock switchable for 12 or 24 -hour time. And 
of course it's FCC Type Accepted and UL listed. The new Navaho. You get 
something more by accepting nothing less! 

1 76 FREE! CATALOG 
ACK 

164 PAGES OVER 2000 ITEMS 
Get your copy today at our 
nearest store or dealer. 687 

Or write: 

Radio Shack 
P.O. Box 1052 

(Please Print) Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

Name Apt. # 

Street 

City State Zip EIDE 

'Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers. 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

Rade !hack 
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 

- - - /master___-_, 
<,M..< herse. - - t 

Circle 9 on reader service card 

Just Say 
"Charge It" 

at participating stores 
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LETTERS 
(continued from page 14) 

INPUT VOLTAGE FOR ANY CARTRIDGE 
SPECIFICATION. As you can see, these 
specifications are meaningful. I oppose 
weighted S/N on the grounds that it is 
a real hassle to determine S/N ratio for 
your cartridge (unless, of course, it is 
exactly at the preamplifier input sensi- 
tivity). 

Personally, I would prefer to see 
"equivalent noise at input" specifica- 
tions rather than S /N. 

A point that I feel should have been 
mentioned in the article is that S/N is 
more correctly specified (S+N) /N. Think 
about it! 

In conclusion, I ask "signal to noise, 
Mr. Feldman ... what does it mean ?" 
CHRIS HORNS 
Graduate Engineer 
Patton, PA 

S/N -REPLY 
Your letter addressed to Radio -Elec- 

tronics was forwarded to me for reply. 
While I cannot disagree with your rea- 
soning, it occurs to me that the same 
argument applies relative to our state- 
ments of S/N as referred to actual input 
sensitivity. One could just as easily con- 
vert the readings to S/N ratios with 
respect to 10 mV. But why choose 10 
mV? Why not 20, or 30 or even 50? 
Think how good the S/N numbers would 
look then. Do you know of any magnetic 
cartridges that put out 10 mV when 
driven by a velocity of 3.54 centimeters 
per second (the usual test velocity re- 
corded onto most test records used to 
measure frequency response and output 
level)? 

The industry is very much divided 
on this point, and I agree with you that a 
statement of equivalent noise at the in- 
put would be a better form of measure- 
ment. However, until most manufacturers 
begin quoting it, the consumer would be 
further confused by this additional con- 
cept. 

Rest assured, Mr. Home, that I too 
know how to convert signal -to -noise ratio 
from one reference point to another as, 
like you, I too am a "graduate engineer." 
I also fail to see why the use of weighted 
figures (we use both weighted and un- 
weighted in our reports) would in any way 
alter the results if different input levels 
are used, since the weighting curve is a 
frequency form of compensation relative 
to 1000 Hz to compensate for the auditory 
effect of noise. It will have the same 
effect on the signal -to -noise ratio 
(weighted) regardless of the reference 
level used with it. 

You are also technically correct that 
S/N is more properly called (signal plus 
noise to noise) but when we are talking 
about S/N ratios of 60, 65, or 70 dB, we 
are dealing with rather minute differ- 
ences. For example, if we read a 1 -volt 
output signal (including noise) and get a 
S/N ratio of 60 dB, that means the 
NOISE contribution is .001 volts. Do you 
really think it worth making a point over 
the difference between 1.001/.001 and 
1.0/.001? 
LEN FELDMAN 
Contributing Hi -Fi Editor 
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r TYPE OF ORDER 
CASH: A check or money order is enclosed. 

P.O.: (Attach coupon). F.O.B. factory; Net30 
Charge B.A.= Charge M.C.® 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

a NO s ABOVE NAME (MCI GOOD THRU 

SIGNATURE 

PRINT NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

LAII orders subject to acceptance at factory 

order today 
Use convenient coupon below 

or order direct from your 
nearest A P Distributor. 

1 - M. Box 110 -R, Painesville, Ohio 44077 
Order date' (Offer expires March 31, 1916.1 

Quantity Part Number S Each S Total 

923269 
WITH FREE DIST. STRIP $8.50 

923265 
WITH FREE DIST. STRIP 

$10.00 

923261 
WITH FREE $12.50 $12.50 

SHIPPING HANDLING MerchandiseTotal 
Upto810.00 
10.01 to 25.00 
25.01 to 50.00 
50.01 to 100.00 
100.01 to 200.00 

Total 

81.00 
150 Sales Tax (OH & CA) 
2.00 
2.50 4 Shipping (see chart) 3.00 

Amount Enclosed 

Circle 10 on reader service card 
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Jack Terry knows exactly 
where he's going.Thanks to ICS. 

(A TRUE STORY) 

At age 29, Jack Terry doesn't have it made yet. 
But he knows where he's going. And he's on his way. 

Jack went from beginner draftsman to Highway 
Engineer, first level. At almost twice the pay. 

"That took five promotions;' Jack told us. "But 
my ICS training was a real help in passing each pro - 
motion examination. 

"I really like my work and I know there are other 
promotionsI can get. Because people just seem to need 
more roads. And there aren't that many good high- 
way engineers around." 

Jack Terry is one of our outstanding graduates. 
He's hard working. He's in a growing field. And he 
has good training. 

Of course, we can't promise you'll be as success- 
ful as Jack Terry-no school can guarantee jobs or 
promotions for its graduates. 

But ICS can give you the first -rate training you 
need - especially if you're interested in one of the 
growing careers where ICS concentrates its training. 
Like Engineer. Electrician. Auto Mechanic. TV Re- 
pairman. Draftsman. Air Conditioning Serviceman. 

AN IDEAL WAY TO LEARN 

As an ICS student, you study at home, on your 
own schedule. You waste no time traveling to and 
from class. And you never have to miss a paycheck. 

But you're never alone. Skilled instructors are 
always ready to help you. 

If you ever have doubts or problems or just want 
to talk to an instructor, you can call ICS from any- 
where in the continental United States and Canada, 
using our special toll -free Dial -a- Question® service. 

Since 1890, millions of men and women around 
the world have turned to ICS for career training. 

More than 70 of America's largest 100 corpora- 
tions (including Gulf Oil, Bethlehem Steel, 3M, West- 
inghouse, and International Paper) use ICS training 
for their own employees. 

And the ICS Center for Degree Studies is autho- 
rized by the Pennsylvania Department of Education 
to grant the Associate in Specialized Business degree 
in Accounting and Business Management, and the 
Associate in Specialized Technology degree in Civil, 
Mechanical, Electrical, and Chemical Engineering 
Technologies. 

These degree programs are not mere stepping- 

A man can take a lot of pride in a highway he's designed. 
Jack Terry of Lake City, Fla. knows that feeling. (Photo: Yale Joel) 

stones to higher education nor are they primarily in- 
tended for transfer toward more advanced degrees. 
They are practical, career -oriented programs designed 
to help you reach your objectives without further 
academic training. 

FREE DEMONSTRATION LESSON 

No one can promise you success, but if you want 
more -more money, more security, more day -to -day 
satisfaction and more future -our free Career Booklet 
and free Demonstration Lesson can help you get 
started in the right direction. Just check the box next 
to the field that interests you most and mail the coupon 
today. There's no obligation. 

Remember, it's your life. You might as well make 
the most of it. © 1975 Intext, Inc. D 

r 
FOR A FREE CAREER BOOKLET & DEMO LESSON, 

CHECK BELOW. 

Engineering Automotive Mechanics 
Electrician Business Management 
Accounting Civil Engineenng 
Drafting Interior Decorating 
Electronics Technician Construction Electrician 
TV Service & Repair Appliance Service & Repair 
Surveying & Mapping Income Tax 
Diesel Mechanics MoteVHotel Management 
Air Conditioning, Mechanical Engineering 
Refrigeration & Heating High School 

EARN A DEGREE WITHOUT GOING TO COLLEGE 

The ICSCenter for Degree Studies is authorized by the Pennsylvania 
Department of Education to offer career programs at home leading to 
Associate in Specialized Business and Associate in Specialized Technol- 
ogy degrees. For more information, check the degree of your choice. 

Business Programs: 
Accounting 
Business Management 

Engineering Technologies: 
Civil Electrical 
Mechanical Chemical 

Name Age 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Phone 

'es XA925P 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
SCRANTON, PA. 18515 

L J 

VETERANS: TAKEN FOR CAREER PURPOSES. ICS PROGRAMS QUALIFY FOR VA. BENEFITS 

CANADIAN RESIDENTS USE SCRANTON. PA. ADDRESS FOR SERVICE FROM ICS CANADIAN. LTD. 
IN HAWAII: 931 UNIVERSITY AVE., HONOLULU. HAWAII 96814. 
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MORE 

FUNCTION 

GENERATOR 

FOR YOUR 

MONEY. 

The Hickok Model 
270 Function Generator 

gives you a lot more waveform 
generating capability than you'd 
expect for its price. 

Puts stable, calibrated, high 
quality sine, square and 
triangle waveforms from 1 Hz 
to 500 kHz at your fingertips. 
With external connections 
you can produce logic 
pulses, sweeps and ramps, 
AM and FM outputs, phase 
and frequency shift keying 
signals, tone bursts and more. 

Its an audio generator and 
much more. 

Before you buy another function 
generator, check out the Hickok 
Model 270. Ask your Hickok 
distributor for full details or 
write us for our 4 -page 
technical brochure. 

$18500 

HICKDK 
the value innovator 
INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION 
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
(216) 541 -8060 TWX: 810- 421 -8286 

Circle 11 on reader service card 

KOMPUTER KRNEii 
We are introduced to software -a classification 
covering appplications and systems programs. 
TIM BARRY 

SOFTWARE IS A TERM THAT HAS ALMOST AS 
many definitions as there are program- 
mers. In the broadest sense, software can 
be considered to be any program written 
for use with a computer. There are a con- 
siderable number of present misconcep- 
tions about software, and hopefully these 
columns will help put them to rest. The 
feeling that programming is an "art" or in 
some way mysterious has been around for 
some time. This is a self- defeating attitude 
that is probably particularly irritating to 
hardware designers learning software. 
While extremely sophisticated or elegant 
programming can approach an art form, 

Symbolic 
Source 
Program 

Assembler 
Program 

broad classifications: applications pro- 
grams and systems programs. An applica- 
tion program is written by a user to solve 
problems that are not related to the con- 
trol of the computer system. Systems pro- 
grams are used to translate and control 
the execution of applications or systems 
programs. For example, a home burglar 
alarm program would be an applications 
program, while a Basic interpreter would 
be a systems program. We will be con- 
cerned with applications programs in this 
series (games, home control, hobby use, 
etc.), but we must discuss briefly a type of 
systems program known as language trans- 

Characteristics: 
Doe source statement produces one 
machine instruction. 

Complete control of computer resources. 
Easy programming of machine related problems. 

Symbolic 
Source 
Program 

r 

--« 
Characteristics: 
One source statement produces multiple 
machine instructions. 
Usually no direct control over computer resources. 
Alternate translation and execution of source statements . 

Easy programing of complex non -machine functions. 

Source 
Program 
Listing 

Machine 
Language 
Object 
Code 

Assembler 

Interpreter Program 

Load object 
code into memory 
for execution. 

Get 
Source 
Statement 

Exit Interpreter 

Symbolic 
Source 
Program 

Compiler 
Program 

Interpreter 

Sonrce 
Program 
Listing 

macni ne 

Characteristics: 
Language 

One source statement produces multiple Object 

machine instructions. Code 
u 

Usually no direct control over computer resources. 
Translation of entire source program before execution. 
Easy programming of complex non- machine functions. 

Compiler 

so can hardware design, tennis serving or 
any other activity when performed by a 
highly trained person. Most of us will 
have to be content with getting the job 
done. This is no problem once you realize 
that 99% of all programming is a straight- 
forward application of a handful of easily 
learned concepts and techniques. 

Generally, software is divided into two 

Translate 
and Execute 
Source 
Statement 

Load object 
code into memory 

JP for execution 

Iators. 
As discussed earlier, for the microcom- 

puter to execute a program, the machine 
language representation of that program 
must be present in memory. We then start 
the processor executing where the program 
begins and it executes the instructions. Un- 
fortunately, the language that the corn - 

(continued on page 22) 
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...and who has the broadest line 
of industrial and power 
replacement components in the business? 

Amperex Distributors, that's who! 

...Broadest line? Broadest line! 

...In stock? In stock! 

...Name some - 
RF Power Tubes, RF Power Transistors, 
Industrial Magnetrons, Rectifier Tubes, 
Transmitting Tubes, Industrial Receiving Tubes, 
Photomultipliers, Silicon Rectifier Stacks, 
Ignitrons, Trigger Tubes, SCR's, Industrial CRT's, 
Radiation Counter Tubes, X -Ray Tubes, 
Plumbicons,* Vidicons .. . 

bo, cr ii I tc i; torn , ail r )n 

Ainocrox RcpI,.c°ruent lute. and C uipon u its tur 
Industrial Power Supplies & Oscillators 

- RF Communications Transmitters 
Radio & TV Broadcast Equipment 

- Microwave Ovens & Commercial Radar Equipment 
Scientific Instruments... 

contact Bob Norris. Distributor Sales Operaton. 
An perex Electronic Corporation. Hickssille. New York 11802. 
Telephone- 516 931621(1. 

'Registered trademark of N V Philips of the Netherlands 

Circle 6 on reader service card 

Am perex 
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12 

T346 aÓn 
Instruments, 
Burglar Alarms, 
Automotive & 
Hobby 
Electronics! 
The more you know about 
electronics, the more you'll 
appreciate EICO. We have a wide 
range of products for you to 
choose from, each designed to 
provide you with the most 
pleasure and quality performance 
for your money. The fact that 
more than 3 million EICO products 
are in use attests to their quality 
and performance. 

"Build -it- Yourself" and save 

up to 50% with our famous 
electronic kits. 

For latest EICO Catalog on Test 
Instruments, Automotive and Hobby 
Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits, 
Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and name 
of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader 
service card or send 50,0 for fast first 
class mail service. 

EICO -283 Malta Street, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Leadership in creative electronics. 
since 1945. 

E/CO 
Circle 13 on reader service card 

KOMPUTER KORNER 
(continued from page 20) 

puter understands (l's and 0's) is not nec- 
essarily the most convenient for the human 
operator to use. A microcomputer or mini- 
computer will have several hundred ma- 
chine instructions (the 8080 has 243), and 
a large computer will have thousands. 
Each machine instruction is represented by 
a unique code. The misplacement of a sin- 
gle bit can result in radically different pro- 
gram operations. Even worse, the insertion 
or deletion of a single instruction may re- 
quire us to move or change many other 
instructions. While it is possible to write 
very simple programs in machine langu- 
age, as the programs become more com- 
plex, the task of making changes and cor- 
rections becomes almost impossible. 

To improve this situation we use 
symbolic languages. This allows us to use 
easily remembered symbols to represent 
machine instructions, addresses, and data 
constraints. The symbols used to represent 
the machine instructions are called mne- 
monics. When using a symbolic language, 
we still have complete control of the ma- 
chine and it frees us from having to keep 
track of the large number of machine in- 
struction codes and the value and location 
of each program element. The translation 
from this symbolic language (or source 
form) into the actual machine language 
(or object code) it represents is the process 
called assembly. Assembly can be accom- 
plished by hand (we will learn how in the 
first programming lesson) or by a program 
called an assembler. 

Assemblers 
The assembler frees us from many of 

the easily bungled mechanical details of 
machine language coding and allows us to 
concentrate on the solution to the problem. 
For example, the machine code repre- 
sented by the mnemonic ADD A might be 
63. When writing a program it would not 
be necessary to remember the code, only 
the mnemonic. During the assembly 
process, any time the symbol ADD A is en- 
countered, the assembler would auto- 
matically substitute the code 63. Similarly, 
the assembler would translate the entire 
program, producing one machine code for 
each mnemonic encountered. Also, the as- 
sembler handles all of the assignments of 
program addresses and symbol values. 
This makes a tremendous difference when 
it is time to make corrections to a program 
by inserting or deleting steps. 

The only real disadvantage of assem- 
blers for small systems is that they re- 
quire a larger memory and more I/O de- 
vices than may be available on many 
hobbyist systems. Normally, a system with 
at least 4096 bytes of read /write memory, 
a teletypewriter, and a tape read /write de- 
vice (paper or magnetic) are required to 
run an assembler program. However, the 
simple hand -assembly technique will offer 
many of the advantages of symbolic lan- 
guages with no additional hardware. This 
will probably be the main way that pro- 
grams will be written for small systems. 

The next step up from the assembler in 
the software hierarchy are the so called 
"higher level" languages (see diagram). 
The higher -level languages are structured 
in a much more English -like fashion. 

Where assembly languages use mnemonics 
to represent single machine instructions, 
higher -level languages use words and op- 
erators to specify procedures that repre- 
sent groups of machine instructions. For 
example, a program in assembly language 
to multiply two numbers and print their 
product on a terminal may take 30 or 
more instructions. Using a higher level 
language, the same function can be accom- 
plished in three or four statements. 

Another advantage of the higher -level 
languages is that they make it considerably 
easier to learn to program. The language 
processor handles all of the machine de- 
tails, leaving you free to concentrate on 
solving the problem. Also, since the langu- 
age syntax is independent of the machine 
structure, programs written in a higher - 
level language can be run on different ma- 
chines with few modifications. All that is 
required is that the different computers 
have the translator for the language used 
in the program. Ease of programming 
complex functions combined with shorter 
program development times and program 
portability make higher -level languages 
the usual choice for applications programs 
on large computer systems. 

Higher -level languages are divided into 
interpreters and compilers, based on how 
they produce and execute the final ma- 
chine -code. An interpreter translates to 
machine language and executes each 
source statement each time it is encoun- 
tered. This means that if a statement is 
used several times (in a program loop, for 
example), the statement will be trans- 
lated every time it is encountered. A com- 
piler, on the other hand, translates the en- 
tire program into machine language before 
it is executed. This means that each source 
statement is only translated once -per- 
compilation. 

Basic and APL are interpreters while 
PL /M and FORTRAN are compilers. 
Compilers are generally more efficient but 
they are less responsive to frequent pro- 
gram changes. The entire program must be 
re- compiled if a single source statement is 
changed. Interpreters translate source 
statements as they are encountered, mak- 
ing for rapid program changes at the ex- 
pense of less efficient program execution. 
Compilers also require more memory and 
are more complex to implement than in- 
terpreters, particularly on small systems. 
The smaller memory requirements and 
simpler structure of the interpreter will 
probably make it the most common type 
of higher -level language for the hobbyist. 

As useful as they are, higher -level lan- 
guages do have some drawbacks. Since 
they produce multiple machine instruc- 
tions for each program instruction, higher - 
level languages do not always produce the 
best machine language. A problem solved 
using a higher -level language is apt to be 
longer and less efficient than the same task 
programmed directly in the machine's as- 
sembly language. (Efficiency, is of course 
relative. If it takes you an extra two weeks 
to make that assembly language program 
run in an application that is not speed or 
memory sensitive, it is arguable whether 
or not the more efficient code is worth the 
extra time.) Also, by learning a higher - 
level language, you are insulated from the 
actual working of the computer. You learn 
to program a "Basic" computer and not an 

(continued on page 108) 
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leiefllq'L& Does ItAll! 

PJS - 298 

90° CRT extension 
Yoke extension 
Safety anode extension 
Universal Yoke 

SOLID STATE and TUBE 

UNIVERSAL TEST RIG 

Introductory Offer 
COMPETE WITH CRT 

22995 

Convergence assembly 
Blue lateral assembly 
Convergence load 
Transverter 

e% CYt%C FOCUS VOLTAGE SUPPLY 

Service The New Low Focus 
Voltage TV's On Any Test Rig 

F V S 3950 

The TeleMatic Focus Voltage Supply Model FVS 3950 is indispensible 
for servicing many of today's TVs that incorporate low voltage focus 
systems. These TV's require this external voltage source to properly 
focus the Test Rig picture. The Focus Voltage Supply has a control for 
adjusting the voltage according to chassis requirments. A safety light 
indicates that the unit is properly hooked up, to insure the high voltage 
contact is secure. 

For more information write: 

TELEMATIC 

33KV Lead Shielded 19" CRT 
The EIA strongly recommends that all 

test rigs be equipped with a lead shield- 
ed CRT to protect against dangerous 
X -Ray radiation. 

40KV Meter 
50uA sensitivity, low current drain for 

accurate monitering. 40KV for today's 
and tomorrow's sets. 

Built in Speaker 
Convenient means of checking audio. 

Complete with audio cable 

Static Convergence 
Simplest to use, saves complicated 

adjustment and readjustment. 

Cross Reference 
The most complete and easiest to use 

yoke and convergence adaptor chart. 

Obsolete Proof 
All major components plug in. Up- 

dating is normally accomplished by 
means of a new plug in module, without 
having to replace or rebuild the test rig. 

e% atic ADD -A -METER 
TO ANY TEST RIG 

Constantly Monitors 
TV Anode Voltage 

H V M-3900 

The TeleMatic HVM -3900 HIGH VOLTAGE METER is designed for 
quick, easy add -on to ANY test rig. Self- contained, it mounts 
anywhere; provides continuous and accurate monitoring of the 2nd 
anode voltage without additional connections. 

Enables you to adjust high voltage precisely to manufacturers' 
specifications, avoiding excess voltage and possible radiation. Permits 
observation of abnormal functioning in the high voltage circuit. 

2862 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11207 
Circle 14 on reader set- 

Name 

Address 

City _ State Zip 
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0.1 Hz. to 100 KHz. 

For only $39.95 
Our new FG -2 Function Generator kit 
gives you all five of the most useful 
waveforms for design and testing at one 
fourth the cost of previous similar in- 
struments. Thanks to improved IC's the 
FG -2 now features amplitude stability 
of + 1 db over any range, Sine wave 
distortion of less than 1% from 20 Hz. to 
20,000 Hz. and an output of 4.0 Volts 
peak -to -peak with adjustable offset. The 
offset selector lets you put the positive 
peak, negative peak, or the center of the 
waveform on DC ground. The DC coupled 
circuit keeps the waveforms in exactly 
the same position no matter what the 
level control setting. 

Gray impact plastic case 5'h x 6% x 2 %. 

115 Volts 60 cycle power supply included. 

FG -2 Function Generator Kit 
shipping weight 3.0 lbs $39.95 PPd 

GET OUR 

NEW 1976 

CATALOG 
listing this and other unique kits 

R E E" 
by simply circling our number 

on the reader service card. 

DfLSOUTHWEST TECHNICAL 
PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

DEPT. RE 

219 W. Rhapsody 
San Antonio, Texas 78216 

Circle 15 on reader service card 

equipment 
report 

Tele -Matic Model KP -710 
Color Pix Tube Tester 

Circle 31 on reader service card 

A COLOR PICTURE TUBE TESTER IS A HANDY 
thing, especially if you run into some of 
the "odd- color" problems which could be 
due to any one of several things. The color 
picture tube must be either cleared of sus- 
picion or verified as bad, and as soon as 
possible. If the tester is so compact that it 
could almost be called pocket -size (large 
pocket, really) it's handier still. The Tele- 
Matic model KP -710 Pix -Mate will make 
all of the necessary tests on any color 
picture tube, yet it measures only 5 by 8 

by 3 inches. 
The Pix -Mate will test any 70- or 90- 

degree color picture tube, for heater -to- 
cathode shorts, G1 to cathode shorts, as 
well as reading the emission of each gun 
for the very useful balancing test, and for 
output. The socket attached fits the small - 
base 90- degree tubes. The old 70- degree 
tubes can be checked with an adapter, the 
CR90 /70. 

Operation is fast and simple. There are 
only four switches, a neon lamp, a LINE 
ADJUST knob, and the meter on the panel. 
The Pix -Mate plugs onto the base of the 
tube, and the LINE ADJUST control set so 
that the meter reads at the CAL line. The 
FUNCTION Switch is set to LINE position for 
this test. 

Now, moving the FUNCTION Switch to 
LEAKAGE, with the three gun switches (color 
coded for identification) in the OFF posi- 
tion, the neon lamp will glow if the tube 
has a heater -cathode short in any gun. 
Moving the gun switches to ox, one at a 
time, checks for G 1 to cathode shorts in 
each gun. 

For testing emission and matching 
guns, the FUNCTION switch is set to EMIS- 
SION. The three gun switches are set to oN, 
one at a time. The emission of each gun 
is read on the meter. This has a GooD - ?- 

BAD scale, color- coded, and a numerical 
scale, 0 to 100, for ease of matching guns. 
Tubes which read well into the middle of 
the scale are good. For good color- track- 
ing, the three guns should read within 5 
to 10 of each other, on the numbered 
scale. If one gun reads much lower than 
the others, or much higher, you're going to 
have problems! 

Tubes with low emission, reading down 
at the 10 to 20 end of the scale, are about 
gone. A brightener will temporarily bring 
many of these back to useful life. A chart 
listing proper brightener to use for each 
tube is included at the bottom of the in- 
struction sheet in the lid. If tubes have 
heater -cathode shorts, or G l- cathode 
shorts, the correct brightener to use for 
this is also given. 

The Pix -Mate is housed in a stout plas- 
tic case, with a handle. Cables and line 
cord stow inside. This unit is compact 
enough to be carried in a tube -caddy, and 
rugged enough to be carried loose in the 
service truck. It takes quite a bit less time 
to make these tests than it does to write 
them out. All of them are simple one - 
hand "flip" tests, very easy to make. 

While running tests on the Pix -Mate, 
we found one oddity. On the very late 
model black- surround type picture tubes, 
you'll see the meter reading go full -scale 
on all three guns! A few went above this. 
This seems to be normal; other and more 
expensive picture tube testers showed the 
same reaction! Evidently these tubes are 
made to draw greater beam -current than 
the older types. R -E 

1 

"7 hat's it, Alice. Now touch the end of 
the screwdriver to that exposed wire." 
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The Black Watch kit 
At $29.95, it's 
*practical- easily built by 
anyone in an evening's 
straightforward assembly. 

*complete -right down to 
strap and batteries. 

*guaranteed. A correctly - 
assembled watch is 
guaranteed for a year. It 
works as soon as you put the 
batteries in. On a built watch 
we guarantee an accuracy 
within a second a day -but 
building it yourself you may be 
able to adjust the trimmer to 
achieve an accuracy within a 
second a week. 

LED display 

Trimmer 

Batteries 

Take advantage of this no- risks, 
money -back offer today! 
The Sinclair Black Watch is fully 
guaranteed. Return your kit within 
10 days and well refund your money 
without question. 

r 

The Black Watch by Sinclair is unique. 

Controlled by a quartz crystal . . . 

powered by two hearing aid batteries 
... it's also styled in the cool prestige 

Sinclair fashion: no knobs, no buttons, 

no flash . . . just touch the front of the 

case to show hours and minutes and 

minutes and seconds in bright red 

LEDs. 

The Black Watch kit is unique, too. 

It's rational -Sinclair have reduced the 

separate components to just four. 
It's simple- anybody who can use a 

soldering iron can assemble a Black Watch 

without difficulty. From opening the kit to 

wearing the watch is a couple of hours' work. 

Quartz crystal 

Complete kit 
$29.95! 

The kit contains 
1. printed circuit board 
2. unique Sinclair- designed IC 
3. encapsulated quartz crystal 
4. trimmer 
5. capacitor 
6. LED display 
7. 2 -part case with window in 

position 
8. batteries 
9. battery -clip 
10. black strap (black stainless - 

steel bracelet optional extra - 
see order form) 

11. full instructions for building 
and use. 

All you provide is a fine soldering 
iron and a pair of cutters. 

2000 -transistor silicon integrated circuit 

Please send me _ Sinclair Black Watch kit(s) at $29.95 (Plus $2.50 
per unit, shipping and handling). Stainless steel band $4.00. 

Enclosed is my check for 

I Name sinlair 
SINCLAIR RADIONICS I 

375 Park Avenue I 

New York, N.Y. 10022 I 
Tel. 212- 688 -6623 

Address 

Mail to: Sinclair Radionics Inc., 375 Park Ave,, New York, N.Y. 10022 
N.Y. Residents acd sales tax. 
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Why live with 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT \ 

ee 0 

Ad 

"Well, nothing lasts forever..:' 

s when the cure is 
* How often have you heard 
that sighed remark? Or may- 
be even said it yourself ...and 
been willing to accept the fact 
that you've been a victim of 
poor design or shabby com- 
ponent quality...or accepted 
mediocrity because you've 
been told that it happens to 
everybody." 

Well, it doesn't happen to 

Laboratory 
breadboard 

everybody. And it especially 
doesn't have to happen to 
you. Because now you can 
have a hand in deciding how 
much care goes into the as- 
sembly of over 400 electronic 
kit products. 

Order your free Heathkit Cat- 
alog today and learn how you 
can assemble everything from 
hi -fi components to test equip- 
ment to color TV's to auto- 
motive accessories to much, 

much more. And since you 
build it yourself, you can serv- 
ice it yourself ...even if you've 
never built a kit before. 

You'll learn how the famous 
Heathkit assembly manuals 
help you do it yourself...ano 
that's your best hedge againsï 
someone else's built -in obso- 
lescence. Don't be satisfied 
with less than the best. 

See these exciting new Heathkit Products 

ragaril 
4 -band QRP 
transceiver 

Digital 
IC Tester 

Matching stereo 
preamp & equalizer 

10 MHz dual - 
trace 'scope 

...and over 400 other do -it- yourself kits in this big, 
Test & service equipment Color TV Stereo & 4- Channel 

Automotive tune -up gear & accessories Digital 
time, weather and date monitors 
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r 

built -in obsolescence 

in this book?...and it's 

FRE A GUIDE FOR FIRST -TIME KIT -BUILDERS 

,- %%rr/arr, (Ariz, 
iit/izieriir- - 

; wleo/l tfr!a/i%`rfrl/>." 
OVER 400 ELECTRONIC KITS 

Color TV 
M-erine 

ro ConlVOne.ln 
aamo-conl.oeea 
MoEelinp 
Clocks 
Weather 
Amateur Retl10 
Aa!oTOlwa 
Test lnstrumen!s 

ri 

Send this coupon 
for your free 
Heathkit Catalog 

new Heathkit Catalog. 
Amateur radio & shortwave Marine & fish- 

ing equipment R/C modeling gear Home 
security systems Educational programs 

Heath Company, Dept. 20 -15 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send my free Heathkit Catalog. 

HEATH 

Schlumberger 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
C L-58b 
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equipment report 

Vector P173 Wiring Pencil 

Circle 32 on reader service card 

THERE IS A NEW TYPE OF WIRE ON THE DIS- 
tributor's shelves that has a very unique 
property. Although it is electrically insu- 
lated, it doesn't have to be stripped by cut- 
ting, scraping, or with chemicals. Polyure- 
thane or polyurethane -nylon insulation 
coats the wire. Heat applied with a solder- 
ing iron tip melts the insulation away. 

Wire stripping and soldering take place 
sequentially during a single soldering iron 
operation. 

Vector Electronics is marketing the 
P173 Wiring Pencil they have devised for 
more convenient use of this heat- strip- 
pable wire. The device is a 51 -inch long 
conically shaped plastic shell. It tapers 
from its 1 -inch diameter top to a point that 
holds a wire -feed tube extension. Used to 
precisely guide the wire around the circuit 
board, the wire dispensing tube is mounted 
at a 130° angle with the tool axis. Vector 
claims an approximate 3 times increase in 
wiring speed when compared to conven- 
tional soldering or manual wire -wrap 
methods. 

A wire spool not much larger than a 
sewing machine bobbin is mounted in the 
removable top section. The spool holds 
250 feet of wire that feeds down the body 
of the tool and through the metal tip ex- 
tension. The device is essentially nothing 
more than a hand held wire spool that is 
designed to give good control for wiring 
breadboards and prototype circuit mod- 

ules. The wiring pencil is a very simple 
instrument that weighs under an ounce. It 
is aptly named since circuit connections 
are "written" by the pencil -like tip. 

I tested the P173 by wiring several small 
breadboards. Wire control was excellent, 
and the pencil did an effective job. Holes 
in the plastic shell route the wire external 
to the body for the lower 11- inches be- 
fore entering the dispenser tip. Two holes 
are provided so that righties and lefties 
receive rights! Holding the index finger 
over the exposed section of wire provides 
drag to maintain tension when wiring. Ex- 
cessive slack is taken up by simply rewind- 
ing the spool. About an eighth of the wire 
spool is exposed at the top of the tool, and 
it can be rewound with your finger. As 
advertised by the manufacturer, the pencil 
eliminates the conventional measuring 
and stripping operations. But using the tip 
as a wire cutter was not entirely satisfac- 
tory. The tip begins to slide through the 
plastic shell when moderate pressure is 
applied. The wire is only nicked by this 
procedure and a snap of the wire is needed 

25 Invitations to great reception. 
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to complete the severing operation. Diag- 
onal cutters or an Xacto knife might just 
as well be used at the outset. One or the 
other has to be used to keep the wire ends 
neatly trimmed and out of the way. 

The wiring pencil is a good complement 
to Vectorboards and padboards which 
serve as ideal wiring bases. A line of acces- 
sories are available including nylon wire 
spacers, lead benders, perforated Vector - 
boards, padboards, terminals. bus strips. 
and chassis frames. 

Components are secured to the boards 
by manually bending their leads or using 
the P /33A staking tool. Quick drying ce- 
ment or double -sided tape is best for hold- 
ing down the larger and heavier com- 
ponents. Dual -in -line IC packages are 
secured by bending the leads 45° outward 
as they extend through the openings in 
tenth -tenth Vectorboard. Wrapping the 
wire three to five times around the com- 
ponent lead anchors the wire. And then 
according to good soldering practice, both 
the solder and heat are applied to the joint. 

Herein lies the main limitation of this 
technique. Heat must be applied for a 

longer than normal interval to make a 

good connection. I found that brushing off 
the insulation char and resoldering the 
connection assured reliable contacts. If 
you use reasonable heat -sinking practice 
on temperature sensitive components such 
as transistors and IC's. there should be no 
significant problem. But the components 
are heated longer than with pre -stripped 
wire and when you deviate from "by the 
book" methods there is a greater danger of 
component damage. It is mostly a matter 

of developing proper technique. Again in 
keeping with good practice, the iron tip 
should be clean and tinned and have a 

small pillow of melted solder on it. Tem- 
peratures in the 700 to 750 °F range are 
recommended. Soldering irons rated at 40- 
to 50 -watts will do the trick. Temperature 
controlled irons are perfect because they 
maintain a nearly constant temperature. 
Overheating never occurs. 

The wire comes in green, red, blue, and 
clear in 36 gauge size. Wire cost is $2.50 
for three 250 foot spools. For $9.50 you 
get the P173 Wiring Pencil, two spools of 
wire, and a P176 threader. The threader 
does not work on the dispenser tip but is 
used to pass the fine wire from the spool 
through the barrel openings. Once this is 
done the wire is easily pushed through the 
tip. The tool is manufactured by Vector 
Electronics Co.. Inc.. 12460 Gladstone 
Ave.. Sylmar, CA 91342. R -E 

NO HIGH VOLTAGE 
This Sears 564.11220001 color TV 

has sound. but no raster. The control - 
grid voltage on the horizontal output 
tube is -13 volts. I have no cathode cur- 
rent at all, and the screen grid resistor 
keeps burning up! What would you 
check next ? -P.S., Broderick. CA. 

I believe I'd check the connections 
to that cathode current meter! You 
must be drawing quite a hit of current 
to burn up the screen grid resistor, and 
this must flow in the cathode circuit. 

Look for a possible extra jumper to 
ground on the cathode pin. This will 
short -out your meter. 

The screen -grid resistor may be over- 
heating because the plate connection is 
open. (Check the plate cap contact, fly- 
back winding, etc.) If the plate opens 
up, all of the current will try to flow to 
the only other electrode with voltage, 
and this is the screen grid. (Eyeball 
this, and the screen grid will probably 
look like a toaster!) 

CORROSION 
I couldn't resist writing this. In look- 

ing over some old copies of R-E, 1 found 
an item al t corrosion on PC boards, 
and you said it was due to salt air in 
seacoast towns. l've seen the sanie 
thing happen in several parts of the 
country. far from the ocean!- F..B., 
Woodbury, NJ. 

I'll take that. I live quite a way from 
blue water, and it happens around 
here. I should have explained that a 

little more thoroughly. Later check- 
ing seems to indicate that the cause 
is the presence of a fairly high DC 
voltage on the wire (usually positive) 
and exposure of the copper wire to the 
air due to a break in the enamel, etc. 
The green corrosion you see on the 
end of the wire is some kind of copper 
oxide caused by a reaction with the 
oxygen in the air. 

Circle 17 on reader service card 

Outdoor antennas, for sure. For UHF. 
VHF and FM - and almost any combi- 
nation. Plus Mini -State RCA's newest 
and most advanced miniature rotating 
antenna for the best possible reception 
in apartments, homes. boats, trailers 
and RVs. 

We don't stop there, either. Our line of 
great rotators for outdoor antennas, our 
reception aid amplifiers, splitters, trans- 
formers, and our easy -as -pie mounting 
hardware, give you the most complete 
line of invitations for great reception 
anywhere. 
RSVP. For all the details, see your RCA 
Distributor - or contact RCA Distribu- 
tor and Special Products Division, 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08101. 
Phone: 609 -779 -5763. 

CilOutdoor Antennas 
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Automatic in- circuit tests: 
All bipolar transistors 

Monolithic and hybrid Darlingtons 
FET's SCR's 

ATIOREC/S/ON 

MODEL 510 TRANSISTOR TESTER 

$90.00 

Light-weight, battery- operated 

automatic in- circuit 
semiconductor tester 

The new Model 510 combines the Dynapeak' 
in- circuit semiconductor testing method with 
the new HI /LO power drive. In LO drive, a 
"good" power indication also automatically 
and positively identifies all three transistor 
leads -base, emitter, and collector. In HI, the 
Model 510 provides a positive GOOD /BAD indi- 
cation in circuits with shunt resistance as low 
as 10 S2 and shunt capacitance up to 25 mfd. 

The instrument requires a minimum of control 
manipulation, so a complete transistor test 
takes less than ten seconds. Just connect the 
test clips in any order to the 
device and turn the tester to 

Move the six -position 
test switch until either the 
NPN -OK or PNP -OK indicator 
lamp lights. The test switch 
position identifies the device 
leads to which each test clip is 

connected. Out -of- circuit tests are equally 
fast using the test clips or the convenient plug - 
in test socket. 

The Model 510 measures 6 -5/8" x 3 -3/4" x 
1 -3/4" and weighs but a single pound, less 
batteries. The tester uses four "AA" cells for 
hundreds of hours of service. A flashing test 
light reminds you to turn the tester off when 
not in use. The instrument is supplied corn - 
plete with three test clips and leather carrying 
case. 

Ask your local distributor for a demonstration 
of the Model 510 Transistor Tester. Or write 
for our full color brochure that explains the 
operating ease and convenience that will 

\speed up your solid state testing and service. 

¡KPRECISION 
PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60613, 312/525 -3990 

Circle 18 on reader service card 
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Radio -Electronics 

Tests Heath Modulus System 
1 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

MANY HIGH- FIDELITY COMPONENT MANU- 
facturers have been faced with the prob- 
lem of what to do about 4- channel equip- 
ment. The initial flurry of excitement 
about quadriphonic sound has died down 
somewhat in recent months, but there is 
every indication that "4- channel sound is 
not dead" and we may well see a resur- 
gence in the months and years ahead. The 
Heath Company, of Benton Harbor, Mich- 
igan, long noted for its innovative do -it- 
yourself electronic products, believes that 
it has come up with the answer -and the 
answer has been named Modulus". That 
single word stands for a group of major 
products and accessories that, taken to- 
gether, add up to a most complete 4 -chan- 
nel component system. But Heath has been 
careful to stress the fact that the units 
adapt themselves most readily to stereo 
systems, as well. 

The key component of the Modulus 
system is the tuner /control center shown 
in Fig. 1. Actually, this photo does not do 
justice to the attractively styled tuner -pre- 
amplifier. The elegant black front -panel 
with sloping lower and upper sections for 
easy control and readout viewing, is one 
of the most attractively styled components 
we have ever seen from Heath and corn - 
pares favorably with some of the most 
beautiful (and expensive) designs we have 
appreciated from other hi -fi makers as 
well. Not that the AN -2016 is inexpensive. 
In kit form (the only way in which the unit 
is offered), the unit sells for $599.95. Pur- 
chased at that price, one obtains a com- 
plete AM /FM stereo tuner plus 4 channels 
of preamplification necessary for discrete 
reproduction of 4- channel program sources 
such as tapes. The user who is not ready 
for 4- channel simply purchases one of two 

SUMMARY OF MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS 

FM TUNER SECTION 
IHF Sensitivity: 1.7 AV. 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity (mono): 3.5 AV; (stereo): 35 AV. Total 
Harmonic Distortion (mono): 0.3 %; (stereo): 0.35 %. S/N Ratio (mono): 68 dB; (stereo): 
60 dB. Selectivity: 100 dB. Capture Ratio: 1.3 dB. AM Suppression: 68 dB. Image Rejection: 
90 dB. IF Rejection: 100 dB. Spurious Response Rejection: 90 dB. IM Distortion: 0,1 %. 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15 kHz ±1 dB. Separation: 35 dB at 100 Hz; 40 dB at 1 kHz; 
20 dB at 15 kHz. SCA Rejection: 65 dB. 

AM TUNER SECTION 
Sensitivity: 6µV for 20 dB S +N /N. S /N: 48 dB. THD: Less than 1.0% at 30% modulation. 
Alternate Channel Selectivity: 60 dB. Image Rejection: 75 dB at 600 kHz. IF Rejection: 
60 dB at 1400 kHz. Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 7 kHz. ±3 dB. 

PREAMPLIFIER SECTION 
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 30 kHz, +0, -0.5 dB. THD: 0.05% at 20 Hz, 1 kHz and 
20 kHz. IM Distortion: 0.05 %. Input Sensitivity (phono low): 6.0 mV; (phono high): 2.0 mV. 
Phono Overload (low): 150 mV; (high): 60 mV. Phono Frequency Response: RIAA =0.5 
dB. Hum and Noise (phono): 80 dB referred to 10 mV input; (high -level input): 80 dB re- 
ferred to 0.25 V input. High Filter: -3 dB at 7 kHz, 12 dB /octave slope. Low Filter: -3 dB 
at 30 Hz, 12 dB /octave slope. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Power Requirement: 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 19" wide X 61/2" high X 141/2" 
deep. Net Weight: 28 lbs. Power Consumption: 70 watts. 

AM -1503 SO DECODER MODULE 
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 15,000 Hz, i-1 dB. THD: 0.5% or less. Nominal Separation 
(left- front /right- front): 40 dB; (left- rear /right- rear): 12 dB; (front- center /rear- center): 18 
dB; (left- front /left -rear and right -front /right- rear): 20 dB; (diagonal): 20 dB; (left- center/ 
right- center): 8 dB. 

AD -1507 CD -4 DEMODULATOR MODULE 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 13 kHz +3 dB. THD: Less than 1.0 %. Front -to -Back Separa- 
tion: Greater than 20 dB. 

AD -1504 FM DOLBY MODULE 
Input /Output Ratio: 1:1. Nominal Noise Reduction: -10 dB at 4.0 kHz or above; -9 dB 
at 2.4 kHz; -6 dB at 1.2 kHz; -3 dB at 600 Hz. Power Requirements (from main unit): 
15 volts DC, 50 mA. 

available basic power- amplifiers, a pair of 
speakers and, if desired, a turntable system 
or a tape deck for a most complete stereo 
setup. 

At any time in the future, a second 
power amplifier plus a second pair of 
speakers can be added, at which point 4- 
channel tape reproduction becomes pos- 
sible. Then, the user can add a full -logic 
decoder module for SQ matrix decoding, 
a CD -4 demodulator module and even an 
FM Dolby decoder module. All of the 
modules come in the form of printed -cir- 
cuit boards that can be neatly slipped into 
the innards of the AN -2016 main unit. 
Any or all of these modular additions can 
be made at any time in the future or you 
can buy the whole 4- channel system, corn - 
plete with Dolby FM, for a total cost of 
$765.80. Assuming you then purchased 
and built a pair of the AA -1506 power 
amplifiers to go along with the 4- channel 
system, you would have spent $1125.70 
for all of the electronics of a flexible quad - 
riphonic high -fidelity system. Furthermore, 
you would have a power output of 60 con- 
tinuous watts per channel -more than is 
offered by any currently available all -in- 
one 4- channel receiver. For "stereo with 
4- channel insurance ", total cost (again, as- 
suming use of the higher powered separate 
stereo amplifier) would be $779.90 -plus 
several evenings of assembly work. 

As for the features of the AN -2016, 
most are apparent from looking at the 
front panel (see Fig. 1). The upper sloped 
portion of the panel has four output -level 
meters at the left, each of which responds 
to the audio signal of one of the four pre - 
amp circuits. Each meter is calibrated in 
dB (from -20 to -{-10) with 0 dB corre- 
sponding to 1.5 volts output. Since each of 
the available companion amplifiers has an 
input sensitivity of 1.5 volts, the meters 
can easily be interpreted in terms of am- 
plifier output as well. The meters have a 
fast rise -time while the decay is more 
gradual. These meter ballistics make it 
possible for the user to judge average 
power levels but are sufficiently fast acting 
(in the upward reading direction) to regis- 
ter relatively rapid changes in level. 

At the center of the upper section of the 
front panel are four 1/2 -inch LED numeric 
displays that displays the tuned -to fre- 
quency during both AM and FM recep- 
tion. The readout simply replaces the con- 
ventional dial scale and pointer (it is not 
associated with a frequency synthesis tun- 
ing system such as was employed by Heath 
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on their AJ -1510 tuner introduced some 
years ago) and therefore, both center -tune 
and signal- strength meters are also in- 
cluded at the upper right of the panel. In 
the AM mode, only the signal- strength 
meter remains illuminated and visible. Ad- 
jacent to the center -tune meter are a series 
of illuminated words that indicate stereo 
FM reception and 4- channel demodulation 
(if the unit is built with the CD -4 demodu- 
lator module added). 

The section of the panel below the 
meters and readout contains no fewer than 
22 tiny rectangular pushbuttons, each of 
which lights up when depressed. The push- 
button at the extreme right applies signals 
to the output jacks at the rear (it would 
be deactivated when listening to head- 
phones, since a separate low- powered 
headphone amplifier is included in this 
central unit). The rightmost pushbutton 
turns on power to the entire system. The 
left cluster of eight pushbuttons select pro- 
gram sources ( including CD -4, tape moni- 
toring and dubbing), while the right dus- 
ter of six pushbuttons defeat the tone 
control circuits, introduce high and low 
filters, loudness, FM Dolby (including 
automatic switching to the necessary 25 As 

deemphasis) and defeat the built in inter - 
station FM muting circuitry. 

The five centrally located pushbuttons 
select mono, 2- channel stereo, stereo to all 
four speakers, SQ matrix decoding (if the 
appropriate module has been included) 
and 4- channel operation. 

The bank of ten rotary controls along 
the lower section of the panel includes 
separate bass and treble controls for front 
and back channels and individual level 
controls for each channel, a master vol- 
ume control and a tuning knob. Also lo- 
cated on this section of the panel are front 
and back headphone jacks 'and dubbing 
jacks for recording onto (or playing from) 
a tape deck without having to make rear 
panel connections. The dubbing jacks are, 
in effect, a second set of tape monitoring 
circuits and have full 4- channel capability. 

Figure 2 illustrates the great variety of 
equipment that can be connected to the 
AN -2016. Not shown is an important ac- 
cessory included with the unit. It is a loop 
AM antenna that connects to the appropri- 
ate jack on the rear panel. Most FM /AM 
equipment these days comes with a ferrite - 
bar AM antenna and, as Heath correctly 
points out, that sort of AM antenna is 
much more subject to noise pickup than a 
properly designed loop. The loop that is 
constructed by the user acts to shield 
against noise interference and is a sensitive 
AM antenna besides. 

Major connection points on the rear 
panel are shown in the closeup photo of 
Fig. 3. Note that in addition to the usual 
input and output jacks, there are also a 
pair of jacks for connection to an oscillio- 
scope for observation of multipath effects 
in FM reception. Phono inputs have an 
associated sensitivity switch to match cart- 
ridge levels and a separate pair of phono 
input jacks are provided for use with the 
CD -4 optional module, if installed. This 
has a disadvantage in that if a single turn- 
table system is used, it would have to be 
switched back and forth between two sets 
of terminals when listening to CD -4 or 
stereo /matrix discs. Alternatively, one 
could leave the turntable connected to the 
CD -4 inputs (if all the quadriphonic op- 

TABLE I 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer Heath Company 

FM PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

SENSITIVITY, NOISE AND 
FREEDOM FROM INTERFERENCE 
IHF sensitivity, mono: (AV) 
Sensitivity, stereo (AV) 
50 dB quieting signal, mono (AV) 
50 dB quieting signal, stereo (AV) 
Maximum S/N ratio, mono (dB) 
Maximum S/N ratio, stereo (dB) 
Capture ratio (dB) 
AM suppression (dB) 
Image rejection (dB) 
IF rejection (dB) 
Spurious rejection (dB) 
Alternate channel selectivity (dB) 

FIDELITY AND DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response, 50 Hz to 15 kHz ( ±dB) 
Harmonic distortion, 1 kHz, mono ( %) 
Harmonic distortion, 1 kHz, stereo ( %) 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, mono ( %) 
Harmonic distortion, 100 Hz, stereo ( %) 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, mono ( %) 
Harmonic distortion, 6 kHz, stereo ( %) 
Distortion at 50 dB quieting, mono ( %) 
Distortion at 50 dB quieting, stereo ( %) 

STEREO PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 
Stereo threshold (AV) 
Separation, 1 kHz (dB) 
Separation, 100 Hz (dB) 
Separation, 10 kHz (dB) 

MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS 
Muting threshold (AV) 
Dial calibration accuracy (' :kHz MHz) 

EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION 
Control layout 
Ease of tuning 
Accuracy of meters or other tuning aids 
Usefulness of other controls 
Construction and internal layout 
Ease of servicing 
Evaluation of extra features, if any 

OVERALL FM PERFORMANCE RATING 

R-E 
Measurement 

1.8(10.5 dBf) 
3.4 (16.0 dBf) 
2.2 (12.2 dBf) 

27.0 (34.0 dBf) 
72 
65 

1.2 
68 
94 

100 
92 

100+ 

0.2 
0.28 
0.20 
0.25 
0.35 
0.13 
0.27 
1.9 
0.4 

2.5 
32.0 
32.0 
21.0 

2.5 
N/A 

Model AN -2016 

R -E 
Evaluation 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Superb 

Very good 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Very good 
Superb 

Very good 
Excellent 

Very good 
Superb 

Excellent 
Very good 
Very good 
Very good 

Good 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Fair 
Very good 

Excellent 
Average 

Good 
Fair 

Excellent 
(See text) 

Excellent 
Good 

Very good 
Very good 
Excellent 
Superb 

Good to Very good 

Excellent 
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tions has been included) and let the CD -4 
module switch electronically from CD -4 
to stereo. For SQ matrix listening, it 
would still be necessary to transfer the 
audio cables (or use two turntables and 
cartridges). No provision has been made 
for any future discrete 4- channel FM 
broadcasting though anyone who has built 
the kit would have no trouble finding the 
composite FM signal output that would 
have to be connected to an appropriate 
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adaptor if and when such a system of 
broadcasting is approved in the future. 

The view of the inside of the AN -2016 
(Fig. 4) chassis shows a series of individ- 
ual printed- circuit boards, each of which 
represents a particular major circuit. The 
three optional modules are shown at the 
right of Fig. 4. Each module is connected 
by a multi -pin connector and can be easily 
pivoted or swung out of the body of the 
chassis for servicing or testing in- circuit. 
Not visible in Fig. 4 are a pair of coiled up 
test leads that are connected to the signal 
meter (by means of an internal slide 
switch) which may then be used either as 
an ohmmeter or as a voltmeter for check- 
ing construction and correctness of operat- 
ing voltages and resistances of the various 
modules as the kit -building work pro- 
gresses. 

Circuit highlights 
A full description of the circuitry of the 

AN -2016 could fill all the pages of this 
issue, so we will mention only those circuit 
highlights that we feel are important to an 
understanding of this tuner -amplifier. The 
sealed FM front -end employs two RF 
stages (FET's) and is tuned by means of 
a four -gang tuning capacitor. A portion of 
the oscillator output is coupled to the 
counter circuit board which subtracts 10.7 
MHz from the frequency counted and de- 

TABLE II 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer Heath Company Model AN -2016 

PREAMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

PHONO PREAMPLIFIER MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response (RIAA ± dB) 
Maximum input before overload (mV) 
Hum /noise referred to full output (dB) 

(at rated input sensitivity) 

HIGH LEVEL INPUT MEASUREMENTS 
Frequency response (Hz -kHz, ± dB) 
Hum /noise referred to full output (dB) 
Residual hum /noise (min volume) (dB) 

TONAL COMPENSATION MEASUREMENTS 
Action of bass and treble controls 
Action of secondary tone controls 
Action of low frequency filter(s) 
Action of high frequency filter(s) 

COMPONENT MATCHING MEASUREMENTS 
Input sensitivity, phono 1 /phono 2 (mV) 
Input sensitivity, auxiliary input(s) (mV) 
Input sensitivity, tape input(s) (mV) 
Output level, tape output(s) (mV) 
Output level, headphone jack(s) (V or mW) 

EVALUATION OF CONTROLS, 
CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
Adequacy of program source and monitor switching 
Adequacy of input facilities 
Arrangement of controls (panel layout) 
Action of controls and switches 
Design and construction 
Ease of servicing 

R -E 
Measurement 

0.5 
60/180 

76 

R -E 
Evaluation 
Very good 

Good 
Superb 

10 -30, 0.3 Excellent 
80 Very good 
85 Very good 

See Fig. 6 Very good 
See Fig. 
See Fig. 6 Good 
See Fig. 6 Gocd 

2.0/6.4 
160 
160 
160 
N/A 

OVERALL PREAMPLIFIER SECTION PERFORMANCE RATING 

Very good 
Good 
Good 

Excellent 
Excellent 
Superb 

Very good 

TABLE III 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer Heath Company 

OVERALL PRODUCT ANALYSIS 

Retail Price (Kit only) 

Price Category 
Price /Performance Ratio 
Styling and Appearance 
Sound Quality 
Mechanical Performance 

Model AN -2016 

$599.95 (FM Dolby: $39.95: SO Decoder: 
$49.95; CD -4 Demodulator: $79.95) 

Medium -high 
Good 
Excellent 
Very good 
Excellent 

Comments: We must admire Heath's unique approach to non -obsolescence in high -fidelity 
component design. The company refrains from referring to the AN -2016 as a 
4- channel tuner /preamp and correctly so, since it can be purchased strictly 
for stereo use. If that is your purpose in considering this attractively styled, 
good -performing tuner preamp you will have invested perhaps $60.00 or so 
for long -term insurance against the day when you may decide to convert to 
4- channel. Unlike most quadriphonic conversion attempts, you will not be 
faced with the prospect of having to add a host of external "black boxes" to 
update your system, since all three available add -on modules will slip neatly 
into the main unit, and you can add them one at a time or all at once. By 
keeping the amplifiers separate, further flexibility is afforded, since you can 
have all the control features of the AN -2016 (and they are many) with a choice 
of power outputs for your single stereo power amp (35 or 60 watts per channel) 
plus a future choice of power output when and if a second stereo power amp 
is purchased for 4- channel updating. Some cost could have been saved by 
resorting to a conventional dial scale and moving pointer, but the aesthetic 
impact of the digital frequency readout cannot be denied, even if it contributes 
nothing to tuning accuracy. The four output meters, on the other hand, are a 
most useful addition to the instrument and the ballistics designed into them 
are ideal for viewing individual channel program levels. Operated with one or 
two of the available matching power amps (AA -1506, reviewed in this issue, or 
the lower- powered AA- 1505), Heath's Modulus hi -fi system is good to look at, 
provides excellent sound and exemplifies the kind of thought -out human en- 
gineering that we most admire. The complexity of the finished product may 
frighten prospective kit builders, but if the construction manuals are examined 
completely before proceeding, one quickly realizes that while the job of as- 
sembly is long (Heath estimates it at 40 hours for the main unit), the step -by- 
step operations are really quite simple and organized for a minimal chance of 
problems. 
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codes and drives the LED digital readout 
display. The display therefore reads the 
tuned -to frequencies in both AM and FM. 
Three integrated circuits amplify FM -IF 
frequencies and are tuned by means of 
pre -aligned L-C filters. 

A digital FM detector circuit is used to 
demodulate the IF signals and recovered 
audio is passed on to an IC phase- locked 
loop multiplex demodulator. Recovered 
left and right channel audio is filtered to 
remove unwanted high- frequency carrier 
products. Squelch control (muting) in FM 
involves detection of both noise level and 
deviation from center tuning of desired 
signals. The phono preamplifier- equalizer 
circuit consists of a dual, low noise, high - 
gain differential amplifier in the form of 
an IC. 

Differential amplifiers are used in volt- 
age gain circuits as well as in the tone con- 
trol circuits for each of the four channels 
of preamplification. Active filter circuits 
are formed by a low- and high- frequency 
filter network and a two resistor compli- 
mentary amplifier. The separate head- 
phone amplifier consists of a three -stage 
amplifier with feedback coupled from out- 
put to input stage. 

Dual gate FET's are used in the RF and 
mixer stages of the AM section and a 
three -section tuning capacitor is used. A 
separate buffer amplifier follows the oscil- 
lator before mixing. Separate IF and RF 
AGC amplifiers are used in this carefully 
designed AM section. The performance of 
the AM section proved to be unusually 
good in our listening and measurement 
tests. 

No attempt will be made to describe the 
digital display circuitry, though Heath's 
typically excellent manual goes into that 
circuitry in some detail for those who are 
interested in how FM and AM frequencies 
can be read directly in LED display num- 
erals. 

FM performance measurements 
Measurements of FM performance are 

listed in Table I, along with our individual 
comments concerning each measured 
parameter. We were particularly im- 
pressed with the steep slope of the quieting 
curve -one of the most important criteria 
for good reception under weak signal con- 
ditions. That characteristic is plotted in 
the graph of Fig. 5. Note, that with only 
2.2 µV (12.2 dBf) of signal applied, quiet- 
ing in mono reached a very listenable 50 
dB. That's as low as we have ever mea- 
Sured. Distortion in mono and stereo was 
very good, but not as low as we have seen 
from other recent designs. At 6 kHz, how- 
ever, THD in stereo was amazingly low - 
only 0.27 %. At these higher frequencies 
there is usually a tendency for the single - 
meter reading of distortion to read higher, 
influenced by beat frequencies that are 
not actually harmonic distortion but are 
nevertheless objectionable. In the case of 
the Heath AN -2016, such beats were 
hardly evidenced. 

The only specification that fell short of 
claims was the stereo FM channel separa- 
tion which measured 32.0 dB at mid -fre- 
quencies as opposed to 40 dB claimed. 

Preamplifier measurements 
Measurements of preamplifier and con- 

trol section performance are listed in 

Table II. We felt that the overload level in 
phono was a bit on the low side in terms 
of today's dynamically recorded discs, but 
of course one could easily switch to the 
low sensitivity phono setting and make up 
the resulting loss of gain by means of the 
channel level controls and master volume 
control. This allows the user to take ad- 
vantage of the higher (180 mV) overload 
capability afforded by that setting. Our 
phono hum- and -noise measurement of 76 
dB is referenced to the 2 mV input sensi- 
tivity. Translated to the 10 mV reference 
used by Heath, the S/N ratio would be a 
whopping 90 dB! Tone control action and 
low- and high -cut filter action is displayed 
in our scope photograph (see Fig. 6) using 
successive 20 Hz and 20 kHz sweeps on our 
spectrum analyzer. Action of the loudness 
compensation circuitry at various settings 
of the master volume control is similarly 
shown .n Fig. 7. 

Optional 4- channel modules 
Since the SQ and CD -4 modules are 

available options, and since these circuits 
do not lend themselves to very much 
"bench testing ", our evaluation of both 
consisted chiefly of listening tests. The SQ 
module employs "front- back" plus "vari- 
blend" logic. This double -logic system, 
achieved through the use of three CBS - 
designed IC chips plus additional com- 
ponents, results in good separation with a 
minimum of "breathing" or "pumping ". 
The matrix decoder contributes little if any 

audible distortion to decoded matrix rec- 
ord reproduction. 

As for the CD -4 module, it uses a phase - 
locked -loop FM demodulator scheme that 
is far superior to the circuitry used in 
earlier versions of CD -4 demodulators. 
Some of our earliest CD -4 record samples 
(that we had regarded as being overly 
noisy) sound quite good when demodu- 
lated by this circuitry -proof that earliest 
criticism of CD-4 may have been unfairly 
levied against the discs instead of against 
the first -generation demodulator circuits. 

FM Dolby module 
Operation of FM Dolby has been de- 

scribed previously in this publication and 
elsewhere. A pair of Signetics Dolby chips 
constitute the heart of this playback Dolby 
decoder and, in addition to listening to 
several Dolby broadcasts (three stations in 
our area use the Dolby noise reduction 
process in stereo FM broadcasting), we 
checked the action of the Dolby decoder 
by sweeping the audio band and using the 
swept audio to modulate our signal genera- 
tor. Results, at different modulation levels, 
are shown in Fig. 8. Note that the top trace 
(50% modulation, or "0 -dB Dolby level" 
shows flat response and the required 25 is 
deemphasis. At lower modulation levels, 
treble attenuation is introduced in increas- 
ing amounts (as levels are lowered) in ad- 
dition to the fixed 25 µs deemphasis called 
for in the Dolby FM system. Vertical divi- 
sions in each of the scope presentations 
represents a level change of 10 dB. 

Our overall product analysis, together 
with summary comments, will be found in 
Table III. Certainly, Heath has come up 
with a well designed, flexible system of 
components that perform well and are rel- 
atively easy to assemble. If $600.00 seems 
a bit much to pay for the privilege of 
spending 40 or more hours with a solder- 
ing iron and other assorted hand tools, 
just imagine how much the assembled ver- 
sion might cost if it were available in that 
form! R -E 

POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

NORMALLY, WE TRY TO COVER PRODUCTS 

made by more than one manufacturer in 
each month's high -fidelity equipment re- 
ports. We had to depart from that format 
this month, simply because the Heath 
Model AA -1506 stereo power amplifier is 
such a natural companion component for 
their new modular AN -2016 tuner /con- 
trol center that we felt it only fair to 
evaluate both of these brand new products 
recently introduced by the Heath Corn- 
pany. We were tempted, in fact, to make it 
a threesome, for Heath also offers a lower 
powered stereo ariiplifier (Model AA- 
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MANUFACTURER'S PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS 
Power Output: 60 watts minimum RMS, per channel, into 8 -ohm loads, from 20 Hz to 
20,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.1% at any power level from 0.25 watts to 
60 watts. Frequency Response: 8 Hz to 45 kHz, within 0.5 dB; 5 Hz to 80 kHz, within 1.5 dB. 
IM Distortion: Less than 0.1% at rated power; less than 0.05% at 0.1 watt. Damping Factor: 
Greater than 60. Hum and Noise: -95 dB. Separation: 60 dB. Input Sensitivity: 1.5 V for 
full output. Input Impedance: Greater than 15K ohms. Power Requirement: 120/240 VAC, 
50/60 Hz (90 watts under no- signal conditions). Dimensions: 8" wide by 5%" high by 
142i2' deep. Net Weight: 21 lbs. Price: $179.95 (available only in kit form). 

TABLE I 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 
Model AA -1506 Manufacturer Heath Company 

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

POWER OUTPUT CAPABILITY 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 1 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 8 -ohms, 20 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms, 1 kHz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 4 -ohms, 20 Hz (watts) 
RMS power /channel, 4- ohms, 20 kHz (watts 
Frequency limits for rated output (Hz -kHz) 

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS 
Harmonic distortion at rated output, 1 kHz ( %) 
Intermodulation distortion, rated output ( %) 
Harmonic distortion at 1 -watt output, 1 kHz ( %) 
Intermodulation distortion at 1 -watt output ( %) 

DAMPING FACTOR, AT 8 OHMS 

EASE OF SERVICING 

OVERALL POWER AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE RATING 

R -E 
Measurement 

73.3 
66.0 
71.5 

103.0 
87.0 
95.0 

13 -32 

0.035 
0.089 
0.003 
0.010 

62 

R -E 
Evaluation 
Excellent 

Good 
Very good 
(Not rated) 
(Not rated) 
(Not rated) 
Excellent 

Superb 
Very good 
Excellent 
Very good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

TABLE II 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS PRODUCT TEST REPORT 

Manufacturer Heath Company 

OVERALL PRODUCT ANALYSIS 

Retail Price 
Price Category 
Price /Performance Ratio 
Styling and Appearance 
Sound Quality 
Mechanical Performance 

$179.95 ((Kit Only) 
Low 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Excellent 
N/A 

Model AA -1506 

Comments: Given the choice between a 35 -watt per channel amplifier at a cost of $159.95 
and this 60 -watt per channel beauty at $20.00 more, we would choose the 
higher -powered amplifier tested in this report. This is especially true since, 
except for power output, other performance specifications are identical. Even 
the very attractive packaging, designed to fit in neatly with the central tuner/ 
control- center section of Heath's new modular concept, is the same for both 
power amplifier models. Who, but Heath Company, would ever dream of 
building in a test meter with which the do- it- yourselfer can test and trouble- 
shoot the product after it has been wired and assembled? If you have been 
tempted to assemble your own high -fidelity components but have been fearful 
of possible failure, the AA -1506 (or the lower powered AA -1505) would make 
an ideal unit with which to begin. Best of all, the Heath AA -1506 sounds as 
good as it looks and delivers enough power for all but the most demanding 
listening situations and lowest efficiency speaker systems. Even if you don't 
follow through with Heath's more complex AN -2016 Tuner /Control Center, or 
if you already own a separate tuner and a preamplifier control unit, the AA -1506 
is a stereo amplifier that should fit in perfectly with your existing components. 
In our estimation, an amplifier such as this, were it to be purchased fully 
assembled and wired, could easily cost you around $300.00 or more. Even at 
that price, it's not likely that you would get better actual specifications or 
listenability. 

1505) that is an identical twin (except for 
its 35 -watt per channel rating) to the AA- 
1506 amplifier shown in Fig. 1. Both 
power amplifiers are styled so as to sit 
comfortably (and aesthetically) alongside 
the larger control center. And a pair of 
either amplifier models can neatly flank 
the tuner -preamp unit if you opt for 
4- channel sound now, or in the future. 

As for the front panel of the AA -1506, 
its vertical portion is equipped with a 

single POWER on -off switch that illumi- 
nates in red when power is applied. Simi- 
larly shaped rectangular pushbuttons on 
the lower, sloped section of the panel 
select either MAIN Or REMOTE pairs of 
stereo speakers. The only two controls 
built onto the rear panel (shown in Fig. 2) 

are the left and right channel input level 
controls that flank the usual phono -tip in- 
put jacks. Speaker connections are made 
by means of separately supplied polarized 
plugs, to which speaker leads are perman- 
ently attached under the heads of terminal 
screws. This arrangement has the advan- 
tage of permanent correct phasing of 
speakers even if you have to disconnect the 
plugs when moving the speakers or the 
amplifier. A fuseholder completes the rear 
panel layout. In a typical stereo system 
hookup, the AA -1506 would interconnect 
with other components as shown in Fig. 
3 -a while in quadriphonic systems, two 
amplifiers might be used as illustrated in 
Fig. 3 -b on page 00. 

Construction and circuitry 
The amplifier samples tested by us in 

our laboratory were not actually assem- 
bled at the lab, but we did have an 
opportunity to examine the excellently 
written 89 -page assembly manual supplied 

mom 
N.Ill 

.ew..'..n RY,,, Min 

by Heath to anyone who purchases this 
amplifier kit. As usual, it is loaded with 
helpful diagrams, excellent step -by -step 
instructions, schematic diagram, circuit 
description and even troubleshooting sug- 
gestions in the event that you bungle one 
or more connections or parts insertions. 
The amplifier was designed for ease of 
servicing. With the top cover removed, 
the component -side of the two identical 
amplifier circuit boards are completely 
exposed. (See Fig. 4). Remove just two 
side screws and both amplifier boards, 
complete with massive heat sinks, swing 
completely out of the way exposing the 
power supply circuitry and -are you ready 
for this -a tiny built -in meter equipped 
with a pair of test leads. The meter, which 
is simply calibrated in numerals from 1 to 
5, serves no other function than to assist 
you in checking out your finished wiring 
job. By flipping a switch located nearby, 
the meter can be used either to measure 
'voltages or circuit resistances. A view 
of the amplifier with upper section swung 
out of the way to expose the chassis com- 
ponents is shown in Fig. 5. 

As for the circuitry itself, it is com- 
pletely DC coupled, with the exception 
of a 10 -AF input capacitor that feeds the 
signal to the first pair of transistors. These 
transistors are arranged to form a differen- 
tial preamplifier circuit that maintains 
zero DC volts at the output of the ampli- 
fier because of a DC feedback arrange- 
ment. The output of the second, voltage - 
amplifying stage feeds an NPN -PNP pair 
of driver stages and also develops driver 
bias via a diode -resistor network. Output 

(continued on page 78) 
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THIS ARTICLE IS SUPPOSED TO DESCRIBE 

how to select a turntable. Trouble is, you'd 
be hard pressed to find enough turntables 
to use up just one paragraph of fifty words, 
for there are very few turntables and the 
stores that stock them are few and far 
between. You see, in their endeavor to 
prove what isn't so is so, the hi -fi manufac- 
turers have destroyed the true meaning of 
the word turntable. They use the word to 
imply a high -fidelity quality that might or 
might not exist in any number or products 
that aren't really turntables. 

Years ago there was such a thing as a 
turntable; most hi -fi enthusiasts used them. 
It was a device with a rotating table on 
which a record was mounted. This turn- 
table device simply provided a rotating 
support for the record. It had to be 
mounted in a base, and somewhere there 
had to be a pickup arm and cartridge that 
followed the record grooves and converted 
the groove undulations into an electrical 
signal. The turntable, base, pickup arm 
and cartridge combination comprised a 
record player. If the record player had a 
mechanism that automatically fed more 
than one record to the turntable and then 
played the record it was called a record 
changer. In short, the turntable was only 
a portion of a complete record -playing 
device. 

But the record players and record 
changers of the early fifties had perfor- 
mance deficiencies that degraded what 
little fidelity was truly on the record. So 
the high -fidelity enthusiast assembled his 
own record player by using a turntable of 
superior performance than usually found 
on players and changers, a high -per- 
formance pickup arm, and a high- perfor- 
mance cartridge. His turntable was just 
that; a component that simply rotated a 
record with as little rumble and wow -and- 
flutter as the state -of- the -art allowed. Soon 
just the word turntable implied high -fidel- 
ity equipment; a sound system could not 
be high fidelity with a record changer or 
player; it could only be considered high - 
fidelity if the record playing equipment 
was assembled from individual compo- 
nents. 

But most audiophiles preferred the con- 
venience of a record changer, or, at the 
least, a complete record player. Even in 
the early days of high fidelity, only the 
serious hobbyist would consider doing the 
carpentry needed to cut a mounting base 
for a separate turntable and pickup arm. 

GARRARD MODEL Z2000B 

Turntables for 
Today's 

HI -FI Systems 
Performance and operation varies from 
model to model. Here's a rundown of the 

different types that are presently available. 

But since it was a turntable that implied 
high -fidelity, manufacturers simply 
applied the word to any complete system, 
be it a record changer or a manual record 
player. Anything with a pickup arm hav- 
ing automatic start and stop (recycle) 
operation became an "automatic turn- 
table" while the old manual record player 
-where the user manually placed the 
stylus on the record and lifted the 
pickup arm at the end of play- became a 
"manual turntable ". The terms record 
changer and player were used only for 
general use equipment, such as a $30 
child's phonograph or a $75 "stereo". 

Today, the magic word turntable is still 
with us and is still used to imply high - 
fidelity quality. An automatic turntable 
can be a record changer (more often 
termed a multi- record player) or a single - 
record player with completely automatic 
pickup arm operation; while a "manual 
turntable" can be a complete manual 
record player. And wonder of wonders, 
a turntable can even mean a device that 
simply rotates a record, with the user pro- 
viding a base pickup arm and cartridge. 

Even if we could straighten out what we 
mean by turntable, we get a choice of 
direct drive, electronic regulation, rim 
drive, belt drive, rim /belt drive, hysteresis 
drive, induction drive, servo drive, etc., 
etc., etc. And each manufacturer claims 
his system is the best; yet in all truth, any 
system done the right way will work well 
and give true value for the dollar. 

Let us first look at what is meant by 
"done the right way ". From its introduc- 
tion, the AR manual record- player has 
had a deserved "quality" reputation, 
mostly accomplished by delivering a lot 
of performance at a budget price. Part of 
the reason the price was kept down was 
through the use of a lightweight motor; 
basically a clock motor with not much 
starting torque but good regulation after 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

the turntable came up to speed (so one 
waited a few revolutions before lowering 
the pickup arm). So an imported manual 
turntable tried to accomplish this same 
end -quality at low cost through an inex- 
pensive motor. But the manufacturer cut 
his corners a shade too close and the 
motor couldn't get the platter started. 
What do you do when you're all tooled 
and the platter won't turn? You put a lit- 
tle arm on the start switch that gives the 
platter a push when the motor is turned 
on. Cute? Yup! Only how far would you 
trust the rest of the turntable design 

In one instance the use of a lightweight 
motor was "done well ", in the other it was 
literally a Rube Goldberg lash -up. 

Most of the turntables, changers and 
players by well known manufacturers are 
done well in the sense they are compatible 
with other high -fidelity equipment. As a 
general rule, you'll find about the same 
level of performance from model to model 
in a narrow price range. For example, in 
the $ 125 to $ 150 category, most of the 
models will have about the same rumble, 
trackability and wow- and -flutter. The dif- 
ferences will generally be in specific fea- 

BIC MODEL 840 
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tures. Move up to the approximately $200 
level and the performance of all high - 
fidelity changers and players move up a 
similar notch regardless of manufacturer. 
Again, differences are generally found in 
features and convenience of operation. 

A motor is a motor 
Contrary to popular belief, it does not 

take a hundred dollars or so of electronic 
circuitry to maintain a motor precisely on 
speed over a broad applied -voltage range. 
It is true that electronically regulated 
motors such as those used by Kenwood. 
Pioneer, Technics by Panasonic, Dual and 
Thorens, to name a handful of many, will 
maintain precise speed regulation even if 
the line voltage dances between 90 and 
140 volts. You'll be burning out refrig- 
eration motors and poping light bulbs with 
that range of line voltage variation but the 
electronically regulated -or servo- motors 
will keep rotating the record with nary a 
wow or flutter to disturb the most sensi- 
tive of ears. 

But many, if not all presently used in- 
duction (4 -pole, 24 pole, hysteresis, etc.) 
motors will similarly operate rock -steady 
over a wide voltage range; maybe not 90 
to 140 volts, more likely 100 to 130 volts, 
but 100 to 130 volts is probably the worst 
possible condition you'd ever run across. 
The advantage to the DC or servo motor 
is not speed regulation but low rumble. 
Increase the number of poles in an AC 
motor and the rumble is reduced. Elimi- 
nate all poles through a direct -drive sys- 
tem and rumble is crushed. That's what 
you pay for and that's what you get with 
electronic, or DC, or servo type motors. 
(To keep things simple, we'll refer to all 
these types as "servo" from here on.) 

The servo motor has another great ad- 
vantage in addition to low rumble, and 
that is sharply reduced wow- and -flutter 
through direct drive. Servo control allows 

the motor to rotate at precisely the desired 
platter speed, thereby eliminating the need 
for the pulleys, intermediate idler -wheels 
or belts normally used to reduce the motor 
speed to platter speed. Since each inter - 
mediafr drive component is a potential, if 
not acLual, wow- and -flutter producer, the 
servo drive has an inherently lower sus - 
ceptability to wow- and -flutter. (But like 
all things, anything good can be loused up. 
There are direct -drive systems with 
greater wow -and -flutter than some modern 
belt drives.) 

Servo control also lends itself quite 
nicely to precise speed adjustment by the 
user. A limited range user -adjusted speed 
control is called pitch control. The pitch 
control is provided for two reasons. First, 
it allows the user to set the platter speed 
precisely on 45, or 33 RPM through the 
use of a strobe pattern somewhere on the 
platter, and the second is to let the user 
change the pitch if so desired (some like 
their music sharp). Though pitch control 
is also provided on several excellent 
"standard" AC drive turntables, it is not as 
precise as the electronic control provided 
on turntables such as the Kenwood KD- 
5033, Philips GA -209, Pioneer PL -71, 
Thorens TD -I25 and Yamaha 800. 

At the time this article is being pre- 
pared, except for the Technics SL -1350 
multi -play turntable (record changer), 
servo motors are used only for single -rec- 
ord players. Some havé full manual opera- 
tion (to provide quality at budget prices) 
while others have automatic start and 
pickup arm return and off operation. 

For those who do not need nor want the 
precise speed control and ultra -low rumble 
of the servo drive motors, there's a host 
of excellent budget values in single- record 
players having AC motors, with or with- 
out automatic pickup -arm operation. For 
example, Acoustic Research who reintro- 
duced the "clock motor" drive, is still in 

there with an updated model XA for under 
$130. For the real budget minded, there's 
an all- manual Benjamin 1000 for under 
$100, while Kenwood, Garrard, Philips, 
Pioneer, Rotel, Sony and Toshiba all have 
complete single- record players that hover 
around $100. 

If you're not ready to spend several 
hundred dollars for servo drive, but want 
something considerably better than a bud- 
get single- record player, the field is wide 
open with many top values in the $150 to 
about $200 price range. Just a few of these 
units that compare quite favorably with 
some servo models are the Benjamin 600, 
Dual 501, Hitachi PS -15, Kenwood KD- 
3033, Rotel RP -1000, Stanton 8004, Micro 
TM33 and Thorens TD -165C. 

Somewhat interesting, you'll find that 
there are models with AC motors, such as 
the Empire 598 and Thorens TD -125, that 
compare favorably in features and per- 
formance with servo -type players. Here it 
is the old story that something need not 
be "the latest technology" to be good. 

Record Changers 
While single -play turntables -both 

manual and automatic -are the glamour 
queens of high fidelity, the real workhorse 
is the record changer, and quite often the 
changer winds up being used primarily as 
an automatic single- record player. 

As a general rule, the term record 
changer is used for models priced well 
under $100. These are usually supplied 
with a ceramic cartridge and intended for 
"stereo systems" -low cost, low power, 
medium quality units that are suitable for 
playrooms, dens and teenagers in general. 
If the quality is good enough for a true 
high- fidelity system, the manufacturer will 
usually use the term "multi -play turn- 
table." This nonsense is semantics of the 
first order, the same type of thing that 
causes an elementary school student to 
ask how a Hertz differs from cycle -per- 
second. 

A multi -record turntable is a record 
changer, and the overall quality and per- 
formance really has nothing to do with 
how it's described. Those models specifi- 
cally suited for a high -fidelity system have 
several features in common. All have plug - 
in cartridge heads, shells, or carriers -the 
same as single- record players. All permit 
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single- record or multi- record operation by 
changing the spindles. Use a short spindle 
and its an automatic single- record player: 
Use the multi- record spindle and it's an 
automatic record changer. 

There are three common types of rec- 
ord changer mechanisms divided into two 
groups. Two mechanisms are very similar 
in that the records are balanced on the 
spindle. The third mechanism uses a two 
point suspension with the records stacked 
on the spindle but resting on a platform 
adjacent to the platter. Claims are made 
for each type implying some sort of ad- 
vantage. As with everything else concern- 
ing turntables, if done right it works well. 
Fact is, you'd be hard pressed to find any 
record- changer mechanism from a name 
brand manufacturer that didn't work 
well. The days of jamming mechanisms is 
long since past. 

The typical record changer uses an 
idler -drive system whereby a stepped 
pulley drives an intermediate idler -wheel 
that in turn drives the platter and changer 
mechanism. (There have been and will be 
record changers using separate motors for 
driving the changer device.) Recently, sev- 
eral record changers have been introduced 
to the marketplace that use belt drive, or 
have a direct -drive platter. As a general 
rule, the rumble and wow- and -flutter 
characteristics of belt and direct drive are 
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applicable to the record changers as they 
are for the single- record players. But it is 
similarly true that belt drive is being used 
in some rock -bottom priced and rock -bot- 
tom performance changers. with the belt 
drive providing nothing extra in the way 
of lower rumble and wow- and -flutter. 

It is generally accepted that 15° is the 
optimum stylus tracking angle, though 
some pickups are now designed for 
20° (there's always room for a second 
opinion ). It's obvious that as records are 
added to the stack already on a platter. 
the stylus tracking -angle is changed be- 
cause each new record raises the front of 
the pickup arm while the rear remains 
fixed in its pivots. Manufacturers gen- 
erally set the pickup mounting so the 
stylus angle is correct for the center of a 

full stack (most record changers will 
handle six records). Most of the higher 
quality record changers, however, have 
some means whereby the tracking angle 
can be adjusted for single- record or multi - 
record operation. Most of the pickup arm 
tracking -angle adjustments are made at 
the pickup where a small bar or lever 

physically tilts the pickup carrier or sup- 
port. Another method, made popular by 
Dual, raises and lowers the pickup arm 
through a preset lever at the pickup arm 
pivot. Obviously, raising or lowering the 
back of the pickup arm changes the stylus 
tracking -angle. Which is best? They 
both work well. Take your choice. 

The latest vogue is multi- record players 
now coming into popularity on single - 
record players is the programmed play, 
made popular by the BIC record changers. 
Basically, it permits the user to dial in as 
many plays as desired with a final recycle 
and turn -off after the last record is played. 
For example. with one record on the plat- 
ter, or on a changer spindle, and 3 -plays 
programmed, the record will be played 
three times. If there was three records on 
a stack and 5 -plays was dialed in. the last 
record would be played three times and 
then the mechanism would recycle to off. 
On some models, the replay can be pro- 
grammed to be continuous until manually 
stopped. 

Straight -line play 
It has long been acknowledged that 

optimum reproduction is attained when 
the pickup tracks across the record in the 
exact manner as the grooves were cut - 
at right angles to the radius. Through 
many years of experimentation with pick- 
up -arm length and stylus overhang (the 
distance the stylus extends beyond the 
center of the platter). the ordinary rear - 
pivot pickup arm has been made almost 
perfect- tracking -angle errors are very 
small, and anti -skate correction alleviates 
the tracking errors caused by the tracing 
force that pulls the pickup arm towards 
the center of the record. 

There are many high -fidelity enthu- 
siasts, however, who believe optimum 
sound can only be attained with zero 
tracking -error and zero skating- force. 
This can only be had when the stylus 
tracks exactly as the grooves were cut -by 
a lath mechanism driving the cutterhead 
across the platter. For many years the 
only successful lath -type play mechanism 
was the Rabco, a single- record mecha- 
nism with the pickup driven directly 
across the record. (Other lath -type 
mechanisms either ruined the record, or 
failed to follow warped surfaces). To the 
still available and updated Rabco lath - 
type mechanism we can now add the 
B &O model 4002 that also features a com- 
pletely automated system (senses record 
size. record -on- platter, etc.) that accom- 
modates but one cartridge, the B &O 
model M MC6000. 

The only successful multi- record zero 
tracking -error design was the Garrard 
model Zero 100 that has also been incorpo- 
rated into the belt -driven model Z2000B. 
This mechanism uses a rear -pivot pickup 
arm, but the cartridge head is articulated 
by a control rod running back to the pivot 
that keeps the cartridge at right angles to 
the radius as the arm tracks across the rec- 
ord (much like the articulated windshield 
wipers on full size -cars). Because the arm 
is pivoted, an anti- skating force is re- 
quired to compensate for the pull towards 
the center. On the Z2000B, the anti -skate 
is applied by a magnetic arrangement 
(rather than a spring) originally made 
successful on the model Zero 100. 

Quadriphonic 
Though many turntable systems claim 

4- channel compatibility, the question must 
be asked, "Which 4- channel system and 
how much compatibility ? ". 

Since matrix 4- channel is derived from 
encoding within a stereo signal, any turn- 
table system equipped with a decent stereo 
cartridge. standard pickup arm and 
shielded output -cables is perfectly suitable. 

CD -4, however, is a whole new ball - 
game. Firstly, while it is possible to get 
acceptable sound quality from CD -4 with 
a decent cartridge and shielded output - 
cables, the relatively great high- frequency 
losses of standard patch -cords generally 
results in a poorer signal -to -noise ratio. 
and often, a drifting degree of separation 
(expands and collapses at random). Also. 
a better quality turntable system is re- 
quired for optimum sound as final repro- 
duction is highly dependent on proper 
tracking; but any good quality equipment 
(of modern design) will provide the re- 
quired tracking accuracy. So we are back 
to the output cables. 

For CD -4, the output cables or patch 
cords should be low- capacitance types. 
(About 80 -100 pF). On certain turntable 
systems such as the Craig 5102, Garrard 
770M and Hitachi PS -I5, low- capacitance 
cables are supplied with the equipment for 
CD -4 and stereo use. With very few excep- 
tions. most turntables -both single- record 
and multi- record -have standard phono- 
jack output connections. and low- capaci- 
tance cables (available from local hi -fi 
accessory dealers) can be substituted if 
standard patch cords are provided with the 
equipment. The few players that have the 
output cables soldered to the output con- 
nections are easily converted to low - 
capacitance output with a few minutes 
extra work (just cut off the phono plug 
from one end of a low- capacitance cable). 

This leaves the cables inside the 
pickup arm; an ultra -thin flexible cable 
that will not produce binding between 
the tonearm and the pivot. Because 
the cable itself must of necessity have 
characteristics determined by resistance to 
binding, there's not much change that can 
be done in the way of substantially reduc- 
ing the inherent capacitance. And as a 
matter of fact, once the output patch cords 
have been converted to low- capacitance 
types, very little improvement in the sig- 
nal can be heard or measured because of 
the minor reduction in capacitance pos- 
sible made by changing the pickup arm 
wiring. 

Summing up 
Whether your turntable needs are dic- 

tated by price, features, or performance 
level, you'll find any number of models 
applicable to your particular require- 
ments. Fact is, there are now so many dif- 
ferent models and types of single -record 
and multi- record player models -well over 

20 different models as this article is being 
prepared -it is almost impossible to see 

more than a handful at any one hi -fi show- 
room. Fact is, it might take a visit to 
three, four, or more showrooms just to 
see a partial selection of the turntable sys- 
tems generally available. But keep in 
mind that somewhere out there is probably 
some turntable with just about every fea- 
ture you're looking for. R -E 
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EXCLUSIVE 
At last! The long awaited 
record -care product has ar- 
rived. It preserves frequency 
response while reducing dis- 
tortion and surface noise. 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE THE CALM 
routine of my audio lab is interrupted 
by an unusual test project that adds ex- 
citement to the life of an audio engi- 
neer and technical writer. Such a proj- 
ect began to take form last summer 
when I received a strange call from a 
local ad agency that represented a com- 
pany called Ball Brothers Research 
Corp., (P.O. Box 1062, Boulder, Colo- 
rado 80302) with manufacturing fa- 
cilities in Boulder, Colorado; Muncie, 
Indiana and other locations throughout 
the country. I had never heard of the 
company, but was quickly informed 
that they were engaged in aero -space 
research and were also the largest pro- 
ducers of Mason jars (used for home 
canning and preserving). 

"So what's that got to do with high 
fidelity ? ", I asked, rather impatiently. 
I was informed that one of the com- 
pany's divisions had developed a "dry 
lubricant" that they were convinced 
would help preserve the life of disc 
recordings. I listened incredulously as 
the voice at the other end explained 
that one simply "sprayed on" this prod- 
uct to the surface of a record, buffed it 
in with a pad and that the liquid, after 
quickly evaporating, would deposit a 
thin coating over all the record grooves 
very much like the Teflon coating ap- 
plied to pots and pans. 

Any time someone suggests a built - 
up coating on the surface of a disc I 

react negatively, since I don't want to 
see my record grooves clogged up with 
any foreign matter, however much of 
a lubricant it may be. To me, such 
coatings have always spelled reduced 
frequency response retrievable from 
the disc, since any substance that clogs 
the minute wiggles in the groove wall 
must inhibit the stylus from properly 
tracing those fine high- frequency wig- 
gles. The agency people assured me 
that the coating build -up was self -lim- 
iting. 

As they explained it, the dry lubri- 
cant would bond to the vinyl of the 
disc but would not build up beyond a 
thickness of 5 millionths of an inch. 

Some quick manipulation with my 
HP -45 calculator confirmed that if this 
were true, the coating might indeed not 
adversely affect high -frequency re- 
sponse from a disc and, if all its other 
attributes were as stated, might be the 
long- sought -for record preser%ative 
that could insure as faithful reproduc- 
tion from often played discs as that 
obtained from freshly presed ones. I 
asked how I could help them. They 
asked that I examine a report that the 
company itself had prepared and see 
if, on the basis of that report, I could 
verify the findings. 

A few days later, the report, pre- 
pared by a Mr. Pardee of their tech- 
nical staff, arrived. Much to my dis- 
appointment, the report failed to -ouch 
upon the question of frequency re- 
sponse, but dealt instead with total 
harmonic distortion as a function of 
repeated playings of similar discs with 
and without the treatment of the new 
lubricant. Typical results are shown 
for the left and right channels of a pair 
of test records played over 200 times, 
in Figs. 1 -a and I -b. After examining 
these diagrams there was no doubt 
in my mind that the lubricant certainly 
did reduce record wear, but several 

other questions were raised. 
For one thing, why was the initial 

distortion so high? Five percent distor- 
tion is hardly hi -fi reporduction and I 

suspected that less than state -of- the -art 
turntable equipment had been used at 
higher- than -hi -fi tracking forces. Per- 
haps the effects were being exaggerated 
by heavy tracking force and imperfect 
styli. In addition, the fact that left 
channel distortion increased more rap- 
idly than right channel distortion for 
the untreated disc suggested that skat- 
ing forces were not properly compen- 
sated for in the earlier test. 

Both of these conclusions proved to 
be true. Most importantly, no attempt 
was made to determine whether the 
application of the lubricant caused any 
deterioration in frequency response - 
an important key to the acceptability of 
the product. I reported my opinions to 
the people at Ball Corporation and they 
not only agreed that additional tests 
were necessary, but commissioned me 
to perform such tests as I thought might 
be required. 

The next month was spent endlessly 
playing stereo and CD -4 test records, 
both treated and untreated, and mea- 
suring frequency response "before and 
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after." My test results, coupled with 
additional microphotography per- 
formed by the people at Ball Corpora- 
tion, were so astounding that I became 
quite excited about the product, which 
has since been given the name Sound 
Guard, and is about to be marketed 
nationally. 

Frequency response tests 
I decided to use both stereo and 

quadriphonic (CD -4) test records. If 
any clogging of minute groove undula- 
tions was going to take place as a result 
of the application of the product, it 
would certainly be more likely to show 
up in CD -4 records, where frequencies 
up to and including 45,000 Hz must be 
traced by the stylus. A single alterna- 
tion at that high frequency occupies no 
more than .0003 linear inches of space 

along a groove located towards the cen- 
ter of the record. 

A reference output level at 40 kHz 
was measured from a fresh test disc and 
recorded as 0 dB. This untreated disc 
was then played 100 times and the mea- 
surement was repeated. Level was now 
down about 6 dB at this high frequency 
(a result of the wearing away of the 
high- frequency groove modulation af- 
ter so many playings). Next, another 
fresh disc was treated with Sound 
Guard and played 100 times. The out- 
put at 40 kHz was within 1 dB of that 
observed for the "mint condition" disc! 
Furthermore, there seemed to be less 
fluctuation in average output when 
playing the treated disc -proof, in our 
view, that more accurate tracing or 
"hugging" of the groove walls was tak- 
ing place in the case of the treated rec- 
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FIG. 1- INCREASE OF TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION with repeated playing of untreated 
test record, compared with record treated with Sound Guard as measured for right channel 
(a) and left channel (b). 

ord. A plot of output level at 40 kHz 
for treated and untreated records with 
repeated playings is shown in Fig. 2 
and the results speak for themselves. 

Record wear 
Another attribute of the product be- 

came obvious during these extended 
tests. In the case of the untreated rec- 
ord, we found it necessary to clean the 
stylus tip after a very few playings. The 
material which came away from the 
stylus tip was dark in color- suggesting 
a wearing away or a gouging out of 
vinyl material. In the case of the treated 
record, the entire 100 playings were 
accomplished without this particle 
build -up about the stylus tip. 

Long after our tests were completed, 
the people at Ball succeeded in taking 
some microphotographs of just what a 
stylus does to a record groove. The 
photography was done in motion pic- 
ture format and is even more frighten- 
ing than the "stills" reproduced in Figs. 
3 and 4. Upon first seeing them we were 
certain that the photos of the stylus 
tracing an untreated groove had to be 
defective, but we were assured that the 
very same stylus was used in both 
photographic sequences! 

Harmonic distortion 
Since we were not completely satis- 

field with the claims made in the Ball 
Corporation report regarding reduc- 
tion of distortion with application of 
the product, we put our spectrum ana- 
lyzer to work while the tests of the 
stereo discs were proceeding. First, an 
unplayed test record containing a 1000 - 
Hz test tone was played and a 20 to 
20,000 -Hz analysis was made using the 
spectrum analyzer. 

The tallest "spike" in Fig. 5 repre- 
sents the fundamental tone of 1000 Hz. 
The next major spike to the right is the 

FIG. 3- MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF STYLUS 
tracing groove of untreated record. 

FIG. 4- MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF STYLUS 
tracing groove of record treated with sound 
guard. 
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FIG. 2- EFFECT OF REPEATED PLAYINGS on recovered 40 -kHz signal from treated and un- 
treated discs. 

FIG. 5 (right)- SPECTRUM ANALYSIS of THD content produced when 
playing unit -condition test record. 

FIG. 6 (below) -3RD HARMONIC DISTORTION content increases after 
100 playings of untreated record. 

FIG. 7 (below right) -3RD HARMONIC CONTENT after 100 playings 
of treated record is no greater than that observed with mint -condition 
disc. (See Fig. 5). 

second harmonic content (2 kHz) and 
is seen to be about 40 dB below the 
fundamental, or just under 1.0% (each 
division on the `scope face is equal to 
10 dB, vertically). The second har- 
monic distortion content, as we later 
learned, is a function of pickup arm 
and stylus mistracking and remained 
fairly constant during all the tests. The 
third harmonic distortion content (the 
next visible vertical "blip" to the right 
of the 2 kHz indication) is of greater 
interest in terms of the new product. 
Note, that for a "mint condition" rec- 
ord it is about 60 dB lower than the 
fundamental (0.1% distortion). 

After the record was played 100 
times, a new spectral photo was taken 
(Fig. 6) and this time the third har- 
monic content had increased to around 
0.22 %, a significant increase in distor- 
tion. Now for the payoff! A second disc 
was treated with Sound Guard and 
played 100 times. Again, a spectral 
analysis was made of the distortion 
content during the 101st playing and 
results are shown in Fig. 7. Notice that 
the third harmonic distortion content is 
exactly the same (some 60 dB below 

(continued on page 98) 
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Sendfor the better y ou' 
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úREE 
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career 
guide 
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COMPU- TRAINER 

IN- CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR TESTER 

TROUBLESHOOTER 
VOM 

SOLID -STATE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

t. - 

NTS /HEATH 
GR2000 
Digital 
Solid -State 
Color TV 
315 sq. in. 
Picture 

ELECTRO -LAB 
(Simulated TV Reception) 

As an NTS student you'll acquire the know -how that 
comes with first -hand training on NTS professional 
equipment. Equipment you'll build and keep. Our 
courses include equipment like the NTS /Heath 
Digital GR -2000 Solid State color TV with first -ever 
features like silent varactor diode tuning; digital 
channel selection, (with optional digital clock), and 
big 315 sq. in. ultra -rectangular screen. 

Also pictured above are other units - 5" solid state 
oscilloscope, vector monitor scope, solid -state ster- 
eo AM -FM receiver with twin speakers, digital multi - 
meter, and more. It's the kind of better equipment 
that gets you better equipped for the electronics 
industry. 

This electronic gear is not only designed for train- 
ing; it's field -type - like you'll meet on the job, or 
when you're making service calls. And with NTS 
easy -to -read, profusely illustrated lessons you learn 
the theory behind these tools of the trade. 

Choose from 12 NTS courses covering a wide range 
of fields in electronics, each complete with equip- 
ment, lessons, and manuals to make your training 
more practical and interesting. 

Compare our training; compare our lower tuition. 
We employ no salesmen, pay no commissions. YOU 
receive all home -study information by mail only. 
All Kits, lessons, and experiments are described in 
full color. Most liberal refund policy and cancella- 
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and the equipment 
be equipped. 
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NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING 
Get facts on new 2 -year extension 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL -TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

Resident and Home -Study Schools 
4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

- NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (Dept. 206 -036 
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BUILD 
f0 -fis Electronic Fuse 
Protect your equipment with this fast -acting Electronic 
Fuse. Metal and glass fuses are simply not fast 
enough to protect sensitive semiconductors. 

MITCHELL WAITE 
and LARRY BROWN 

BURNING UP A SET OF POWER TRANSIS- 
tors can be an expensive and time con- 
suming mistake. Such mistakes can eas- 
ily occur by accidently changing the 
bias setting on an amplifier, shorting 
B+ to a transistor base, installing an 
NPN where a PNP goes, etc. How 
many times has your voltmeter probe 
slipped and shorted the B+ line? After 
you find a new fuse do you have the 
vague suspicion that the rectifier diodes 
got awful warm? 

But what about that old metal and 
glass fuse, doesn't it at least provide 
some protection for the semiconduc- 
tors? Unfortunately, not always. A 250 
glass and metal fuse just takes too long 
to melt and open. By the time it does 
(5 -15 ms), thermal run -away could 
of easily ran away with $40 worth 
of your solid -state components. 

The obvious solution to these prob- 
lems is a fast -acting power switch in 
the AC line that cuts off current if the 
equipment shorts out. The Electronic 
Fuse is such a device. It can reduce 
operating current to zero within 10 
microseconds of being tripped. 

The device to be protected, say an 
audio amplifier, is simply plugged into 
the 3 -wire AC receptacle on the front 
panel of the Electronic Fuse. If the 
device isn't shorted, the NORMAL lamp 
glows indicating current drain is not 
excessive. If a short occurs, the Elec- 
tronic Fuse will trip and cut off the 
AC -line current. When this happens. 
the LIMIT lamp lights indicating the 

VA 

INSIDE VIEW of the Electronic Fuse. 

fuse is in the current limiting mode. 

How it works 
Referring to the block diagram in 

Fig. 1, the load (equipment to be pro- 
tected) is connected in series with the 
AC line and the Electronic Fuse. A 
full -wave bridge circuit is connected 
between the AC line and the equip- 
ment load, with a current -sensing de- 
vice and power switch connected 
across the bridge. The bridge conducts 
on each half -cycle of the line voltage. 
This produces a rectified 120 -Hz pul- 

NORMAL 
CONDITION 

LIMIT 
CONDITION 

117V AC 

IG. 

FULL -WAVE 
BRIDGE 

-ELECTRONIC °USE s ;onnected n series with he oad o monitor 'he :oad current. 

sating DC waveform that appears 
across a current -level sensor circuit 
and the collectors of a three -stage 
Darlington transistor power switch. A 
resistor divider network, in the emitter 
leg of the Darlington circuit, applies a 
portion of the 120 -Hz waveform to the 
gate of the SCR. A transistor in the 
gate circuit of the SCR reduces temper- 
ature drift. 

As long as the current drawn by the 
equipment is less than 3 amps RMS. 
the SCR is off. With the SCR off, the 
Darlington power switch conducts, ef- 
fectively shorting out the bridge circuit 
and allowing full current to flow in 
the load. With normal operation, there 
is less then a SV RMS drop across the 
fuse. The NORMAL lamp 1s energized by 
the voltage across 'he load socket. 
while the LIMIT lamp remains extin- 
guished. 

When the load draws excessive cur- 
rent. he SCR conducts and 'he :1-stage 
Darlington bower ';witch stops con- 
ducting. This effectively opens he se- 
ries connection .ietween ine and 
he oad. When his )aspens. ''he -iolt- 

age across equipment drops 
lie NORMAL amp floes aff .ind he 

IMIT .amp 'ights ndicating he Ruse s 
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ON/OFF 
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SO1 
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R1 
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-c/I O o- 
DEFEAT S2 

RCA 
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NOTE: ALL DIODES 
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PC BOARD PADS 
AREA = 60 °C/W 
THERMAL RESI- 
STANCE,VARI- 
STER SHOULD 
HAVE PC BOARD 
PADS AREA = 

40° C/W 

NE2 

"LIMIT" 

F1.4AMP 

R2 
47K 
izw 

I VR1 

D1 

ÌN5060 
GE 

R3, 5K/5W 
Wb 

R4 
4.7K --vnr- 

R5 
4705: 

Q 

RCA 
2N3439 

D1 -D4 
1.5 AMP 
400 PRV. 

D2 

RCA 
2N6079 
IoR4085I( 

Q2 

G-E 
C1030 
(MCR101) 

Q5 

Q3 

D5 
1 N 5060 

2N4126 

R6 .1), 

47052 

J4 

R7 
1.8K 

R8 
4.7K 

0 
RCA 
2N5840 
((oR40852) 

R10 
100K 

R9 
.3312 
5W --NVr-- 

R11 
5K 
"CALIBRATE" 

"MOUNT Q2 & 03 ON A 4" X 4" X 1/8" MINIMUM HEATSINK 
FIG. 2- ELECTRONIC FUSE trips when load draws more than 3 -amps. The fuse can be ad- 
justed to trip at lower values of load current by selecting different values of resistor R9. 

PARTS LIST 
R1, R2- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% 
R3 -5000 ohm, 5 -watt, 10% 
R4, R8 -4700 ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% 
R5, R6 -470 ohms, 1/4-watt, 5% 
R7 -1800 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% 
R9 -0.33 ohms, 5 -watt, 10% 
R10- 100,000 ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% 
R11 -5000 ohm trimmer 
Q1- 2N3439 transistor 
Q2- 2N6079 transistor 
Q3- 2N5840 transistor 
Q4- 2N4126 transistor 
Q5 -SCR (G -E C103Q or equal) 
D1- D5- 1N5060 diode 
VR1- Varistor (G -E V130LA20B or equal) 
S1 -DPDT toggle switch, 3 amp 
S2 -SPST toggle switch, 3 amp 
NE1, NE2 -neon pilot lamps, panel mount 
F1 -4 amp in -line fuse 
S01-3-wire AC socket 
PL1 -3 -wire AC plug and cord 
Misc. PC board, heatsink for Q2 and Q3 
(Thermalloy 6500B-6 or equal), Teflon 
spacers, mica insulators for transistors, 
hardware, etc. 

Note: A complete kit of all parts includ- 
ing drilled and screened enclosure, 
drilled and solder -plated PC board, and 
all components is available from Cal Kit, 
P.O. Box 38, San Rafael, CA 94901. Order 
#EF -2, $63.95. Board only, order #EF -1, 
$4.95. All prices postpaid and insured. 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 

in the current -limit mode. Note that 
the fuse monitors the current during 
each r/2 cycle of the line current and 
proceeds to shut down on each 1/2 

cycle as long as the over -current con- 
dition persists. In order to use the fuse 
with highly inductive equipment (such 
as tape recorders and phonographs), a 
varistor is inserted across the bridge. 
Its purpose is to damp out the large - 
amplitude voltage spike these loads 
can cause. 

The Electronic Fuse triggers at 3 

amps RMS or 4.25 amps peak when 
used with a resistive load. Most audio 
amplifiers with transformer /diode 
power supplies draw less than this 
amount and will not falsely trigger the 
fuse. Small black- and -white televisions 
as well as most test equipment will op- 
erate properly when connected to the 
fuse. However, large color TV's often 
will not work. This is because the 
power supply draws a large current 
pulse on each cycle that is greater than 
4.25 amps peak. In general, wattage 
ratings are rather poor indicators of 
whether the fuse will trip falsely. This 
is due to the fact that wattage ratings 
are calculated on an RMS basis while 
the power supplies draw current in 
pulses. The acid test is to plug the un- 
known load in and see if it causes the 
fuse to trip. If it does, its too big. 

A more subtle limitation of the Elec- 
tronic Fuse is the possibility that a 
hefty charged filter capacitor in the 

VGTO OF SCR 

(.5 -.6 VOLTS) 
co 

.5 
> 

CALIBRATION 
POT 

r 
1 / 

1 t 

/ 7 

0 -' ' 
0 .5 1.0 1.5 

VR9 

Q4 TRANSFER FUNCTION 

FIG. 3- TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC of the 
temperature compensated inverter amplifier. 

VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS 

NORMAL OPERATION 
(LESS THAN 3 AMPS) - vw- 
RL.3012OR GREATER 

+200 
w 

á 
J 
o 
> 

-200 

LOAD 
SOCKET 

+200 

LIMIT OPERATION 
(APPROX = 6 AMP LOAD) 0 J vw- 

RL,_1512 -200 

LIMIT OPERATION 
LOAD SHORTED -- 

RL =012 

+200 - 

o 

200 

TIME 

power supply of the equipment con- 
nected to the fuse can store enough 
energy to damage the transistors in 
spite of the fact that the fuse is limiting. 
The danger here will depend on the 
size of the charge on the filter capaci- 
tor, the type of transistor, the degree 
of heat -sinking, and the type of power - 
supply. Normally, filter capacitors are 
expensive components and a consumer 
product will generally use the smallest 
possible value consistent with good fil- 

BRIDGE 
INPUT 

03 EMITTER 
TO COLLECTOR 

FIG. 4- VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS of the Electronic 
limit operation and when the load is shorted. 

Fuse during normal operation, current- 
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tering. But this isn't really such a big 
worry, because when a set of new 
transistors are installed, the amplifier 
is off and the filter capacitor is not 
charged. If a short exists, then as the 
equipment is turned on the fuse will 
trip long before the filter capacitor has 
time to charge. (The typical technician 
gets around this problem by using a 
Variac and an ammeter in series with 
the equipment load. The line voltage is 
increased and the ammeter is carefully 
monitored. A sudden rise in the cur- 
rent as the voltage is increased indi- 
cates a short. As quick as possible the 
technician switches the Variac off, but 
often he is too late and the damage is 
permanent.) In over 11/2 years of ser- 
vice, the fuse has "saved" many re- 
placement transistors from biting the 
dust. In most cases, devices that are 
normally on and develop shorts will 
be protected from damage. 

The electronic fuse is not only re- 
stricted to high current (3 amp RMS) 
operation, it also may be used to pro- 
tect low- current devices such as por- 
table phonographs and low -power 
(5 -15 watt) audio amplifiers. For ex- 
ample, to protect the components of a 
120 -volt, 12 -watt amplifier, first cal- 
culate the current level that will trip 
the fuse. This is found from the equa- 
tion: 

IRMS - Pmax/ 120 volts 
For the example cited above; 
12/ 120 = 100 mA. Now adjust the fuse 
to limit at this current by calculating 
the proper resistance of R9 (see Fig. 2): 

R9 = 1 /IRMS (R9 < 10 ohms) 
For our example, R9 = 1 /.1 = 10 
ohms. To check the power rating for 
R9, use the formula: 

P = 1.96/ R9 
The power consumption of R9 is: P = 
1.96/10 = .196 watts. Thus R9 should 
be a 1/4 watt resistor. 

A DEFEAT switch on the front panel 
of the Electronic Fuse is used to over- 
ride normal operation and apply line 
current directly to the equipment. This 
is useful when you are making a test 
and can't tolerate the 5 -volt drop across 
the fuse or when you expect large cur- 
rent surges and don't want the fuse to 
limit. 

Circuit description 
When the Electronic Fuse isn't in the 

current -limit mode, current flows from 
the AC line, through the equipment 
load, the full -wave bridge rectifier, 3 

stage Darlington and back to the AC 
line (see Fig. 2). Diodes D1 through 
D4 make up the bridge rectifier and 
conduct on alternate cycles of the 60- 
Hz line voltage. This produces a 120 - 
Hz pulsating DC voltage that is applied 
across the collector and emitter of the 
Darlington circuit. Resistor R9, in the 
emitter leg of the final stage of the 
Darlington (Q3) develops a voltage 
waveform that follows the instantane- 

FIG. 5 -FOIL PAT- 
TERN of printed 
circuit board. 

Q2-BASE 

o 

- 

V c 

H 

E F 1 a 

c rA M 

Kit e' b 

0 

o 

C 

POWER SWITCH 

LAMPS -COMMON 
DEFEAT SWITCH 
LOAD SOCKET 

LIMIT LAMP 
FIG. 6- COMPONENT PLACEMENT diagram for the Electronic fuse. 

ous load current. 
Transistor Q4 and its associated 

components make up a temperature - 
compensated inverter amplifier that 
senses when the voltage across R9 
reaches the trip -point of the fuse and 
triggers SCR Q5. When the SCR con- 
ducts, the base voltage of Q1 is low- 
ered, thus turning it off. This in turn 
shuts off Q2 and Q3. The voltage 
across R10 produces positive feedback 
that turns Q1, Q2, and Q3 off in under 
10 microseconds. 

Any inductive spike or transient due 
to the fast switching speeds is absorbed 
by varistor VR1. A varistor is similar 
in operation to two back -to -back Zener 
power diodes and produces excellent 
low -cost protection for the switching 
transistors. Trimmer R11 is used to 
adjust the trip point of the fuse by ad- 
justing the threshold voltage of the 
temperature- compensated inverter am- 
plifier. This stage may appear rather 
strange at first. What is odd is that V, 
for Q4 is developed from the same sig- 
nal used to trigger Q4. The overall op- 
eration of Q4 is such that it functions 

FUSE 

like a diode with an adjustable offset. 
The transfer ftinction of Q4 shows this 
more clearly (see Fig. 3) . 

The voltage waveforms of the Elec- 
tronic Fuse shows what happens as the 
fuse goes from normal operation to 
the current -limiting condition. The 
voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 4. 

Construction 
There are a number of ways to con- 

struct the circuit -Vector board, point - 
to -point wiring, etc. However, a printed 
circuit board (see Fig. 5) will allow 
the varistor and diodes to be heat - 
sinked by the copper foil. A finished 
board is available from the supplier 
shown in the parts list. The component 
placement for the printed- circuit board 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

The diodes should be heat -linked at 
60° centigrade per watt and the varistor 
at 40° centigrade per watt. Mount the 
5 -watt resistors, R9 and R3, as far from 
transistors Q4 and Q5 as possible. 
Power transistors Q2 and Q3 are 
mounted on a sheet of 4 X 4 X 1/2" 

(continued on page 91) 
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ASCII to BAUJUOT 
Build this converter to connect your TV 

Typewriter or Mark -8 Minicomputer 
to a teletypewriter for a hard -copy print -out 

MANY HAM RADIO OPERATORS HAVE PUT THE 
older model Teletype' and Kleinschmidt 
page printers to work for print -out (they 
call it RTTY). With the present increase 
of digital equipment in the homes of other 
electronic enthusiasts, the use of these 
older machines for "hard- copy" print -out 
has spread. The Kleinschmidt models 
TT100 and TT117 and Teletype models 
32, 28, 26, 19, 15, etc., are presently avail- 
able at prices from $20 up which puts them 
within reach of anyone. 

Hobbyists have built micro- computers 
and TV Typewriters for their home use 
and many now want a printer of some 
type. Many Ham radio operators already 
own an older Teletype and have now 
added a TV Typewriter. However, they 
are faced with one big problem -the 
older printers operate from the 5 -level 

ASCII 
a1 A o 

a2 B o 

a3 C 

a4 D 

a5 E o 

a6 F O 

al G O 

2 

3 

6 

7 

+5V 

t5 

a 

IC4 
7475 

LATCH 

a2 

24 

12 

12 

16 10 

15 11 

11 13 
'47400 

12 

J 
5 

IC7 

7475 
LATCH 

as 

6 

41131 

11 12 

4 '/.7400 
e_ipDo 6 13 

9 
'47400 

10 IC5 c 
8 14 

ROGER L. SMITH 

BAUDOT code while newer equipment 
uses the ASCII code! So how can you hook 
an ASCII coded device to a BAUDOT 
machine? Microcomputer owners can 
write a program to handle the problem in 
software, but the conversion is not so 
simple for those without a computer. In 
addition, even the computer owners would 
like a conversion device to save them pro- 
gramming routines. For this reason, the 
circuit described here was made com- 
patible with the Mark -8 Minicomputer 
(Radio -Electronics, July 1974) as well as 
both TV Typewriters (Radio- Electronics, 
Sept. 1973 and Feb. 1975), and most Ham 
gear. 

Some of the ROM (Read -Only Mem- 

I 
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8223 (21 

IC9a 

/47400 3 
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'/.7400 
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1C11 

RS, 2.2K 

OP y I- C12 C13 T, T IONF 

00 

16 

9 

15 

ory) manufacturers explain how to con- 
vert from BAUDOT to ASCII by using a 
ROM and several NAND gates. Convert- 
ing from ASCII to BAUDOT however, is 
much more complicated. The complication 
arises because the BAUDOT machines 
have two special function keys not re- 
quired on ASCII equipment. These are the 
FIGURES key that shifts the mechanism to 
the upper case characters, and the LETTERS 
key that shifts the machine back to the 
lower case. Without these keys, the 5 -bit 
code would be capable of handling only 
32 characters and functions. Perhaps now 
you can see what would happen if ASCII 
encoded characters were fed to a 
BAUDOT machine. Your print -out would 
have to be all letters or all figures and 
punctuation since there would be no way 
to shift the machine. 

. 
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FIG. 1 -ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER 
schematic diagram. 
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One solution to the problem would be 
to look at each incoming ASCII character, 
determine whether it is upper or lower 
case, generate the correct shift character 
(FIGURES or LETTERS), and then generate 
the correct BAUDOT encoded character. 
As you can see, if you typed a whole page 
of letters, it would take twice as long as 
normal for the machine to type this page 
because each character would be preceded 
by a shift character. 

A better solution is to detect when there 
is a change in the incoming ASCII char- 
acters (from one level to the other) and 
generate the proper shift character only 
when there is a change. The first circuit 
described here does just that and, of 
course it converts the ASCII character to 

Baudot thru the use of a special PROM 
(actually 2 PROM's for reasons of econo- 
my). You will have to program your own 
PROM's because ASCII to BAUDOT 
ROM's are not available. 

ASCII to BAUDOT converter 
Nearly all BAUDOT -encoded machines 

will operate at speeds from 60 to 100 
words -per -minute (a word is 6.1 charac- 
ters). This represents a transmission time 
of 163 to 100 milliseconds per character. 
This means our output oscillator which 
determines the transmission speed (íC12 
in Fig. 1) must be tuned to match the ma- 
chine speed to some frequency between 
45 Hz. and 75 Hz. (more on this adjust- 
ment later). We can't set the ASCII input 

rate at 60 or 100 words -per- minute be- 
cause occasionally one of the BAUDOT 
output characters will be one of the shifts 
not present in the ASCII input code. The 
solution is to use a "handshake" arrange- 
ment where the BAUDOT machine tells 
the ASCII device when it is ready to ac- 
cept another character. This assumes the 
BAUDOT machine is the slower of the 
two. 

The schematic diagram of the ASCII to 
BAUDOT converter is shown in Fig. 1. 
Monostable multivibrator IC3 -a is enabled 
when switch SI is placed in the oN posi- 
tion. Next, the input ASCII data is re- 
ceived along with a "data ready" pulse. 
The "data ready" pulse generates a 1 -ms 
pulse from IC3 -a pin 4 that stores the 

PARTS LIST 
ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER 

R1 -R5, R7, R17 -2200 ohms, 1/4 watt 
R6, R10, R16 -1000 ohms, 1/4 watt 
R8- 30,000 ohms, 1/4 watt 
R11, R12, R13, R14 -330 ohms, 1/4 watt 
R14- 27,000 ohms, 1/4 watt 
R18- 200,000 ohms, trimmer 
R19- 100,000 ohms, 1/4 watt 
*R20 -470 ohms, 1/2 watt 
*R21 -330 ohms, 1/2 watt 
C1, C3, C7 -.001 µF, disc 
C2, C8 -C12, C14 -.1 AF, disc 
C4 -.01 AF, disc 
C5 -.05 MF, disc 
C6 -.1 pF, 10 %, ceramic 
013 -10 µF, 25 volt, electrolytic 
"C15 -.1 µF, disc 
*D1- 1N4001 diode 
*Q1- 2N2222 transistor 
IC1 -7401 
IC2 -7474 
103-74123 
IC4, IC7 -7475 
IC5, IC9 -7400 
I C6 -7493 
108,1011-8223 32 x 8 PROM 
1010 -74165 
IC12 -555 timer 
*RY1 -1A5AH relay (Electronic Applica- 

tions, 2213 Edwards Ave., South El 
Monte, CA 91733) 

S1 -SPST switch 
*Optional parts 
See Connection Details for listing of 

additional parts 

The following items are available 
from Southwest Technical Products Co., 
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, TX 
78216: 

A kit of all basic parts (order addi- 
tional and optional parts separately) for 
the ASCII to BAUDOT Converter for 
$24.50 postpaid. 

Etched and drilled printed circuit 
board for the ASCII To BAUDOT Con- 
verter for $4.35. 

TABLE I 

TRUTH TABLE FOR 8223 PROM -TO BE USED AS IC8 
Check that the symbols given here agree with your machine 

WORD 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
SYMBOL 

A4 A, A2 A, A. ENABLE B7 Be Bs B4 B3 B2 B, Bo 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Null 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 A 

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 B 

3 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 C 

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 D 

5 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 E 

6 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 F 

7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 G 

8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 H 

9 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 I 

10 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 J 

11 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 K 

12 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 L 

13 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 M 

14 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 N 

15 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 O 

16 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 P 

17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 Q 

18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 R 

19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 S 

20 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 T 

21 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 U 

22 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 V 

23 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 W 

24 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 X 

25 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Y 

26 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 Z 

27 1 1 0 1 1 0 Null 

28 1 1 1 0 0 0 Null 

29 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 CR 

30 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 LF 

31 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 Bell 

ALL x x x x x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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ASCII character in IC4 and IC7. 
If bit -6 or bit -7 of the ASCII character 

are different than these bits of the previous 
character, then flip -flop IC2 -a is set. This 
disables the outputs of the PROM's (IC8 
and IC11) causing them to go high 
(BAUDOT 11111). If input ASCII bit -6 
was a "0" (indicating a LETTER character), 
then gate ICI -c is disabled and all 
BAUDOT output bits are "1 ". If input 
ASCII bit -6 was a "I" (indicating a 
FIGURE), then ICI -c is enabled and 
BAUDOT bit -3 becomes a "0 ". Therefore, 
we have generated either the BAUDOT 
LETTER shift -character (1111 1) or the 
FIGURE shift -character (11011). 

After the BAUDOT shift character has 
been generated, the output of IC3 -a will 

return to a logic "1 ", storing the contents 
of flip -flop IC2 -a into IC2 -b and setting a 
single flip -flop in IC6 (pin 12 goes high). 
Counter IC6 contains three additional flip - 
flops connected to count from 0 thru 7, 
which is used to count the BAUDOT out- 
put shift- register clock pulses and stop 
oscillator IC12 after 71/2 bits have been 
shifted out. When IC6 pin -12 goes high, 
shift- register IC 10 changes from the 
"load" to the "shift" mode and oscillator 
IC 12 clocks ICIO and IC6. 

After the BAUDOT shift -character has 
been clocked out, single -shot 1C3 -b is 
triggered by counter IC6. Single -shot 
IC3 -b clears IC6 to "0 ", stopping oscillator 
IC 12 and returning shift- register ICIO to 
the "load" mode. Flip -flop IC2 -a is cleared 

TABLE II 

TRUTH TABLE FOR 8223 PROM -TO BE USED AS IC11 
Check that the symbols given here agree with your machine 

WORD - -- 
A4 A, 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
- 

B, Ba 
SYMBOL 

A2 A, Aa ENABLE B0 Bs Bs B4 B3 BL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Space 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ! 

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

3 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 # 

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 $ 

5 0 0 1 0 1 0 Null 

6 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 & 

7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

9 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 ) 

10 0 1 0 1 0 0 Null 

11 0 1 0 1 1 0 Null 

12 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

13 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 - 

14 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

15 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 / 

16 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

17 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

18 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 

19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 

20 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 

21 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5 

22 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 

23 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7 

24 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 8 

25 1 0 0 0 1 1 9 

.1R 1 1 n + n n 

27 ' 0 

28 O 0 0 iJull 

29 o o Null 

30 0 0 Null 

31 ! o 

ALL X x x X z 

by single -shot IC3 -b via gate IC1 -b which 
enables PROM's IC8 or IC11. At the end 
of the 400 -µs pulse from IC3 -b, gates 
IC1 -b and ICI -d set the single flip -flop in 
IC6 and the BAUDOT character from IC8 
or IC11 is clocked out of the shift register 
ICIO. At the end of the character output, 
1C3 -b generates another 400 -As pulse that 
passes thru gate IC1 -a generating the 
"sent" signal for the next character. Note 
that three different "sent" signals are avail- 
able. If the input device is a computer, this 
"sent" signal could serve as the "interrupt" 
signal. 

If the next character received at the in- 
put is also a LETTER (or FIGURE as the case 
might be), then flip -flop IC2 -a will not be 
set and the only character sent to the out- 
put shift register IC1O will be the 
BAUDOT -coded character generated by 
the PROM's. The only time two BAUDOT 
characters (a shift and a print character) 
are transmitted for one ASCII input char- 
acter is when the input changes from a 
LETTER to a FIGURE or vice versa. There- 
fore, if you printed nothing but LETTERS, 
the BAUDOT and ASCII devices would 
operate at the same number of characters - 
per- second. 

Now that we have the circuit operating 
properly, all that remains is to determine 
the truth tables for the PROM's. If we did 
not require use of control functions (car- 
riage return, line feed, bell), we could 
get by with a 6 -bit ASCII input which 
would match the 6 input PROM's (refer to 
Tables 1 and 2). However, we need the 
controls and therefore, the 7th bit. The 
easiest way (fewest IC's) to handle the 
problem is to add NAND gate IC5 -a to 
detect when both bits a6 and a7 are "1" 
(a control function) and then change the 
PROM address to an unused location to 
read out the stored BAUDOT codes for 
CR, LF and BELL. NAND gates IC5 -b, 
IC5 -c and 105 -d change the address as 
desired to words 29, 30 and 31 of PROM 
IC8. Note that these words are normally 
ASCII characters not found on BAUDOT 
machines. Hopefully, they will not be in 
the received message. Two 8223 PROM's 
were chosen not only for their combined 
64 word capacity and low price, but also 
because they can field -programmed. 

Now let's look at the output section. 
The output of shift register ICIO ( pin 9) 
is normally high, so transistor Q is nor- 
mally conducting and the relay contacts 
are closed. This means the magnet coil in 
the Teletype is energized, provided it has 
some source of power for the 20 to 60 mA 
normally used with these machines. Thus 
the circuit is in the normal "mark" mode 
and there is no output from the Teletype. 

Adjustments 
Assuming you have your BAUDOT- 

coded machine operating properly, here is 

now to adjust the ASCII !:o BAUDOT 
converter ooard. First, pe sure your ma- 
chine s set ''or 60. 66. 75 or 100 words - 
per- minute. Remove :'ROM's IC8 and 

C11 :''rom he board and ground pin 
bit n the IC8 :.ocket. Connect the 

"sent" .;pin :::) and "data ready" ;pin K)) 

ines ogether. ?'lace ,,witch SI 'o he ON 

position. The output should consist of it 

start uit ' "0 "), tour mark bits :"!"), and 
a space ! "0 ") oit. 'Chis is the BAUDOT 

i3 
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You gain new skills as an 
electronics troubleshooter in 
one of Bell & Howell Schools' 
fascinating new learn -at -home 
programs. They can include 
building and experimenting 
with such equipment as'a color 
TV or a 4- channel "quad" amp. 
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If you're like most men, deep down inside there's 
still a bit of the boy who loved to go exploring ... and who'd 
love to go again. Well, now you can. 

Only this time, you'll explore the world of electronics 
...a world more fascinating than any you ever dreamed of 
as a boy. 

Learn by exploring ... Bell & Howell Schools 
offers an exciting way for you to gain new occupational 
skills in electronics. 

Everybody enjoys learning something new, but why 
learn it the old way? Classes to go to. Lectures to sit 
through. And only a bunch of books to keep you interested. 
Bell & Howell Schools' adventure in learning is a far cry from 
all that. 

You can probe into electronics and learn exciting 
new occupational skills right in your own home, in your 
spare time. On whatever days and whatever hours you 
choose. So there's no need to give up your present job and 
paycheck just because you want to learn something new. 

What's more, when you're exploring a field as 
fascinating as electronics, reading about it is just not 
enough. That's why throughout this program you'll get 
lots of "hands on" experience with some of today's latest 
electronic training tools. 

You'll be stimulated for hours on end as you build, 
experiment and learn while using the latest ideas 
and techniques in this fascinating field. 

As you progress through the Fundamentals, you'll 
actually learn to build and work with your own electronics 
laboratory. Using it to put many of today's most dynamic 
electronic discoveries to the test ... including electronic 
miniaturization. 

Among the things you'll discover is how the 
development of tiny integrated circuits has made possible 
electronic calculators small enough to fit into a shirt 
pocket! And wristwatches that flash the time with the push 
of a button. 

Grasp all the Fundamentals by building and using 
Bell & Howell's exclusive 
Electro-Lab electronics 
training system. 

Using our successful step - 
by -step method, you'll build: 
1. A design console, for setting up 

and examining circuits. 
2. A digital multimeter for measuring 

voltage, resistance and current 
(it displays its findings in big, 
clear numbers like a digital clock). 

3. A solid -state "triggered sweep" 
oscilloscope -similar in principle 
to the kind used in hospital 
operating rooms to monitor 
heartbeats. You'll use it to monitor 
the "heartbeats" of tiny integrated circuits. 

Now, choose your own field of specialization! And look 
at all the exciting choices Bell & Howell Schools 
offers you ... 

First, you might decide to specialize in Home 
Entertainment Electronics -and actually build the 25 "- 
diagonal color TV that's pictured here! Imagine probing 
into the technology behind all- electronic tuning and into the 
digital circuitry of time and channel numbers that appear 
right on the screen,. 

Or your first choice in the Home Entertainment field 
might be Audio Electronics -where you'll actually build and 
experiment with Bell & Howell's high performance 4- 
channel audio center... including amplifier and FM, 
FM- stereo tuner. 

On the other hand, you might want to get right into 
the fascinating areas of Communications or Digital/ 
Industrial Electronics. But whatever you decide, Bell & 
Howell Schools car tailor an electronics program to fit 
your needs and interests. 

While no assurance of income opportunities can be 
offered, you'll develop skills that could lead you in exciting 
new directions. Use the training from any of these programs: 
1. To seek out a job in electronics. 
2. To upgrade your current job. 
3. As a foundation for advanced programs in electronics. 
What's more -you can do it all at home -and get 
the benefits of going to school besides! 

Now, our sell- instruction programs offer the same 
quality and content as you'd get if you had taken them at 
any of our 8 resident schools. 

But that's not all! 
Although you may be exploring electronics at home, 

you get personal attention when you need it: 
1. Toll -free phone -in assistance. While many schools make 

you mail in your questions, we offer a toll -free line for 
questions that can't wait. 

2. In- person "help sessions." These are held in 50 major 
cities at var ous times throughout the year. You can 
talk shop with your instructors and fellow students. 

No electronics background needed. 
What you really need is the thing you've 

never lost. A boy's love for exploring. 
Now you can go again. only this 
time learning new occupational 
skills along the way! 

Mail the postage -paid card 
today for more details! 

Taken for vocational purposes, 
this program is approved by the 
state approval agency for 
Veterans' Benefits. 

If card has been removed, write: 
An Electronics Horne Study School 

Simulated TV test pattern. Or_VfiV ins -rNTE OF moinoWGy 

.EJectro-Labe .' is a regstered trademark 
of the Bell & Howell Company. 

ONE a r,e 

BELL E HOWELL SCHOOLS 
4141 Beimoni.Cmcago 60641 

69 2X 
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CONNECTION OF ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER 
TV Typewriter I 

'Add a new 2524 IC to the Memory board. Piggyback the new 2524 on top of IC4 by first 
bending pins 2 and 6 straight out from the new IC. Pinch the remaining pins together 
slightly (1 toward 8, 4 toward 5 etc.), so the IC will make physical contact with IC4's pins 
and only pins 4 & 8 will need soldering (just a very light touch). Tack on a 2.2K resistor 
from pin 6 to common of R1 through R5 ( +5V) and a 6.8K from pin 2 to bus on pin 4 ( -5V). 
Add jumper wires from pin 6 of IC to pin 2 on PC board and from pin 2 of IC to pin 46 of 
board. 

'Also on the memory board, cut the foil to pin 52 of the board and add a SPST switch 
(see Fig. 3 -a). 

On the Timing board, cut the foil connection to pin 23. The REPEAT switch now becomes 
the TRANSMIT-NORMAL switch. 

Add Molex pins to required pins on edge of board and add jumpers as shown in Fig. 3 -a. 
Add a 74123 dual monostable, resistors and capacitors (see Fig. 3 -a) at the spare IC 

location at the top of the board. Connect the output from pin 5 to pin K on the board. 
Put TV Typewriter I in "Memory Protect" mode when transmitting out. 

TV Typewriter II (CT -1024) 
You must use the Screen Read (CT -E) and Cursor boards. 
'Add a 2102 IC to the memory board. Piggyback the IC to one of the other 2102's con- 

necting all but pins 11 & 12 in parallel. Connect pin 11 of 2102 IC to P7 -10 and pin 12 of 
2102 IC to P8 -14. On Main board, add a pin to J8 -14 and cut a break in foil between J8 -14 
and IC36 -5. Also, add a wire from J7 -10 to J4 -4. 

*Cut a break in foil coming from IC36 pin 3 (between IC36 and IC37 on top of board). 
Connect a SPST switch to each end of cut foil. This will be the STORE switch. 

Add a Molex connector (09 -52 -3151) to board (see Fig. 3 -b) and pins to J2. Add jumpers 
and capacitor and resistor as shown in Fig. 3 -b. 

When operating, close switch S1 (connected to L), put SCREEN READ switch to ON and 
pulse pin J9 -9. 

Mark 8 Minicomputer 
Connect output port bits 0 through 6 to pins A through G. 
Connect output latch (or bit -8 or a "flag" bit) to pin K. 
Connect pin Ito Interrupt input, or use "timed" software. 

Ham radio connections 
Connections will vary, but check to see that power is properly connected ( +5V) to pin 

P, GND. to pin Q. 

'Do not incorporate this step if you can set the margin on your teletype for 32 spaces and 
have automatic CR and LF. 

TABLE III 

SYMBOL 
ASCII bits 7654321 BAUDOT 

54321 SYMBOL 
ASCII bits 7654321 BAUDOT 

54321 
@ 1 000000 Space 01 00000 001 00 
A 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 ! 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

B 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

C 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 # 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

D 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 $ 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

E 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 % 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

F 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 & 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

G 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 

H 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ( 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

I 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 ) 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

J 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
K 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 + 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

L 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

M 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 - 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

N 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 

O 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

P 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Q 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

R 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 

S 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

T 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Li 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

V 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

W 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 7 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

X 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 8 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Y 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 9 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Z 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

L 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 \ 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 < 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

I 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 = 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

A 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 > 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 ? 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

CR 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.0 Letter 1 1 1 1 1 

LF 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Figure 1 1 0 1 1 

Bell 00001 1 1 0 01 01 

letter "K" or "(" depending on the shift 
position. The 200K trimmer (R18) be- 
tween pins 6 & 7 of IC12 should be set to 
within 20 K ohms of its minimum position 
and then slowly increased in value (slows 
down oscillator) until the machine prints 
out a "K" or "( ". Keep on turning until 
you get a "Q" or a "1 ", then back off to 
a point midway between the misprints. 

Of course, if you have a calibrated scope 
or frequency counter, you can use that to 
adjust the oscillator. The frequencies are 
45.5, 50, 57 or 74 Hz (60, 66, 75 or 100 
words -per- minute, respectively) . Once you 
get the oscillator tuned properly, remove 
the grounds from IC8, replace the 
PROMS, hook up the ASCII device and 
you're in business. Refer Fig. 3 on page 00 
for hookup of your particular device 
along with PC board patterns for this unit. 

It is a good idea any time you begin 
to use your conversion board and machine 
for print -out to start the transmission with 
a "space" (treated as a FIGURE on this 
board) followed by a letter. This puts the 
machine in the proper mode. Also, with 
the TV Typewriter, it will put the memory 
in the "protect" mode. Note that since you 
are now storing the control characters 
(CR, LF and BELL), that these will appear 
on the TV screen as letters. Control char- 
acter CR will be a "M ", LF will be a "J" 
and BELL will be a "G ". If your machine 
can be set up for automatic CR and LF, you 
may be able to avoid storing them. 

Coming: In a future issue of Radio -Elec- 
tronics we will present construction plans 
for a BAUDOT to ASCII converter cir- 
cuit. This converter will enable you to use 
your BAUDOT Teletype (or Kleinschmidt, 
or Creed) machine as an input device. If 
you are a Ham operator, you can connect 
your receiver to your TV Typewriter. This 
will enable you to receive and display 
BAUDOT RTTY transmissions on your 
TV Typewriter. R -E 

LI1 
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"The jokes on me! I forgot to plug it 
back in after 1 cleaned behind it." 
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Evaluating 
Color TV Receivers 

Here are a few tips on evaluating a color 
television receiver's overall performance and localizing 

the possibly trouble -causing circuits 

WHEN WE CAN SAY NICE THINGS ABOUT 

a color television receiver manufac- 
turer and also offer some good tips on 
color TV evaluation with this manu- 
facturer's newest TV receiver, then it's 
double pleasure indeed. The set we'll 
use is a brand new 1976 19YC series 
having G -E's special QuadlineT" (in- 
line) black matrix color picture tube, 
4 dynamic and 4 static convergence 
controls, 7 simple pullout modules, and 
5 standardized integrated circuits. 

EIA's resolution pattern 
For studio use, closed circuit appli- 

cations, and general "eye- ball" evalu- 
ations, the EIA (RETMA) Resolution 
Chart (Fig. 1) is excellent -as far as it 
goes. For instance, you can readily 
look at all 10 shades of gray (gray 
scale) and determine the horizontal 
and vertical resolution on either 400 - 
line or 800 -line scales. There are also 
outer circles for determining corner 
resolution. With these you can count 
up to 600 lines and evaluate such criti- 
cal factors as streaking, ringing, inter- 
lace, shading, scan linearity and aspect 
ratio. The only problem with this pat- 
tern is that it is set up for black and 
white and the monochrome portion of 
color projections, but has nothing to 
do with color. In addition, unless you 

STAN PRENTISS 

have some means of getting it to your 
television receiver, it's useless. 

True, if you believe you have a re- 
ceiver that's flat to 4 MHz, then the 
number of distinct lines divided by the 
horizontal resolution factor will tell 
you the frequency: F = 200 lines/ 80 = 
2.5 MHz -with 80 being the horizontal 
resolution factor. Very good, but with 
no transmitter or broadcaster handy, 
how can you see the pattern? Obvi- 
ously, you can't, and here is where a 
somewhat different but readily avail- 
able method will help anyone evaluate 
the luminance and chroma sections of 
any color set in literally minutes. And 
all the equipment you'll need is a good 
triggered sweep oscilloscope and a 
clean color bar generator. 

The VITS signal 
VITS stands for Vertical Interval 

Test Signal (Fig. 2) and is used by 
broadcasters as a gain check at certain 
frequencies, amplitude vs. frequency 
response, black or white compression 
and differential phase/ gain (staircase) . 

It is also used to check the frequency 
response below 3 MHz and group en- 
velope delay (2T sine2 pulse), ampli- 

tude- frequency response errors above 
3 MHz (12T sine2 pulse), white level, 
sync compression or expansion, and a 
check on ringing (window signal). The 
multiburst portion of the VITS signal 
is transmitted on line 17, field 1 of the 
vertical signal (262.5 lines). Color bars 
can be shown on line 17, field 2 while 
a composite VITS may be transmitted 
in field 1, line 18. All three patterns are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

NTSC color bar signal 
An aid in evaluating television re- 

ceivers is the NTSC color pattern that's 
visible in the early morning before pro- 
gramming begins. This is a locally gen- 
erated station signal, that amounts to 
six color -bars (Fig. 3) . The pattern 
begins with yellow and progresses 
through cyan, green, magenta, red and 
blue with -I and +Q following burst 
and cyan. This signal is displayed on 
your oscilloscope at whatever level the 
receiver's video detector demodulates 
the composite video waveform. Indi- 
vidual details of the waveform are 
shown in Fig. 3 with the relative am- 
plitude levels. The oscilloscope display 
(Fig. 4) shows superimposed fields for 
color bars and I and Q signals between 
horizontal blanking and burst. The sig- 
nal is used at the studio transmitter for 
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equipment adjustments such as cam- 
eras, color monitors, etc., and a good 
indication of white reference and color 
information amplitudes. 

Vector pattern 
The vector pattern shown in Fig. 5 -a 

is produced by a gated rainbow gen- 
erator. Most generators drop a horizon- 
tal line even before the oscillator fre- 
quency is established and develop a 
sinusoidal signal of 3.563812 MHz, 
just 15,734 Hz below the transmitted 
subcarrier signal. This sinusoidal signal 
is chopped by a separate 189 kHz oscil- 
lator to produce 12 gatings during 
each 63.5 p,s line. When processed 
through a television receiver, however, 
there are but 11 color bars visible after 

FIG. 1 -EIA (RETMA) TEST PATTERN used 
basically for studio camera adjustments. 
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MULTIBURST TEST SIGNAL 
(FIELD 1, LINE 171 
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(FIELD 2, LINE 17) 

52 
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5 

COMPOSITE SIGNAL 
(FIELD 1, LINE 181 

0.25 ¡nee 
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12.5T MODULATED 
100 SIN2 PULSE 

68 
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36 -4 

-20 , 

TO 4 0131619 2 626 34 

MICROSECONDS 

50 

FIG. 2 -VITS TEST PATTERNS are trans- 
mitted on lines 17 and 18. Multiburst is shown 
in a, color -bar test signal in shown in b, and 
the composite signal is shown in c. 

the video detector and first chroma 
bandpass amplifier. One bar becomes 
color sync, then only 10 are seen after 
horizontal blanking, which usually 
takes place in the second bandpass am- 
plifier. Ten color bars, then, actually 
appear at the inputs to the receiver's 
picture tube. 

Note we specified picture tube, and 
not the output of the demodulators. 
Signals prior to the pix tube are often 
inadequately filtered and considerable 
hash is present. An oscilloscope con- 
nected to such test points would pro- 
duce an unusable, smeary pattern -just 
the same as a badly gating color bar 
generator. A drawing of a color bar 
pattern showing the usual R -Y and 
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B -Y reference patterns from which it 
is derived is shown in Fig. 5 -b. 

Naturally, such a pattern can be used 
for more than simple receiver evalua- 
tion. You can do excellent chroma 
alignments and troubleshoot color sec- 
tions just by the shape and amplitude 
of the pattern -a subject you may want 
discussed in a future article. In the 
meantime, let's begin putting the VITS 
and color bars in perspective so the 
overall checkout can take shape. 

Receiver evaluation 
Fields 1 and 2 of the color bars are 

superimposed in Fig. 4 to offer an idea 
of their appearance as a composite sig- 
nal. Note that the yellow and cyan bars 
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FIG. 3 -NTSC COLOR -BAR PATTERN is usually transmitted in the early morning hours. 

FIG. 4 -NTSC COLOR -BAR SIGNAL. 
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are at nearly equal amplitude levels 
as it should, and that the green bar is 
at the relative amplitude level it should 
be. Also, the red and blue bars are just 
above the burst level where it should 
be. You will note few transients and 
clean color bar reproduction through- 
out. The waveform shows very clean 
-I and +Q signals that are com- 
pressed to 0.5 MHz by the TV receiver, 
phase shifted about 33 degrees, and 
demodulated on the R -Y and B -Y 
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FIG. 5- VECTOR DIAGRAM is shown in a, 

and accompanying reference bars are shown 
in b. 
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axis. Burst amplitude and placement is 
excellent since it must occur immedi- 
ately following the 5 -µs horizontal 
sync -pulse interval. The pattern, of 
course, may be broadcast differently by 
other transmitters, but here at least is 
one good version and a worthwhile 
working example. 

The VITS signals are our most im- 
portant evaluation means, however, 
you can't always be sure of seeing two 
separate fields even on very expensive 
oscilloscopes. So when we show both 
multiburst and staircase as part of a 
single signal (see Fig. 6, upper trace), 

FIG. 6- MULTIBURST AND STAIRCASE 
waveform shown in upper trace appears at 
the output of the video detector. Lower trace 
was obtained from a point following lumi- 
nance delay line and shows signal deteriora- 
tion. 

don't misinterpret this as a product of 
a single horizontal scan line -it isn't. 
Our oscilloscope -and probably yours, 
too -can't often selectively trigger on 
individual lines at these frequencies 
and combine two fields as a single 
frame. The time base we're working 
with amounts to 20 ps -per- division, so 
the scope is actually looking at at least 
three fields. The second trace (Fig. 6, 
lower trace) was taken at a point fol- 
lowing the luminance delay line with 
all the subsequent signal deterioration, 
and can't make up its mind whether to 
show line 18, 19, or whatever. There- 
fore, we'll work with the top trace in 

Fig. 6 exclusively since its reference is 
an emitter follower transistor con- 
nected directly to the receiver's diode 
envelope detector. 

In using the VITS pattern, beware of 
your receiver's fine tuning. All VITS 
may not be transmitted exactly by the 
book and your antenna could also have 
possible problems. General signal eval- 
uation with a look at other channels, 
however, will usually confirm or reject 
either of these possibilities. What this 
particular multiburst- composite signal 
(Fig. 6, upper trace) shows is: 

Slight intial gain toward higher fre- 
quencies. 
Gradual roundoff of higher fre- 
quencies after 1.25 MHz. 
Excellent IF bandpass to 3.6 MHz 
and slightly beyond. 
Properly modulated 12T sine' 
pulse. 
Linear modulated staircase without 
differential phase errors. 
No ringing, but possibly a little 
noise. 
Adequate burst amplitude and 
blanking. 

Next is the gated rainbow pattern 
shown in Fig. 7 that is produced by a 
color -bar generator. This signal is con- 
nected to the receiver's antenna ter- 
minals. Oscilloscope connections are 
made to the picture tube red and blue 

FIG. 7- VECTOR PATTERN obtained from a 

gated color -bar generator. 

grids or cathodes. The oscilloscope is 
set for between 20 and 50 volts -per- 
division depending on whether the re- 
ceiver is solid- state, tube or hybrid. 

The waveform shown in Fig. 7 is 
symmetrical, oval, and consists of 10 
color bars with all the luminance infor- 
mation removed from the signal. The 
symmetry of the pattern, lack of cross- 
overs among the various "petals," fast 
rise and fall times of the 3rd R -Y 
petal, and no loss of amplitude in the 
R -Y (top) and B -Y (right), will tell 
you much about the color design and 
operation of the receiver. There is a 
little phase twisting of the pattern to- 
ward the right, part of the 1st bar is 
missing -just a little blue overblanking 
that doesn't show in the picture, there 
are no crossovers and the angle of de- 
modulation between R -Y and B -Y 
amounts to 105° to capture better flesh - 
tones. 

Overall, the pattern is good. There 
are no damaging distortions, greens 
and reds (10th and 3rd petals) are 
relatively proportional, with just a bit 
of emphasis on blues (6th through 8th 
bars). The oscilloscope is set to 20 
volts -per- division, so the pattern ampli- 
tude is normal. Therefore, the band - 
pass amplifiers, color sync and final 
RGB amplifiers are good, and there is 
no pattern smear. 

Obviously, such conditions can vary 
from receiver to receiver, model to 
model and manufacturer to manufac- 
turer. But for a quick and accurate ex- 
amination of how one particular set is 

operating, this transmitted VITS sig- 
nal and the simple color -bar check will 
reveal a great deal. 

If you wish, go through the evalua- 
tion procedure first before taking a look 
at the picture. You "11 pretty well know 
what to expect before you turn the re- 
ceiver around to take a look. Poor re- 
ceivers tell their troubles in a hurry; 
but the good ones always stand up to 
be counted! R -E 

NO BOOSTED BOOST 
After replacing a shorted flyback in 

this Zenith 19DC20, I can get the high 
voltage and focus voltage. My problem 
is in the boosted boost. I get only about 
}400 volts on the picture tube screen 
controls instead of the normal + 1170 
volts. I changed the boost rectifier, no 
luck. Any assistance will be welcome. 
C.M., Madison Heights, MI. 

Well, most of your outputs from the 
flyback stage are normal. So, this shows 
us that the driving pulses that develop 
these outputs are also normal. They 
have to be. Our problem is in only one 
small circuit! One of three things could 
cause it; the 120K resistor, the boost 
rectifier (replaced) and that little RF 
choke between the rectifier anode and 
terminal 14 on the flyback (see dia- 
gram). Something is opening the cir- 

cuit between the flyback, where the 
pulses are present, and the rectifier 
anode. Probably that little RF choke. 

NO VERTICAL SYNC 
The picture in this Motorola TS -912 

has a slow vertical roll. You can stop it 
with the hold control, or make it go 
both ways, but it won't lock. Scoping 
the grid waveform of the oscillator 
shows a very small sync pulse; is this 
a valid test ? -J.O., Carson, CA. 

Yes it is! You should see a very good 
sync pip on this waveform, as shown in 
the diagram. When the pip reaches the 
top of the curve, the picture should 
snap in and stop momentarily. You can 
see this reaction by rolling the blanking 
bar slowly down; when it reaches a 
point about 2 -3 inches from the bottom 
of the screen, you should see it "snap" 

SHOULD LOCK WHEN 
SYNC -PIP GETS HERE 

and hold. No snap, no sync. 
From the reaction, you have practi- 

cally no vertical sync at all in this one. 
A possible cause would be an open ver- 
tical integrator. Check the total resis- 
tance end -to -end. Should be about 
150K. Kill the vertical output stage by 
grounding the grid, and you can check 
for sync alone. 
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555 
IC TIMER CIRCUITS 
PART II The 555 IC timer has a wide variety of applications. This 
month we will discuss various multivibrator circuits -how 
they work and how to control their output frequency. 

by ROBERT F. SCOTT 
TECHNICAL EDITOR 

LAST MONTH WE COVERED THE OPERATION 
of the 555 timer as a time -delay or pulse 
generator operating in a monostable mode. 
We noted that the time delay is controlled 
by one external resistor RT and one exter- 
nal capacitor CT and that the timed inter- 
val or delay (in seconds) is 1.1 (RT X CT), 
where RT is in ohms and CT is in farads or 
where RT is in megohms and CT is in 
microfarads. 

How long, how short? 
The minimum length of the output 

pulse (time delay) is a function of the IC 
itself. First, the trigger pulse must be ap- 
plied to the trigger terminal for at least 
50-100 nanoseconds (see Fig. 7, last 
month). The second, and major, factor 
contributing to the minimum delay is the 
time it takes the threshold comparator to 
react when the timing capacitor charge 
reaches 2is V. Because of the variations 
in the internal construction of the IC and 
on temperature and other external influ- 
ences, do not try for time delays or pulses 
shorter than about 5 µs. 

The longer the timed period, the larger 
the values of CT and RT. The maximum 
practical value for RT is 20 megohms. The 
maximum practical value of CT is deter- 
mined by the availability of low -leakage 
electrolytic capacitors. I have constructed 
an experimental 10- minute timer that 
operated quite reliably with a 3.9- megohm 
resistor and a 150 -µF tantalum capacitor. 

If you require a timer with exception- 
ally long intervals, resulting in unreason- 
able values for CT and RT, there are several 
methods that you can use. Perhaps the 
simplest is to use two or more timers in 
cascade -the output of the first triggers the 
second and so on. The resulting time de- 
lay is the sum of the multiple delays. 

Figure 10 shows a sequential timer con- 
sisting of three 555's. It was designed for 
initiating three operations in sequence. For 
example, it can be used to apply power to 
cooling fans, then turn on the filaments in 
mercury -vapor rectifiers and then apply 
plate voltage to the rectifier plates. The 
output waveforms are shown in Fig. 11. 
In this case, the delays are in the order of 
seconds. For longer delays, of say 20 min- 
utes, timers 1 and 2 could each be set for 
10 minutes. Timer 3 could be adjusted to 

provide the required pulse width. 
For even longer timed intervals- for 

example, in time -lapse photography we 
might want to operate a movie camera for 
10 seconds every 8 hours -the 555 can be 
connected as a free -running oscillator 
feeding into a chain of counters that ex- 
pand the time delay by the number of 
divide -by -2 stages. In the case of the 8- 
hour photography timer, we can connect 
the 555 as a 7.5- minute recycling timer 
(multivibrator) and feed its output into a 
six -stage divide -by -2 to multiply the delay 

S1- 

12) 
114) 118) 

0 131 

0 
15) 

TIMER 1 

555 

10.01 

RT-1 

100K 

µF 

7) 

6) 

vcc 

33K 

0.001 
I 118) 

I( 12) (3) 

TIMER 2 (7) 

(5) 555 (6) 

by 64. The counter chain feeds a second 
555 to expand the output pulse to the de- 
sired 10 seconds. 

Free -running oscillator 
When the 555 is used in the astable or 

self -triggering mode to form an oscillator 
(Fig. 12), the timing resistance RT is di- 
vided into sections RT_, and RT.', with the 
discharge terminal (pin 7) connected to 
the junction of the two resistors. The trig- 
ger (pin 2) is connected to the threshold 
terminal (pin 6) to insure oscillation. 

0.01 r µF/¡ 

OUTPUT 1 

(1) 

RTQ 
100K 

CT-21% 
4.75F 

33K 

(4) 118) 

(3) 

171 

16) 

CT-3 
14-7µF 

TIMER 3 

555 

0.01 
µF 

(1) 

OUTPUT 2 

Si CLOSES MOMENTARILY AT t = 0. 

FIG. 10- SEQUENTIAL TIMER consisting of three 555's. 

Ì RT-3 
100K 

OUTPUT 3 

OUTPUT 1 -twi -- twi - 1.1 RT_l CT -1 

--- -f-tw2 

OUTPUT 2 tw2 - 1.1 RT_2CT_2 

OUTPUT 3 I ^ -tw3 -, tw3- 1.1RT -3CT -3 

f--t= 0 

t- TIME -1 s /DIV 
FIG. 11- OUTPUT WAVEFORMS of the sequential timer shown in Fig. 10. 
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When V,. is first applied to the circuit 
(time = 0), capacitor CT (Fig. 13) 
charges to % V- through RT -. and RT_,, 

during time tl and then discharge to 1/3 

V11. through RT_b during time t2. The delay 
cycle can be controlled by selecting values 
for RT -a and RT -b as the voltage on CT 
swings between 2/3 V. and 1/3 V,.,. as in 
Fig. 13. 

VOCt5-15V) 

OUTPUT 

.01, MAY IMPROVE 
I OPERATION. 

DETERMINE BY 
T'C 

T 
'ÿ EXPERIMENTING. _ - 

FIG. 12- ASTABLE MULTI VIBRATOR using a 

555. 

vcc 

o 

VCC 

2/3 

1/3 

t3- 

--T-- 
FREQ =T 

00 
TIME 

OUTPUT 
VOLT 

tCAPACITOR 
I/ VOLTS 

FREQ 1.44 
CTIRT_1 + 2RT_b) 

t1 = 1.1(9T_O+ RT-OCT 
t2 = 0.693 RT -bCT 
t3 =0.693 (RT-a+ RT -b)CT 
T = t2 +t3= 0.693 IRT -a+ 2RT -OCT 

RT_a + RT_b 
RT_a + 2RT_b 

FIG. 13- OUTPUT WAVEFORM and capacitor 
voltage of the astable multivibrator. 

DUTY CYCLE 

As capacitor CT starts charging toward 
2 V,.-, the output goes high and remains 
so for period tl -in seconds equal to 0.693 
(RT-. + RT-b) CT. The discharge period - 
the time that the output is low -is 0.693 
(RT -b) CT. Frequency is the reciprocal of 
the total time period (T) or 1.44/ (RT_. -}- 

2RT_1) CT. The free -running frequency of 
the multivibrator can be determined from 
Fig. 14 which relates frequency in hertz 
to CT, RT_. and RT-b. Note that if RT -b is 
greater than 1/2 RT -a, the circuit cannot os- 
cillate because the voltage at pin 2 cannot 
drop to 1/3 V.1 so that the circuit can re- 
trigger. 

Duty cycle 
The duty cycle depends on the values of 

RT -. and RT-5 and is equal to (RT_. -{ 

100 kHz 

z U 

o 
2 

t kHz 
z 
z 100 kHz 

z 

10 kHz 

10 Hz 

1 Hz 

0.1 Hz 

0.001pF 0.01 01 1 10 1009F 

CT CAPACITANCE 

FIG. 14- FREQUENCY of the astable multi - 
vibrator can be determined from the graph. 

(RT_b) /(RT_, 2R1_5). It can be set from 
slightly above 50% to nearly 100%. The 
maximum duty cycle -the on -time divided 
by the total time is approximately 100% - 
is developed when RT_. is as small as pos- 
sible while still sufficiently large to limit 
the current through the discharge transis- 
tor (Ql in Fig. 3) to a level that does not 
exceed the value specified for the specific 
device. 

For duty cycles less than 50 %, a diode 
(D1 in Fig. 15) is connected between the 

RT-b 

D2 

CT 

FIG. 15 -DUTY CYCLES of less than 50% is 
achieved by this circuit. 

discharge and threshold terminals. Ca- 
pacitor Cr now charges only through RT_, 
(RT-5 is shorted by diode conduction dur- 
ing the charge cycle) discharges through 
RT_,, so the duty cycle is now RT- . /(RT -, 

} RT -b) and can be varied from almost 0 
to nearly 100 %. Fig. 16 shows the wave- 

VCC 

VCC 

2/3 

1/3 

0 

-T1 T2 

-T 
T3 

0 TIME 

11 = 1.1 (RT_ + RT_b)CT 

t2 = 0.693 RT_bCT 
t3 = 0.693 RT-aCT 
T =t2+t3=0.6931RT-b+RT-aICT 

RT-a 
DUTY CYCLE - RT_a + RT_b 

OUTPUT 
VOLTS 

CAPACITOR 
VOLTS 

FIG. 16- OUTPUT WAVEFORM and capacitor 
voltage of astable when duty cycle is less 
than 50%. 

forms as the duty cycle is decreased below 
50 %. 

The voltage drop across D1 will prevent 
the timing cycle from being completely 
independent of RT,. This can be prevented 
by installing D2 in series with RT -b as 
shown. 

In some applications, we may need to 
vary the duty cycle of a multivibrator from 
about 0 to 100% while holding the fre- 
quency constant. In this case, replace RT_a 
and RT -b with a single linear -pot as in Fig. 
17. Resistors RI and R2- approximately 
1,000 ohms each -are connected in series 
with the pot. R1 limits the maximum cur- 
rent through the discharge transistor. Re- 
sistor R2 establishes a minimum value for 
RT-,, and to compensate for the addition of 
121 to the network. 

Variable -frequency square -wave 
generator 

If RT_. and RT_b are varied simultane- 

Vcc 

OUTPUT 

m CT 

= R1 =R2 =1K - 
FIG. 17- ASTABLE MUTIVIBRATOR with duty 
cycle variable from 0 to 100% and frequency 
constant. 

ously by equal amounts, we can then de- 
velop a variable- frequency square -wave 
generator as in Fig. 18. Resistors RT_. and 
RT -b should be kept at equal values so as 
to develop a good square wave with a duty 
cycle of approximately 50 %. If RT_. and 
RT, are both 500K and CT is .036 µF, the 
frequency range of the oscillator will be 

R2 

D2 

FIG. 18- SQUARE -WAVE GENERATOR with . 

variable frequency and constant duty- cycle. 

from about 40 Hz to about 20 kHz. Use 
linear pots for the most constant duty - 
cycle throughout the tuning range. 

Selectable monostable /astable 
operation 

You may want to use the 555 both as an 
astable oscillator and as a pulse generator 
operated by a signal applied to the trigger 
terminal. However, with the same values 
for RT -., RT-13 and CT, the time periods 
will be quite different for the two modes 
of operation. 

In the monostable mode, the duration 
of the pulse is 1.1RC because C charges 
from 0 volts to 1/2 V1111; while as an oscil- 
lator, the time period is 0.693RC because 
the charge on C varies between 1/3 V.. and 
23 V1.,.. Figure 19 is a circuit (from Radio 

TMONOSTAB LE 

CT 

VCC + 15V 

OUTPUT 

IN914 

TRIGGER 
INPUT 

(MONOSTABLE) 

FIG. 19- ASTABLE OR MONOSTABLE opera- 
tion can be selected by a switch. 

Electronica, Netherlands) showing how 
the 555 can be operated in both modes at 
the throw of a switch. A diode is con- 
nected between the output and control- 
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YOU WANTA CAREER IN ELECTRONICS. 
ETI WANTS TO HELP YOU GET IT! 

You'd expect to work hard 
for something as 
worthwhile as a well - 
paying career in 
electronics. But maybe you 
wouldn't expect all the 
things the Electronics 
Technical Institute does to 
make the learning process 
as easy as possible for you. 
ETI does this by 
combining all the elements 
of successful teaching - 
home study, carefully 
prepared text material, and 
actual hands -on training 
and experience -in a most 
simplified and effective 
way. And then it adds 
something else. The 
personal interest, hard 
work, and the 
individualized assistance 
and guidance of an 
instructor who is a 
professional in both home 
study and electronics. 

ETI helps you with a 
wide variety of courses 

and programs. 
ETI offers 18 different 
courses and programs, 
covering practically every 
aspect of the ever -widening 
application and importance 
of electronics in our 
daily lives. 

So whatever your goal may 
be-or your knowledge of 
electronics -ETI has the 
course to help you realize 
your ambition. Perhaps 
you'd like to get into TV 
and stereo repair and 
service. Or computers and 
computer programming, 
solid -state technology, 
electronics drafting, earn 
a coveted FCC license, or 
get into any one of a dozen 
exciting jobs in electronics. 
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ELECTRONICS 
The choice is yours, and if 
you're willing to work hard, 
ETI will work even harder 
to help put you where 
you'd like to be. 
ETI helps you get a great 

start in electronics. 
Even if you know nothing 

things together blindly. 
You'll learn why this goes 
there, and what it does. 
The Project Kits are 
carefully coordinated with 
your text material, so that 
you read what has to be 
done and then reinforce 

ETI helps you with a free, 
48 -page Career Book 
that may change your 

whole life. 
This great, new, fully 
illustrated Career Book 
contains all the facts about 
ETI's 18 ways to get ahead 

real insight into where you 
can be, sooner than you 
dare hope, in the exciting 
field of electronics. 

So take the time right now 
to fill out the card or 
coupon and get it off to us. 

about electronics, ETI will 
help you start your career 
with its Fundamentals of 
Electronics course which 
features an exclusive, 
simplified, step -by -step 
teaching system called 
Autotext. It speeds up your 
learning and makes it fun. 
Students are amazed at the 
ease with which they learn 
through Autotext. And 
you'll find, too, that you 
keep what you've learned, 
and you're ready to move 
on to your next assignment. 

ETI helps you with actual 
hands -on training. 

This is a very important 
part of ETI's system of 
teaching. In many phases 
of your technical 
development, you build 
specially developed 
Project Kits, from the first 
step through completion of 
the basic units. And it isn't 
just a matter of putting 

what you've learned by 
actually doing the job. And 
all this, of course, in the 
comfort of your own home 
and in your spare time. 

ETI helps by assigning you 
an all -pro instructor. 

You'll work with a 
personally assigned 
instructor, licensed by the 
State of New Jersey, who is 
a professional in both home 
study and electronics. It's 
almost like having him 
right at your elbow. 
Through his long 
experience in home study 
and electronics, he knows 
the problems you may 
encounter and will be able 
to help you resolve them 
quickly. Aside from his 
personal interest in you, he 
has a professional stake in 
seeing that you get ahead, 
for he's graded on how well 

in electronics. You can't 
buy this book, but well 
send it to you, free, for the 
asking. There's absolutely 
no obligation on your part 
and no salesman will call. 
You really should have it, 
because it can give you 

We'll see that you get your 
personal 
copy of 
ETI's 
48 -page 
Career 
Book. Send 
for it today! 

Electronics 
Technical Institute 

Division of Technical Home Study Schools E ME M - - N - - 
Electronics Technical Institute Dept. 2-479 -036 
Little Falls, New Jersey 07424 I Send my free Career Book! 

Tell me how I can get ahead in Electronics through ETI. 
I've checked the fields of special interest to me. 
TV /Audio 
Servicing 
Black & White 
Color 
Solid State 
CATV 
Closed Circuit 
Video Recorders 
Radio 
Hi -Fi Stereo 

Computers 
Digital Electronics 
Computer Technology 
Computer 

Programming 

Communications 
FCC License 
Aircraft 
Marine 
Mobile Two -Way 
Microwave 

Check here for Veteran information. 

IName 
(please print) 

IAddress 

ION 
City State Zip - - 

Business and 
Engiteering 
Electronics 

Fundamentals 
Electronics Drafting 
Industrial Electronics 
Advanced Electronics 
Industrial 

Instrumentation 
Electronics Technology 
Medical Electronics 

he does his job! INN 

Circle 25 on reader service card 
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volt voltage terminals, pins 3 and 5, re- 
spectively. With the diode in place, the 
reference voltage to comparator 1 (pin 5) 
is pulled down to approximately 0.9 volt 
when the output goes low. The fixed volt- 
age on comparator 2 is now 0.45 volt so 
the timing capacitor must discharge al- 
most to ground -to about 0.45 volt -be- 
fore the circuit is retriggered by the volt- 
age on trigger terminal pin 2. The periods 
of the monostable and astable modes are 
now equal to within about 5 %. 

The 555 family 
In the months to come, we will give you 

lots of applications for your car, photo 
lab, home, as test instruments and many 
others. The 555 -type of timer IC is avail- 
able as a dual and as a quad device. You 
may want to adopt the device in some of 
the circuits that will follow or use in cir- 
cuits that you develop as you become 
more familiar with the device. Before we 
get too far along, let me warn you of some 
pitfalls to watch out for. 

The 556 is defined as a dual timing cir- 
cuit containing two independent 555 -type 
timers on a single monolithic chip. The pin 
configuration for the basic Signetics NE/ 
SE556 dual timer is shown in Fig. 20 -a. 
This same configuration is used in the XR- 

DISCHARGE 
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TRIGGER I 
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CONTROL I 
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GROUND 

a 

J PACKAGE 

14 LEAD PLASTIC DIP 

VCC 

DISCHARGE 

THRESHOLD 

CONTROL VOLTAGE 

RESET 

OUTPUT 

TRIGGER 

VCC 

OUTPUT 2 

TRIGGER 2 

THRESHOLD 2 

CONTROL2 

DISCHARGE 2 

RESET 2 

FIG. 20 -PIN CONFIGURATION for Signetic's 
NE /SE556 and many others is shown in a. 
Exar's XR -2556 and Teledyne's D555 is 
shown in b. 

556 and many others. But, if you use the 
XR -2556 or the D555 by Teledyne, watch 
out The pin connections are different as 
you'll see in Fig. 20 -b. 

Another thing to be careful of is the 
output load. The 555 can either sink or 
source up to 200 mA. Some duals -the 
Raytheon 556, XR -2556 and Teledyne 
D555, for example -can source or sink 
200 mA while the Signetics 556 and XR- 
556 have a maximum current drive capa- 
bility of only 150 mA per output. The 
553's output sinks (consumes) 150 mA 
while the 554's output sources (supplies) 
150 mA. 

Quad timers such as the 553 have their 
threshold and discharge functions con- 
nected for use only in the monostable 
mode. If you want to use a quad timer as 
a free -running oscillator, the best bet is to 
use two sections with their output and 
trigger terminals cross -connected. A load 
can be connected in series with each 
trigger /output pair and Vee. The time con- 
stants in the threshold circuit of each 
timer can be adjusted for frequency and 
duty cycle. 

That's it for now. Next month, we'll 
give some really practical circuits that you 
will enjoy putting to work. 

(To be continued) 

BIG RESISTOR BLOWS 
I replaced the horizontal output 

tube in this Zenith 20X1C38, and it 
promptly got red hot. Checking, I 
found the horizontal oscillator wasn't 
working, and that R214, 1000 -ohms 
18- watts, had blown out. Later, I dis- 
covered that R218 (470 ohms) and 
R220 (150K) were burnt up. These are 
in the blanking circuit. Replacing all 
of these and turning the set on (cau- 
tiously!), it worked. Question: why did 
that big resistor blow out ? -W.B., 
Marietta, GA, 

Honest answer; I don't know! How- 
ever, I have replaced quite a few of 
these resistors in this chassis! If you 
use a 20 -25 watt Brown Devil or simi- 
lar type, it holds. There is no apparent 
reason, since in addition to the size, it 
is also mounted in a heat -sink clip on 
the chassis. 

FROM 
RECTIFIERS 

CHOKE 

+375V 

For a crystal -ball guess on the fail- 
ure of the other two, I'd say that the 
150K had arced internally and gone 
away down in value. The 470 -ohm re- 
turns to ground through the heavy 
secondary winding of the vertical out- 

R218 
470`.' 
12'.V 

TO VIDEO 
AMP L. 

0.8V 

ONE SECONDARY, 
VERTICAL OUTPUT 

TRANS 

R214 
1K,18W 

+240V 

BLANKING 
GATE 
DIODE 

R220 
150K 
1/2W 

put transformer. So, it promptly over- 
heated and went out too. Of course, in 
normal operation, the high resistance 
of R220, 150K, is enough to hold the 
current in this circuit to a very low 
value. "After the fact ", there's no way 
of telling which one went out first. 

WEIRD RASTER 
I never saw anything like this before! 

All I can get on this G -E DC chassis 
portable is a weaving bright line about 
three inches wide (see diagram). If I 
turn the brightness full on, I can see a 
dim raster, but the vertical bar is much 
brighter. There's a hum in the sound, 
too. I've checked the horizontal output 
transformer, tubes, and so on, and the 
horizontal AFC. No luck. Give one a 
good place to start! -C.H., Allentown, 
PA. 

I can give you a very good place to 
start. Check the filter capacitors! The 
best way to do this is with a scope. 
Look for any kind of signal on their 
terminals. Since this is a tube -type 
chassis, you can bridge them with good 
ones without trouble. 

Whenever you see any kind of screw- 
ball symptom that you can find no logi- 
cal explanation for, go to the filter 

capacitors and see if one of them is 
open. If so, this sets up a feedback loop 
through the DC power supply. 

WHISTLE, CAR RADIO 
This Bendix auto -radio, whistles! 

Sometimes it can be reduced by careful 
tuning, but it's usually audible. Shows 
up on all stations, even strong ones. 
Sounds lik a regenerative set! -JV.F. 

It is! This sounds very much like 
regeneration due to a feedback loop 
somewhere in the set, probably in the 
IF. Even though this is a battery pow- 
ered set, it needs filter capacitors. With- 
out these, your DC supply lines will 
allow a feedback loop to form. This 
causes the oscillation and whistling. 

Check the chassis carefully for a 

)d big electrolytic capacitor. This 
will probably be found open. If the DC 
supply capacitor is OK, check for a 
similar unit on the AVC line. 

GREEN FLASH AT TURN -ON 
When I turn this RCA CTC -24 on, 

I get a light, medium -green raster for 
about 8 -12 minutes. Then a normal pic- 
ture, purity and all, and it stays on 
until I turn it off and let it cool for a 
good while. Any ideas ? -E.G. 

Could be a heater -cathode short in 
the green gun, but this would also wipe 
out the video. I believe that it is a bad 
solder joint somewhere around the plate 
circuit of the G -Y diff -amp tube, or 
perhaps a dirty plate contact on that 
tube's socket. Look for the little pale 
blue 3 -watt plate load resistors behind 
the color difference amplifier tubes 
and check the solder joints on the PC 
board. R -E 
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Understanding 
Tape Specs 
Good tape deck performance is only half, good 
performance from the tape itself is the other half 

LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HI -FI EDITOR 

IN THE MAY, 1975 ISSUE OF R -E. I DIS- 

cussed tape bias and equalization in gen- 
eral terms and attempted to show how 
bias and equalization affect overall per- 
formance of a tape recorder, regardless of 
the type of tape you use. If you own a tape 
deck (cassette or even open reel), you 
have probably noticed that in recent years 
more and more tape formulations have 
been offered to the tape enthusiast, each 
claiming "superior fidelity ". Very little is 
said in these claims regarding how the tape 
performance itself is measured and, 
clearly, the inter -relationship between a 
particular tape and the machine upon 
which it is tested has much to do with the 
results obtained. How, then, does a legiti- 
mate tape manufacturer go about provid- 
ing data that is meaningful. In an attempt 
to get at the heart of the matter, we re- 
cently visited the laboratories of 3M, in 
Minneapolis, where, along with a dozen or 
so other technical editors and writers, we 
were treated to an all -day seminar de- 
signed to clear up some of the mysteries 
of tape formulation and specifications. 
3M, of course, manufactures the famous 
"Scotch" brands of recording tape for both 
professional and consumer use and offers a 
variety of formulations for all three tape 
formats -8- track, cassette and open -reel. 

Tape performance with 
respect to what? 

The first thing we learned is that in 
order to specify tapes in a meaningful 
fashion, a reference tape must be agreed 
upon. To say that a tape is "more sensi- 
tive" without qualifying that it is more 
sensitive than some reference tape tested 
under similar conditions is meaningless. 
In the case of cassettes, 3M uses a special 
reference tape known as the DIN Bezugs- 
band 4.75/3.81 Reference Tape. (DIN 
stands for Deutsche Industrie Normen- 
a group of standards developed in West 
Germany, and widely used throughout the 
world). To properly specify a given tape 
with regard to its electromagnetic proper- 
ties, at least six characteristics must be 
listed. These are (in the case of cassettes): 
sensitivity at 333 Hz, sensitivity at 12.5 
kHz, maximum modulation level, distor- 
tion level, biased tape noise, and satura- 
tion at high frequencies (12.5 kHz for 
cassette tests). 

Before any of the tests can begin, two 
additional references must be established. 
These are the "reference recording level" 

and "reference bias." Since output level 
varies with bias, a plot is first made of bias 
level versus output level, using a fre- 
quency of 6.3 kHz at a reference record- 
ing level of 25 millimaxwells- per -milli- 
meter, using the reference tape. The ref- 
erence bias level is that bias level at which 
amplitude falls off by 2.5 dB after having 
reached a peak, as shown in Fig. 1. This 
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FIG. 1- REFERENCE BIAS LEVEL is estab- 
lished at a recording frequency of 6.3 kHz. 

value of bias is assigned a "0 dB" designa- 
tion and the test is repeated using the 
"unknown" tape, at the same reference 
recording level, until output also decreases 
by the same 2.5 dB, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2- REFERENCE BIAS LEVEL for test- 
tape is higher than reference tape. 

Comparing the results of Figs. 1 and 2 we 
see that the "unknown" tape requires 
higher biasing (by about 1.5 dB) than the 
reference tape. Subsequent specifications 
are then measured both at the reference 

bias level and at the bias level established 
for the unknown tape and are referred to 
as bias "A" and bias "B," respectively. 

Sensitivity 
Sensitivity of a given tape with respect 

to the reference tape is quoted at two fre- 
quencies: 333 Hz and 12.5 kHz in the case 
of cassettes (15 kHz and 10 kHz are used 
as the high- frequency specifying points 
for open -reel and 8 -track tapes, both at a 
speed of 33/4 ips). Tests for sensitivity are 
made at a -20 dB level and reported as 
the difference between playback output 
observed for the reference tape and the 
newly tested tape. In the example shown 
in Fig. 3. both outputs turn out to be 
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FIG. 3- SENSITIVITY TEST compares output 
for both reference bias levels with that ob- 
tained from standard reference tape. 

higher for both the "A" and "B" bias 
conditions compared to the reference 
level, particularly at the high test fre- 
quency, so the tape in question would 
certainly qualify as a "high energy" or 
"high output" tape in the vernacular of 
tape advertising. 

Maximum modulation level 
Maximum undistorted modulation level 

is generally considered to be that record- 
ing level which results in 3% total third - 
order harmonic distortion. If this record- 
ing level is determined as a function of 
bias, the resulting plot would appear 
somewhat as shown in Fig. 4. Note that 
at the two reference bias points, this dis- 
tortion occurs at a recording level of +2.0 
dB and +3.5 dB with respect to the ref- 
erence recording level. 

Interestingly, the tests are made only 
with regard to third -order distortion. If 
second -order distortion appears, it can be 
safely assumed that it is caused by deck 
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problems such as improper bias wave- 
form, since the tape magnetization process 
will result only in third -order (and possi- 
bly higher order) harmonic distortion 
products. This test is conducted at a test 
frequency of 333 Hz. For high frequen- 
cies, such a test would be impractical 
since, if the high frequency reference sig- 
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FIG. 4- MAXIMUM MODULATION LEVEL is 
the maximum recording level that results in 
3% total third -order harmonic distortion. 
Graph shows output vs. bias for constant 3% 
distortion. 
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rial of 12.5 kHz were used, its third har- 
monic would be well beyond the range of 
audibility and of no significance. Instead, 
tests of saturation level are made at the 
12.5 kHz frequency, plotting peak record- 
ing level (beyond which no further in- 
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FIG. 5- SATURATION of test -tape occurs at - 4.0 dB and - 6.0 dB for bias levels "A" 
and "B ", respectively, at a recording fre- 
quency of 12.5 kHz. 
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crease in output occurs with increased 
input) versus bias level, as shown in Fig. 
5. In the test tape illustrated, saturation 
level occurs at -4.0 dB and -6.0 dB for 
the two reference bias points. 

Distortion level 
Another useful specification is the dis- 

tortion level that is recorded onto the 
tape (using a 333 -Hz signal) when the 
reference recording level is applied. This 
characteristic, too, can be plotted as a 
function of bias, as shown in Fig. 6 and 
can be specified either in percent or dB 
below reference recording level for the 
two bias points of interest. In the case of 
our test sample, results turn out to be 
-34.5 dB and -38.5 dB or 1.88% and 
1.19% respectively. Clearly, such a plot 
would help the serious recordist to bias 
his machine for lowest distortion, if that 
was the objective. 

Tape noise 
The final electromagnetic property that 

3M feels should be specified for any tape 
is biased tape noise. This is defined as the 
level of tape noise when it has been re- 
corded with only the bias signal and when 
that signal has been weighted or modified 
(during playback) by means of a stan- 
dard NAB weighting network that takes 
into account the low -level hearing charac- 
teristics of the average human ear. The 
level of noise measured in this manner is 
referred to the reference level and quoted 
as so many dB below that reference level. 

A single graphic presentation 
All of the parameters we have dis- 

cussed thus far can be presented in a 

single graph, as shown in Fig. 7. The par- 
ticular graph shown is that applicable for 
3M's "Classic" brand of Scotch cassette 
tape, a formulation that consists of a 
layer of gamma ferric oxide coating on 
polyester base plus a top layer of chrome 
oxide. The advantage of presenting data 
in this form is fairly obvious. For one 
thing, the machine or deck used in mak- 
ing the tests, while it should be of the 
highest quality, is less of an influence in 
the final results since the reference tape 
will have been measured and tested using 
the same machine. 

Admittedly, most home recordists, espe- 
cially if they are using cassette decks, are 
not apt to change the bias settings of their 
machines in order to achieve one or more 
optimum characteristics of a given tape. 
Manufacturers of tape decks, however, 
given access to this kind of data from 
tape manufacturers, can easily adjust their 
products to take best advantage of given 
types of tape and, when such machines 
are provided with multiple bias switch 
positions, those settings can each be ad- 
justed to yield best (or nearly best) per- 
formance from a variety of tapes. 

Serious tape deck manufacturers should 
therefore specify the actual tape brands 
and types for which their machines have 
been adjusted, even if this means offend- 
ing makers of other brands of tape that 
might not work as well on their decks. The 
end user, after all, would still have free- 
dom of choice of tapes if he or she wishes 
to economize, but would at least be 
armed with enough data to choose the 
right tape if they so desired. 

Magnetic and physical properties 
In addition to the electromagnetic prop- 

erties of a given variety of tape, there are 
certain intrinsic magnetic properties that 
should be specified by a manufacturer in 
describing a product. These include coer- 
civity (measured in oersteds), retentivity 
(measured in gauss), remanence (stated 
in lines- per -quarter -inch) and erasing 
field required (again, stated in oersteds). 
Coercivity is the demagnetizing force or 
field intensity required to reduce the mag- 
netic induction of a piece of tape from 
saturation level to zero. Remanence is a 
measure of the lines of flux per unit width 
of tape that remain when the magnetizing 
force is reduced to zero from a level pro- 
ducing saturation. It might be considered 
as a figure of merit for magnetic tape since 
it is indicative of relative output, distortion 
and response at low frequencies. 

Retentivity is equivalent to remanence, 
except that it is expressed in terms of flux 
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bias at a constant 3% third -order harmonic 
distortion. 

Lr Level of Reference: a level of fluxivity (flux 
density per unit track width) of 25 millimax- 
wells per mm ImM /mml at 333 Hz. 

S, Sensitivity at 333 Hz; plotted against bias. 
St) Sensitivity at 12.5 kHz; plotted against bias. 
HDL3 Third Order Harmonic Distortion level; the 

level of distortion present at the level of Lr. 
MOh Maximum Output of 12.5 kHz signal at stan- 

dard tape speed of 1.7/8 ips (4.75 cm/s), with 
level increased to point of peak output. 

lb Bias Current level in dB/ with 0.0 dB equal to 
bias referenced in DIN, Section 455/13, Sheet 
6 for standard tape ( Bezugsband 4.75/3.81). 

Nb Noise level of Biased Tape; level is referenced 
at a tape speed of 1 -7/8 ips (4.75 cm /s), with 
bias operating. Plotted output is shown mea- 

sured through the NAB Standard (April 1965) 
weighting network. 

FIG. 7- SINGLE GRAPH shows seven impor- 
tant tape parameters as a function of bias 
level. 

density or flux per unit cross- sectional 
area. It is therefore something of a figure 
of merit for coating dispersion in the tape 
surface, independent of coating thickness 
and therefore useful for estimating the 
oxide coating sensitivity at short wave- 
lengths (high frequencies). 

The erasing field required by a tape is 

defined as the peak value of a 60 Hz 
alternating field applied to a tape along 
its longitudinal direction which causes at 
least a 60 dB reduction is the level of a 

(continued on page 100) 
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Bang bang 
servicing 

Fast is dollars 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

This column is for your service 
problems -TV, radio, audio ar general 
and industrial electronics. We answer 
all questions individually by mail, free 
of charge and the more interesting ones 
will be printed here. 

If you're really stuck, write us. We'll 
do our best to help you. Don't forget to 
enclose a stamped, self -addressed en- 
velope. If return postage is not includ- 
ed, we cannot process your question. 
Write: Service Editor, Radio- Electron- 
ics, 200 Park Ave. South, N.Y. 10003. 

R -E's Service Clinic 

THE SPEED WITH WHICH WE DIAGNOSE 

troubles in electronic equipment is in 
direct proportion to our income! We 
need test equipment and methods that 
give us a handle on the problem in the 
least possible time. So, let us look at a 
test instrument and a method of using 
it, that will do exactly that! This 
method is used by all good technicians, 
whether they know it or not. I didn't 
invent the name but it's apt. 

Colloquially, we call it "Bang Bang." 
If you don't know about it, you should. 
(This brings up another of those an- 
cient jokes of mine. The Traditional 
Englishman, complete with bowler and 
umbrella, fell down an open manhole, 
landing on a pair of astonished navvys. 
He looked up and said "Oh, I say! I 

didn't know there was a manhole 
there!" One of the navvys looked at 
him in disgust and said "Well, mate, 
it's time you learned! ") Same here. If 
you don't use this method, "it's time 

All you need to know is "Is there a 
signal here or isn't there ?" When you 
find the point where there is no signal, 
you've found the location of the trou- 
ble. A few DC voltage and resistance 
checks and you should be able to pin 
down the faulty part. 

Take an easy practical example, a 
four -stage audio amplifier with no out- 
put. Feed in a test signal, and check it 
right on the input. The actual level 
isn't critical; anywhere in the ballpark. 
About 100 millivolts is a good average 
for this type. Now, go bang -bang from 
input to output of each active device. 
Grid -plate -grid -plate or base- collector- 
base -collector, etc. Somewhere along 
the line you'll find a place where the 
signal stops. 

Follow the signal path, which is al- 
ways a simple series circuit. In tube 
sets, you'll always see a signal voltage 
gain between input and output. In 
solid -state sets, especially direct -cou- 

at 
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you learned." 
In plain language, this method con- 

sists of selecting key test points in any 
circuit, then taking readings on each 
one in rapid succession. Hence, bang - 
bang. The only instrument that will do 
this is the scope! What you do is find 
the key test points, then touch the 
scope probe to each one in turn. You 
can go either way; input to output or 
vice versa. The only other thing you 
need is a source of known test signals; 
you can work with off- the -air signals 
if you want to. 

pled types, you may not see a voltage 
gain but you will see that the signal is 
getting through. The only thing you 
may have to do is reduce the scope's 
vertical gain when the signals go off 
the screen. Absolute gain is not im- 
portant now. All you need to know is 
whether the signal is getting through 
a given stage. 

Take a very similar stage in a color 
TV set; the bandpass amplifiers. Here, 
feed in a color -bar signal from a bar - 
dot generator, and you have an unmis- 
takable test signal. Start at the color 
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takeoff coil, and bang -bang through all 
stages, winding up at the input of the 
demodulators. Tube sets will have one 
or two stages; transistor sets may have 
up to three. In IC sets, all you'll have to 
do is bang (input) bang (output). If 
you have a normal input signal and no 
output, there's only one thing between 
these two points; the IC. Be sure to 
check for normal DC voltage supply 
before you replace it. This is a very val- 
uable test for anything using IC's. 

Figure 1 shows a typical stage. The 
bang -bang test points are marked. Go 
from input to output, and there you are. 
With a no -color symptom, this will 
either verify the idea that the trouble is 

in the bandpass stages, or prove con- 
clusively that they are OK. This is val- 
uable data; you've eliminated one pos- 
sible cause of the trouble. Go and bang 
bang the 3.58 -MHz oscillator stages, 
from the control, up to the demodula- 
tor inputs. 

Other uses 
In the most common use of bang - 

bang, you're looking for signals at 
places where they should be. There is 
another one; invaluable for catching 
those sets with multiple weird symp- 
toms (and, in general, no significant 
DC voltage variations!) You look for 
signals, again, but this time you look at 

Sharp Enough 
To Cut A Human Hair... 

Tough Enough 
To Cut Piano Wire 

A precision cutting tool with muscle to match. 
Perfectly mated cutting edges, hand honed, sci- 
entifically hardened. Jaw -opener coiled spring. 
a great help on repetitive jobs. Drop forged, fine 
polished, top quality steel. Blue dipped plastic 

MEET comfort grips. In brief, the extras that reward 
THE 

FAMILY you for insisting on hand tools by CHANNELLOCK. 

Send For Our Free Catalog 

CHANNELLOCK, INC., Meadville, Pa. 16335 

CHAN NEL LOCK 
No. 436 GS Diagonal Cutter 

Circle 19 on reader service card 

the places where they should NOT be. 
This includes all the DC voltage supply 
lines, and any point that is bypassed. 
This is very important. 

When we have a circuit -point that 
must be a perfect "signal ground ", 
such as the bottom of the primary or 
secondary of a tuned transformer, we 
can make this point "ground" by hook- 
ing a bypass capacitor from it to chassis 
ground. The capacitor must be big 
enough so that its impedance is prac- 
tically zero for the signals in this stage. 
(In stages handling very high frequen- 
cies, the bypasses can be small; in au- 
dio stages they must be much larger). 
So, the unwanted signals will flow 
harmlessly through the capacitor to 
ground and disappear. But if there is 
anything wrong, such as an open by- 
pass or one that's too small, or a bad 
ground connection, the impedance will 
go up to the point where there is a sig- 
nal voltage drop across the bypass. 

What harm can this do? Plenty. Any 
signal appearing on points like this will 
be fed back into other stages. This 
causes very strange problems. One of 
the most common is oscillation, devel- 
oping beat frequencies. The real zing- 
ers are the ones where the feedback 
signal shows up in another stage with 
just the right polarity and phase to can- 
cel out the normal signals, sync, color, 
and so on! Some smart cookie said a 
long time ago that this causes "a com- 
bination of frequencies, amplitudes and 
phases utterly impossible to predict!" 

However, this is very easy to test. All 
you do is bang -bang with the scope 
probe, on every bypassed point in the 
circuit or stage under suspicion (and 
in all nearby ones, if these don't show 
up anything.) Set the scope gain high 
so that you can see the smallest signals; 
it doesn't take much. If you see signal 
on any point with a bypass capacitor, 
that bypass isn't doing the job. Watch 
out for this: in some cases, you will see 
signals on the scope as the probe comes 
near the test point. This is stray pickup, 
and is perfectly normal. When the 
probe tip touches the bypassed point, 
it should disappear! 

Don't overlook the DC supply lines, 
either. Electrolytic capacitors can de- 
velop problems such as high power fac- 
tor, or drying up, and not do their job. 
Needless to say, any stray feedback 
signals on the DC voltage supply lines 
can get into any stage in the set, since 
these are common to every one of them. 

There's a very common cause of 
trouble in audio circuits that is easy to 
bang -bang; especially in solid state. If 
you have low volume with quite a bit 
of distortion, check on the base and 
emitter of all stages having an emitter 
bypass capacitor. If you see practically 
the same amount of signal on both 
points, the emitter bypass is open. This 

(continued on page 74) 
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The soldering iron. 
As a design tool, not make the most 
its obsolete. 

of your time? 
Design circuits literally as 

fast as you can think. Instead of 
starting your next project with a 

soldering iron, save time by 
starting with our Design Mate1M 1. 

In a compact (7 %2 "W x 6 3/4"D x 

3% "H) case with a convenient 
sloping top, it offers solderless 
breadboarding at its best: 790 
terminals; a continuously- adjust- 
able regulated 5 -15 VDC 600 mA 
supply; and a DC voltmeter to 
monitor the internal supply or 

Solder less. 
Design more. 

Whether you're 
a full -time engineer 
or spare -time 
hobbyist, there are 
only so many hours 
a day you can 
spend designing 
and building 
circuits. So why 

tesi your operating circuit. 
With Design Mate 1, hooking 

up (or changing) a circuit is as 

simple as pushing leads into 
holes on the breadboard. Rugged 
5 -point contacts insure reliable, 
low- resistance connections 
between resistors, capacitors, 
transistors... even IC's in TO -5 
or DIP packages. And short 
lengths of solid #22 AWG wire 
make interconnections easy 
wherever you need them. 

At $49.95* complete, it's not 
only a time -saver, it's a money - 
saver, too. 
Larger capacity? Smaller 
capacity? Have it your way. 
Whatever your 
breadboarding 
needs, 

Proto -Board 103. 
2250 solderless 
terminals save 
you time on every 
circuit you design. 

we can fill them. For 
larger capacity, save time with 
our Proto- Board" series -660 to 
3060 terminal points, with or 
without built -in regulated power 
supplies. For smaller applica- 

tions, use 1 or more 
of our handy QT 
Sockets and Bus 
Strips, locking 
them together for 
infinite expand- 
ability as you need 
it. Starting at $2.00. 

Other ways to 
save time and 
money. Proto- 

Test DI P's with 
power on and 
hands off -even 
on the most 
crowded circuit 
board with our 
Proto- Clip'" series. 

Boards, OT Sockets and Bus 
Strips are just the beginning of 
the many ways we can help make 
your life more enjoyable: how 
about a foolproof, shortproof 
way to test DIP IC's-even in 

operating circuits -for just 
$4.50 *? A full- featured, preci- 
sion function generator for 
$64.95 *? A professional R/C 

bridge for $54.95 *? A way to 
instantly see and monitor logic levels in an 

operating IC, without expensive scopes or 
elaborate procedures. And more, to save you 

time, money and 
aggravation. Design Mate 2: 

versatile function 
Time is money: generator, only $64.95' 

Start saving it. Ask 
your CSC deader 
to show you how to solder 
less, design more and take the 
drudgery out of your electronic life. 
Or send for our free catalog and dealer list. 

*Manufacturer's -ecommended retail. 

Design Mate 3: 
Precision R/C 
bridge. just $54.95` 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION =0= 
44 Kendall Street, Box 1942 

New Haven, CT 06509.203- 624 -3103 TWX: 710 -465 -1227 
West Coast office: Box 7809, San Francisco, CA 

94119.415- 421 -8872 TWX: 910 -372 -7992 
Canada: Len Finkler Ltd., Ontario 

Circle 20 on reader service card 

(C) 1975 Continental Specialties Corp. 
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SERVICE CLINIC 
(continued from page 72) 

causes a terrific degeneration, which 
cuts down the gain and causes distor- 
tion. 

There you are. Simple, isn't it? In 
fact, you don't even have to set the 
scope's horizontal sweep to show a few 
cycles of the test signal if you don't 
want to. You can go by the amplitude 
of the scope pattern, even if it's just a 
blurry bar across the screen. All you 
need to know for the initial bang -bang- 
ing is the answer to the very simple 
question, "Is there signal here or isn't 
there ?" R -E 

reader 
questions 

HASH, NO SIGNAL 
All I get through the vertical ampli- 

fier of my RCA WO -91A scope is hash. 
All tubes in the vertical amplifier 
checked; 6BQ7 replaced. It was shorted. 
This tube runs hot for some reason. 
When you put a fingertip near it, you 
see sinewaves on the scope screen. 
Something's odd in this circuit. -L.C., 
Ink, AR. 

This is a "rare but possible" fault. 

EDLIE'S 
BARGAIN 

BONANZA 

ONLY 

HIGHEST QUALITY 

PRODUCTS 
(1015) TOP 
QUALITY RE- 
CORDING TAPE. 
Made by 
Scotch, Sound - 
craft, or Ampex. On 101/2" 
reels, 1/4" x 3600'. $1.99 ea. 
2 for $1.75 ea. 10 for $1.50 
each. 

(L017) COPPER CLAD BOARDS! 
Copper on one side, 1/16" 
thick. Excellent quality for 
either production or experi- 
mental work. 
B) 4 "x165 /8" 990 ea. 3/$2.69 
D) 8x165/8" $1.19 ea. 3/$2.99 
E) 63/8 "x171/2" $1.19 ea. 

3/$2.99 
(L134) 8 ROTARY SWITCHES 
Some multiple gang. $1.00 

O. (L128) 13 MINIATURE ELEC- 
TROLYTIC CAPACITORS $1.00 
Axial & upright, popular values. 

El(L144) TRANSISTOR 
REPAIR KIT $1.19 
Various parts used to repair 
transistorized devices. 

(L336) TO -3 TRANSISTOR 
SOCKETS 12 for $1.00 

(L298) 1 WATT ZENERS 600 
available in 5V 9.1V, 12V, 20V. 

(LI64) 4 ROLLS OF WIRE $1.00 
Approx. 25 ft. per roll, 20 -28ga. 

(L140) TAPE RECORDER 
SPARE PARTS KIT $2.95 
Parts for repairing most tape 
recorders: capacitors, meter, 
pilot lamp, jacks, and MUCH 
MORE. 

(L167) 10 MINIATURE 
POTENTIOMETERS $1.00 

(L182) 2 MISC METERS $1.00 
Miniature. 

(L1 56) 60 DISC 
CAPACITORS $1.00 
Asst. from .0001 to .1, most 
600v, Z5U, NPO, N750, etc. 

SURPLUS TUBES 
All guaranteed for } 

1 full year. ;i 
ANY 3 FOR $1.25 'L 

Acquired from U.S. Defense depots 
or removed from equipment (new 
and used). These are laboratory 
tested and guaranteed for one full 
year. Most are of such standard 
makers as RCA, GE, etc. 
3A3 
3AF4 
3BN6 
3DG4 
3KT6 
3Q4 
4BC5 
4BN6 
4BU8 
4BZ7 
4CY5 
5V6 
5Y3 
6AF4 
6AG5 
6AG7 
6AL5 
6AQ7 
6AT6 

6AÚ6 6EB8 
6AV6 6E17 
6AV11 6EM7 
6AX4 6ER5 

6AY3 
6AY11 
6BA6 
6BG6 
6B18 
6BA6 
6BZ6 
6CB6 
6CG7 
6CM7 
6DE4 
6DR7 
6DW4 
6EA8 

6GF7 
6GH8 
6GN8 
6GU7 
6K6 
6K11 
6LB6 
6SN7 
6T8 
6V6 
6W4 
6X4 
10EW7 
12AE7 

12AL5 
12AL11 
12AT7 
12AU7 
12AV6 
12BE6 
12BH7 
12C8 
17128 
18FW6 
21K06 
2516 
35EH5 
35Z5 
36AM3 
50A5 
5016 

(L147) 4 Ib. GRAB BAG 
SPECIAL $1.00 
Full of exotic and exciting elec- 
tronics parts. 
(L155) TUBE BONANZA! $1.00 
20 asst. popular tubes, untested. 
(L142) 50 PRECISION 
RESISTORS $1.00 
All 1 %, 2w and 1w, low and 
high ohmages. 
(L150) 15 HI -FI KNOBS $1.00 
Every one superb! Purchased 
from Harmon, Kardon, Fisher, 
etc. 
(L102) CALCULATOR 
KEYBOARD $2.95 

Wild Rover C -1380. Can be used 
with CT5001. 4 function, clear, 
clear entry and constant. 7 cm 
x 9 cm. 

(L175) 70 1/2w CARBON 
RESISTORS $1.00 
Asst. values. Some 5 %. 
(L154) 150 CUT LEAD 
RESISTORS $1.00 
Carbon, all leads long enough 
for soldering. 
(L149 20 POLYSTYRENE TOP 
GRADE CAPACITORS $1.00 
(L132) 20 DUAL POTS $1.00 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Terms: Minimum order $4.00. In- 
clude postage. Either full payment 
With order or 20% deposit, bal- 
ance C.0.0. 

WRITE FOR FREE 1976 
VALUE PACKED CATALOG 

Listing thousands of components, 
tubes, transistors, IC's, kits, test 
equipment. 

BONUS 
FREE CAPACITOR KIT 
With Every $5 Purchase 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS! 
74$15 Schottky 3 inp pos 
AND. O.C. 450 

B739 Dual to -noise pre -amp 850 
N8815A Dual 4 inp. NOR 

2 for $1.00 
Q (L018) 4 LSD's in mini -DIP $2.00 

TTL 
7400 160 7446 800 
7401 180 7447 800 
7402 230 7448 800 
7403 23C 7473 490 
7404 230 171 7474 49C 
7405 230 7475 850 

CI 
7410 230 7490 790 
7411 270 7492 790 
7413 400 7493 690 
7420 230 7495 790 

11 7430 230 17 74121 570 
g7440 300 74122 570 
7442 $1.12 74123 670 

LINEARS 
LM309K 5v la reg. $1.15 
555 Timer 750 
566 Function gen. $1.75 
567 Tone decoder $1.95 
741 comp. op amp 390 
2102 1024 bit RAM $4.95 
8038 volt cont osc $4.25 

CLOCK CHIPS WITH DATA 
(MM5314) 6 dig clock $4.95 
CT 7001 Alarm & Date $5.95 

LED'S 
(1223) 10 Asst LEDs $1.00 0 (L242) 5 Jumbo Green LEDs $1.00 
(L242) 5 Med Yellow LEDs $1.00 

S(1001) 5 Jumbo Red LEDs $1.00 
(L011) 5 Med Red LEDs $1.00 
(L012) 5 Mini Red LEDs $1.00 
(1293) DL707 (equiv.) 7 seg 
red LED, .3" char, comm 
anode $1.00 
(1007) DL747 7 seg red 
LED, .6" char, comm 
anode $1.95 
(1013) MAN 5 (equiv.) 7 see 
green LED, .27 char, 
comm anode $1.49 
(L014) MAN 8 (equiv.) 7 seg 
yellow LED, .27 char, 
comm anode $1.49 

IC BREADBOARDS & TERMINALS 
Boards have .042 holes. Made 
of 1 /16" polyester glass. 
(1.6663) 3"x4" 940 S (LB664)3 "x6" $1.29 
(LB665) 4"x6" $1.65 
(LB666) 4"x8" $2.12 

Push -in terminals 
S(LP6601.20) pkg 20/900 
(LP6601 -100) pkg 100/$2.89 

Push -in flanged pins 
(LB6602.20) pkg 20/900 
(186602 -100) pkg 100/$2.89 

Push -in flea clips 
(LB6603 -20) pkg 20/900 
(LB6603-100) pkg 100'$2.89 
(L008) 14 pin DIP sockets 

3 for $1.00 
(L1104) IC 

TOOL 
MOVAL AN$495 

"Pul -n- sertic" extracts and in- 
serts ICs without damage. 
(L271) 1N4148 High Speed 
switching diode. Full leads. 

12 for $1.00 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, INC., 2700 -L HEMPSTEAD TPKE., LEVITTOWN, N.Y. 11756 

Circle 21 on reader service card 

Check that litle 220 -ohm resistor in the 
grid circuit (pin 7) of the cathode - 
follower (6BQ7). 

The 6BQ7 tube has a habit of de- 
veloping "catastrophic" shorts; every- 
thing shorts to everything else. This 
blows the small resistor and opens the 
circuit. 

SUBSTITUTE TRANSISTORS 
Two transistors in the transmitter of 

my CB set have gone out. Can you tell 
me what will replace them? Numbers 
are 2SC481 and 2SC482. I can't locate 
them.-J.D., Howard Beach, NY. 

The 2SC481 is a NPN silicon tran- 
sistor in a TO -5 case. Substitute an 
RCA SK -3047 for it. 

The 2SC482 is a NPN silicon RF 
transistor rated at 300 MHz. You can 
substitute an RCA SK -3046 transistor 
for it. 

A CRY FOR HELP! 
We have a classroom display os- 

cilloscope; this was made by Electro- 
mec Inc., 3200 N. San Fernando Blvd., 
Burbank CA. It has a 21 -inch tube. 
The firm seems to be out of business. 
We need the instruction manual so 
that we can calibrate it. If anyone has 
this manual, please send it to: 

Rev Laurence C. Langgruth, S.J., 
Physics Department, 
Bishop Connolly High School, 
373 Elstree St., 
Fall River, MA 02720. 

Thank you. 

LOSS OF HEIGHT 
I can't get enough height on this 

Wards Airline color receiver. I've 
checked everything in the vertical cir- 
cuit and it just won't work? I'm lost; 
where do I go from here ? -B.H., Hum- 
boldt, I.A. 

You listed all of the parts in that 
circuit except one! This is the little 
(physically) 50 -AF electrolytic capacitor 
(C807) in the cathode circuit of the 
vertical output stage. This fools a lot 
of us, self included. The capacitor is 
mounted on the convergence board, 
not on the chassis! Check this; you'll 
probably find that it is open. 

(He did! Incidentally, this applies 
to quite a few makes of color TV sets. 
If you can't find that little electrolytic, 
look on the convergence board.) 

REPLACEMENT 189 -kHz CRYSTAL 
I have a Mercury color -bar -dot gen- 

erator with a bad 189 -kHz crystal. Can't 
get in touch with the company. Where 
could I get one like this ? -F.F., Ken- 
osha, WI. 

Try International Crystal Co., 18 
North Lee, Oklahoma City, OK 73102. 
They have all kinds of crystals. Since 
this is a fairly common frequency in 
such instruments, they should have 
one. 

(contirrued an page 97) 
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The easy way 
to keep up to date 

in electronics. 
Send for the latest facts and techniques from Sams' easy -to -use electronics guides. 

You'll be 100% satisfied cr your money back! 

ITL Cookbook 
By Donald E. Lancaster 

The latest guide to Transistor Transistor 
Logic -what it is and how to interconnect 
and power it. Gives practical applications. 
You'll learn to build TTL systems that solve 
problems, entertain, test, and train. 336 
pages. NO. 21035 -$8.95 

Wind /Solar Energy 
For Radiocommunications and Low -Power 

Electronic /Electric Applications 
By Edward M. Noll 

Harness the power of the wind and sun with 
simple, economical plans in this new book. 
Learn all the circuitry and techniques. 208 
pages. NO. 21305-$7.95 

Electronics Math 
By Alan Andrews 

At last, a one -book summary of electronics 
math for students, technicians, and engi- 
neers. Filled with examples of problems 
and answers. Twenty chapters range from 
computer math to trigonometry. 320 pages. 
NO. 21152 -$10.95 

FET Principles, Experiments, and 
Projects, 2nd Edition 

By Edward M. Noll 
All the data you need to make field -effect 
transistors work for you. This new edition 
offers parts lists and schematics for build- 
ing amplifiers, oscillators, generators, and 
more. 304 pages. NO. 21167-$8.50 

i/NOS INTrGFAI[I) 
CIRCIII I S 

Understandings CMOS 
Integrated Circuits 

By Roger Melen and Harry Garland 
A no-jargon guide to CMOS and their use. 
Facts on transmission gates, memories, 
interfacing, and debugging -diagrams of 
transmitters, meters, timers, and more. 144 
pages. NO. 21129 -$495 

Laser Fundamentals & 
Applications 

By Hrand A. Muncheryan 
Cattle branding, "sight" for the blind, blood- 
less surgery, "ray guns" -these are just a 
few of the applications discussed. This new 
laser guide is for beginner and technician 
alike. 192 pages. NO. 21130 -$6.50 

MOS Digital ICs 
By George Flynn 

Metal -oxide semiconductors carry transistor 
techniques one step further. Now, with 141 
diagrams and tables, MOS and CMOS 
devices are explained clearly from basic 
construction to theory of operation to circuit 
applications. 176 pages. NO. 21299 -$5.95 

OPTOEtECTRONICS 

Optoelectronics 
By Forrest M. Mims Ill 

New developments in this century-old field 
are introduced and explained. Explores the 
optical spectrum and radiation. Covers light 
sources, components, techniques, and ap- 
plications in such areas as TV and commu- 
nications. 192 nages. NO. 21180 -$5.95 

Active -Filter Cookbook 
By Don Lancaster 

All the facts you need to discover and use 
"active filters :' This brand -new book dissects 
them -then shows how to build and apply 
them to brainwave research, audio equal- 
izers, speech therapy, psychedelic lighting, 
and more. 240 pages. NO. 21168 -$ 14.95 

IC Op -Amp Cookbook 
By Walter G. Jung 

The new, comprehensive guide to IC op 
amps. Not only covers basic theory in great 
detail, but also features over 250 practical 
applications. An all- encompassing "cook- 
book" of useful circuits. 592 pages. 
NO. 20969 -$12.95 163 gm_____ 
Clip Out -Mail Today! 
ISend books checked below $ ' 
enclosed* I understand that, if not com- 
pletely satisfied, I may return my order 
within 10 days for full refund. 

1 

21035 

21129 

21168 

21167 

21299 E 

20969 

21152 

21130 

21305 

21180 

' 
' 

Name (please print) 

Address 

City 

1 

1 
State Zip 

Iiclude sales tax where applicable. Canadian prices 
Rightly higher TK15 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.' 
4300 West 62nd Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
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What's Wrong 
With 4- Channel 
Quadriphonic reproduction -the rage of a year ago -is 
seeing very little action today. This explains what 
happened and tells what we can expect in a revival 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

JUST ABOUT A YEAR AGO IT WAS ALMOST 
impossible to find a technical, hobbyist 
or music magazine without an article 
touting 4- channel sound. Even some of 
the classier girlie magazines managed 
to work 4- channel into their stereo pic- 
ture stories. As for the trade magazines, 
they were all wrapped up in how to sell 
4- channel and what percentage of sales 
to expect: On one side of the page 
would be dealer comments how 4- 
channel was only 10% of the gross 
sales; while the other side of the page 
showed how proper sound room facili- 
ties could bring 4- channel up to be 
30% or even 50 %. 

Today, 4- channel is vitrually dead. 
To be honest, if it disappeared from the 

scene few dealers would ever know the 
difference. The very same manufac- 
turers who exhibited a 1975 line, well 
represented by 4- channel equipment, 
have reverted to an almost complete 
stereo line for '76. For the stereo 4- 
channel enthusiast, or audiophile, the 
range of available equipment gets nar- 
rower and narrower, while paradox- 
ically, the range of software has greatly 
increased. (What's in the pipeline is 
often difficult to cut back.) 

The problem with 4- channel is really 
two -fold: A) A good idea handled very 
poorly by most of the industry; and B ) 

hard times: It is difficult to get a luxury 
idea off the ground when a substantial 
number of your potential customers are 

Why any cartridge 
(even ours) 

with an elliptical stylus 
must be considered just 

a bit old- fashioned. 
Perhaps you've tried to track your 

records at the lowest advertised setting 
for your elliptical stylus. In the hopes 
of optimizing performance and reducing 
record wear. But every footstep threat- 
ens to bounce the stylus out of the groove. 
And big crescendos are simply fuzzy. 
Should you get a better player? No. 
Get a better stylus. 

We have a sensible new approach. A 
stylus shape that contacts more of the 
groove wall, to spread tracking force 
over a greater vertical area. The Shibata 

AT12S 

stylus. It safely tracks your records at 
up to 2 grams while maintaining re- 
sponse to 45,000 Hz, offering great 
stereo separation, and reducing record 
wear ... even compared with an ellipti- 
cal stylus at less than a gram. 

Put an Audio -Technica Dual Mag- 
net UNIVERSAL cartridge with gen- 
uine Shibata stylus in your good old 
record player today. It's a great com- 
bination for better sound today and 
tomorrow, and tomorrow. 40 

UIINIIIVI I SAL 
BEST FOR 1/2/4 CHANNEL 

AT14Sa AT15Sa 
AT2OSLa 

au d i o t e c h n i c a o INNOVATION / PRECISION / INTEGRITY 
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 36E, 33 Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313 

Available in Canada from Superior Electronics, Inc. 

unemployed, while many of those em- 
ployed are being beat to the ground by 
inflation. 

But other exciting, though no- essen- 
tial, products have done well in hard 
times, and 4- channel sound is exciting. 
Since the economic condition of the 
U.S. is beyond the scope of this article, 
let's look instead at why the average 
stereophile was not turned on to 4- 
channel. After all it is the average 
stereophile rather than the hi -fi purist 
that represents the needed mass 
market. 

Surround sound 
Modern surround -sound, which is 

what 4- channel is supposed to provide, 
really got started with the so- called 
"Dyna" speaker connection. Basically, 
the Dyna speaker connection simply 
extracted "ambient" sounds of the re- 
cording location concealed within 
ordinary stereo programs or record- 
ings. By connecting one or two speak- 
ers across the "hot" stereo ampli- 
fier outputs, the common frequencies 
to both channels were cancelled (a 
differential connection to be later done 
electronically in "4- channel synthe- 
sizers"). What came out of the "Dyna 
speaker" was any signal that did not 
appear in both channels: some were 
direct program signals; others were 
sounds reflected by the walls, floor, 
ceiling and furnishings of the record- 
ing location -the "ambient sounds." 

If the Dyna- connected speaker(s) 
were placed behind or to the side of 
the listener he experienced an "en- 
hanced stereo" effect, which we later 
termed "surround- sound." And this is 
the very first place 4- channel went 
wrong. 

Instead of simply stating we had "en- 
hanced stereo," the industry, and in 
particular the music magazines, took 
the "recreate the concert hall" route. 
According to many writers "You could 
recreate the concert hall in your living 
room." Hogwash! There was no way 
to create anything resembling a con- 
cert hall in anyone's living room be- 
cause the reverb time of the living room 
is much too short. You cannot take a 
large hall's reverb and recreate it in a 

smaller room. Neither can anyone 
synthesize ambient sounds from a 
mix -down recording, and except for 
on- location stereo recordings, stereo 
recordings are mixed -down from sev- 
eral tracks (like 8, 16, 24 or 32 indi- 
vidual tracks). Because there is no 
ambient sound from mix -down, the dif- 
ferential- decoder -which is what the 
Dyna speaker connection really is -be- 
came known as a synthesizer; meaning 
a rear speaker output was synthesized 
with no particular foundation in the 
actual structure of the program. 

The first successful Dyna -type de- 
coder came from Lafayette Radio; 
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priced at under $30 it featured null, 
balance and volume optimization and 
really provided the first "spectacular" 
introduction to surround -sound. With- 
in a year or so the Lafayette "decoder" 
was selling for less than $15, and 
stripped down imitations combined to 
create a substantial interest in low cost 
surround -sound. 

Trouble is, except for the extra rear 
speakers the Dyna decorders did not 
represent really substantial sales gain, 
for some decorders were selling for as 
little as $10. While they didn't have 
the flexibility of the Lafayette model, 
they did nevertheless provide enhanced 
stereo at rock -bottom cost. 

Had there been enough time -like 
several years -for the Dyna decoder to 
establish substantial interest and de- 
mand in either enhanced stereo or sur- 
round -sound (same thing, different 
name), perhaps a 4- channel market of 
considerable dimension would have 
been a logical outgrowth. 

Three competing systems 
instead, the public was to be socked 

over the head by three new competing 
4- channel systems, each claiming supe- 
riority over the others, and none really 
developed at its introduction for mass - 
market appeal. In actual fact, there 
were some five or six 4- channel sys- 
tems proposed by engineers: only 
three, QS, SQ and CD -4 had the back- 
ing of "industrial giants" and the finan- 
cial resources that went with the likes 
of Sansui, Panasonic -JVC and CBS - 
Sony. 

Matrix 4- channel 
Both SQ and QS 4- channel both suf- 

fered the same problem, that of early 
introduction. Both use phase encoding 
of the rear channels into a compatible 
stereo program. A decoder unscram- 
bles the signal into front and rear 
components. (This is not the place to 
get involved with specifics such as 
which provides the better reproduction, 
or phantom mono for AM broadcast- 
ing.) Both systems initially depended 
very heavily on psycho- acoustic effects 
to create a surround -sound: the speak- 
ers had to be in precise relationship to 
the listener, and the listener lost per- 
spective if he moved from a centralized 
listening location. The home. unfor- 
tunately, rarely provides for optimized 
speaker placement or listening location 
(would you necessarily sit on a chair 
in the middle of your living room when 
there's a comfortable chair only a few 
feet away ?). 

After the first rush of enthusiasm by 
audiophiles in the avant garde, who are 
the first to try anything new, 4- channel 
remained little more than a curiosity. 
There was little software (records) 
specially made for 4- channel, and few 

(continued on page 102) 

That's right! WESTON makes its entire 66D VOM series "Drop- Proofed ". Dropped 
from any height up to five feet, they will still work -and accurately, too. They're 
engineered that way. In fact, every one of them comes with a written warranty. 

All meters in the WESTON 660 series are 7"H x 5 "W x 21/4"D. Weight is less than 
2 lbs. including furnished batteries. Models 660, 661, 662, and 663 have a sensitivity 
of 20,000 ohms /volt DC, 5,000 ohms /volt AC. The 660 and 662 are accurate to 2% 
DC (1.5% on 50 ua range) and 3% AC. The others, both of which have overload 
relays, are accurate to 1% DC, 2% AC. 

Model 666, the top of the line, has an accuracy of 2% DC volts, 3% AC volts, 3% 
DC current and 4% AC current. Sensitivity: 10 Megohm DC, 10 Megohm (100 pfd) 
AC, and a current circuit drop of 100 millivolts. Measurement capability: DC milli- 
volts (2 ranges) 0 -300, DC volts (7) 0 -1000, AC millivolts (2) 0 -300, AC volts (7), 
0 -1000, DC microamps (3) 0 -100, AC milliamps (3) 0 -30, ohms (7 normal and 7 low 
power ranges) with Rx1 to Rx1 Meg, and 9 dB scales -40 to +62. 

The single range switch, jacks, and meter face are recessed flush with the high - 
impact type plastic case for protection. The ruggedized meter movement is diode - 
protected. Recalibration and fuse replacement can be done externally. 

The WESTON "Drop- Proofed" 660 VOM series is easy to use...hard to hurt... 
and easy to get, either from your local WESTON distributor, or by mail. Use the 
coupon below with your Master Charge,BarkAmericard, check or money order. Even 
if you have someone else's voltohmmete °, you still need a WESTON VOM ... in 
case you drop the other one. 

Please send me the WESTON 660 VOM "Drop- Proofed" champ 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

Model 660 
Price $79.00 I 

661 662 663 666 
$91.00 $122.50 $135.00 $164.00 

Quantity ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Add $2.00 for handling charge. (New Jersey residents add 5% sales tax to cost of unit.) 
Total amount of purchase $ 

PLEASE CHECK ONE MASTER CHARGE BANK AMERICARD 

I I 

INTERBANK NO. EXP. DATE 
MONTH YEAR 

Payment by check Payment by money order Offer effective through Mar., 1976 

Signature 

WESTON INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
614 FRELINGHUVSEN AVENUE. NEWARK. N. J. 07114 

Schlumberger 

Circle 23 on reader service card 
77 
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R -E TESTS HEATH MODULUS 
(continued from page 37) 

stages operate in Class AB, and signals 
from them are direct coupled to the 
speaker switches. 

A power dissipation limiting circuit 
consisting of two transistors (one for each 
half -cycle of output conduction) and as- 
sociated components protects the amplifier 
circuitry. Under normal operation, each 
of these transistors is turned off. If the 
amplifier's output should become shorted, 
the emitter of the protection trannsistor is 
grounded while its base is driven positive. 
Once the transistor starts to conduct, the 
audio signal fro i the second amplifying 
stage is coupled to ground and the output 
power from the amplifier is limited to a 
safe value. 

The power transformer of the AA- 
1506, in conjunction with a full -wave 
bridge rectifier and a pair of 6000 -SF 
capacitors, supplies ± 46 volts DC to the 
output stage pairs. This voltage is further 
filtered by appropriate R -C networks to 
supply voltages to other low -level signal 
stages. Another secondary winding on the 
power transformer supplies I I volts AC 
for the pilot lamp and the built -in test 
meter circuit. 

Amplifier performance 
measurements 

The lab measurements of the AA -1506 
is listed in Table I. It is obvious that Heath 
has applied very conservative ratings to 
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Bugbooks are dedi- 
cated to the proposition 
that all men should be elec- 
tronically independent and creative . . . that you 
should be able to conceive and execute your own 
circuit designs. 
Bugbook III focuses on microprocessor system design, 
using an 8080 based system for microcomputer inter- 
facing Typical subjects: microcomputer programming 
and I /O; breadboarding the Micro- DesignerTM; clock 
cycles and timing loops; and more. 
All practical. All clear In 592 pages, with a glossary of 
200 microcomputer terms. And, most important of all, 
60 self- teaching experiments designed to make you in- 
dependent and creative. 
Strike a blow for independence - your independence. 
Bugbook III is available now for $14.95 from the people 
who are revolutionizing the way digital electronics 
is learned. Send your check or money order today. 

r ¡ ° E &L INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
1 I 61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418 

Telephone (203) 735 -8774 

Circle 24 on reader service card 

For 

faster 
service 

USE 
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on 

all 

mail 

this amplifier since, at mid -band frequen- 
cies, the unit delivered over 73 watts per 
channel as opposed to 60 watts claimed. 
All measurements were made after pre- 
conditioning the amplifier by driving it to 
one -third of its rated output (20 watts per 
channel for one hour). Even at the audio 
frequency extremes, power output ex- 
ceeded published ratings. Backing off the 
rated output, total harmonic distortion at 
I kHz measured only 0.035% while IM 
at 60 watts per channel output (both 
channels driven) was a low 0.089 %. 
(Harmonic distortion content at 0.1% 
THD is shown in Fig. 6.) 

Although Heath Company provides no 
published ratings for 4 -ohm operation of 
the amplifier, we decided to measure 
power output capability (for rated THD 
of 0.1% ) using 4 -ohm loads. As was to 
be expected, power output was consider- 
ably higher, though we did note that sus- 
tained steady -state operation under these 
test conditions (a situation that would 
never be encountered under actual musi- 
cal listening conditions) caused a gradual 
increase in total harmonic distortion 
readings after a few minutes. 

Additional measurements, not shown in 
our summary, included input sensitivity, 
which was 1.3 volts (as opposed to 1.5 
volts claimed) for full -rated output and 
a hum -and -noise level of 98 -dB referenced 
to 60 -watts output. 

An overall product analysis is listed in 
Table II, along with our summary com- 
ments concerning this well designed 
amplifier. Like its matching tuner /control- 
center module, the AA -1506 is not avail- 
able in wired form (some Heath prod- 
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CYou don't have to buy a new car to get an electronic ignition.) 

ucts are). When we asked the people at 
Heath why this was so (not everyone is 
brave enough to build an amplifier from 
a kit, though certainly more people could 
complete the job successfully than you 
might think), they had some very valid 
reasons. Chief among these is the fact that 
the AA -1506 and other products in the 
new "Modulus" line was designed with 
the do- it- yourself builder in mind. It is one 
thing to assemble a single kit in a few 
evenings time, and quite another to run an 
assembly line to mass produce a product. 
Each requires a different design approach 
for best efficiency and ease of assembly 
and wiring. 

Clearly, the AA -1506 was "meant to be 
a kit" -and a very good one at that. R -E 

Most of you know the evaluation of automotive electrical sys- 
tems . . . an evaluation characterized only occasionally by 
efficiency ano performance. I know that, and that's why I use 
the Delta Mark Ten B CDI on all my cars, new and old. And 
believe me, you don't have to have a new car to appreciate 
the best electronic ignition available today. Study these fea- 
tures and you'll know what I mean. 
1. Mark Ten and Mark Ten B Capacitive Discharge Ignition 
Systems are manufactured by Delta Products, Inc., a company 
with a conscience, and with a proven record of reliability both 
in product and in customer relations. 
2. The Mark Fen CDI's really do save money by eliminating 
the need for 2 out of 3 tune -ups. Figure it out for yourself. The 
first tune -up or two saved pays for the unit, the rest is money 
in your pocket No bunk! 
3. Because the Mark Ten CDI's keep 
your car in better tune, you actually 
can save on expensive gasoline. 
4. With a Mark Ten, spark plugs stay 
clean and las- longer ... fouling is 
virtually eliminated. 
No matter what kind of car you drive, it too can use a Delta 
quality lift. 

I want to know more about Mark Ten B Col's. Send me complete 
no- nonsense information on how they can improve the performance 
of my car. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

VI IELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1147, Dept. RE, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 
303- 242 -9000 

L 

Mark Ten B, Standard Mark Ten, 
assembled . $64.95 ppd assembled $49.95 ppd 

Mark Ten B, kit $49.95 ppd Deltakit ©. S34.95 ppd 
Circle 26 on reader service card 
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A NEW DIMENSION 
has been 
added to 

professiona 
color TV 
servicing 

The 
new 

Chroma -Line 
COLOR -PATTERN 
GENERATOR 

For Faster, Easier 
Color TV Servicing 

r model 
CH. 3s 
VIDEO CH [23.52 

SOUND ¡ I.F. 

(4.5 MHz) 45.75 MHz) 

POWER 

OFF © ON 

0120 
SIMPSON ELECILLIC COMPANY ELGIN, ILLINOIS B 

16 "touch command" patterns instantly 
available in a 4 x 4 pushbutton matrix 
3 VHF channels: 3, 4 and 7, channels 3 and 4 

fully crystal controlled 
2 UHF channels: 23 and 52 

IF Output: 45.75 MHz 

Composite Video Output: Sync, pattern 
and sound 
Built -in cable storage compartment 

MODEL 432 Complete with two cable 
assemblies, for Coax and 3008 inputs, and 
Operator's Manual $185. 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM ELECTRONIC PART DISTRIBUTORS 

This new Simpson model is an all solid -state 
instrument incorporating the latest digital 
LSI and SSI technology for maximized 
color -pattern stability and reliability. Today's 
professional TV technicians will appreciate 
its many extra features and performance 
characteristics. 

Sound Output: 4.5 MHz carrier, unmodulated 
and 1000 Hz FM modulated 
Adjustable RF, IF and Video signal level 
75 Coax and 300 9- Balun Outputs 
Red, Blue and Green gun killers 
Transformer- isolated, line powered, for 
instant -ready use 

FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS, WRITE FOR BULLETIN T829 

411 !-A /.,ill 
INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120 
(312) 697 -2260 Telex: 72 -2416 Cable: SIMELCO 

Circle 86 on reader service card 

KAT INDUSTRIES 

INUUST RIAS 
EQUIPMENT 

GROUP 
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ALL ABOUT PROBES 
Part 111 

Test leads, transmission lines, connectors and probes are as 
much a part of a measurement system as the test equipment itself. 
This month we will discuss passive probes and accessories. 

CHARLES GILMORE* 

LAST MONTH, WE DISCUSSED THE DIFFER - 
ent types of connectors and coaxial cables 
used in measurement systems. 

This third and concluding part of this 
article discusses passive probes, adaptors 
and accessories. 

Passive probes 
The low- capacitance or passive probe 

first gained its popularity with the oscillo- 
scope. Its popularity in the low -cost area 
of instrumentation has only been recent, 
as the cost of this probe for what it could 
offer was rather high. With the price of 
this handy accessory substantially reduced 
and the sophistication of the measurements 
being made on the home experimenter's 
bench and service bench increasing every 
day, the need for the passive probe has 
grown. It was recently noticed that the 
passive probe is a great adjunct to the 
digital frequency counter. as well as the 
oscilloscope. Both of these instruments 
have input impedance of I megohm resis- 
tances paralleled by 20 to 40 pF. Both in- 
struments usually have BNC connectors on 
their inputs. Both are often involved in 
in- circuit high- frequency measurements 
that will not tolerate the high capacitive 
loading of the simple shielded cable which 
has been used in the past. 

Specifications for the x 10 (or other 
multiple) passive probes include the multi- 
plication factor; the circuit load capac- 
itance and resistance the probe will show 
when working into an instrument with a 
specified input resistance and capacitance: 
and the range of input capacitance the in- 
strument may have and still achieve com- 
pensation. The range of acceptable instru- 
ment input capacitance will usuallly lie be- 
tween 20 and 40 pF. Other specifications 
include the maximum working voltage 
(peak AC plus DC), the cable length 
(probe input capacitance will vary with 
cable length), and the probe rise time. 

Accessories available for this type of 
probe are important, as they add consid- 
erably to the ease of connection to the cir- 
cuit under test. Probes having spring 
loaded tips for grabbing circuit compo- 
nents should also have a replaceable tip, 
as these parts are often worn by use or 
damaged by contact with a hot soldering 
iron. 

The passive probe is one of the few 
probes that has operating adjustments. As 

'Design Engineer Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, Mich. 

was noted in the theoretical discussion, a 
variable capacitor is usually provided so 
the probe may be adjusted (compensated) 
to make the capacitive ratio exactly equal 
to the resistive ratio. As the input capaci- 
tance of various instruments varies from 
one instrument to another (even between 
units of the same model), compensation 
must be made every time the probe is 
moved from one instrument to another, 
and often when the probe is moved from 
one input to another on the same instru- 
ment. Compensation of the probe is only 
important when the user desires to use the 
probe in an application where amplitude 
measurements are being made. 

To compensate the probe. it must be 
connected to a square -wave sou ce. A 
satisfactory source has a freque, y about 
I kHz and risetimes of a few microseconds 
or better. The variable capacitor is ad- 
justed until a square wave with good sharp 
edges is obtained without overshoot (see 
Fig. 13). 

The X 1 oscilloscope probe is used in 
measurement situations where input re- 
sistance and capacitance are not serious 
problems and where the full sensitivity of 
an instrument as well as the convenience 

a 

b 

c 

FIG. 13- ADJUSTING THE PASSIVE PROBE 
with a square wave. With the trimmer capaci- 
tance set too low, probe shows overshoot 
(a). Proper compensation of the passive 
probe (b). Trimmer capacitance set too high, 
probe shows poor high- frequency response 
(c). 

of the probe mechanics are important. 
Usually the X 1 probe is designed so the 
load capacitance it presents to the circuit 
under test is less than that presented by a 
simple shielded cable made with coaxial 
cable. Specifications for this probe will 
give the maximum operation voltage for 
the probe and the capacitance this probe 
will contribute to the circuit. The voltage 
rating of the probe will be given as a DC 
plus peak AC. On the better units, the 
risetìme of the probe will be specified 
with the probe connected to an oscillo- 
scope of given input resistance and shunt 
capacitance. The series resistance of the 
probe center conductor may also be given. 

Low -cost versions of these probes have 
been available for a number of years. 
Most of these probes offer minimal com- 
pensation, limited accuracy of attenuation, 
and most important, they generally do 
not offer any mechanical sophistication 
in making the connections to the circuit. 
It is this mechanical sophistication that is 
of value to the user. With today's circuits 
employing many integrated circuit pack- 
ages, tight foils, custom modules, and 
transistors in very small packages mounted 
close to the circuit board, any assistance in 
making mechanical connections to pins 
and foil is of great value. 

There are some probes that offer the X I 

and ><10 feature in one unit. A switch se- 
lects between the two modes of operation. 
Generally speaking, these probes also fall 
in the classification of the low -cost probes. 
Considering the investment in the oscillo- 
scope or the frequency counter, there is 
little justification in saving a few dollars 
on the probe. The frustration avoided by 
spending this twenty dollars or so is well 
worth the money. 

RF probes usually have a specification 
indicating the frequency response or ac- 
curacy vs. frequency. Accuracies are usu- 
ally specified in dB. Most probes have an 
upper limit from 100 to 300 MHz. The 
minimum input voltage level required to 
cause linear diode conduction is usually 
specified, starting near 0.2 to 0.3 volts for 
the germanium or Shottky diode. Most 
diodes used in this service have a reverse 
breakdown voltage around 30 volts. If 
greater potentials are to be measured, a 
number of diodes must be placed in series. 
A series of diodes cause the minimum 
voltage specification to increase by 0.3 
volt or more per diode. 

Demodulator probes fall into two cate- 
(continued on page 96) 
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Engineers 
design 

electronic 

circuits 

so can 
you! 

Only CREI offers you a choice 
of 18 home study programs 

in electronics with circuit design, 
plus special arrangements 

for engineering degrees 

Advanced Electronics 

Circuit design is perhaps the one qualifi- 
cation that distinguishes advanced 
technical personnel and engineers from 
the average electronics technician. 

If you can design electronic circuits, 
you can more readily understand the 
circuitry of all types of electronic equip- 
ment. Thus you can more easily handle 
the repair and maintenance of such 
equipment, as well as assist in the devel- 
opment of new electronic systems. 

The ability to design electronic cir- 
cuits to solve practical engineering prob- 
lems is one of the most valuable skills 
you can possess. Those with this ability 
are sought after and command posi- 
tions of far greater responsibility, pres- 
tige and pay than the average techni- 
cian. 

If you are going to have a worthwhile 
career in the field of electronics, the 
ability to design circuits is a skill you 
will want to acquire. 

Circuit design in 
all CREI programs 
CREI covers circuit design in its home 
study programs in electronics. This is 
one of the factors that makes CREI 
training different from most other home 
study schools. CREI programs, of 
course, are college level -the same level 
of training you will find in any college 
or university offering programs in elec- 
tronic engineering technology. 

CREI training, however, is designed 
for home study. The programs give you 
effective, step -by -step training to help 
you move up in your career in elec- 
tronics by using your spare time for 
technical self improvement. 

Unique Design Lab 
CREI gives you both theory and prac- 
tical experience in circuit design with its 
Electronic Design Laboratory Program. 
The professional equipment included in 
this program allows you to construct, 
test out and correct the circuits you de- 
sign until you have an effective circuit. 

This Lab Program helps you under- 
stand advanced electronics. It also gives 
you practical experience in many other 
important areas of electronics, as in 
prototype construction, breadboarding, 
test and measurement procedures, cir- 
cuit operation and behavior, characteris- 
tics of electronic components and how 
to apply integrated circuits. 
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Career Training at Home 

Only CREI offers this unique Lab 
Program. It is a complete college lab 
and, we believe, better than you will 
find in most colleges. The "Lab" is one 
of the factors that makes CREI training 
interesting and effective. And the pro- 
fessional equipment in this program be- 
comes yours to keep and use throughout 
your professional career after you com- 
plete the training. 

Engineering Degree 
CREI offers you special arrangements 
for earning engineering degrees at cer- 
tain colleges and universities as part of 
your home study training program. An 
important advantage in these arrange- 
ments is that you can continue your full 
time job while "going to college" with 
CREI. This also means you can apply 
your CREI training in your work and 
get practical experience to qualify for 
career adVancement. 

Wide Program Choice 
CREI gives you a choice of specializa- 
tion in 14 areas of electronics. You can 
select exactly the area of electronics 
best for your career field. You can spe- 
cialize in such areas as computer elec- 
tronics, communications engineering, 
microwave, CATV, television (broad- 
cast) engineering and many other areas 
of modern electronics. 

FREE Book 
In the brief space here, there isn't room 
to give you all of the facts about CREI 
college- level, home study programs in 
electronics. So we invite you to send 
for our free catalog (if you are qualified 
to take a CREI program). The catalog 
has over 80, fully illustrated pages de- 
scribing your opportunities in advanced 
electronics and the details of CREI 
home study programs. 

Qualifications 
You may be eligible to take a CREI 
college -level program in electronics if 
you are a high school graduate (or the 
true equivalent) and have previous 
training or experience in electronics. 
Program arrangements are available 
depending upon whether you have ex- 
tensive or minimum experience in 
electronics. 

Send for this FREE Book 
describing your opportunities 
and CREI college -level 
programs in electronics 

Mail card or write describing qualifications to 

0H01 
CAPITOL 
RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE 

McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

GI Bill 
CREI programs 
are approved 
for training of 
veterans and 
servicemen under 
the G.I. Bill. 
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MATHEMATICS 

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS 

ELECTRONICS 

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS 
These unusual courses are the result of 

many years of study and thought by the 
President of Indiana Home Study, who 
has personally lectured in the classroom 
to thousands of men, from all walks of 
life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to 
appreciate them! 

NOW you can master mathematics 
and electronics and actually enjoy doing 
it! 

WE ARE THIS SURE: -you order 
your lessons on a money -back guarantee. 

In plain language, if you aren't satis- 
fied you don't pay, and there are no 
strings attached. 

Write today for more information and 
your outline of courses. 

You have nothing to lose, and every- 
thing to gain! 

The INDIANA 
HOME STUDY INSTITUTE 

P.O. BOX 1189 
PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401 

Circle 28 on reader service card 

free catalog 

244 PAGE 

RADIO, TV & 

ELECTRONICS 

CATALOG 

Your buying guide for Everything in 
Electronics ... Stereo, Hi -Fi, TV's, Ra- 
dios. Tape Recorders, CB, Kits, Tools, 
Books and Electronic Parts. 

burstein - applebee 
DEPT. RE -3 3199 MERCIER ST. 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 64111 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

`STATE 
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new products 

More information on new products is available from the 
manufacturers of items identified by a Reader Service num- 
ber. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover. 

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD KIT. The Proto- 
Board 6, can be assembled in minutes and 
offers six 14 -pin DIP IC capacity for basic 
breadboarding, testing and building applica- 
tions. It includes one QT -47S solderless 
breadboarding socket, two QT -47B Bus 
Strips, four 5 -way binding posts, a metal 
ground and base plate, rubber feet, all nuts, 
bolts and screws, plus complete easy -as- 
sembly instructions. 

The PB -6 lets the user test and build cir- 
cuits without soldering or patch cords; all 
interconnections between components are 
made with common No. 22 AWG hook -up 
wire. The kit includes 630 component tie 
points. 

It measures 6 in. long by 4 in. wide. $15.95 
-Continental Specialties Corp., 44 Kendall 
Street, New Haven, CT. 06509 or 351 Cali- 
fornia St., San Francisco, CA 94104. 

Circle 34 on reader service card 

QUAD MULTIPLEXER, MODE 4, is a compact 
accessory instrument that permits display of 
up to four simultaneous analog and /or digital 
signals on any signal- or dual -channel oscil- 
loscope. Modification of the scope is not re- 
quired. The instrument was developed and 
marketed so that four -channel scope capa- 
bility will cost less than the single -channel 
scope still found on so many benches despite 
the frustrating handicap that one- or two- 

channels impose upon the users. 
Incorporating the latest in linear and digital 

IC's, MODE 4 employs user -selected parallel 
or serial multiplex modes to produce opti- 
mum display continuity, clarity, stability, and 
retention of realtime relationships between 
displayed channels. The four inputs may have 
widely differing amplitudes as a result of in- 
dividual channel gains of X .01 to X 100 in 
decade steps. 

Digital signals are processed as analog 
waveforms. Precise waveform reproduction 
permits identification and correction of such 
circuit malfunctions as marginal rise and 
falltimes, switching "bounce ", ringing, false 
triggering, and excessive noise. When used 
for displaying digital signals, MODE 4 is com- 
patible with all modern logic families, includ- 
ing TTL and CMOS. Dimensions; 3" H X 8" 
W X 5" D. Price; $189.00. -Basix, 1067 
Seneca Street, Bethlehem, PA 18015. 

Circle 35 on reader service card 

ANTENNA PREAMP /AMPLIFIER, a new com- 
bination UHF /VHF preamplifier and amplifier, 
the Powercaster model 4287 -PC, combines a 
Jerrold mast -mounted Powermate preampli- 
fier with a Colorcaster indoor amplifier. The 
result is exceptionally high gain and high out- 
put capability. 

The Powercaster is expected to be especi- 
ally popular in fringe areas, for use with 
multiple -set installations in homes, apartment 
houses, hotels and motels. VHF gain is 30 dB, 

UHF gain is 25 dB and FM gain is 18 dB. 
Output capability is +40 dBmV for each of 
four VHF channels and 37.5 dBMV for each 
of three UHF channels. 

Input of the mast or boom -mounted pre - 
amp is matched to 300 -ohm antennas. Down - 
lead and output impedance are 75 ohms. A 
built -in 12 -dB FM tunable trap can be used 
to eliminate interference from a local FM 
station. 

For reception in deep fringe areas, noise 
figure of the 4287 -PC is very low, 6 dB at 
VHF and 8 dB at UHF. $97.50. -Jerrold Elec- 
tronics, 200 Witmer Rd., Horsham, PA 19044. 

Circle 36 on reader service card 

PRECISION ELECTRONIC PLIERS. The nine 
new models are designed and engineered 
for electronic assembly and servicing. They 
are forged and machined from top -grade tool 
steel. Cutting edges are induction hardened 
and hand -honed for maximum accuracy and 
reliability. Pliers for pulling and twisting ap- 
plications feature two -way, cross -checked 
serrated jaws. Comfortable turquoise plastic 
insulating grips and handle opening coil 
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springs assure quicker less fatiguing opera- 
tion. 

The electronic pliers provide all of the 
basic requirements needed for close pre- 
cision work. The nine models include diag- 
onal and long -reach cutting pliers plus bent - 
nose, chain -nose, round -nose and flat -nose 

pliers for pulling, twisting, looping, etc. Diag- 
onal cutting pliers are available in 4- and 5- 
in. sizes with choice of flush or hairline cut- 
ting edges and pointed or rounded nose. The 
5 -in. long -reach plier features a serrated tip 
ahead of the cutting edge. Chain -nose and 
round nose pliers, both 4 -in. length, are ideal 
for looping, twisting and forming wire as is 
the 5 -in. bent nose model. The 5 -in. flat -nose 
plier, with serrated tip, is the ideal choice 
for pulling, holding and clamping require- 
ments. -Vaco Products, 510 N. Dearborn St., 
Chicago, IL 60610. 

Circle 37 on reader service card 

EARLY WARNING SMOKE DETECTOR, The 
B6 solid -state ionization smoke detector 
should be of special interest to apartment 
managers, homeowners, warehouse owners 
and office tenants. 

A single unit can protect your entire house 
(a minimum of 900 sq. ft.). It has a solid -state 
lamp to indicate proper operation. The B6 
detects the earliest fire indications long be- 
fore visible smoke, flames and elevated tem- 

rtlr)1) / 

peratures can be detected by other devices. 
The attention- getting alarm (110 decibels) is 
enough to waken heavy sleepers through 
closed bedroom doors. 

Approved by FHA, UBC, BOCA, and ICBO, 
this unit meets NFPA standards and is also 
listed by Underwriters Laboratories. Weigh- 
ing 13 oz., being only 7 in. in diameter and 
using 120 VAC house current permits quick 
installation in hallways, living rooms or in 
furnace rooms where smoke from fires is 
likely to collect. $69.50- Mountain West 
Alarm Supply Co., 4215 North 16th St., 
Phoenix, AZ 85016. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 

Announcing!! The world's most advanced, 
low cost, computer system available today!! 

The MICRO- SPHERE 200 

y,1{tO5iN121 

iiti,,,,`'1 
k1*^1' 

SPECIAL FEATURES: 
Completely Assembled and Tested (Ready to use; not a kit.) 
4k RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 8k) 
CASSETTE LOADER 
Sphere Cassette Operating System (SCOS) 
supports file handling and Advanced Program 
Development, System, an aid for developing your 
programs. 

16 Line by 21 Character Alpha Numeric Character 
Generator (128 by 128 B & W Dot Matrix Graphic System 

Monte Carlo Games Package 
Operators Manual 
Attractive Mar- Res ̀ stant Plastic Case 

SPHERE 
CORPORATION 
791 South 500 West Dept. 130 (801) 292 -8466 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 

Circle 27 on reader service card 

WE MAKEBÌT ËASY 
FOR YOU TO SERVICE 

AUDIO EQUIPMEMT 
for as low as S139.95 

LAY -190 
WIDE BAND 
AUDIO 
ANALYZER 
It's a 3 in 1 Audio 
generator, 
Attenuator & AC 
mVmeter! Has 6 
or 6000; dual 
imped. net.; 10Hz 
-1 MHz freq. 
range (5 steps) in 
audio gen. 
section. Adj. 
output is2.5Vrms 
into600ft. Harm, 
distort. is 0.3%. 
A ttenuator I cont. 
variable with 
1501AV to 500V 
AC mVmeter. 
With 
Accessories... 
$499.95 

ra. 
BM" Nit glow 

LOM -170 
AUDIO CIRCUIT 
DISTORTION 
METER 
Measures dist'n 
to 0.01%; S/N 
ratio to 70dB; 
signal levels from 
10011V to 300V! 
Has high gain 
amp. effective to 
200KHz; 
suppresses 
fundam't'l freq's 
from 20Hz to 
20KHz. Also 
useful as a pre - 
amp in low level 
circuits. Has 
scope terminal 
connect. 
Excellent Buy 
$549.95 

LEADER 
Instruments Corp. 

LAG -26 
LOW DISTORT. 
SINE /SQUARE 
WAVE 
GENERATOR 
Tests audio & 
supersonic freq. 
ranges! Has low 
dist'n sine wave 
& fast rise 
0.511 sec. sq. 
wave for brans. 
resp. tests. Also 
used for n od'n & 
dist. tests Sync's 
signals from ext'I 
source; 200KHz 
freq. range, 4 
bands; 6000 
output imped. 
A Real Value ... 
$139.95 

"Put Us To The Test" 
151 Dupont Street Plrinvlew. N.Y. 11803 (516) 822 -9300 

In Canada, Omnitronix Ltd., Quebec 
Circle 29 on reader service card 

LAG -120 
SINE /SQUARE 
WAVE AUDIO 
GENERATOR 
Tests the most 
sensitive Hi -Fi! 
Generates sine & 
sq. waves from 
10Hz to 1 MHz 
with easy push- 
button freq. 
range switch'g. 
Solid State 
circuit keeps dist. 
to0.1 %. Has 
built -in trigger 
term; switch 
controlled Freq. 
ranges; & up to 
20dB attenuation 
Portable... 
$219.95 

t !..- i 
LAG -125 
LOW DISTORT. 
AUDIO 
GENERATOR 
For Hi -Fi, amps. 
speakers, filter 
nets., etc. Gives 
clean, sharp sq. 
waves to tugger 
pulse gens. & 
test trans. resp. 
Offers burst type 
signals for 
speakers. Has 
dB /V dual scale 
output meter; 
push but. freq. 
range select w/ 
sync. from ext' I 

source. 10Hz - 
1 KHz range flat 
output. 0.03% 
distortion. 
W/Accessories .. . 

$499.95 
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DUAL TRACE 10 -MHz TRIGGERED SCOPE, 
model 1471, has 18 calibrated sweep ranges 
from 1 is cm to 0.5 sec /cm, and sweeps to 
200 ns /cm. The scope will display charac- 
ters directly from TTL drives, and is suitable 
for logic and digital design; and for trouble- 
shooting phase -lock loops, DMM's, synthe- 
sizers, counters, and calculators. 

Vertical sensitivity is 0.01 V /cm to 20 V /cm 
±5% in eleven ranges. Calibration accuracy 
is maintained over line variations from 105 
VAC to 130 VAC. Risetime is rated at 35 ns. 

Automatic triggering is obtained on wave- 
forms with as little as 1 -cm deflection at 10 
MHz. Dual -trace mode shifts automatically 
between CHOP and ALTERNATE as sweep - 
time is changed. 

TTL -compatible intensity modulation Z- 
axis input enables the model 1471 to be used 
in character display systems, and for time 
and frequency markers. The input is 5 VP -P 
nominal. Other features include a built -in 
calibration voltage, line- frequency 1 VP -P 
squarewave and a 470,000 ohm nominal input 
impedance. 

The scope weighs 19.6 lbs and measures 

97/s W X 16V8 D X 77/8 H. Two PR -20B 
probes (not supplied) are required. Power 
consumption is 20 watts. Suggested retail 
price is $495. -B & K- Precision Div. of Dyna- 
scan Corp. 1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chi- 
cago, IL 60613. 

Circle 39 on reader service card 

DUAL -CHANNEL EQUALIZER. The model 17 

stereo equalizer features full octave equali- 
zation control of ten frequencies (per chan- 
nel). 

The model 17 corrects poor room acous- 
tics, compensates for improper speaker 
placement and improves sound quality in old 
or bad recordings. Reproduced sound can 
be enhanced by adjustment of the various 
frequency controls, giving the listener ex- 

actly the type and timbre of sound desired. 
This unit features long- throw, oil- damped, 
linear slide potentiometers for greater ac- 
curacy. Equalization bands can be adjusted 
over a 8 dB or ±16 -dB range for even 
greater flexibility. Less than 0.3% total har- 
monic and intermodulation distortion levels, 
a greater than -90dB noise level and suf- 
ficient signal to feed any amplifier system. 
Price; $300. -SAE, Scientific Audio Elec- 
tronics, 701 E. Macy St., Los Angeles, CA 
90014. R -E 

Circle 40 on reader service card 

"Our whole family 
helped assemble r 
this wonderful 
Schober Organ... 

now we all play it!' 
Talk about real family fun! We all 

worked together, for a few hours almost 
every day. Almost too soon, our Schober 
Organ was finished. Our keen -eyed daugh- 
ter sorted resistors. Mom soldered transis- 
tor sockets, although she'd never soldered 
anything before. And it did our hearts good 
to see the care with which our son -he's 
only 12- installed the transistors. Me? I was 
the quality control inspector -they let me 
do the final wiring. And when it came time 
to finish the beautiful walnut cabinet the 
easy Schober way, we all worked at it! 

Now, we gather around our Schober 
Organ every evening to play and sing to- 
gether. Some of us play better than the 
others, but were all learning -with the help 
of the easy Schober Organ playing courses. 
I might add that I'm especially pleased with 
all the money we saved. Our completed 
Schober Organ compares favorably with a 
"ready -made" one costing twice as much! 
(The five models range from $650 to $2850.) 
And we didn't even need to pay the whole 
amount all at once, because we were able 

to buy Schober Kits a component at a time, 
to spread costs out. Or we could have had 
two-year time payments! 

Families like ours have been building 
Schober Organs for 20 years. How about 
your family? You can have all the details, 
without cost or obligation. Just send the 
coupon for the fascinating Schober color 
catalog (or enclose $1 for a 12 -inch LP 
record that lets you hear as well as see 
Schober quality). Clip the coupon right 
now -and mail it TODAY! 

The lididejj Organ Corp., Dept. RE -148 
43 West 61st Street, New York. N.Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog 
Enclosed please find $100 for 12 -inch L P 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
ss 

Circle 30 on reader service card 

B &K- PRECISION 

Pays 
for itself 
in weeks! 

Has all the important features 
of more expensive 
restorer /analyzers. 

Power emission restoration system, 
restores better than 95% of tubes. 
Automatic timing prevents tube 
burn -out. 
Tests and restores each gun 
separately. 
Restores color and black and 
white tubes. 
Same basic test procedures 
used for all CRT's, including "in- 
line" and "signal -gun" types. 
Uses G -2 current test technique 
and measures only usable 
dynamic beam current. 
Removes shorts and leakage. 
Condition of tube displayed on 
large, multi -color scale meter for 
easy customer viewing. 
Supplied with 6 most popular 
tube adapters. 
Continuous update on adapters 
and CRT data ensures against 
tester obsolescence. 
In stock at your distributor. 

¡ 
PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60613, 312/525 -3990 

Circle 87 on reader service card 
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new lit 
All booklets, catalogs, charts, 
data sheets and other literature 
listed hee with a Reader Service 
number are free. Use the Reader 
Service Card inside the back 
cover. 

WHEEL & BELT FINDER, No. SBW -1, is a new 
measuring device that accurately determines 
the size of phonograph and tape wheels and 
belts. It provides the complete capability to 
measure all dimensions necessary to identify 
any wheel or belt, such as inside and outside 
circumferences, widths, thicknesses, diam- 
eters and cut lengths. 

It is a plastic coated slide -rule caliper -type 
device, which enables the user to quickly and 
accurately determine any dimension of the 
wheel or belt, using either the decimal or 
metric system. A clear vinyl protective dust 
cover is included. -EV -Game Inc., 186 Buffalo 
Avenue, Freeport, NY 11520. 

Circle 41 on reader service card 

AUDIO PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFES- 
SIONAL. 36 -page catalog features an exten- 
sive line of professional audio products. 
These include preamps, line amplifiers, 
power amplifiers, active equalizer, trans- 

formers, microphones and broadcast and 
studio accessories. Complete specifications, 
functional diagrams and applications are in- 
cluded. 

Also included are ten new modules that 
were designed to be used as audio console 
building blocks. These modules can be used 
singly or as part of a large audio system. 
They include high- and low- impedance micro- 
phone preamplifiers, an active equalizer 
module, high -gain line amplifier, and a power 
amplifier. -Sescom, Inc., P. O. Box 590, Gar- 
dena, CA 90247. 

Circle 42 on reader service card 

TEST INSTRUMENTS CATALOG, 75CBA, de- 
scribes the full line of Hickok portable and 
bench test instruments for service, industry 
and education. Products covered include 
single- and dual -trace oscilloscopes, a digital 
multimeter, function generator, curve tracer, 
tube testers, a CRT tester /rejuvenator and a 
sweep /marker alignment generator. Features, 
operating data and complete specifications 
are given for each unit. -Tom Hayden, Instru- 
mentation & Controls Div., Hickok Electrical 
Instrument Co., 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleve- 
land, OH 44108. 

Circle 43 on reader service card 

COMPUTER NEWSLETTER, Computer Notes, 
published monthly, presents the latest infor- 
mation by users of the Altair Computer Sys- 
tems. Tabloid newspaper sized publication 
runs as many as 24 pages and should be 
must reading to anyone interested in getting 
into microprocessors. For information on how 
you can get your own copies, write to -MITS 
Inc., 6328 Linn, N.E. Albuquerque, NM 87108. 

Circle 44 on reader service card 

SECURITY EQUIPMENT CATALOG A -76, is 
96 pages, offering more than 500 intrusion 
and fire alarm products. Equipment offered 

ranges from relatively simple kits with com- 
plete instructions to the latest ultrasonic ra- 
dar and infrared intrusion detectors. Major 
product categories include burglar systems, 
fire systems, fire and burglar detectors, con- 
trol instruments, remote controls, signalling 
devices, telephone dialers, lock specialties, 
tools, and books.- Mountain West Alarm Sup- 
ply, 4215 North 16 Street, Phoenix, AZ 85016. 

Circle 45 on reader service card 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CATALOG lists 
RCA's line of electronic instruments for use 
in electronic servicing, industrial mainte- 
nance, laboratories, schools and safety tests. 
It provides highlights on the features of 58 
instruments, detailed specifications, photos 
and applications information for each. Also 
included is an array of 89 accessory items 
(probes, cables, carrying cases, etc.) that 
can be used with these RCA instruments and 
similar instruments of other makes and mod- 
els. -RCA Distributor and Special Products 
Div., Cherry Hill Office, Camden, NJ 08101. 

Circle 46 on reader service card 

LOUDSPEAKER CATALOG '76 shows a vari- 
ety of speakers in many different types includ- 
ing coaxial, air suspension, public address, 
intercom miniatures, radio -TV replacements 
and universal replacement speakers. This 12- 
page catalogue is likely to contain a speaker 
for everyone of your speaker replacement 
requirements. -Quam- Nichols Co., Marquette 
Rd. & Prairie Ave., Chicago, IL 60637. 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

DYMEK NEWS, a four page newsletter that 
talks about the latest McKay products and 
developments. A great way to keep up on 
what's happening in radio equipment. - 
McKay Dymek, 675 North Park Avenue, Po- 
mona, CA 91766. R -E 

Circle 48 on reader service card 

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN 
4- ASSTD. PHILCO SWITCHES 259 

Li-PUSH -PUSH TYPE #TV2- 
3-4. & Sig. Sw. With knobs latest 
type 
POWER TRANSFORMER 
(PT-431-110V l'ri. -12V Sec. 
Used in many transistor 029 
Power supptys L 

COMPLETE CONVERGENCE 
ASSY. -Inc. Yoke. Board & 
Plug Conn. Adaptable 995 
to lost 90° sets _ J 

COLOR DELAY LINE -Used 169 
In most color sets 1 

Silicon NPN HV TRANSISTOR 
RCA -SK- 3021 -11ep -240 
ILCA -- S K- 3026 -H rp-2241 
Transistor Specials -Your Choice ni 
SK3006, SK3018, SK3020 100 
514312222, SK3124 

1 
Transistor Specials -Your Choice 198 
SK3009, SK3024, SK3040 

TACHOMETER 2' /a" S4. Panel 
Meter 1 -VDC, full scale 33 Ohm 200 
coil resistance 0 -6000 R.P.M. I- CASSETTE type dynamic Mike 299 
with universal plugs -200 Ohms -_ 

i Vu I" PANEL METER 129 
0 -20 db Scale 
100' GREY SPEAKER WIRE 200 

2 fond. mini zip, 101 uses 
WAHL- CORDLESS SOLDER 

IRON Complete with Auto 1195 
Charger-Fast geating- Compact 

1 
5 -Audio Output TRANSFORM 100 
Sub -min for Trans Radios 

5-I.F. Coil TRANSFORMERS 
1 
100 

450 -kc for Transistor Radios 
6" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER 159 
Top quality Special huy EA. 1 
10"- UNIVERSAL SPEAKER A95 
Targe Magnet -Top quality t 
8" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER- 299 
Large Magnet- Special Buy 

1 
3" UNIVERSAL TWEETER 129 
1 oz. Magnet 

I-1 
2'/ "x4" SPEAKER - Cf10 
Special Buy 10 for $5 EA. {1J 
4 "x6" "QUAM" 16 OHM SPK. 
Large magnet 
(10 1 

... special 
BUY 

179 
(10 for 

8" - HEAVY DUTY 10 OZ. A50 
SPEAKER Ceramic Type -8 Ohm Y 

Ceramic 
"Heavy Duty 10 oz. Speaker A50 

Ceramic Type ... 8 Ohm M 
3- ELECTROLYTIC CON- 200 
DENSERS. 100/80/20 MFD- 
300 Volta 

1 
6-Top Brand Silicon RECT. 100 
1 amp., 1000 PIV 

190 
ea. 

Test Equip. Special Discount Prices ® L7E/COL 

iSENCORE uP 
TRANSISTOR RADIO 
asst type good. bad, broken, 150 
as -is, potluck l 

TAPE RECORDER 
assorted types good. bud A00 
broken, as -is, potluck 
200 ASST.'/ W RESISTORS 
Top Brands, Short Leads, 100 
Excellent Selection - 

75 -ASST ';á WATT RESISTORS 100 
stand, choice ohmages, same in 5 "0 1 

100- ASST '' /a WATT RESISTORS 100 
stand, choice ohmages, some in 5% 1 

70 -ASST I WATT RESISTORS 100 
stand. choice ohmages. some in 5% L 

35 -A 2e Wh RESISTORS 
m 

100 
stand, 

SST 
ic choe omages, 

ATT 
soe in 5% 

50- PESN SSO 
asst. lisRt -prCI icIOe $50 

RE 
less 

I 

98T% 

RS 
1 

00 

20- ASSORTED WIREWOUND 100 
RESISTORS, 5, 10. 20 watt 1 
250 -ASST SOLDERING LUGS 100 
best types and sizes 1 
250 -ASST WOOD SCREWS 100 
finest popular selection ..... 
250 -Asst Self Tapping SCREWS 100 
#6, #8, etc. 1 

100 -ASST 6/32 SCREWS 1°0 
and 100 -6/32 HEX NUTS 1 

100 -ASST 8/32 SCREWS 100 
and 100 -8/32 HEX NUTS 

100 -ASST 2/56 SCREWS 100 
and 100 -2/56 HEX NUTS 1 

LA 
100-ASST 4/40 SCREWS 100 
and 100 -4/40 HEX NUTS 

AoSST5/%414 
04HEX NUTS 

100 

400 -ASSORTED RIVETS 100 
most useful selected sizes 

100 -ASST RUBBER BUMPERS 100 
for cabinet bottoms -other uses _ 1 

1--1 
100 - 10 Asst RUBBER GROMMETS ° 
best sizes 1 
1- KENW00D TWEETER A79 
Special 51111 -I" Round T 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ... Scientific light packing for safe delivery at minimum cost. 
HANDY WAY TO ORDER ... Send check or money order, add extra for shipping. Lists of new offers will be returned in your order. 
Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: f CHECK POSTAGE STAMPS MERCHANDISE four 

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER 
L 
e120 

TRANSISTOR Equiv. IIEI' 711' 
List price $10.00 

2-SILICON tN NPN TRANSISTOR 100 

I- SILICON NPN TRANSISTOR 100 
(SK23:34 -11E1' 050041 list $1.21) 
5- ZENIER DIODE 100 
IN1737 -.t 1 Watt 

5-9 L 1 
Excellent 

VO 
for 
T MOTORS 

hobbyist 1 
00 

I5- DIPPED MYLAR CAP. 00 
.01 -000V 1 

15- DIPPED MYLAR CAP. 100 
I-1.033-600V 1 

I5- DIPPED MYLAR CAP. 
L-1.0033-10001/ L-1.0033-10001/ 1 

00 

I5- DIPPED MYLAR CAP. 100 
.047-400V 1 

.5110 -I5-5 

Mol400V ded Tubular Capacitors 100 

I5- DIPPED MYLER Condenses 100 
.0039 400V 1 25- ASSORTED TRANSISTORS 100 
big factory scoop -sold as -is 2- ELECTROLYTIC COND 100 
1°0 mfd. -25Y 1 2CTO C- 1 
ERS 
-ELE 

80 /]00 
R/GO LYTIC 

MFD --I60V 
ONDENS 

L 
00 

2- ELECTROLYTIC COND 
200/30/4- mfd -350V __ .. 10° 
óE d 5 

50 mad.N 775V -_ 
100 

2- ELECTROLYTIC COND 100 
40 mfd -500V, 40 mfd -400V 1 
8-MINI PILOT BULBS With 100 
8" Leads -6.3V 3051A (5000 Sirs) L 
8 -MINI PILOT BULBS With 12" 100 
Leads -6.3V, 15OMA (5000 Hrs.) J. 

10 -MINI ELECTROLYTIC Coud 100 
For Transistor & miniature work L 

LA For 
Quartz - Crystal 189 

For most color TV sets 3576.545 KC 1 
5 ASST GLOBAR VARISTOR 
Popular replacements for 100 
most COLOR TV _ 

COLOR -TV RECTIFIER -Used 195 

in most rnier sets-11500 kl 3 for - 4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS 100 
most useful assortment B 1 1 
4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS 149 

For Color TV 1 

1-1 
It - TV COLOR ALIGNMENT 279 
TOOLS Most popular U'p 

TV TWIN LEAD-IN 00 
300 ohm 500' -$7 100' -51.50, 50 1 
CO -AX CABLE RG59U (Blacki 69 

L-1250'-$10. 100'- $4.50, 50' 2 

1.-1 FORMER. 
110° FLYBACK TRANS - 995 

FORMER. For Blk. & Wht. seta 0 
-18KV -For all types TV's, inc. 
u81en1. .. 3 FOR 10.00 

110° TV DEFLECTION YOKE 95 
for all types TV's 10cl schematic "r 

"COMBINATION SPECIAL" C95 
RCA i 50 FLYBACK plus v 
liso DEFLECTION YOKE 

n190° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 295 
for all type TV's (Elk. & Wht.l 
70° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 200 
for all type TV's (1311r. & 1Vht.1 
70° TV DEFLECTION YOKE 200 
for all pipe TV's (141k. & Wht.) 

OLYMPIC & SHARP FLY- 
BACK l'art #3FT592 Equiv. 
Stancor #110-408 - 
'l'hordarson #FIy339 ... 

90° COLOR YOKE For all 
Rectangular 19 to 25" 795 
Color CRT's ._. 

200 

70 COLORE YOKE 595 
For all round color CRT's J 

1-1 FLYBACK 
NIVICO COLOR 

995 FLYBACK Part &A20411 -B 
WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER 399 

#476- V -015D0 1 Transistor _ 

WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER 00 ni WESTINGHOUSE 
Tube) 1 

UHF TUNER-Transistor Type 295 
Used ill all TV sets 

1-1 TOR 
UHF TUNER -TRANSIS- 

395 TOR TYPE Model 4;82X4 
ADMIRAL TV TUNER 
Model #94C303 -1 (21IA5 -4LJ8) 795 
Model #T94C441 -3 (Transistor) r 

WELLS GARDNER TUNER Fart 
795 #TA 120 -1 (4GS7 -2HAT Tubes) _. 

G.E. -TV TUNER (2GK5 -4LJ8) 95 
LA Model #EP 86x11 I 

1-1 Transistorized 
UHF /VHF TUNER [195 

Transistorized .7 
GE TV TUNER 
ET 868196, (644K5 -613.8 
UNIVERSAL TV Antenna Back of 299 
set mounting ... 5 section rods 

BLUE LATERAL Magnet Assy. 179 
Replacement for most color TV's L 
5 -10K -2 WATT BIAS POTS 100 
Used in solid stale application 1 

COLOR CONVERGENCE Assy. 949 
Universal type -good for most sets 
9 SPEAKER -7 WAY SELECTOR 10° 
SWITCH Wall Mount L 
7 TUBE AM -FM STEREO 1095 
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS. Com- 0 
pletely assembled -AS IS needs 
slight adjustment, 

LA For 
ELECTROLYTIC Cond 100 

For Transistor A miniature work 
Minimum Order $5.00 

choice) with advantage to customer 

595 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 529 Columbus Ave., New York N.Y. 10024 212674 5600 

Circle 61 on reader service card 89 
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Clever Kleps 
Test probes designed by your needs - Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Mops 10. Boathook clamp grips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 43/4" long. $1.39 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. $1.49 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked- tongue gripper. Ac- 
cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. $1.79 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3- segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC -board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 61/4" long. $2.59 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 41/2" long. $ .99 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. "Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. 51/2" long. $ .89 
All in red or black - specify. (Add 50Ç postage and handling). 
Write for complete catalog of - test probes, plugs, sockets, 
connectors, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 

Available through your local 

nfe 
I N O U T R I 

Kleps 1 

Prut 10 
distributor, or write to: 
RYE INDUSTRIES INC. 
129 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

The Great 
Time 
Bawer! 
SUPER FROST -AID 

FINDS INTERMITTENTS 

FAST! 

Intermittents can eat up valuable servicing time, but not if you 
use Super Frost Aid. Just let the set "cook" for 20 minutes and 
then give each suspected component a blast of Super Frost -Aid. 
When ycu hit the problem part, the symptom will change dramat- 
ically. 

Super Frost -Aid cools to 70 F, leaves no residue. Cools 
twice as many componen:s per can. Is also great for locating PC 

board cracks. Try it, you'll never want to be without it. 

rCNEMTRONKS INCOR PO RATEO 
45 HOFFMAN AVE ., HAUPPAUGE. N Y 11787 (516) 582 -3322 

Our business is improving yours! 
Circle 63 on reader service card 

ASCII TO BAUDOT 
(continued frone page 58) 

TV TYPEWRITER I 

2.2K 

+5V 

ADD IC 

TO MEM 

BOARD 

ozo 
6.8K 46 

-5V 

IC1 
23 

REMOVE ON 

TIMING BOARD 

SEE FIG. 10 

CUT FOIL ON FOR CHANGES 
MEMORY 

x -x- 52 
BOARD 

SWITCH OPEN I 

STORES CR 

AND LF. 

i J21 

SEE FIG. 10 

FOR CHANGES 

TV TYPEWRITER II 

ICT-1024) 

9 0-0 A 

o 1B ' 0 C 
012.3 

D 
13 0-0 E 

0 1 F 

0 4 G 

0 1 o 
O 

0---o 5P 
52 

ASCII TO 

BAUDOT 
CONVERTER 

Mo 

No 

L0 

BAUDOT 
MACHINE 

OFF 
o 

ON /START 

220pF 2.2K 

o H 

74123 
DUAL MONO 

ASCII TO BAUDOT 
CONVERTER 

33002 

MO 

.1NF 

P O GA B C D J K F E Lo 

BAUDOT 
MACHINE 

J11111111-11 -11 
4 5 6 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 

S1 

OR OTHER 
MINICOMPUTER 

MOUNT P2 N FIRST 15 HOLES ON BOTTOM 
LEFT EDGE OF BOARD. TRIM BOARD. 

v 

'LATCH o-o K 

+5V o-0 P 

ONO o 

INT'RPT PROGRAM o 
IOR TIMED PROGRAM) 

OUTPUT 
r14 

PORT- ( I 

7 BITS b 

'OR FLAG. OR BIT 8 

00 
o r J pPINSA 

)l ¡THRUG 
b 

ASCII TO 

BA UDOT 
CONVERTER 

0 \OFF 
ON/START 

° BAUOUT 
MACHINE 

01 

ON/START 

sNq 
+ _ 

No - 
i'M V 

-óoe' 1 1 O, 

OFF 

COMPONENT LAYOUT of ASCII to BAUDOT converter board. 
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FIG. 3- (left) ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER connections to TV ' 

Typewriter I are shown in a, TV Typewriter II are shown in b, and 
mini- computer are shown in c. 
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ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER printed circuit board foil pattern. 
Component side of double -sided board is shown 1/2 -size. 

8888888888 8888888888 8 88888888 
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bde nnus 1 e ee leeeee 

ee ee1 n' sep)ppD eeeeel ye4a 

I° 0 
0 %1 

ee edeo .. ell eedl . e18 eeee seield 

II eeQe---..p ee eç8oeao e ° 
g oe00 
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ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERTER printed circuit board foil pattern. 
Bottom -side of double -sided board is shown 1/2 -size. 

ELECTRONIC FUSE 
(continued f rom pace 50) 

aluminum. Even better is a commercial heat sink like the 
one described in the parts list. Use number 16 gauge wire 
with 300 volt insulation for connecting between the board 
and the controls and transistors. For safety use a 3 -wire type 
AC receptacle and plug. Use a well ventilated enclosure to 
keep the internal temperature below 75° centigrade. 

Calibration 
A convenient calibration procedure is to plug incandes- 

cent lamps totaling 350 watts into the fuse with the fuse 
switched OFF. Adjust trimmer R l 1 to its approximate mid- 
point position. Turn the fuse ON. After about 2 to 5 seconds, 
the lamps should come on (the delay is due to the thermal 
lag in the filaments). Adjust the trimmer until the lamps just 
turn off. What you have done is adjusted the fuse to "trip" at 
a 350 -watt 3 -amp RMS load. The final test is to remove about 
50 watts of lamps and see if the remaining lamps turn on 
without causing the fuse to trip. R -E 

INTERNATIONAL FM 2400CH 

FREQUENCY METER 
for testing 
mobile 
transmitters 
and receivers 

Tests Predetermined 
Frequencies 
25 to 1000 MHz 

Extended Range Covers 
950 MHz Band 

Pin Diode Attenuator for 
Full Range Coverage 
as Signal Generator 

Measures FM Deviation 

The FM- 2400CH provides an accurate frequency 
standard for testing and adjustment of mobile 
transmitters and receivers at predetermined 
frequencies. 

The FM- 2400CH with its extended range covers 
25 to 1000 MHz. The frequencies can be those 
of the radio °' requency channels of operation 
and /or the intermediate frequencies of the re- 
ceiver between 5 MHz and 40 MHz. 
Frequency Stability: ±.0005 %from +50 °to +104 °F. 

Frequency stability with built -in thermometer 
and temperature corrected charts: ± .00025% from 
+25° to +125° (000125% special 450 MHz crystals 
available). 

Self- contained in small portable case. Complete 
solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries. 

FM- 2400CH (meter only) $595.00 
RF crystals (with temperature correction) 24.00 ea. 
RF crystals (less temperature correction) 18.00 ea. 
IF crystals catalog price 

ULRJLJ 
Internatio-ial Crystal Manufacturing Company, Inc 

C'inrle 64 on reuder seri ice card 
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ALL ABOUT PROBES 
(continued from page 81) 

gories: those designed for general pur- 
pose applications and generally tailored 
for use with an oscilloscope; and those 
designed for use with some specific pur- 
pose instrument. The general -purpose type 
is designed to operate into the 1- megohm 
input impedance of an oscilloscope and 
provide demodulated bandwidths between 
100 kHz and I MHz. Most of the basic 
specifications of the demodulator probe 
are similar to those of the RF probe. De- 
modulator probes are usually of the single 
diode type. 

Specific -purpose demodulator probes 
may either be part of an instrument or 
they may be supplied as independent 
packages. The specifications applied to 
such demodulators will be determined by 
the intended application. Generally these 
will not suffice for universal service ori- 
ented demodulator probes. 

High -voltage meter probes specify the 
multiplication factor, input impedance, 
accuracy of the multiplication, meter im- 
pedance which they are designed to op- 
erate with, and the maximum voltage the 
probe may be used to measure. The ac- 
curacy of these probes degrades with 
humidity and temperature and with lack 
of cleanliness of the probe or multiplier 
resistor. The resistor must never be han- 
dled as this creates a leakage path and 
lowers the accuracy of the voltage divi- 
sion. The high- voltage probe must always 
be disconnected from the voltage source 

first. Disconnecting the probe from the 
meter first may damage the meter and the 
operator. 

Frequently, a high -voltage probe will 
have apparent capability to work at higher 
than rated potentials. For example, a 
X 100 probe designed for use with a 
VTVM is rated at 30 kV but 100 times 
the maximum range on the VTVM is 150 
kV. Do not attempt to use high voltage 
probes beyond the indicated ratings as 
both the insulator and the multiplying re- 
sistor may well breakdown. 

Accessories 
There are many adaptors and other ac- 

cessories that are useful. One of the most 
important is the 50 -ohm feed -through ter- 
minator. This handy little device consists 
of a BNC male to BNC female connector 
assembly shunted internally with a 50 
ohm nonreactive resistance. The termi- 
nator allows the user to properly termi- 
nate a 50 ohm line at the one megohm 
input to an oscilloscope, for example, 
when a non -terminated line would cause 
severe reflections and distort the measure- 
ment. Such terminators are invaluable for 
use on any pulse or RF systems. Termi- 
nators usually come in 1- or 2 -watt 
models. The voltage standing -wave ratio 
(VSWR) is usually specified for these units; 
however, the importance of the VSWR 
specification is somewhat dubious as the 
majority of the reflections that do occur 
are caused not by the terminator, but by 
the capacitance of the device to which it 
is connected. Power levels of one or two 
watts will generally take care of most 

$198 

IT'S PORTABLE 
FOR BENCH OR FIELD... 
COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT, 
(Only 2I. lbs with batteries.) Fits in any 
tool box or tube caddy. 

DROP -PROOF with tough Cycolac 
case that will stand up to any field use. 

BURN- OUT -PROOF up to 2000V 
DC. Saves you from costly downtime. 
VERSATILE 3 -WAY POWER: 
Standard "C" cells, rechargeable "C" cell 
Nicads or line operation. (No special built - 

in, recharger pack. Standard "C" cells for 
the DVM32 for true portability.) And 
you'll get up to 10 times the battery 
life with the 13VM32, using the patent 
pending auto -off that turns off the 
bright L.E.D. displays between measure- 
ments. The DVM32 is truly portable. 

PATENT 
PENDING 

IT'S COMPLETE 
FOR ANY JOB... 
Must portable DVM's sacrifice functions, 
features, or accuracy. Not the DVM32. 
HIGH ACCURACY Accurate with 
full 3''/ digit readout, .5% of reading 
accuracy and 15Megcz input impedance. 

COMPLETE FUNCTIONS AND 
RANGES: From lmV to 1999V 
DC, lmV to 1000V AC rms, .1 ohm to 
19.99 Meg and luA to 1.999A, AC, 
and DC, plus Hi and Lo power ohms. The 
DVM32 . . . complete and versatile 
measuring capabilities in a truly portable 
meter. 

IN STOCK NOW AT YOUR LOCAL 
SENCORE FULL LINE DISTRIBUTOR 

DVM32 backed by SENCORE'S 100% 
MADE RIGHT LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

N C .zoe 
se`ore n, e. s,o, F.,. S.0 snm 

Phone i 6o513e-0100 TWx 910660030a 
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instrumentation uses. Remember these are 
not kilowatt dummy loads for transmit- 
ters! 

A 75 -ohm version of the inline termi- 
nator is available for video or TV RF 
work, and a 93 -ohm terminator is also 
available. 

Simple low -power attenuators are also 
available in similar packages as the inline 
terminator. These attenuators are avail- 
able with a number of different attenua- 
tion levels, and are capable of handling 
power in the one to two watt area. These 
attenuators come in both 50- and 75 -ohm 
models. 

Another useful series of accessories is 
the coaxial adapters. A number of these 
devices are shown in Fig. 14. The need 

FIG. 14- COMMON AND HANDY coaxial 
adaptors and accessories. 

for these devices will vary with the type 
of work being done; however, the knowl- 
edge that these devices do exist and their 
source can be quite valuable. The vari- 
ous connections that can be made are self - 
explanatory. It should be noted that these 
devices will have some reflections and the 
total number of devices used should be 
held to a minimum wherever possible. 

Shop necessities 
The investment in accessories, cables 

and probes, can be sizable. On the other 
hand, the time lost trying to make do 
when one simple device is not available 
can easily pay for the device. Of course 
the selection of accessories depends on 
the type of work being done. A number 
of cables will work as adapters. Such 
cables are often cheaper than purchasing 
the adapters and can be made up as they 
are needed. One note of caution -home- 
made adapters usually cost more than 
they save, as they seldom are successful. 
The BNC female to UHF male, and the 
phono jack to UHF male are moderately 
successful home -brewed, but such items as 
a HNC female to N male, a UHF female 
to N male and a phono socket to BNC 
male have caused a great deal of trouble, 
and have taken time to troubleshoot out of 
a system. 

Probes, cables, and accessories can be 
the items that make an instrument what 
you thought it should be. A good select;-' 
of these items is well worth the cornPara- 
tively small cost they represent. They are 
good items to have in mind when bargain 
hunting. A good collection of these de- 
vices can be quickly assembled and a dot 
of enamel paint or the like enables quick 
identification of personal property should 
these devices become pooled with some- 
one else's. R -E 
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READER QUESTIONS 
(continued f ronr page 74) 

LOW- VOLTAGE BREAKER ON 120 -VOLT AC? 
I had a circuit- breake' problem in an old Packard -Bell. 

It would trip after a few minutes. Tried another one with 
the same results. Apparently no other problems. So, I put 
in an 8 -A breaker of the type used in automobile accessories, 
and it holds very nicely! Set still plays perfectly, but I won- 
der about the low -voltage breaker on 120 -volt AC. What do 
you think ? -A.B., Rochester, NY. 

It sounds as if is all right. Actually a circuit breaker 
works on the current flow through it. As long as it doesn't 
arc over, it should be all right. Your original breakers may 
have been in a location on the chassis where the temperature 
was too high! I've run into this in quite a few sets. The 
high ambient temperature made the breakers trip even 
though the current was not too high. Try moving the breaker 
to a cooler spot. 

STRANGE VERTICAL PROBLEM AND BAD 
FOLDOVER 

I've found the strange vertical problem on a Hitachi CT- 
901 chassis to be due to a 14 -volt 1 -watt Zener diode. This 
diode is located in a plastic sleeve soldered to the back of the 
circuit board near the vertical oscillator transistor. The fun 
part is that this isn't on all the schematics! 

On a Philco 15J27 chassis, the bad foldover problem is 
usually due to a shorted .0082 -µF capacitor connected be- 
tween the two 820K resistors in the vertical output grid -bias 
circuit. When this goes, it shorts out the negative bias from 
the VDR in the plate circuit. 
(These were two Questions printed in the November, 1975 
issue of R -E. Thanks to Ken Krueger, GET, Active TV, 
Milwaukee WN for two different answers! Keep them cards 
and letters comin' folks). 

BRIGHT HORIZONTAL LINES 
There are three or four bright white horizontal lines, 

broken up, near the top of the screen in this Zenith 13A16. 
They're not retrace lines; they're perfectly horizontal. No 
slant. Do you have anything on this in your files ? -D.W., 
Arroyo Hondo, NM. 

Yes. In several cases, these have turned out to be due to a 
vertical integrator that is either open or greatly increased 
in resistance. Lift one side and check the resistance from end 
to end. This seems to cause a very sharp foldover at the top, 
and you're actually seeing the VITS signals (Vertical Inter- 
val Test Signals) in the raster. 

NO SOUND, NO PIX 
I've got voltage problems, also no sound or picture on a 

Panasonic TR -449B. I can't get anything like the normal 
DC voltages anywhere! What's going on ? -J.L., Millburn, 
NJ. 

In this chassis, the most likely thing to cause such a 
symptom would be a bad IC voltage regulator in the DC 
power supply circuits. This is a Panasonic TVC MK3800. 
Don't seem to find a substitute listed for it. 
(Feedback; that was it!) 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
I asked you to help find a suitable power transformer re- 

placement for my Hickok model 209 VTVM. You suggested 
a Thordarson 24R101. This works fine! Thanks a lot. Inci- 
dentally, if you run into trouble with your model 209 and 
the meter needle slams back and forth, check to see if 
the 6SN7 tube doesn't have a slight leakage. That's what 
caused this trouble in mine. 
(Thanks to Frank Kramer, S. Euclid, OH.) R -E 

If You Work In Electronics: 

GRANTHAM OFFERS YOU 

College -level Training 
and a college degree. 

Electronic Circuit Design, 
Engineering Analysis (includ- 
ing mathematics thru calculus), 
Classical and Solid -State 
Physics, Engineering Design, 
etc., etc., are all part of 
the Grantham home -study de- 
gree program in Electronics 
Engineering. 

PUT PROFESSIONAL 
RECOGNITION IN 
YOUR CAREER. 

By adding college - 
level home training 
and a college degree 
to your experience, 
you can move up to 
greater opportuni- 
ties in electronics. 

Grantham offers the 
A.S.E.T. degree by corre- 
spondence. After earn- 
ing this degree, you may 
continue with additional 
correspondence plus a 3 -day 
residential seminar and certain transfer credits, to 

earn the B. S. E.T. degree. Then, the B. S. E. E. is 

available through further study. 

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
2000 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles CA 90025 

Telephone (213) 477 -1901 

Worldwide Career Training thru Home Study 
Mail the coupon below for free bulletin. 

f 
Grantham School of Engineering RE 3 -76 

2000 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

I have been in electronics for years. Please 
mail me your free bulletin which gives details con- 
cerning your electronics degree programs. 

Name Age 

Address 

City 
L 

State Zip 
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RECORD -CARE BREAKTHROUGH 
(continued from page 43) 

the fundamental, or 0.1% ) as it was 
for the mint condition disc. 

When you consider that we were 
using a top grade turntable, pickup arm 
and cartridge tracking at 1.5 grams, this 
is quite significant and serves as more 
reliable confirmation of the results ob- 
tained by Ball Corporation with their 
more crude playback setup. It proves, 
too, that even at such light tracking 
forces as we used there is an increase in 
total harmonic distortion after 100 
playings of ordinary vinyl discs. 

Surface noise 
Everyone knows that with repeated 

playings of a disc, surface noise in- 
creases. Ball Corporation had told me 
that, in their experience with the new 
lubricant, they had found that it tended 
to "smooth over" some of the ticks and 
pops that already existed in some of the 
recordings they had treated. While they 
did not plan to emphasize this fact in 
their promotion of the product, I de- 
cided to investigate the effect of the 
product on surface noise generally. 

Again, two test records were used, 
one treated with Sound Guard lubri- 
cant, the other untreated, and each was 
played 100 times. This time the spec- 

trum analyzer was swept over its full 
frequency range, from 0 to 100 kHz in 
a linear rather than a logarithmic 
fashion and the sweep was slowed 
down sufficiently to integrate the spec- 
tral noise patterns on the scope face. 
The noise distribution for the untreated 
record is shown in the scope photo of 
Fig. 8. 

Using the same amplitude settings 
for the display, the sweep was repeated, 
this time playing the grooves of the 
treated record. In addition to the sig- 
nificantly lower noise level distributed 
over this wide frequency spectrum, 
notice that in Fig. 9 there are far fewer 
sharp "spikes" in the audible region 
at the leftmost portion of the sweep. 
We could only conclude that not only 
does Sound Guard lubricant inhibit 
the gradual increase of surface noise 
that occurs with repeated playings but 
it actually decreases the severity of 
those annoying "pops" and "clicks" 
which are so familiar to record fans. 

We further confirmed this effect by 
applying the Sound Guard lubricant to 
several of our favorite (and therefore 
often -played) discs. Sure enough, while 
the surface noise was still there, it 
was noticeably less obtrusive -"softer" 
would be the best term we could find 
to describe the change. It would seem 
that a coating of .000005" is not 
enough to mess up high- frequency 

Our companies have been in the microphone and tape recorder business now for over forty years. 

In that time we have built up quite a family ... professional mixers, tape recorders, microphones, 

headphones -the lot. 

All of these products are made to the same high acoustic and mechanical quality that has set 

standards throughout the world. For example, if your finances do not quite run to a new 

Revox tape recorder, try to find a secondhand one-in stock condition it will outperform 
other 

All 
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Revox Corporation. 
155 Michael Dr. 
Syosset. New York 11791. 

s 

'As and when avanable from our dealers. 

response but is enough to smooth over 
some of the "rough edges" in the 
grooves that cause "surface noise." 

Additional side benefits 
The results we obtained from these 

experiments suggested to us that fric- 
tion between the stylus and the record 
groove must be significantly reduced 
when the product is applied to a disc. 
This may have a beneficial effect for 
users in terms of anti -skating adjust- 
ment. Skating force is a function of the 
geometry of the pickup arm, the shape 
of the stylus tip and the coefficient of 
friction between the stylus tip and the 
vinyl surface. 

If applying Sound Guard lubricant 
reduces friction, than required anti - 
skating force is also reduced. Since 
many record players are not equipped 
with anti- skating adjustments, the ap- 
plication of this preservative lubricant 
may well promise reduced left -groove 
record wear in addition to the overall 
reduction in record wear. 

The reduced friction between the 
stylus and groove might be thought to 
present a problem in the case of a very 
light- tracking cartridges (designed to 
track at i gram or less). Would the 
stylus have a tendency to "slide right 
out of the groove "? Actually the re- 
verse is true. Because of the greatly 
reduced friction, the stylus rides more 
smoothly in the groove and such irreg- 
ularities in the groove as nicks, 
scratches or even record warpage have 
less of a tendency to throw the stylus 
out of the groove than would be the 
case with an untreated disc. 

An even more significant record 
preservation effect will take place in 
cases where heavy tracking force is 
used between stylus and record sur- 
face. Many less expensive record 
changers to require cartridge tracking 
forces of 3 or more grams and users 
of such equipment stand a greater dan- 
ger of early record wear than do those 
who use more expensive record play- 
ing equipment. As confirmed in Ball's 
own earlier distortion measurements 
(where higher than average tracking 
forces were used), the rate of distor- 
tion increase -and the amount of in- 
crease in harmonic distortion with rela- 
tively few playings of the untreated 
disc -suggests that the extension of the 
life of a record will be proportionately 
greater with heavier tracking forces. 

The new product would therefore 
seem to have as much application in 
systems owned by critical audiophiles 
as it does for the least expensive type of 
"portable" stereo record player. 

Since users of any record care prod- 
uct are probably not too keen on having 
to use more than one preparation, the 
makers of Sound Guard have also in- 
eluded an anti- static compound in the 
total formula which reduces static 
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FIG. 8- SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION of random noise after 100 play - 
ings of untreated record. 

FIG. 9- SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION of random noise after 100 play - 
ings of treated record. 

charges on record discs and thereby prevents dust from 
being attracted to the surface while the record is being 
played. While casual users may well think of the new prod- 
uct as "another record cleaner" (and indeed, it does serve 
that function), it's important to note that the product should 
be applied to perfectly clean record surfaces in the first 
place. If there are minute particles of debris in the record 
groove when the product is applied, the coating may well 
trap such particles permanently bonding them to the surface 
of the record. 

How to use it 
As packaged, Sound Guard comes in a small glass bottle. 

A separate hand spray cap is screwed onto the bottle when 
records are to be treated and about 15 to 20 sprays are 
applied to the disc, held vertically, while it is rotated by 
hand so that the entire surface is covered. Then the buffing 
pad is used in a circular motion around the surface of the 
record to buff in the material and remove any excess. After 
a few seconds, the liquid disappears and all that is left is 
the thin bonded coating, which becomes invisible after a 
playing or two. There is enough in the bottle to treat from 
20 to 25 twelve -inch discs. Re- treatment is recommended 
after from 25 to 50 playings. The photo in Fig. 9 shows the 
contents and packaging of the product, and the kit will sell 
for around $5.00. 

There are many people who decry our much debated 
space program. Arguments defending the program have 
pointed out the many derivative products and techniques 
that are a direct result of our investment in space technol- 
ogy. Benefits have ranged from the medical field to improve- 
ments in communication and have been far reaching indeed. 
I would never have guessed, though, that space research 
would lead to a product that preserves the fidelity of records 
-but that seems to be exactly what has happened in the 
case of Ball Corporation's Sound Guard. Well, that's the 
story of a couple of months of work in my lab, and now 
you'll have to excuse me. I still have about 300 more records 
that need to be "sprayed." ... R -E 

THIS PREAMP 
HAS 3 

PROBLEMS 
1. It is too small. 

2. It doesn't have 
enough knobs to 
look at. 

3. It sounds better than 
preamps costing up 
to twice as much, 
so some dealers are 
afraid of it 

-Star 

_ 

40 

But listen to the 
Stax SRA 12S: the reality 
preamp with all FET 

Class A circuitry. 
Take your choice -knobs 
or sound. Or send us 

S1.95 for an8 "x12" 
camouflage panel to 
cover your 12S. 

d American Audioport 
909 UNIVERSITY COLUMB A, MISSOURI 65201 
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VIDEO 
PING PONG 

KITS 
Tennis /Handball 

with on- screen scoring 

07:11 

Complete kit supplied, or any 
combination of plans, parts, PC 
board, etc. 
Anyone can build easily from con- 
cise instructions 
Attaches to TV antenna - no TV 
alterations required 

IT'S THE HOTTEST 
ELECTRONIC GAME IN TOWN. 

7../ -2-6 Se rid 5 for Info Pack- 
Refunded with Purchase. 

INTERFAB 
27963 Cabot Road 

Laguna Niguel, California 92677 

Circle 70 on reader service card 

THE MEAN 
LITTLE KIT 

New compact 24 -piece kit of electronic 
tools for engineers, scientists, techni- 
cians, students, executives. Includes 7 
sizes screwdrivers, adjustable wrench, 
2 pair pliers, wire stripper, knife, 2 
alignment tools, stainless rule, hex -key 
set, scissors, 2 flexible files, burnisher, 
miniature soldering iron, solder aid, coil 
of solder and desoldering braid. Highest 
quality padded zipper case, 6 x 9 x 1'/4" 
inside. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 
check, company purchase order or charge 
BankAmericard or Mastercharge. We pay 
the shipping charges. 
JTK -6 TOOL KIT 

FREE CATALOG 
112 pages of hard -to -find 
precision tools. Also 
contains 10 pages of use- 
ful "Tool Tips" to aid in 
tool selection. Send for 
your free copy today! 

$59.50 

JENSEN TO°LS and ALLOYS 
4117 N. 44TH STREET, ,PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85018 
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UNDERSTANDING TAPE SPECS 
(continued front page 70) 

333 Hz signal recorded at 3% third order 
distortion level using the reference DIN 
bias. 

In addition to the electromagnetic and 
intrinsic magnetic properties of tape, such 
physical properties as width and width 
tolerance, thickness (of the backing itself, 
of the oxide and total), yield strength, 
and ultimate breaking strength are often 
specified in describing a tape. At 3M, yield 
strength is defined as the force that pro- 
duces a 5% elongation of a sample of 
tape under test. 

Tapes and tape decks 
As you can see, fully specifying the 

performance and physical qualities of any 
tape involves more than the kinds of 
superlative statements we find in most tape 
advertising. Even if all of the parameters 
discussed thus far are clearly spelled out, 
the interdependence of the tape machine 
and the tape itself cannot be overly em- 
phasized. In comparing two tapes on two 
different machines, it is not uncommon 
to find that the differences between the 
two tapes under test may vary from ma- 
chine to machine. We have not, for ex- 
ample, considered differences in record 
and playback equalization built into dif- 
ferent machines. Such differences may 
have a significant effect on the overall 
system performance and especially on 
such performance criteria as wow -and- 
flutter which, in the case of cassettes, are 
a function of both the dimensional toler- 
ances of the cassette itself and of the 
transport mechanism of the machine upon 
which it is being tested or used. 

All of this suggests, once more, that 
manufacturers of tape decks owe the con- 
sumer a bit more definitive information 
when specifying the best tapes for use 
with their machines. By the same token, 
it might not be a bad idea if manufac- 
turers of tapes came right out and listed 
specific bias and equalization settings for 
a variety of machines that would deliver 
best results when used with their tape 
products. 

Many years ago, records were made 
using a variety of equalization techniques 
and playback equipment (amplifiers, pre- 
amplifiers, receivers) of better quality was 
fitted with various switch positions. Each 
switch position corresponded to a par- 
ticular playback equalization. Record 
companies specified the equalization they 
used, and listeners adjusted their equip- 
ment accordingly. Today, RIAA equaliza- 
tion is standard for all discs, so the switch 
positions are no longer needed. The num- 
ber of variables involved in tape recording 
and playback are far greater than the 
simple equalization differences we used to 
have in records, so the more information 
supplied by both tape manufacturer and 
tape deck manufacturer, the better able 
we will be to use our tape decks more 
effectively. A cooperative effort by the 
major tape and tape recorder manufac- 
turers could lead to the development of 
equipment designed to get the best results 
from any tape, regardless of type. R -E 

FREE burglar - 
ir 

alarm catalog 
over 500 
systems, 

detectors, 
controls, 

sounders, 
tools, locks, 

supplies 

TO PROTECT HOMES, 
BUSINESSES, INDUSTRY 

mouaraln 1061.534 f. 
í alarm mipptrra.; 

Huge selection of hard -to -find security 
equipment from stock. 96 fact -filled pages 
loaded with 100's of highest quality profes- 
sional alarm products, technical notes, 
diagrams. 

ONE -STOP SUPERMARKET 
SELECTION INCLUDES: 

ultrasonics, radar, infrared, undercarpet 
mats, magnetic contacts, smoke & heat de- 
tectors; Controls; Alarms: bells, sirens, 
phone dialers, lights, guard panels. Large 
selection of tools, relays, wire, holdup 
alarms, books. Fills need for industry, alarm 
cos., businesses, homes, institutions. Order 
your copy today. 

mountain west alarm 
4215 n. 16th st. 
phoenix, az. 85016 
(602) 263 -8831 
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6 digit AUTOMOTIVE CLOCK KIT complete 
with a CRYSTAL TIMEBASE accurate to .01 
percent. 12 volts d.c. operation - built in noise 
suppression and voltage spike protection. Read- 
outs blank when ignition is off - draws 25 mA 
in standby mode. Has .3 in. readouts. Use it in 
your car or for all applications where a battery - 

operated clock is needed. Approximate size 3" x 

3.5" x 1.75" 
WITH BLACK PLASTIC CASE $34.95 ppd. 
WITHOUT CASE $29.95 ppd. 
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED $45.95 ppd. 

CMOS CRYSTAL TIMEBASE KITS with .01 
percent accuracy. 5 -15 v.d.c. operation. Draws 
only 3 mA at 12 volts. Single I.C. - very small 
size - the P.C. board is 7/8" x 1 -5/8 ". Choose a 

main output of 50 or 100 Hz., 60 Hz., 500 or 
1000 Hz., or 1 Hz. Several related frequencies 
are also available on each board, in addition to 
the main ones listed above. Be sure to specify the 
Frequency you want.All kits are $10.95 ppd. 

MM 5320 TV CAMERA SYNC GENERATOR 
this LSI chip supplies the basic sync functions 
for either color or monochrome 525Iine /60,Hz, 
camera and video applications. The price is $4.95 
ppd. and includes the data sheet. 

MM 5312 CLOCK CHIP -4 digit, seven segment 
multiplexed, BCD output, & 1 PPS output, 
11 -19 v.d.c. supply range. GET TO KNOW US 
SPECIAL -$1.95 ppd. with data. 

Kits include all electronic parts, instruction sheet 
and etched and drilled P.C. board. Calif. resi- 
dents add 6% sales tax. 
ALL ITEMS ARE SHIPPED WITHIN 24 
HOURS. 

TO ORDER OR REQUEST INFORMATION WRITE. 

MIZUM 
TRADING Co. 

80. 5557 San Leandro Ca 94578 
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next month 

APRIL 1976 

CB Test Gear 

If you want to get in on the CB boom 
you've got to be equipped to service CB 
transceivers. Take a look at the equip- 
ment that is available now. 

30- Channel MATV Systems 

How they deliver those 30 channels and 
keep them separate. 

Tachometer & Overspeed Circuits 
Try these simple, yet interesting circuits. 
You'll find one for almost every applica- 
tion. 

Komputer Korner 
More facts on computers, how they work, 
and how to use them. 

Build A Digital Clock 
You'll have to design your own case. The 
clock is simple; however, and the display 
automatically adjusts for room lighting. 

PLUS 

State Of Solid State 
Equipment Reports 

Step -By -Step Troubleshooting Charts 
Hi -Fi Lab Test Reports 

LOOK FOR 

THE 

APRIL 

ISSUE OF 

RADIO - 

ELECTRONICS 

AT YOUR 

NEWSDEALER 

MARCH 18 

over 2000 
unique tools, 

handy kits, 
precision 

instruments, 
technical 
supplies. 

Our 23rd year of service to the World's 
finest craftsmen and technicians. 

A carefully selected and tested assortment 
of unique, hard -to -find tools, clever 
gadgets, precision instruments, bargain 
kits. One -stow shopping for the technician, 
craftsman, hobbyist, lab specialist, 
production supervisor. Many tools and 
measuring instruments available nowhere 
else. One of the most unusual and complete 
tool catalogs anywhere. Get your copy of 
the NC FLASHER today. 

' National' / 2000 Weal Onion ve. Dept GBA ` Englewood, Co/erode, 80110 Camera Y F ̂  /m2,lee.ras3 
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EIGHT 
INSTRUMENTS IN ONE 

Out -of- Circuit 
Transisto- Analyzer 
Dyna-nic In- Circuit 
Transistor. S. Radio Tester 
Signal Generator 
Signal Tracer Voltmeter 
Milliammeter 
Battery Tester 
Diode C- tecker 

Transistor Analyzer Model212 
Factcry W red & Tested -526.95 
Easy -to- Assemble Kit -$17.95 

YOU DON'T NEED A BENCH FUL. OF EQUIPMENT TO TEST TRANSISTOR RADIOS! All the 
facilities you need to check the transistors themselves - and the radios or other cir- 
cuits in which they are used - have beer ingeniously engineered into the compact, 
6-Inch high case of the Model 212. It's the transistor radio troubleshooter with all the 
features found only in more expensive units. Find defective transistors and circuit 
troubles speedily with a sin6le, streamlined instrument instead of an elaborate 
hook -up. 
Features: 

l 
EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 

Checks all transistor types - high or low 
power. Checks DC current gair (beta) to 
200 in 3 ranges. Checks leaLage. Uni- 
versal test socket accepts different base 
configurations. Identifies unknown tran- 
sistors as NPN or PNP. 

Dynamic test for all transistors as signal 
amplifiers (oscillator check), it or out of 
circuit. Develops test signal for AF, IF, 
or RF circuits. Signal traces as circuits. I ciTy 70NE_STATE_ 
Checks condition of diodes. Measures 

( battery or other transistor -circuit power - - 
supply voltages on 12 -volt scale No ex- 
ternal power source needed. Measures 
circuit drain or other DC currents to 80 
milliamperes. Supplied with three exter- 
nal leads for in- circuit testing and a 
pair of test leads for measuring voltage 
and current. Comes complete with 
instruction manual and transistor listing. 

Send me FREE catalog of the complete 
value -packed EMC line, and name of 
local distributor- 

NAME RE-3 

ADDRESS 

EMC 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP. 

623 Broadway, New York. N Y 1001? 
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THIRD GENERATION MUSIC SYNTHESIZER KITS 
from PAIA feature state -of -the -art design still at 
incredibly low prices. 

Have you seen "POLYPHONY"? 
The PAIA User's Group magazine. Information for 
musicians, from musicians. Write today for your 
free sample issue. 

24 HR. DEMO LINE (405) 843 -7396 

FREE CATALOG 

MA ELECTRONICS, INC. 
DE PT.3 -R 

1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD. 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116 

Circle 76 on reader service card f We carry 
8 &K, EICO, 
RCA, FLUKE, 
SEN CORE, 
SIMPSON 
HICKOK and 
LEADER. 
We sell them 
at * %off. 

*Our prices are so low the manu- 
facturers forbid us to advertise 
them. Write and find out how 
much you can save 

Complete line of tubes, 
tools and electronic supplies 

G 

FORDHA 
RADIO SUPPLY CO., INC. 

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451 
Tel: (212) 585 -0330 

4- CHANNEL, WHAT'S WRONG 
(continued from page 77) 

knew whether a contemplated purchase 
was SQ or QS encoded. (Even many 
record salesmen couldn't unscramble 
some record identification codes.) And 
waiting in the background there was 
CD -4 which was always ready for in- 
troduction to the marketplace just as 
soon as a few bugs were eliminated. 
Trouble was, it took too long to get 
rid of the bugs. 

CD -4 De- bugged 
Unlike matrix surround -sound that 

depended initially on pscho- acoustic 
effects that proved inadequate in the 
typical home environment, at its intro- 
duction CD -4 did in fact produce four 
discrete sound directions if the demod- 
ulator was properly adjusted and the 
software was adequate. Software, as it 
turned out, was to be CD -4's main 
problem; there were few CD -4 records 
available for an otherwise viable sys- 
tem, and few record shops stocked 
them. 

By the time a sufficient CD -4 library 
was available QS and SQ matrix sys- 
tems has been "logic'd," and there was 
a considerable matrix library available. 
Note that I say "matrix library" and not 
SQ or QS library. To all but the serious 
stereo enthusiast there wasn't much 
distinction between the systems be- 
cause many magazines articles stressed 
that good results could be had with 
an intermix, i.e.: QS records with an 
SQ decoder and vice versa. This of 
course was nonsense; what was being 
sold was "some sort of a surround - 
sound effect," not real 4- channel. You 
could not hear what the arranger put 
on the record if the systems were in- 
termixed. 

The buyer, therefore, was faced with 
a choice of three 4- channel systems: 
two matrix and CD -4. This eventually 
narrowed to a choice of two systems 
(by a smart salesman) : matrix and 
CD -4. Either took one hell of a good 
demonstration to justify the extra 
equipment expense represented by two 
speakers, two amplifiers (even if built 
into the same cabinet as the front or 
stereo amplifiers), the decoder (whose 
cost was now formidable since logic 
was added), and a CD -4 demodulator 
and pickup (another formidable 
cost). In short, the user would pay 
almost double that for a stereo system 
of equal sound quality. 

The falling out 
Many of the top names in high fidel- 

ity were introducing expanded 1975 
4- channel lines just as our inflation - 
depression deepened. Unemployment 
was rising in late '74, inflation was cut- 
ting into disposable income and high 

Circle 77 on reader service card Circle 79 on reader service card 

WV 
DIGITAL 

CROSSHATCH 
Gives professional, accurate 
Color T.V. convergence. Digital 
IC's coupled with a crystal time - 
base oscillator provide sync for 
precise horizontal & vertical 
lines. Accurate 8 x 7 dot or cross- 
hatch pattern A.C. power 2 x 33/4 

x 6 in. Wt. 24 oz. Fits in tool kit. 
COMES COMPLETE WITH ALL 
PARTS, CASE CRYSTAL AND 
GUIDE TO ASSEMBLY & USE. 

KIT 

$31.95 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED 

$41.95 

Shipping Prepaid in USA & Canada 
NY State Add Sales Tax 

PHOTOLUME CORP. 
118 EAST 28 STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 
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the original 
"wedge- type" screwdriver 

WEDGLE 
SCREW -HOLDING 
SCREWDRIVER 
Does all the job! 

HOLDS, 
STARTS, 
DRIVES, 
AND SETS 
the screw 
normal tightness! 

GET A SET TODAY! 
At your dealer's 
or write 

17 
SIZES 
1975 by 

Kedman Company 

KEDMAN 
COMPANY 
Box 267 
Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84110 
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fidelity equipment costs were soaring. 
Almost overnight, the money that 
could buy superb stereo or excellent 
4- channel systems could now purchase 
only an excellent stereo system or a 
minimal 4- channel system: The typical 
consumer opted for the better stereo. 

Between the average consumer's 
confusion over 4- channel, his decision 
to go stereo, and the general depression 
in hi -fi equipment sales, many manu- 
facturers cut back sharply on their '76 
and '77 4- channel lines, while many 
audio showrooms similarly cut back 
on their 4- channel demonstration facil- 
ities. It was almost as if the industry 
was saying "Though we show 4 -chan- 
nel we suggest you buy stereo." Even 
the leaders, who pushed 4- channel 
from its very inception, expanded their 
stereo lines at the expense of 4- channel. 

From the beginning 
Four -channel must now build from 

the beginning again if it is to get a solid 
foundation in the high -fidelity market. 
Only this time it must avoid psycho - 
acoustic rationalizations, and substan- 
tial quantities of software must be 
available in all record stores. Most 
important, 4- channel must be sold as 
a complete system encompassing ma- 
trix, CD -4 and enhanced stereo. The 
user must get it all in a single equip- 
ment. He must not be forced to make 
the choice as to which is best. 

But until times get better and the 
consumer has an extra dollar or so, 
mass -market surround -sound will be 
represented primarily by stereo receiv- 
ers (and amplifiers) with a second 
speaker system(s) output doubling as 
a Dyna connection for enhanced ste- 
reo. Many of the latest receivers pro- 
vide this simple form of surround - 
sound through a rear apron switch that 
costs pennies. 

As long as this Dyna connection is 
promoted as enhanced stereo all will be 
fine for it will still be stereo for stereo 
enthusiasts, serving as an introduction 
to surround- sound. But if enhanced 
stereo is once more promoted as ma- 
trix- compatible it will simply return 
confusion to the marketplace and in- 
sure more years of reduced interest in 
4- channel. 

Four -channel originally went wrong 
trying to establish under -developed 
systems as viable hi -fi mediums. As 
proven, it just doesn't work when the 
dollar is tight. 4- channel can only build 
the market it deserves by building up 
from the most advanced matrix logic 
and PLL CD -4 circuits presently avail- 
able; not as a lesser -quality compro- 
mise to stereo. 4- channel should repre- 
sent a trade up, or upgrading, rather 
than a quality trade off. Unfortunately, 
the way things are being handled by 
many manufacturers and dealers, 4- 
channel is still treated as a trade off. R -E 

We'll 'Bend 
ver 

SPEED UP 

PRODUCTION OF 

YOUR COMPONENT 

LEAD BENDING 

OPERATIONS. 

1. MEASURES EXACT BEND SPACING 
2. STRAIN RELIEF CLAMPING 
3. MAKES PRECISION BENDS FOR 

EASY INSTALLATION 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR FREE, 
COMPLETE INFORMATION. 

HARWI! COMPANY 

A 903 Colorado Ave. 
Santa Monica, Ca. 90401 
(213) 394-4710 

H RWIL 
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2 
+2 

5 
Double 
check 

your 
tax 

return. 

Errors 
delay 

refunds! 

Internal 
Revenue 
Service 

tt,ututtuttut 

Sta. 

12 REASONS YOUR CAR 

NEEDS TIGER CDI 
Instant starting in any weather - Eliminates 
tune -ups - Increases gas mileage - Increases 
horsepower 15% - Improves acceleration 
and performance - Spark plugs last up to 
70,000 miles - Reduces engine maintenance 
expense Amplifies spark plug voltage 
to 45,000 volts Maintains spark plug 
voltage to 10,000 RPM - Reduces exhaust 
emissions - Dual ignition switch - An 
Unconditional LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
Installs in 10 minutes on any car with 
12 volt negative ground - No rewiring - Most 
powerful, efficient and reliable Solid State 
Ignition made. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money 
back 

TIGER 500 assembled $53.95 
TIGER SST assembled $42.95 

Post Paid in U.S.A. 
Send check or money order with order to: 

Ti!- Star Corporation 
P. O. Box 1727 B 
Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

cle 81 on reader .(('mice card 

The Money Generator 

°mow 

ISM (11414 

GENERATES 
MONEY FOR YOU! 

It's a DOG FIGHTER, TOO! 
The Model ATC -10 is much more than a color bar pattern genera- 
tor. It should be called a portable multi- purpose TV diagnostic 
and servicing aid, hut that's too much of a mouthful. We would 
have nicknamed it the Dog Fighter (instead of the Money Genera- 
tor), but that might be misinterpreted to mean that it's only 
useful in the shop. The versatile ATC -10, a portable, moderately - 
priced instrument, combines the most essential features of a color 
bar pattern generator, a TV "analyzer," and a substitute tuner plus 
several brand new `dog fighting" and timesaving innovations. With 
all this extra versatility, however, the ATC -10 is human engineered 
with only four simple -to- master controls. 

Two illustrated brochures describe the ATC -I O. The first brochure 
describes the many unique and unusual features which make the 
ATC -10 a "dog fighter and a time- saver. The second brochure 
compares the money -snaking potential of the ATC -10 with 18 
competitive models_ It includes a comprehensive chart which com- 
pares the features of 19 makes and models, lists the estimated 
timesaving potential of these 33 respective performance features, 
and then calculates the money making potential of the various 
models. We think you are in for some surprises, such as the poten- 
tial of the A'l'C -10 for returning its $299.95 purchase price in 
as little as three or four months. 

"These brochures are yours for the asking - write direct for imme- 
diate reply. AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

225 Main, Dept. 2 , Canon City, CO 81212 
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500 -ft. Hookup Wire Kit 
3-6V DC Mini Hobby Motor Kit5 _, 
3-6V DC Midi Hobby Motor. KN4. 
3-6V DC Asst'd. Hobby Motor. KiV4 

1 Amp. 200 PIV. Diode. Kit/50. 
IN4148 Switch Diode. 64 /10.... 
1/4 - 1/2 - 1 Wan Resistors 1 lb. Kit. - 
PNP Audio Transistors Kit/10 
NPN Audio Transistors. Kit/10- 
Có0 Cassettes. Kit/3 

8 Tr. 40-Min Blank. Each 
8 Tr. 80 -Min. Blank Each 
IN4001 1A. 50 PIV Diode. KiV5... ..., 

IN4002 1A. 100 PIV Diode. Kit./5 
164003 1A. 200 Ply Diode. Kit/5 
154004 1A. 400 PIV Diode. KiV5 
SCR Assortment, Untested. KiV25 
7A. Pwr. Trans. NPN -likb SK3054. Each 
IA. 50 PIV Epoxy Diodes. Kit/50 

5 Volt 1 Amp Regulator. Each 
6.2 Volt Zener Diode. HEP 103. 
6500KV Color TV Rectifier 
Colorburst Ouari2 Crystals 
10 Ass'td. Diodes IN34- 1N48- 1N60-IN64 Etc. 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 
PRV 1 Amp. 3 Amp. 12 Amp. 50 Amp. 
100 
200 
400 
600 
800 

1000 

WW-579 
MO-333 
MO-334 
MO-335 99 
DI-051 99 
XM382 59 
RS-239 . 99 
TR<45.... 39 
TR-444 .... 39 
TA-879 99 
TA-854 ..... _89 
TA-855 . .99 
DI-028 
DI-029 
DI-030 
DI-031 
TR-446 

1.69 
.55 
.79 

.39 

.39 
.39 
.39 
.99 

1.49 
1.00 
1.20 
1.00 

3 for 1.95 
2 for 1.89 

1.00 

PRV 

100 
200 
400 
600 

.O6 14 .30 80 

.07 20 35 1.15 

.09 25 50 140 
11 .30 70 1.80 

.15 .35 90 2.30 
20 .45 1.10 2.75 

TRIACS 
1 Amp. 10 Amp. 25 Amp. 

.40 70 1.30 
70 1.10 1.75 

110 1.60 260 
170 230 300 

SCRS 
PRV 1.5 Amp. 6 Amp. 35 Amp. 
100 40 SO 1.20 
200 .60 70 1.60 
400 1.00 1.20 2.20 
600 - - 3 00 

LM 703 CN Linear OP Amp 
LM 709 H Linear OP Amp 
LM 709 N Linear OP Amp 
LM 710 N Linear OP Amp 
LM 711 N Linear OP Amp 
LM 723 N Linear OP Amp 
LM 723 H Linear OP Amp 
Mini Numeric Noue 170V DC. XM -107 
31/2 Digit Liquid Crystal Display, OM -371 
Fairchild 914 Type IC. Kit. 2 TR -297 
Fairchild 717 Type IC. TR -294 
200 Bit Shift Register KitS TR -295 
Fairchild 909 Type IC. RE -131 
6 -12 Amp Stud Rectifiers. Pkg. of 3 TR-443 
Low Voltage Electrolytics. Pkg. of 50. CD -407 
DGBR Numeric Indicator Tube. XM -338. 

DU L itfUNE IC'S 
Made In U.S- These IC's are 

guernteed against defects. 

LOW AS 29C diagram. ShP9. wt. 1/A Ib. 

type 

Typ 7M7irD o 
y,!9 

NANO 
G Gets. t High common anode display59c 

NAND TR -436. 3.K Me- 

sped, diode -clamped ' - 7473 

29c ter I Slave Flip-flop' 
puts. 

ut TR -436. 

Pos. NOR 

004 2 -Inp 7474 1FIIPF9 Typ Low -nose Edge TN99 3P 
-432Ó delay 12 ns 

29G TR -436. MBM Ldc0 
Props i 

Hex 
7475 

TR -432. InwMr- Te°,o- stores4,inary 
coded 

Typ 7494 
low power dis- 79c 

Low not eto. 
296 Type 7499 Deo Typs In ut Bmary coded 

7410 
3- P nut. and 

Tyt NAND Get Low out-_ decimal counter w'th 5y 

Pos. ,ripedence. 
diode metrical divide. 79c 

Pul eil moots. TR -439- 
clamp 
TR-3 

.45 

.29 

.29 

.79 

.39 

.55 

.55 

.80 
6.00 

.30 

.60 0 

.0 
2.70 
120 

F Olson 59° 
talogs ,L2,3 

Next 
7lssues 

FREES 

Olson. electronics 
Dept.LH 260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327 

LED'S 2v 
10 mA 

Gallium phos- 
phide Large red 
high quality LED 
Wt '9 lb 

ORDER TODAY! Send to 
Olson Electronics, 260 S. 
Forge St., Akron, Ohio 
44327. Allow for postage. 
C.O.D. 20% Deposit. Ohio 

Residents Add 4% Sales Tax. 

. NAME . ADDRESS 

CITY 

ei STATE ZIP 
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CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or 
services). $1.40 per word ... minimum 15 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 85( per 
word ... no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold face (not available as all 
caps) at 10¢ per word. Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited 
advertising agencies. 10% discount on 12 consecutive insertions, if paid in advance. All copy 
subject to publisher's approval. Advertisements using P.O. Box address will not be accepted 
until advertiser supplies publisher with permanent address and phone number. Copy to be in 
our hands on the 26th of the third month preceding the date of the issue (i.e. August 
issue closes May 26). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or a holiday, 
issue closes on preceding working day. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I PROFITABLE O N E- M A N 

ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not 
required, sales handled by professionals. 
Ideal home business. Write today for factsl 
Postcard will do. Barta- BC Box 248, 
Walnut Creek CA 94597. 

OWN YOUR OWN PICTURE 
TUBE REBUILDING BUSINESS 

With Lakeside Industries 
re- budding equipment 
you can rebuild any pic- 
ture tuber 
For complete details 
send name, address. zip 
code tO 
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
3510 W Fullerton Aee 
Chicago. I11. 60647 
Phone. 312- 342.33PP 

i 
I 11 1 

:_;a.-,I, 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
MANUALS for Govt. surplus radios, test sets, 
scopes. List 500. BOOKS, 7218 Roanne 
Drive, Washington, DC 20021 

F.C.C. EXAM MANUAL 
PASS FCC EXAMS! Memorize, study-Tests- 
Answers for FCC 1St and Ind doss Radio- 

telephone licenses. Newly revised multiple 
choice questions and diagrams cover oll 

areas tested in Mesons, plus Self-Study 

Ability Test. $9.95 postpaid. Money - 

bark guarantee. 

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS P 0 80X 76148 E 

RADIO ENGINEERING DIV SAN /006(15(0. (AL 94116 

FCC 1st -2nd Class Commercial Questions - 
Answers Study Guide, $6.00. CRD ASSOCI- 
ATES, 14 W. Hinsdale Ave., Hinsdale, IL 
60521 
FCC License Study Guide. New, 377 pages. 
Includes 1465 FCC -type questions, with an- 
swers and discussions, covering third, sec- 
ond, and first class radiotelephone exams. 
$8.95 postpaid. GSE PUBLICATIONS, 2000 
Stoner Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

SEMICONDUCTOR and parts literature, 
J. & J. ELECTRONICS, Box 1437R, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada, U.S. Inquiries Invited. 
RADIO opportunities: Pass FCC examina- 
tions, find jobs, start your own broadcast 
station. Free literature. WILSON, Box 5516 - 
FB, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 

ELECTRONICS 
DESIGN NEWSLETTER * Logic Design Techniques 

wr4r 
Leerot, Digital 6 Linear Design r4,FF ¡O1 
Oe,oest Theory d Procedures e oe100 

Se * Construction Projects 44;74+ 

Subscription $6 Sample Copy SI 

®VALLEY WEST Box 2119 -L Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

ELECTRONIC game kits. Beginner kits. From 
$7.75. Send stamp. NBL -R, Box 1115, Rich- 
ardson, TX 75080 
TELEPHONE bugged? Don't be Watergated! 
Countermeasures brochure $1.00. NEGEYE 
LABORATORIES, Box 547 -RE, Pennsboro, 
WV 26415 
FREE educational electronics catalog. Home 
study courses. Write to: EDUKITS WORK- 
SHOP, Dept. 276G, Hewlett, NY 11557 

COMPUTER hobbyists! Learn how to pro- 
gram. Complete self- taught programming 
course. Details $1.00. CREATIVE COMPU- 
TER, Box 52, Palo Alto, CA 94302. 

FOR SALE 
SURPLUS, receivers, transmitters, compo- 
nents, test equipment. Catalog free. E. 
FRENCH 10 Afton, Aurora, IL 60538. 
TV- GAMES, construction plans: Pong series 
-5 game set $5.00, big 12 game set $12.00. 
Jaws -2 and Space Race -both games for 
$8.00. Pinball 1 & 2 -both for $8.00. Full 
descriptions and specs -$1.00. ADVANCED 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 1128, Cupertino, 
CA 95014 
STEREO power amplifiers, under 1% distor- 
tion. Basic amplifiers: 20W $79.00, 50W 
$129.00. Integrated amps: 20W $129.00, 50W 
$179.00. Information, orders write MAPLE 
ELECTRONICS, Toilsome Brook Rd., Stam- 
ford, CT 06905 

Independent News Company, Inc. is pleased to announce a Retail Display Plan available to 
all retailers interested in earning a display allowance on Radio-Electronics magazine and 
who purchase the magazines from suppliers other than Independent News Co., Inc., or 
the publisher. 

To obtain details and a copy of the formal contract please write to Director, Retail Sales 
Division, Independent News Co., Inc., 75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10019. Under 
the display plan in consideration of your acceptance and fulfillment of the terms of formal 
contract to be sent to you upon your request you will receive a display allowance of 10% 
of the cover price per copy sold by you. This plan will become effective with all issues of 
Radio Electronics delivered to you subsequent to the date your written acceptance of the 
formal Independent News Co., Inc. Retail Agreement is received and accepted by our 
Company. 
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ALTAIR 8800 owners- fantastic games and 
centerfold pictures are now available. Send 
$1 for samples catalog. SCIENTIFIC RE- 
SEARCH, PO Drawer C; Marcy, NY 13403 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
Positive Acting Photo Resist; Carbide 
bits; Bubble etchers; Artwork; Epoxy 

Glass Boards. 

Send stamp & address label for flyer 
TRUMBULL 

833 Beira Dr., El Cerrito, CA 94530 

ANSWERING machines- Sanyo- Command -A- 
Fone. Direct from telephone accessories 
wholesaler. Catalogue. TELEPHONE DYNAM- 
ICS, North Bellmore, NY 11710 

IWorld's smallest; solid state, completely 
self- contained. Picks up and transmits 
most sounds without wires up to 350 ft. 

through FM Radio. Use as mike, ampf., 
alarm & alert sys., hot line, etc. Money back 
guar. B /A, M;C cds, COD ok. $14.95 plus 
$1.00 post. & hdlg. Calif. res. add tax. 

SIZE AMC SALES, Dept. 19, Box 928 Downey, 
21/4- x3/4- x 1/2- Ca. 90241. 

MICRO MINI MIKE 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 

BURGLAR alarm dialing unit automatically 
calls police. $29.95. Free literature. S &S 
SYSTEMS, 5619 St. John, Kansas City, MO 
64123. 
"BASIC Telephone Wiring. " -Unique report 
gives complete details. $3.50 postpaid. 
QUEENS VILLAGE SUPPLY, Box 29002 -Y, 
Queens Village, NY 11429 
NEW: Pulse generator 0.1 Hz to 2 MHz in de- 
cade intervals. Pulse output variable to 5 
volts, duty cycle 0 -100 %. External trigger in- 
put, 4 volt squarewave trigger output. Line 
and rechargeable batteries (included) opera- 
tion. Extremely compact and rugged design. 
$99 price includes one -half year warranty and 
5 -day money back guarantee. INTERDESIGN 
INC., 1255 Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. 

NEW ELECTRONIC 
SURPLUS COMPONENTS - SAME DAY SHIPMENT - 

Cal l 617 -261 -1100 
AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 

P.O. Box 68 
Kenmore Station, Boston, Mass. 02215 

member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

FREE catalog. Ultrasonic devices, LED'S, 
transistors, IC's, keyboards, digital thermom- 
eters, unique components. CHANEY'S, Box 
15431, Lakewood, CO 80215 
CARBON film resistors -1/4W, 5% 10 -4.7 
megohms for 31/20 each. Fifty per value $0.85. 
Discounts available. Free samples /specifica- 
tions. Other quality components. $1.00 pos- 
tage. COMPONENTS CENTER, Box 134R, 
New York, NY 10038 

PARTS! 
4<5- Send For "Nff, 

CORNELL'S 
New Color 

Catalog 
Pgs New Items 

4215 E 

per 

tube 

IN LOTS OF 100 

ORDER FREE 
IF NOT SNIPPED 
IN 24 HOURS' 

DIEGO CALIF. 92105 

MAGNETS. All types. Specials -20 disc, or 10 
bar, or 2 stick, or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00. 
MAGNETS, Box 192 -F, Randellstown, MD 
21133 
DESCRAMBLERS: Several professional mod- 
els that work with all scanners. Tone en- 
coders /decoders, Scanmate, AAPP, radar 
detectors, Big Ears, alarms, books, kits, parts. 
Catalog 25 cents: KRYSTAL KITS, Box 445, 
Bentonville, AR 72712 
SURPRISE! Build inexpensively, the most un- 
usual test instruments, futuristic gadgets us- 
ing numerical readouts! Catalogue free! 
GBS, Box 100B, Greenbank, WV 24944 
NEW Canadian Magazine, "Electronics Work- 
shop", $5.00 yearly, sample $1.00. ETHCO, 
Box 741 "A ", Montreal. 

7 

out of 
who 

'have it 
doni 
know 
it... 

21 million Americans have high 
blood pressure. But 50 percent of 
those who have it. don't know it 

When blood pressure goes higher 
than t should, and stays high, it sets 
the stage for heart attack or stroke. 

Most cases of high blood pressure 
can be controlled with drugs and 
other advances in treatment. That's 
why you should see your doctor reg- 
ularly. Only he can tell if you need 
he'p. 

A publle ralee 
wogs from your 
Hood Aeeedeaon 

Give 
the 
world 
a little 
gift 
today. 
Blood. 

Red Cross. 

IV itbGood oe 

Thanks to you 
lbS 

working 

The United Way 
Aay.m.me eomnbutee 

the public good. Act 

'd ' 

POTTER 

i 

`BRUMFIELD 
44.; 
r \ 

Type KHP Relay 
d,l I,_ l 4 PDT 3A Contacts 

r IdJJ r A 
24 VOC (650 coil) $1.50 Ea. 

120 VAC (10.5 MA coil) $1.75 Ea. 

RCA 2010 

Numitron Digital Display Tube 
Incandescent 5 -volt 7-segment 
with .6" high numeral visible 
from 30 ft., standard 9 -pin 
base (solderable), and left 

hand decimal point. 

EACH $5.00 5 FOR $20.00 

í11105 

CD4000 $ .29 04016 S .69 

CD4001 .29 CD4019 .69 

004002 .29 CD4023 .29 

CD4008 1.98 CD4024 1.50 
CD4009 .59 CD4025 .34 
CD4010 .59 CD4030 .65 
CD4011 .29 74C20 .65 
C04012 .29 74C42 2.00 
C04013 .69 74C157 2.50 
04015 1.98 74C195 2.00 

Numeric Display 
14 " Single g Digit 
GaAsP LED ' . 

I i 

SUPER SPECIAL $ 59 \ . I 

TEN for $4 35 

coHu c<,awt wrlr cc MINN ACTUAL SIZE 

" 
compact - to aigrts ,, r Panel .,ern 

"',9irtri, to'r t o,,e .. de . tngtangle (I'Ó 
Lo. cc-te - 125 me per a,gi, attyp,cal brightness 

2102 -2 MOS 1024 BIT MEMORY (DIP) 
FULLY DECODED STATIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY 
DIRECTLY TTL COMPATIBLE INPUTS AND OUTPUT 
SINGLE SV SUPPLY - - NO CLOCKS OR REFRESH 

$3.00 EA. 10 FOR $27.95 

TTL 
7400 $ .20 7453 $ .15 
74H00 .25 7454 .20 

7401 .30 74L54 .25 

74H01 .25 74L55 .25 

7402 .25 7460 .16 

7403 .25 74L71 .25 

7404 .25 7472 .40 

7400H0 4 .30 74L72 .60 

7405 .30 7473 .25 

7406 .40 74L73 .75 

7408 .30 7474 .45 

7410 .15 74H74 .75 

7413 .75 7475 .80 

7417 .40 7476 .55 

7420 .20 74L78 .70 

74L20 .30 7480 .50 

74H20 .30 7483 .70 

74H22 .30 7489 3.00 
7430 .15 7490 1.00 

74H30 .30 7492 .45 

74400 .30 7493 1.00 

7440 .20 7495 .65 
74H40 .30 74L95 1.00 
7442 1.00 74107 .25 

7447 1.50 74145 1.00 

7450 .15 74180 1.00 
74H50 .30 74193 1.50 

7451 .20 

74H51 .25 

NEW! 
14414.11-, FULL WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

25 AMP 500 PIV 

EACH $2.00 10 FOR $16.50 

CD -2 COUNTER KIT 
Unit includes board, 7490, 7475, quad 

latch, 7447 seven -segment driver, and 
RCA DR2010. 

e- 

ca 
IS^- !- -i ej!_ / 

e e 

COMPLETE KIT $10.95 
FULLY ASSEMBLED $15.00 
Boards can be supplied separately at 

$2 50 per digit. 

NPN TO3 POWER TRANSISTORS 
410 (RCA) 200V - ]CA 

2N3772 70V - 30A i 

Each $1.75 10 for $15.00 

2N3055: PD -115g: VCE -60V: 
HFE -50: FT -30K. 
Fach S .90 'o for $F.95 

S I .Gals. 
DIP TRIMMER 

-12 turn trimpots 

which plug into 

í' // a DIP socket ,' -5K and 200K 

-4 leads spaced 

.3" x .2" 

Each 5.65 10 for 54.95 

MEMORY CHIPS 

8223 PROM 
8 BIT -32 WORD 
MEMORY lIll 

$3.00 EACH 10 FOR $29.00 

WE PROGRAM FOR $5.00 EACH 

TRANSISTOR 
2N3904 - HEP736 

1092 PLASTIC NPN 
300 MW 60V ß1O0 300 
NEW - FAIRCHILD - MARKED 

EACH $ .15 10 FOR $1.00 

25K Trümmer 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

TYPE 
e EACH S .20 10 FOR 51.50 

All IC's are new and fully tested. 

Leads are plated with gold or solder. 

Due to increased costs, crders under 

$7.00 add $1.00 postage and handling. 

Residents of California add sales tax. 

Orders are shipped within 2 workdays - 

kits are shipped within 10 days. $10 

minimum order on C.O.D.'s. 

Phone: Mail orders to: 
(916 ) 334 -2161 

P.O. Sox 4I778 

TWX: Sacramento, CA 
910- 367 -3521 95841 

BRBYL011 
ELECT ROfICS 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL GOOD: 
SEND FOR FREE FLYER LISTING 100's OF 

MONEY- SAVING BARGAINS: 

825129 SIGNETIC 
1024 BIT -256/4 

FIELD PROGRAMMABLE 
WE WILL NOT PROGRAM} 

EACH $5.30 8 FOR $34.95 

IOLETOM 12K2- ULTRA 
BIT 

LIGHT ERASABLE 
STATIC UNITS. 

EACH 59.95 

Circle 89 on reader service card 
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FOR SALE MINIS - DEC DG 

CAI CASC HP HIS IBM 
INT LOCK MICRO SEL 

TEMPO UNIVAC VARIAN XLO 
PRINTERS PAPER TAPE 

CARD READERS 
MAGNETIC TAPE 

SAME DAY SHIPMENT 
617 -261 -1100 

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 
P.O. Box 68 

Kenmore Station, Boston, Mass. 02215 
member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

RADIO & TV tubes 360 each. One year guar- 
anteed. Plus many unusual electronic bar- 
gains. Free catalog. CORNELL, 4217 -E Uni- 
versity, San Diego, CA 92105 
FREE catalog. IC's, Semi's. CORONET ELEC- 
TRONICS, 649A Notre Dame W., Montreal, 
Que. Canada, H3C -1H8. US Inquiries. 

CANADIAN discount and factory clearouts 
catalog. Top brand stereo equipment, calcu- 
lators, test gear, CB & communications, tele- 
phones. Factory dumps -government surplus. 
Amazing bargains. Unusual items. Rush $1. 
ETCO -RE, 521 5th Ave., NYC, 10017 

- econotrace - 
EQUIP YOUR LAB OR SHOP WITH A GENUINE 

QUALITY SEMICONDUCTOR CURVE TRACER. MEA. 

! SURE BETA, LEAKAGE, BACEO, NOISE, MATCH 

so PAIRS, ETC. USES LATEST CMOS CIRCUITRY, COM. 

- P1171 WITH BATTERY. COMPARES wnH TRACERS 

SELLING EOR $150.00 OR MORE AND EASIER TO 

OPERATE. SEND CHECK FOR 539 PLUS St" 

lab FOR POSTAGE a HANDLING. 

tSOI@L7 COLO. RES. ADD 3'h% SALES 

TAT. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. PO BOX 1972 
BOULDER, COLO. 80302 

RECORDS -TAPES! Discounts to 73 %; all 
labels; no purchase obligations; newsletter; 
discount dividend certificates; 100% guaran- 
tees. Free details. DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, 
650 Main St., Dept. 3 -26, New Rochelle, NY 
10801 
LIFE -a computer animation game program 
for 8080/6800 users (specify with order). 
Special price $10.00. Other swell programs. 
Infm- 50¢. KODIAC CODE CO., 1378 Sedge - 
wick, Oakville, Ontario, Canada. 

SIX DIGIT LED 
ALARM CLOCK KIT 

Thousands of hobbyists have bought and built our 
original clock kit and were completely satisfied. But we 
have received many requests for an alarm clock kit with 
the same value and quality that you have come to 
expect from S.D. So, here it is! 

THE KIT INCLUDES: 
1 -National MM5375 Alarm Clock Chip 
6 -Hewlett -Packard .30in. common cathode readouts 

15 -NPN & PNP Driver Transistors 
1 - Etched and drilled P.C. board 
1 - Step -Down Transformer 
2 -Push Button Switches for time set 
2 -Slide Switches for Alarm Set and Enable 
1 - Filter Caps 
6 - IN4002 Rectifiers Qt' 
1 -IN914 Diode $ L .7J 
3 -.01 Disc Caps I Complete K4. PPD.) 

28 - Resistors 
1 - Speaker for Alarm 
1 -LED Lamp for Pm indicator. 

Please take note that we use only first run parts in our 
kits and include ALL the necessary parts. Not like 
some of our competitors who use retested readouts 
and chips or who may not even include switches in 
their kits. 

VERNIER DIAL 
From a close 

ratio. 
out of metal dpseasilyre 

removed make 8 to 1 ratio. Internal stops easily removed to make 
unit multi -turn. 

LIMITED QUANTITY - 5.99 EACH 
DO YOU NEED A LARGE COMMON ANODE 

READOUT AT A FANTASTIC PRICE? 

Ø 
S. D. presents the MAN -64 by Monsanto - .40 
inch character. All LED construction - not re- 

flective bar type, fits 14 pin DIP. Brand new 
and factory prime. Left D.P. 

$1.50 ea. 6 for $750 

1000 MFD FILTER CAPS 
Rated 35 WVDC. Upright style with P.C. leads. 
Most populaf Value for hobbyists. Compare at up 
to 61.19 each from franchise type electronic pans 
storms. D. Special 4 tor $1 

DRIVER 
TRANSISTORS 
2N3904 - NPN 
2N3906 - PNP 

8 for St 

12 DIGIT READOUTS - $1.75 
Mfg. by Nations! eectronks, Big AO In. char. size. Gas discharge type, for 
use in desk top calculators, frequency counters, clocks, etc. ANOP 1253-12. 
orgirany costa calcuator mfg. $18.77 ea. In quentity.S.D. PricP$t.75ee. 
HIGH V. TRANSFORMER for above readout. Primat' 117V, two secondaries: 
24 VAC 500 MA 175 VAC 100 MA. $1.25 ea. 

SUPER DEAL. Two 52 Digit Readouts w /trensfomer - $5.00 

FET'S BY TEXAS INSTRUMENTS - SPECIAL 5 for S1 
#TIS75 but with an internal house number. TO-92 plastic case. N. Channel, 
Junction type FEY. 

FAIRCHILD BIG LED READOUTS 
A big .50 inch easy to reed character. Now available in either common anode 
a common cathode. Take your plck. Super low current drain, only5 MA per 
segment typical, 

FND - 510 Common Anode CHOICE 
FND - 503 Common Cathode $2 ea. 

INTEL 1702A 2K ERASEABLE PROM'S S6 -95 
we tell it like it is. We could have said these were 
factory new, but here is the straight scoop. We bought 
a load of new computer gear that contained a quantity 
of 1702A's in sockets. We carefully removed the parts, 
verified their quality, and are offering them on one heck 
of a deal. First come, first served. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

H.P. IS BACK! 
No Reacts a Retests hen - You want 
Quality, You have n with trace popular 0.3" 
L.E.D. by Hewlett Packard. Fits standard I.C. 
Socket. Right hand DP. 
5092 -n4o- Common Cathode ... .. 51.25 
5082 -n3o- common Anode _s1.25 

s for $6.00 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY STEREO HEADPHONES 
Here is the kind of super deal that S. D. is famous for. 
Treat your ears to a super sound at a super price. Soft 
padded ear cushions, lightweight, fully adjustable 
headband, long coiled cord, wide response. S6 Post 
Paid - NEW IN ORIGINAL FACTORY BOXES 

5VDC 1 AMP POWER SUPPLY KIT 
DC supply kit for TR. Includes transformer, 
rectifiers, filter caps, voltage regulation IC, and 
scnwnetic.Onry53.96(Kb1 Add Soc postage. 
w"89uhaledard Snot rcurfvmfecredt 

LM324 - QUAD 741 OP 
AMP - 99c 

SALE ON CUT LEAD SEMICONDUCTORS 
Leads were cut for PCB insertion. Still very useable. 
1N4148 Diode - 4031 2N3904 (House #Transistor) - 

25l$1 

NE555 - Timers - 49c 

Signetics, TRI -State Hex Buffer. MOS 
and TTL interface to TRI -Slate Logic 
Special: S1 81970 

709CH - OP AMPS - 

4 For Si 

OE SCR C106B1 
4 AMP 200PIV. Sensi- 
rive Gate. 59c 

INSTRUMENT KNOBS 
Black with brushed aluminum insert. Medium size, very 
attráctive style. SPECIAL 5 FOR St 

936 DT 
prams, house numbered. 

10 F 

BY ITT 
Hex Inverter 

r st 
SIGNETICS 1K P -ROM 

825129. 256 x 4. Bipolar, much faster 
man MOS devices. 50 NS. Tri -state 
outputs. TTL compatible. Field program- 
able, and features on chip address 
decoding Perfect for microprogramming 
applications 16 pm DIP Wen specs 
$295 ea. 

SUBMINIATURE TRIMMER CAPS 

Ultra stable. Range 3.5 to 18 PF 3 for 3 DIGIT LED ARRAY - 75e 

by LI TRONIX 
DL33MMB. 3 MAN -3 Size Readouts In one 
package. These are factory prime, not 
retested rejects as sold by others. 
compare this price! 75c 3 for $2. 

FILTER CAPS 
Dual section, 2000 MFD and 1500 MFD 
at 30 WVDC Twist Lock. 79c ea. 3 For $2 

NATIONAL VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
Like 7805. 5VDC - 1 AMP putput. Has 
TO -220 plastic power tab - 99e 

0 TYPE LED's MV-50 
TYPE 

10 for S1 
Feetory Prime! 

IN4146 COMPUTER DIODES 
Same as IN914. Factory prime. 20 for Et 

MOTOROLA NEGATIVE 
VOLTAGE REG 

Mgative Like our 14atal except for 
negative voltage Reg. catalog f5. Our 
price St .95. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
By G. I. 1.5 AMP 000PIV - 75c y 

LAMP 1000 PIV SILICON RECTIFIERS 
1N4007. Factory pente devices. 10 for 
81 00 

2N706Á 400MHZ. TRANSISTORS 
Silicon NPN. 1 WATT. TO -18 Case. 5 

For Si 
We do not sell junk. Money back guarantee 
on every Item. WE PAY POSTAGE. No 
C.O.D. Texas Res. add 5% lax. Postage 
rates went up 30 %I Please add 5% of your 
total order to help cover shipping. (Exclud- 
crag Power Supply Kit) 

711C OP AMPS 
Prime, factory tested and marked Full 
spec on all parameters. Not re- tested. 
tuncttonal Only, units as sold by others 
741 CH -TO-5 8 Lead Metal Can 3151 
741CV - 8 Lead Mini Ore .. 41St 

LARGE SIZE LED LAMPS 
Similar to MV5024. Prime factory tested 
units. We include plastiC mounting clips 
which are very hard to come by. 

Speciai 5 for $1 

MOTOROLA VOLTAGE REG 
MC7469R. TO -66 9 Lead package. For 3 
TO 30V Outputs. Provides 600 MA direct 
output or more by using an external 
power transistor. Reg catalog S4 ea 
With specs St 95 ea 

S. D. SALES CO. 
P.O. BOX 28810 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75228 

SLIDE SWITCH ASSORTMENT 
Our best seller. Inductee miniature and standard 
sizes, single and multi- posltlàn nits. All new, 
first quality. name brand switches. Try one pack- 
age and you'll reorder mare. Special - 12 for $1 
(Assortment) 

Circle 90 on reader service card 

RECONDITIONED test equipment. $0.50 for 
catalog. WALTER'S TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697 
Nickel, San Pablo, CA 94806 
ELECTRONIC parts! New! Solid State de- 
vices! Free flyer: DARTEK ELECTRONICS, 
Box 2460, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 
U.S. inquiries. 
DYNACO -A -R, transistors, repairs -boards -& 
units, speaker service. Send for prices & de- 
tails: BEAR ELECTRONICS, 177 -R Hillcrest 
Road, Mt. Vernon, NY 10552 

CASSETTES /LABELS 
Plain white cassette labels. Norelco cassette cleaners, 
famous brand cassettes. Send for open reel and cassette 
discount catalog. 1.9 1$ -99 100 1000 10M 
Cassette Labels .02 .015 .01 .005 
Noreleo Cassette Cleaner .65 .60 .55 .50 .45 
10" Metal, NAB, Used Reel 1.10 1.00 .90 .80 .75 
10re Fiberglass used s/e' Hole .50 .50 .40 .35 .30 
Plus Postage by Weight and Zone. Minimum Order $5.00 

OPEN REEL STEREO TAPE BUYERS! 
We've Got the - S hint" Thy Prices And The Address To Prove It 

Saxitone's Bicentennial Tape Shoppe 
1776 Columbia Rd., N.W., Wash. D.C. 20009 

JAPANESE transistors. All transistors origi- 
nal factory made. Free catalog. WEST PA- 
CIFIC ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 25837, W. 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 
FREE flyer of electronic parts, semiconduc- 
tor, printed circuit boards, kits, etc. Write to 
R L PHOTO -ELECTRONICS, Dept. RE, P. O. 
Box 1432, Reseda, CA 91335. 
MICRO "spy" microphones 1/4 X 3/16 in. apx. 
5K ohms $12.50. Many other micro parts 
available. Catalog 25¢. MICRATEC, P. O. Box 
13257, Houston, TX 77019 

PLANS & KITS 

BUILD that electronic organ you always 
wanted at a price you can afford. Third edi- 
tion of "Organ Builder's Guide," pictured 
product kit line, circuits, block diagrams, de- 
sign rationale using IC divider and indepen- 
dent generators with diode keying. $3.00 
Postpaid. Also, free brochure on keyboards. 
DEVTRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS, Dept. B, 
5872 Amapola Drive, San Jose, CA 95129 

OPTICALLY COUPLED ISOLATOR 
Gallium Arsenide diode light source op- 
tically coupled to silicon NPN photo 
transistor. Mini dip package. 

#SOC $1.00 6/$5.00 

3 OCTAVE KEYBOARD $12.50 
Suitable for tone oscillator board for pop 
musical devices. 

180 AMP -THYRISTOR (SCR) 
Perfect for control of electric cars, hi 
current battery charging, plating, etc. 

180 amps 200 PIV $20 6/$100.00 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Puts out 24 -12 -6 volt DC 2 amps. In- 
cludes xfmr, line cord, filter, silicon 
bridge. #PK -2B $9.00 

B & L HELIUM NEON GAS LASER 
Fully assembled, runs on 115 volts AC. 
Less Laser tube $15.00 

POWER AMP TRANSFORMER $9.00 
115 volts input, output of 96 VCT 2 amps. 

9.00 each 3/$25 
1N1131 Sil. Signal Diode 0.3 amp. 
1500 PIV 2/$1.00 
2N2222 (HEP 555) 8/$1.00 
1103A 1024 bit RAM $2.50 each 5/$10 
MC 1440G Sense Amp 2/$1.00 

Please add shipping cost on above. 
FREE catalog 

SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC 

P.O. Box 62 MATERIAL 
19 ALLERTON STREET 
E. LYNN MASS. 01904 

Circle 91 on reader service card 
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ELECTRONIC 

MUSIC SYNTHESIS /ANALOG PROCESSING 
PLANS &KITS CIRCUIT THEORY 

INDUSTRIAL R &D TECHNIQUES 
WARTS & COMPONENTS 

featuring. STATE -OF- THE -ART technolog, and 

professional -lab quality designs at LOW COST 

BUILD : Ultra wide range universal V C O 
Voltage controlled filters & amplifiers 

WRITE 
Joystick controlled filters & faders 

NOW plus MUCH MUCH MORE 
Free Information... sand self addressed, stamped envelope to 

C F R ASSOCIATES 
P O Box F Newton, N H 03858 

"the oldest name In synthesis for the experimenter" 

7 

DIGITAL logic probe kit $3.95. Includes all 
parts, P. C. CopCom, 1324 Saybrook Rd., 
Livermore, CA 94550. 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS and PRODUCTS: 

Lasers Super Powered, Burning, Cutting, Rifle, Pis- 
tol, Pocket. See in Dark -Shotgun Directional 
Mike - Unscramblers -Giant Tesla- Stunwand- 
TV Disrupter- Energy Producing, Surveillance, De- 
tection, Electrifying, Ultrasonic, CB, Auto and 
Mech. Devices, Hundreds More -All New Plus 
INFO UNLTD PARTS SERVICE. Catalog $1. Informa- 
tion Unlimited, Bon 626, Lord Jeffery Court, Am- 
herst, N.H. 03031. 

TV Ping Pong game. Plays through your set's 
antenna terminals: Plans $3.25. ARS SYS- 
TEMS, Box 1922, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
MILLI the C -MOS probe converts your volt- 
meter into FET input millivoltmeter. Complete 
kit only $11.95. Free information. DAGE SCI- 
ENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, Box 1054, Liver- 
more, CA 94550 

TV GAMES -Low cost one or two player 
Pong /Handball game with sound: Plans 
$5.00. For the discriminating, a Super Pong 
game with variable ball speeds and angles, 
plus sound, plus color: Plans $8.50. PC 
Boards and kits also available. ARS SYS- 
TEMS, Box 1922A, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 

Red Cross. 
The Good 
Neighbor. 

WISDOM is... 
giving 
to the 
March 
of 
Dimes 

Birth defects 
are forever. 

Unless you help. 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 

VIDEO CAMERA KIT 
A UNIQUE CAMERA KIT 

FEATURING A...100 X 100 BIT 
SELF SCANNING CHARGED 

COUPLED DEVICE 

INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING 
UNIQUE FEATURES... 
FOUND IN FAR MORE 
EXPENSIVE CAMERAS 
W AVAILABLE 

LOW vOLTAGE SUPPLY TOR 

BA'TERESI S AND s 1S VOLTS 

SENSITNE 'OKRA RED AS 
WELL AS VISIBLE LOST 

MAY BE USED FORA 
SURVEILLANCE WITH MO 
LONT SOURCE 

EXCELLENT FOR STANDARD 
SURVEILLANCE WOW BECAUSE 
OF RS LIGHT WEIGHT AND 
SMALL SIZE 

ALL COMPONENTS MOUNTED 
ON TWO PARALLEL 3- X St 
SINGLE SIDED BOARDS TOTAL 
WEIGHT UNDER 2195 

MAY BE WIRED BY PERSON 
WITH SERE TECHNICAL 
EXPERENCE M B NRB 

SUPER UNBELIEVABLE /y 
ONLY 422500 

MAY SE USED 
WITH AMATEUR 
RADIO FOR VIDEO 

USED FOR CHARAC- 
TER RECOGNITION 
FOR COMPUTERS 
WITH EXTERNAL 
CIRCUITS 

MAY 2'_ USED IN 
A VACUUM, UN- 
DER WATER, HIGH 
ALTITUDE, AND 
M MAGNETIC 
ENVIRONMENT 
BECAUSE THERE 
IS NO HIGH 
VOLTAGE OR 
MAGNETIC 
DEFLECTION 

WE SUPPLY ALL 
SEMICONDUCTORS. 
BOARDS. DATA SHEETS. 
DIAGRAMS RESISTORS 
AND CAPACITORS 

SORRY. WE DO NOT SUPPLY 
THE CASE. BATTERIES 
IOR SUPPLY, THE LENSE 
tROT SUPPUEDI DEPENDS 
UPON TOE USE 

Ao0 $2 00 POSTAGE AAD HArpN3. RuS M co FOR ALL C 90CKETS 

INTEL 8080 CPU $37 50 
8008 8 BIT MICRO PROCESSING CHIP 
(with Data Book) $19.00 
2102.2 1024 BT RAM .. S 2.95 
5202A UV PROM $12.60 
MM5203 UV PROM $12.50 
1702A UV PROM ... $12.50 
5204 -4K PROM $24.95 
MINATURE TRIM POTS 100, S00 
5K. ?OK. 25K, 50K. 100K. 200K 
5.75 w. 3152.00 
MULTI-TURN TRIM POTS SlnYw to Boume 
3010 styla'$,.' x'I.' 1 V..; 50. 100. 
10.000 ohne 
$1.50 M. 3114.00 
LIGHT ACTIVATED SCR's 
TO -l8 200V 1A 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
4, x8 
BCK U1e/c11e0 
5.50 w. 
VEC'OR BOARD 1' SPACING 
4.5' 4 :.5' a. T 

rH 

5152.20 

4 WATT IR LASER DIODE $7.95 

2N 5457 N PET 
2N4891 UJT 
TIS 43 WI 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 
2N 6028 PROG UJT 

VERIPAX PC BOARD 
This board a T,.' single sided PE. 

per epoxy board, 4'v. 
DRILLED and ETCHED which we 
hold up to 21 single 14 pin IC's a 
8, 16. or LSI DIP IC with busses 
for power soppy connector. $5.25 

MV 5891 YELLOW. EN 
BIPOLAR LED .. $1.25 

MT -2 PHOTO TRANS S .60 
RED, YELLOW. GREEN OR 

AMBER LARGE LED ea. S .20 
14 PIN DIP SOCKETS . $ .35 
16 PM DIP SOCKETS 
MOLEX PINS. 100 /81.00 

1000/56.00 
8 PIN MINI DIP SOCKETS S .30 

.4 
f .45 

S .45 
S .35 

4151.00 
S .e5 

10 PIN TO -5 TEFLON PC SOCKETS 
- 

S .60 
10 WATT ZENERS 3.9, 4.7, 

12 180R22V M.$ .75 
1 WATT ZENERS 4 7, 5 6. 10. 12. 

1 1c V...___..... -.. .25 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 

PRV 1A 3A 12A 50A 125A 
100 06 14 .30 .80 
200 07 20 35 1.15 4.25 
400 .09 .25 .50 1.40 6.50 
800 11 30 .70 1.80 8.50 
800 15 .35 .90 2.30 10.50 

1000 20 .45 1.10 2.75 12.50 
REGULATED MODULAR 

POWER SUPPLIES 
+ - 15VDC AT 10ome 

116VAC INPUT. .... $24.95 
5VDC AT 1A, 1 15VAC INPUT . $24.95 
12V 55 $24.95 
IN 4148 (IN914) 15151.00 
1103, 1024 bit RAM $2.7$ 
NEC 6003 2048 bit RAM $6.00 
1101258 bit RAM 51.40 
7480 RAM $2.30 
7 POLE 1 THROW TO -5 MINATURE 

ROTARY SWITCH 
5 -30V LOW CURRENT St.15 

Terms: FOBCambridge, Mass. 
Send Check or Money Order. 
Include Postage. Minimum 
Order $5.00. COD'S $20.00. 

F8 MICROPROCESSOR KIT 
WE'VE GOT THE F8 MICROPROCESSOR KIT, ONE 
OF THE MOST ADVANCED MCU SYSTEMS ON THE 
MARKET TODAY FOR ONLY $179.00 

1Ma awe chip SCVS rACWWW system Na me 
t -EOwnp advantages 
11 OrNen by 5 .M 12 V011 power IIPÇIY 

21 Two u0 pons on me CRU onto and ROM, 
mono 32 boSaDt,O W Ines 

31 84 bran of 1851 RAM scraChmd bun nto Me 
CPU cue 

41 A DWI et clock Generator end power on rest 6151 
nl0 the CPU chip 

51 A proon nvrode nternal boer bM1 No Bw ROM clap 
81 80 %oI the XMBUChons are 1 byte 
71 TTL IIO CanetEility 

81 consumes lees then 300rnw of power per Chip 
B1 A local interrupt writ autanstc adress vector 

101 aspMd.bN R&M bytes 12102.2'sí of memory 
TN F8 Kit Ins enough pans and natuclona to demon. 
Mote mxYOprOCeaaor programs up to 1 K ono. and to 
debug avert programs 

we aupgy 
1- 3850 CPU 
1 38514 FAN.BUG proprsmrd Mange 

uro. prowls, the rroonm or Wish M 
ris IIO Suboutne . ses Mows Me pro - 

granmer lo display Ce alter memory. 
end 'Rudder tonlnts VII e teletype 
terminal 

1- 3853 Stem memory menace 
8 21022 

Run CMOS gNes are butlers. PC cad. 
nStucbM manuels. wognann Y,0 

puce. BM tine sharing guide 

thÓMRrs ewrF 
WrnMnFE*cH WOG c ox 

ROO 

o:am 
NrFreuer LivEl 

'Flary1 COUNTER 
AoPE85SrAbtANWRn m m 

rorooarteeACeael 

á::Tió rw.0 
.EAroRY,NnRrACF 

.°mFV1 RE"éTAACEaI 
pnAPONnA 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2N3585 NPN Si TO-66 S .95 
2N3772NPN Si TO-3. . . . 55.80 
2N1901 PNPSiTO-3. ..S .85 
2N1548 PNP GE TO-3 .. 5 .95 
2155086 PNP Si TO-92. 4/51.00 
2N4898 PNP TO-88. 5 .60 
2N404 PNP GE TO-5 . . . 5/51.00 
2N3919 NPN Si TO-3 RF 51.50 
MPSA13 NPN Si TO-92 . . . 3/51.00 
2N3767 NPN Si TO-86 . . S 70 
2N2222 NPN Si TO-18 5/51.00 
2N3055 NPN Si TO-3 . . S .80 
2N3904 NPN Si TO-92 5/51.00 
2N3906 PNP Si TO-92 5/51.00 
2N5298 NPN Si TO-220 S .50 
2148109 PNP Si TO-220 S .55 
2N3886 NPN Si TO-5. . 5 75 
2N3638 NPN Si TO-5.. 5/$1 00 
2N6517 NPN TO-92 St . 3/51.00 
CAPACITORS 

Vat 47ÚI TA 5/S1 00 
35V at 68 u1 TANT 5,51 00 
25V 33 of TANT.. . S .40 
35V at 8.13 of TANI 3/51.00 
20V at 150 ui TANT . .40 
8V 30 W TANT .. _ /51.00 
200V 4.7 of ELECT.. S .30 
CT7001 ALARM CLOCK CHIP 55.75 
FPA 711-7 LEVEL Diode Array Optical 
Tape Readers $5.95 
MM1402 -3.20 MM5057 -4.00 
MM1403 -3.20 ß4,15058 -4.95 
MM 1404 -2.50 MM5060 -4.95 
MM5013 -7.75 MM5061 -4.30 
MM5018 -3.50 MM5555 -8.25 
MM5017 -4.75 MM5558 -6.25 
MM5055 -4.00 MM5210 -1.95 
MM5056 -4.00 MM5260 -2.95 

TTL IC SERIES 
74L00- 26 7478- 35 

7400- 14 7480- .48 
7401- 15 
7402- 15 
7403- 15 
7404- .18 
7405- .18 
7406- 35 
7407- 33 
7408- 18 
7409- 18 
7410- 15 
7411- .25 
7412- .30 
7413- 45 
7414-1.45 
7416- .33 
7417- .33 
7420- 15 
7425- 27 
7428- 24 
7427- 27 
7430- 15 
7432- .24 
7437- .29 
7438- 29 
7440- 15 
7441- 95 
7442- 59 
7445- 79 
7448- 87 
7447- .87 
7448- 85 
7472 - 
7473 - 
7474- 

7485 -1.05 
7486- .34 
7490- .49 
7491- .79 
7492- 49 
7493- 49 
7495- 74 
7496- 79 

74107- 34 
74121- 38 
74123- 74 
74125- 54 
74128- 54 
74150- .92 
74151- 69 
74153- 79 
74154-1.05 
74155 -1.05 
74157- 75 
74181- .95 
74164 -1.10 
74165 -1.10 
74173 -1.35 
74175- .95 
74177- .75 
74181 -2.30 
74192 -1 10 
74193 -1.10 
74194 -1.15 
74195- 74 
74196- 95 

34 75324 -1.75 
.35 75491 -1.10 

7475- .49 
ALCO MINATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 

MTA 106 SPDT $1.20 
MTA 208 DPDT 1.7. 

CIMOS (DIODE CLAMPED) 
74CO2- 26 4012- 24 4026 -1 90 
74C10- .3040.13 - 45 4027- 55 

74C157- 1754015 -1.24 4028- 95 
4001- 24 4017 -1 15 4030- .49 
4002- .24 4018 -1 24 4035 -1.50 
4006 -1 -35 4019- 50 4042- 75 
4007- 24 4022 -1 24 4046 -2.75 
4009- 50 4023- 24 4047 -3.50 
4010- 50 4024- 95 4050- 49 
4011- 24 4025- 24 4055 -1 95 

FM) 503 -. 5' C. C... . $1.75 
HP 7740 -.3' C.C. $1.40 
51AN -4 -. 25' C.A. $1.20 
MAN -7. 3' C.A.. $1.25 
01.747 6' C 81.95 

s 33 -3 di.. arra 
Full Wave Bridges 

PRV 2A 6A 25A 
200 95 1 25 2 00 
400 1.15 1.50 3 00 
600 1.35 1.75 4 00 
CD 110 LINEAR 258 XI BIT SELF 
SCANNING CHARGED COUPLED 
DEVISE $125.00 

SANKEN AUDIO POWER AMPS 
Si 1010 G 10WATTS $ 0.90 
SI 1020 G 20 WATTS $ 3.95 
Si 1050 G 50 WATTS $ 4.95 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
LM 3091( 5V 1A REGULATOR 
723 - 40 + 4011 REGULATOR 
301/748-Hi Per Op. Amp. 
320T5, 12, 15, OR 24V 

NEGATIVE REG 
741 A or 741 C OP. AMP 
709c OPER AMP 
307 OP AMP 
CA 3047 HI PERF OP AMP 
CA 3089 FM IF SYSTEM. 
3407 -5, 8. 12, 15, 18, 24V POS 

REG TO-220 
OPER AMP HI PERFORM. 

LM 308 Oper. Amp.. Low Power 
747 - DUAL 741 - DUAL TIMER, 
537 - PRECISION OP AMP 
.540.70W POWER DRIVER 
LM 3900 - QUAD OP AMP. 
LM 324 - QUAD 741 
560 -PHASE LOCK LOOP 
561 - PHASE LOCK LOOP 
565 - PHASE LOCK LOOP 
586 FUNCTION GEN 
567 - TONE DECODER 
LM 1310N FM STEREO DEMOD 
8038 IC VOLTAGE CONT. OSC 
LM370 - AGC SQUELCH AMP 
555 -2ps -2 HR. TIMER 
553 QUAD TIMER 
FCD 810 OPTO- ISOLATOR 
1458 DUAL OP. AMP 
LM 380- 2W AUDIO AMP 
LM 377 - 2W Stereo Audio Amp 
LM 381 - STEREO PREAMP. 
LM 382 - DUAL AUDIO PREAMP 
LM 311 - HI PER COMPARATOR 
LM 319 - Dual Hi Speed Comp. 

9 -a ;a ,P;:TR. 
SCR'S TRIACS 

1.20 
.54 
.29 

1.50 
.31 
.25 
.25 
.95 

3.25 

1.20 
.75 

1.05 
.85 
.95 

2.80 
2.50 

.49 
1.50 
2.50 
2.50 
1.75 
2.50 
1.75 
2.75 
3.90 
1.15 

.53 
3.50 

.80 

.85 

.95 
2.50 
1.15 
1.15 

.95 
1.10 
1.25 

PRV tA 10A 25A 1 5A 6A 35A 
100 40 70 1 30 40 50 1 20 
200 70 1.10 1 75 60 70 1 60 
400 1 10 1.60 2 60 1 00 1 20 2 20 
600 1 70 2 30 3.60 1.50 3 00 

Send 200 for our Catalog featuring 
Transistors and Rectifiers 

145 Hampshire St . Cambridge Mass 

SOLID STATE SALES 
P 0 805 /4 
SOMERVILLE, MASS 02143 TEL 161/154 /4000 

WE SHIP OVER 95% 
OF OUR ORDERS THE 

DAY WE RECEIVE THEM 
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KOMPUTER KORNER 
(continued from page 22) 

actual machine. Your programs will be 
largely independent, but you will not de- 
velop the understanding of computer oper- 
ation and machine architecture that you 
will gain from programming in a ma- 
chine's assembly or machine language. 

Another factor to consider is size and 
availability. Higher -level language proces- 
sors are at least as large as assemblers and 
require the same I/O devices. They are also 
considerably harder to develop. 

All examples for this column will be 
presented in the assembly language of the 
8080 microprocessor. This will give us 
maximum coverage of both hardware and 

software interaction while providing a 
good medium for programming. 

Microcomputer evolution 
The microprocessor has received a lot 

of press as being a revolutionary device 
that sprang fully formed from the logic 
designer's forehead. In actuality, the mi- 
croprocessor is a logical evolution of in- 
creasingly sophisticated integrated circuit 
technology combined with program -con- 
trolled logic. 

Early SSI (Small Scale Integration) in- 
tegrated circuits were simple gate func- 
tions. Logic designers combined these to- 
gether to form more complex functions 
and systems. As the technology improved; 
it became possible to provide more com- 
plex functions as building blocks for logic 

AMD 

8080A $39.95 
MICROPROCESSOR 

QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS - SAME DAY SERVICE - 
NEW DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
SAVES YOU EVEN MOREI 

0-70 480 ns Clock Period 

2102 $2.65 
1024 Bit Random Acceca Memory 

sob ns typical, 1000 ns Max 

Acceca Time 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS - TTL, CMOS, LINEAR a MOS 

7400 .21 
7401 .21 
7402 .21 
7403 .21 
7404 .21 
7405 .21 
7406 .25 
7407 .25 
7408 .21 
7409 .21 
7410 .21 
7411 .21 
7412 .21 
7413 .25 
7414 .89 
7416 .25 
7417 .25 
7420 .21 
7421 .25 
7423 .35 
7425 .35 
7426 .25 
7427 .33 
7428 .28 
7430 .21 
7433 .25 
7433 .30 
7437 .25 
7438 .25 
7440 .21 
7441 .88 
7442 .53 
7443 .63 
7444 .63 
7445 .70 
7446 .70 
7447 .70 
7448 .70 
7450 .21 
7453 .21 
7454 .21 
7460 .21 
7470 .30 
7472 .30 

7473 
7474 
7475 
7476 
7480 
7482 
7483 
7485 
7486 
7489 
7490 
7491 
7492 
7493 
7494 
7495 
7496 

.30 

.30 

.49 

.32 

.70 

.70 

.70 

.89 

2.19 
.44 
.70 
.44 
.44 

.70 
0 

74100 1.28 
74107 .30 
74109 .33 
74121 .35 
74122 .44 
74123 .61 
74125 .40 
74126 .40 
74132 .70 
74141 .88 
74145 .70 
74147 1.63 
74148 1.30 
74150 1.16 
74151 .70 
74153 .65 
74154 1.03 
74155 .0 
74156 .70 
74157 .70 
74160 .88 
74161 .88 
74162 .88 
74163 .88 
74164 .96 
74166 1.26 
74170 2.64 
74173 1.42 

74174 98 
74175 93 
74176 79 
74177 79 
74180 70 
74181 215 
74182 79 
74184 2 19 
74185 2 19 
74188 350 
74189 350 
74190 123 
74191 1 23 
74,92 88 
74193 88 
74194 88 
74195 88 
74196 88 
74197 B8 
74198 1 49 
74199 149 

74279 
74365 
74366 
74367 
74368 
75150 1 

75450 
75451 
75452 
75453 
75454 
75491 

09 
58 

7 
7 

i 
1 

88 
1 

61 

1 

84 
75493 1 09 
75494 1 19 
BW3 40 
8094 40 
8095 67 
8096 67 
8097 67 
8098 67 
82525 219 
4000 23 

4001 .23 
4002 .23 
4006 1.73 
4007 .23 
4008 .79 
4009 .44 
4010 .44 
4011 .23 
4012 .23 
4013 .40 
4014 .96 
4015 .96 
4016 .40 
4017 1.05 
4018 1.05 
4019 .23 
4020 1.14 
4021 1.14 
4022 .96 
4023 .23 
4024 84 
4025 ,23 
4026 1.68 
4027 .40 
4028 .89 
4029 1.14 
4030 .23 
4033 1.51 
4034 3.50 
4035 1.14 
4040 1.14 
4041 .79 
4042 .79 
4043 .70 
4044 .70 
4046 1.86 
4049 .40 
4050 .40 
4051 1.26 
4052 1.26 
4053 .72 
4060 1.58 
4066 .79 
4071 .23 
4072 .23 

407 .Z 
4075 .23 
4.081 .25 
4082 .23 
4502 .79 
4510 1.14 
4511 1.05 
4514 2.80 
4515 2.80 
4516 1 23 
4518 1.14 
4520 1.14 
4527 1.68 
4528 .88 
4585 1.23 
4M3090 1.80 
14632414 1.28 
11413400-5 1.25 
IM3407b 1.25 
1843407- 1.25 
1M3401-12 1.25 
003407-15 1.25 
4M3401-18 1.25 
1M340724 1.25 
I1M390014 .88 
NE536T 124 
NE5401 2.04 
NF555V .48 
NE556A 88 
N66041 3.83 
NE561 B 183 
NE5628 183 
IE565A 1.25 
NE566V 1.28 
NE567V 1.36 
uA09CV .44 
uA710CA 94 
uAT1CA .53 
uA723CA .60 
uA741CV .44 
04747CA .70 
uA748CV .49 
MC1458V .53 
2102 2.65 
82806 49.95 

AP SUPER STRIP II- Universal Breadboarding-\ 
Element with 640 Solderlw 
Plugdn Tie-Points 

$17.00 

IC TEST CLIPS 
14 pin TG14 11440 24 pin TC-24 $13.85 16 pin TC-16 $4.75 

We carry AP's Pond. Cords, Terminal 
Strips. Distribution Strips and ACE'. tool TC-1 6 

BISHOP GRAPHICS PYlnt.d Circuit Drafting 
Aid. are now available from Diyl-K.y 

ROCKWELL 
CALCULATORS 
We stock a complete 
line from $16.88 through 
$99.95. 

Sc1.ntIfk 
Slide Rule 

$89.95 
with Caw 

and Battery 
Charger 

4-pin, low profile DIP 
L cols on tenderá .10- 
(2 550 mm) grid 
I at 40'G 0.1 

0 
I=1 

DUAL IN -LINE BRIDGE 
An integrated bridge rectifier in a 

miniature dual in -line package 

50 MO 36` 
1 AMP 

VM28 
200 PIV 4405 

1 AMP 

00 
VARO 

HIGH 
BRIGHTNESS 

LED DISPLAYS 
Your Chelo of RED. GREEN or YELLOW 

CMOS DATABOOK S1.50 
Spedfkatlans and pin-outs for 80 different 4000 series parts 

0.3" NIsI. . . . 51.90.a 0.6" Ni011. . . . S3.30 98. 

041172 

04i52 
OWN 
081174 

041154 

WWI 

R® CA. 
WIEN C.A. 

YELLOW C.A. 

RED C.C. 

GREEN C.C. 

YELLOW C.C. 

X24672 R® 
024452 GREEN 

11418842 YELLOW 

0ÁN674 RED 

0UN N WWI 
0-4844 'MUM 

C.A. 

C.A. 

C.A. 

C.C. 

C.C. 

C.C. 

REED RELAYS 
13 Amp SPST N.O. 

Contacts 

4.8v Coil $1.0 $125/C 
6.0v Coil $1.70 6125/C 
12v Coil 5130 1125/C 
246 Coil 51.0 $125/C 

1/4 WATT 5% CARBON 
FILM RESISTORS 
Sc web w Rdtiplos of 5 per mho. 

$1.0 /100 of von. vole. 10 ohm to 1.0 need 

SILICON TRANSISTORS 
6490918, MP5930, M7522224, 461523694, 64752712, 645029076, 64903392,MP53393, 
MP53394, MP53395, MP53563, MP53565, MP53638, MP53638A, MP53640, 64933641, 
MP53643, MP53645, 11753646, 2113904 263906, 2144124, 2N4126, 294401, 2114403, 
264410. P144888, 265087, 2145089, b115129, PN5133, P05134, PN5137, P14138, 
P65139, 2N5210, P65964 .16, 51.55/10, 51160/100 of some pat no. 

MPf 102 .36 50.00/C 265457 .48 041.00/C MPSA13 .28 524.00/C 263055 .99 185.00/C 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
- Muhl L.ad - - Axial leed - - Arid Lead - 

lof /50v 
2.2u0/50v 
3.3u0/50v 
4.7uf/25v 
4.7uf/50v 
10uf/25v 
10uf/50v 
22uf/25v 
neuf /50v 
100,4 /6.3v 
100of /16v 
1000/25v 

.08 .65/10 

.00 .65/10 

.08 .65/10 

.08 .65/10 

.08 .0/10 

.08 .65/10 

.10 .75/10 

.09 .0/10 

.12 1.00/10 

.09 .75/10 

.11 .85/10 

.13 1.10/10 

lut /50v 

.3/ .4/35v 

.3.4 /50v 

.7uf/25v 
4.701/35v 
1000/16v 

uf /25v 
100/50v 

22uf/25v 

33u9/25e 
Oui /16v 

11 .90 /10 47u4/25v .17 1.30/10 
.12 30/10 10004/16v .17 1.30/10 
.12 .95/10 1000/6v .20 1.55/10 
.12 1.00/10 100455 /50v .29 230/10 
.11 .90/10 2200/16v .20 1.55/10 
.12 .95/10 2200/25v .29 2.35/10 
.11 .90/10 3300/16v .29 2.35/10 
.12 1.00/10 3330/25v .32 2.55/10 
.14 1.15.10 4700/16v .32 255/10 
.12 1.00/10 4700/25v .37 3.00/10 
.13 1.05/10 10000/16v .39 3.15/10 
.12 1.00.10 10000/35v .56 4.50/10 
.14 1.15/10 2700450/16v .62 4.95/10 
.14 1.15/10 

I.C. SOCKETS 
8 Pin Solder Tob .17 
14 Pin Solder Tab .20 
16 Pin Solder Tab .22 
18 Pin Solder Tab .29 
24 Pin Solder Tab 
W Pin Solder Tab 
40 Pin Solder Tab 
8 Pin Wire -Wrap .24 
14 Pin Wire -Wrap 
16 Pin Wire -Wrap 
18 Pin Wire -Wrap 
24 Pin Wire-Wrap 
28 Pin Wire -Wrap 
40 Pin wire -Wrap 

.55 

.63 

.26 
30 
.60 
.86 

1.23 
1.00 

RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS 
sse. il1ov.inw.Yi. Iv= 9.1ronw(43 Ks) 112N 
s w. r 10% u W. as. tn. le a s4 410 1710 .a)112.00 

DISC CAPS 
100pf/500v .54 .36/10 
220pf/500v .04 .36/10 
4700/500v .04 .36/10 
100W/500v .04 .37/10 
2200405¡500 v 04.3'7/10 

/500v .04 .32/10 
.01/5 .06 .50/10 
.01u004á /50v .03 .24/10 
.02245541/250.03 .28/10 

.047u1á /25 .05 .42/10 
lufdl25v .08 .62/10 

'/2 WATT ZENER DIODES 
165768 13v .15 111 /C 11452368 7.5v .15 $11 /C 
1652278 16v .15 $11/C 11452378 8.2v .15 011/C 
1115768 3.9v .15 111 /C 1052308 8.7v .15 $11 /C 
1N5229$ 4.3v .15 $11/C 11152398 9.1v .15 $11/C 
1115230B 4.7v .15 511/C 11452408 10v .15 011 /C 
1452318 5.1v .15 $11 /C 1652415 11v .15 011 /C 
11452328 5.6v.15 011 /C 1852428 12v .15 011 /C 
11452335 6.0v .15 111 /C 11152430 13v 15 $11 /C 
1145234B 6.2v .15 $11 /C 1652448 14v .15 111 /C 
1145235V 6.8v .15 $11 /C 1552458 15v .15 $11 /C 

HARDWARE 
2 -56 V. Screw .99/C 7.20/M 
2-56 'V, Savo .99/C 7.65/M 
4-40 % Screw .55 /C 3.60/84 
4.40 36 Screw .60 /C 4.05/84 
6.32' Screw .65/C 4.40/M 
632 ''A Screw .75/C 4.$5 /M 
632 3/8 Screw .90 /C 5.85/M 
2.56 Het Net .55 /C 3.60/M 
4-40 Next 166 .55 /C 3.75/M 
6.32 Hez Nn .60 /C 4.00/M 
632 Nex Nn .60 /C 4.15 /M 
No. 2 Lady/ostler .85/C 5.75/M 
No. 4 Lakwmher .45/C 3.00/84 
No. 6 Lsxkwmher .45/C 3.00/M 
No. 8 lackwasher .45/C 3.00/M 

SILICON DIODES 
1144148 .40/10 3.50 /C 1640004 0 /10 5.95/C 
164001 .64/10 5.50 /C 1001005 .82/10 7.05/C 

N4002 .66/10 5.60/C 1144006 .90/10 7.75/C 
164003 .68/10 5.80 /C 1144007 .99/10 8.60 /C 
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Circle 92 on reader service card 

design. At this point the integrated circuit 
designers were faced with the problem of 
what basic functions to build. Since there 
were many more devices on the chip than 
there were pins available for I/O, some 
decisions had to be made as to which in- 
puts, outputs, and functions should be pro- 
vided to make generally useful devices. 

The families of MSI registers, counters, 
adders, memories, and so on are the par- 
titioned logic devices that resulted. As the 
trend to more complex devices continued, 
the question of what types of general de- 
vices to build became a crucial factor. 
Eventually the decision came down to 
hardwired functions which would be built 
for large volume special applications 
(clock chips, calculator chips, custom con- 
trollers, memories, etc.) and general pur- 
pose devices whose function could be 
altered by means of programming (micro- 
processors). Actually, the calculator chips 
are really special purpose microprocessors, 
combining memory, control, ALU, and 
some I/O all on a single chip. While very 
cost effective for their specific functions, 
the calculator chip's architecture was com- 
promised to the point of making it difficult 
to use for anything else. The more general 
purpose microprocessors, on the other 
hand, did not have their main memory on 
the same chip as the ALU and control. 
This extra room allowed the designers to 
implement more versatile architectures for 
use in general applications. 

The first generation of microprocessors 
to be introduced were 4 -bit machines bear- 
ing a strong resemblance to their dedicated 
calculator relatives. They were designed 
for use in arithmetic applications such as 
advanced calculators, process controllers 
and computer peripherals, and as a result 
their architectures were optimized for 
arithmetic operations on 4 -bit BCD num- 
bers. These were followed by the first gen- 
eration of 8 -bit machines. These were 
intended for use in more sophisticated 
control and data processing systems, eight - 
bits conveniently storing one ASCII char- 
acter. The early four- and eight -bit ma- 
chines all suffered from extreme compro- 
mises forced by the process and packaging 
technology. Heavily multiplexed data 
paths, limited instruction sets, and com- 
plex interface and timing requirements 
made these devices difficult to use. 

The introduction of the 8080 marked 
the beginning of the second generation of 
microprocessors. Featuring a sound gen- 
eral purpose architecture with a broad in- 
struction set, unmultiplexed data paths, 
and TTL- compatible N- channel technol- 
ogy, this device offered major increases in 
both speed and useful computing power. 
It is this microprocessor and the others of 
its generation that have brought us to the 
day of a computer in every home. 

Whats next? To try and predict the 
trends in the microprocessor evolution at 
this point is apt to be futile, since the field 
changes at a bewildering pace. What we 
will try to do is establish some sound pro- 
gramming and analysis procedures that 
will allow us to keep up on the technology 
as it evolves. To give a basis for future 
comparisons we will use these principles 
on a real processor. In this manner we will 
develop skills that will be real and readily 
transferred to any other devices as the 
technology advances. R -E 
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CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES 

PROTO BOARDS 
Build & test circuits as fast as you think! 
P8100 10 IC cap breadboard kit, 4.5 x 6.0 x 1.35' 
P8101 10 14 -DIP cap, 5-way post, 940 soi01775ss 

tie paints, 5.8 e 4,5" 
P6102 12 14 -DIP cap., like P6101 with 1,240 tie 

points, 7.0 x 4.5" 
P8103 24 14 -DIP cap., 4 5-way posts, 2,250 tie 

points, 6.0 x 9.0" 
P8104 32 14 -DIP cap., 3060 solderless tie points, 

8.0 x 9.76" 

PROTO -CLIP 

a LOGIC MONITOR 
For poweron /hantlfoff 
signal tracing. Brine IC 

Simultaneously displays leads up from PC board 
static and dynamic log- surface for fast trouble - 
-c states of L, TTL, fhootinp 
MTL dr CMOS DIP ICs, pC 14 14 -pin $4.60 -- Pocket size, $8496. PC16 16 pin 4,76 

s 

11 

SOCKETS & BUS STRIPS 
Plug -in. wire, test, modify or expand without patch 
cords or solder. Snap together to form breadboard 
needed. 
PN /Deseription L. Hole-to-Hole Term'Is Price 
QT59S Socket 6.5" 6.2" 118 812.50 
OT598 Bus 6.5" 6.2" 20 2.50 
QT47S Socket 5.3" 5.0" 94 10.00 
QT47S Bus 5.3" 5.0" 16 2.25 
07355 Socket 4,1" 3,8" 70 8.50 
0T3513 Bue 4,1" 3,8" 12 2.03 
QT18S Socket 2,4" 2,1" 36 4,75 
QT12S Socket 1.8" 1,5" 24 3.75 
GIBS Socket 1.4" 1.1" 16 3.25 
QT7S Socket 1.3:: 1.0" 14 3.00 

$19.95 
$29.95 

$39,95 

$59.95 

$79,95 

7400N TTL 
7400N 5.12 7442N .58 7497N 5.00 
7401N .15 7443N .77 74100N 1.00 
7402N .14 7444N .77 74104N 1.20 
7403N .15 7445N .77 74105N .50 
7404N .16 7446N .83 74107N .33 
7405N .19 7447N .72 74109N .74 
7406N .29 7448N 80 74110N .72 
740714 .29 7450N .14 74111N 1.20 
7408N .18 7451N .14 74116N 2.00 
7409N .20 7453N .14 74121N .36 
7410N .16 7454N .14 74122N .38 
7411N .24 7459N .20 74123N .70 
7412N .33 7460N .14 74125N .47 
7413N .44 7470N .26 74126N .53 
7414N .95 7472N .26 74128N .84 
7416N .30 74735 .37 74132N 1.10 
7417N .33 7474N .32 74136N .96 
7418M .25 7475N .50 74141N 1.20 
7420N .13 7476N 32 74145N .91 
7421N .33 7480N .48 74147N 2.40 
7422N .50 7481 N 1.30 74148N 2.00 
7423N .37 7482N .98 '741505 1.00 
7425N .23 7483N .70 741515 .80 
7426N .23 7484N 3.00 741525 1.40 
7427N .25 7485N .90 74153N .79 
7428N .33 7486N ,34 74154N 1.40 
7430N .20 7489N 2.20 74155N .97 
7432N .24 7490N .48 74156N .95 
7433N .36 7491N .78 74157N .74 
7437N .29 7492N .49 74158N 1,60 
7438N .29 7493N .49 74160N 1.24 
7439N .38 7494N ,72 74161N .99 
7440N .16 7495N .80 74162N 1.26 
7441N ,87 7496N .70 74163N .99 

HIGH SPEED TTL 
745005 .33 745205 .33 74H52N .36 
745015 .25 745215 .33 74H53N .36 
745045 .33 74H22N .33 74H54N .36 
745055 .33 741.430N .33 74H55N .36 
745085 .40 74H40N .36 74H6ON .36 
74H1ON .33 74H6ON .36 74H71N .75 
745115 .33 74H51N .36 74H72N .75 

LOW POWER TTL 
74LOON .24 741105 .24 741515 .34 
74L02N .24 74L20N .33 74L73N .43 
74L03N .39 74142N 1.33 74174N .90 
741045 .33 

74LS 
741500 .39 741527 .45 741_5109 .92 
741501 .56 74L530 .39 741_3112 .66 
741502 .39 741532 .45 7415113 .92 
741503 .39 741538 .53 7415114 .92 
741504 0.5 741_351 .39 7415138 1.89 
741508 ,39 741_354 .55 7415139 2.00 
741509 .57 74LS55 .39 7415151 1,55 
74LS10 .39 741573 .65 7415153 1.89 
74LS11 ,42 741374 .65 7415 157 1.55 
741515 .57 741576 65 7415158 1.68 
741.520 .39 741578 .92 7415160 3.06 
741521 .56 741595 2.30 7415161 3.06 
741522 .60 741.5107 .65 7415162 2.25 

SCHOTTKV TTL 
74500 .44 74532 .80 745113 1.50 
74501 .76 74540 .65 745114 1.20 
74502 .60 74560 .76 745133 .80 
74503 .75 74551 .80 748138 2.20 
74504 .55 74560 .80 745139 2.20 
74505 .76 74564 .80 745140 .80 
74508 .80 74565 .80 745151 2.20 
74509 76 74574 .90 745153 3.40 
74510 .55 74576 1.15 745157 2.40 
74511 .65 74578 1.16 745158 2.00 
74515 .76 74585 6.10 745160 3.90 
74520 .65 74586 2.50 745161 4.70 
74521 .76 745112 1.00 745172 6.00 
74530 .80 

9300 SERIES 
9300PC $1.00 9318PC 2.30 9366PC 1.75 
9301PC 1.20 9321PC 1.20 93L00 1.50 
9304PC 1.50 9322PC 1.30 93101 1.60 
9306PC 6.90 9324PC 2.00 93L08 3.20 
9308PC 2.50 9328PC 2.50 93L09 1.80 
9309PC 1.60 9334PC 2.95 93110 2.80 
9310PC 1,50 9338PC 3.30 93L11 4.20 
9311PC 2.30 9340PC 5.00 93112 1.80 
9312PC 1.20 9341PC 4,10 93L14 1.70 
9314PC 1.30 9342PC 1.15 93116 3.20 
9316PC 1,50 9360PC 1.75 93L10 3.50 

74164N 1.10 
74165N 1.10 
74166N 1.28 
74170N 2.05 
74173N 1.34 
74174N 1.25 
74175N .94 
74176N .90 
74177N .90 
74178N .90 
74179N 2.60 
74180N .80 
74181N 2.39 
74182N .70 
74184N 1.84 
74186N 2.20 
74188N 4.75 
74190N 1.20 
74191N 1.20 
74192N .96 
74193N .95 
74194N 1.10 
74195N .74 
74196N .99 
74197N .78 
74198N 1.60 
74199N 1,60 
74200N 5.60 
74221N 1.50 
74251N 1.75 
74278N 2.45 
7427911 .94 
74293N 1.00 
74298N 1.98 

745735 .80 
745745 .80 
745765 .75 
74H102N .75 
7451035 .90 
7451065 .95 

741905 1.62 
74L93N 1.51 
74L95N 1.62 

7415163 2.25 
74LS170 5.80 
7415174 2.20 
7415175 2.40 
7415181 6.00 
7415194 2.25 
741519542.25 
7415196 2.76 
7415251 2.06 
7416253 2.42 
7415257 1.89 
7415258 2.06 
7415260 .65 

745174 3.30 
745175 2.90 
745181 6.00 
745189 4.40 
745194 3.30 
745195 3.30 
745251 2.20 
745253 2.40 
745257 2.40 
745258 2.40 
745260 1.20 
745280 5.70 
745289 4.00 

931_18 
93121 
93122 
931_24 
931_28 
931_34 
93138 
93140 
93L41 
93L60 
93L66 

3.50 
1.50 
1.80 
2.80 
3.70 
4,00 
4.20 
6.50 
6.50 
3.00 
2.70 

AUDIO AMPS 
TYPE V W 11 PRICE 

151352 6.15 1.15 8 1.60 
TAA611B12 6 -15 1.15 8 1.60 
TAA621Al2 6 -27 1.40 8 2.00 
TAA641811 6 -18 2.20 4 3.00 
TBA800 530 4.70 8 2.20 
TBA810AS 4.20 2.50 4 3.00 
T8A820 
TCA830 

3.16 
5.20 

0.75 
2.00 

4 
4 

1.70 
2.20 

TCA940 6.24 6.50 8 4.40 

LINEAR IC's 
H..TO-5 N-DIP M.NIINI-DIP D-CER-DIP K,T03 
LM105H 3.90 LM311H 1.20 LM710CH .90 
LM108H 4.90 LM311D .90 LM710CN .90 
LM114H 3.00 LM311M 1.75 LM711CH .90 
LM300H 1.20 LM312N 1.75 LM711CN .90 
LM300N 1,20 LM318H 1.50 LM716CH 3.50 
LM301AH .50 LM318M 2.40 LM715CD 4.60 
LM301AM .80 LM324N 1.90 LM723CH .60 
LM301AN 1.10 LM331N 1.25 LM723CN .65 
LM301M .96 LM336K 2.40 LM728CH 1.50 
LM3025 1.30 LM339N 2.20 LM725CD 6,00 
LM3025 1.40 LM320-6K 2.90 LM733CH 1.40 
LM3045 1.20 LM320-67 2.60 LM733CD 3.50 
LM30511 .85 LM320.12K 2.90 LM733CN 1.30 
LM305AH 1.05 LM320.12T2.60 LM741CH .40 
LM3055 1,00 LM340-5K 2.60 LM741CD 1,26 
LM306N .95 LM340-6K 2.60 LM74ICM .39 
LM307H .60 LM340-8K 2.60 LM747CH .75 
LM307M 1.50 LM340.12K2.60 LM747CN .90 
LM308H .85 LM340-15K 2.60 LM748CM .55 
LM30845 5.00 LM340-18K 2.60 LM777CH 2.15 
LM30813 2.25 LM340-211( 2.60 LM777CM 2.10 
LM308M 1.00 LM565CM .70 LM3046CN .95 
LM3095 1.75 LM556CM 1.30 LM3054CN 1.50 
LM309K 1.50 LM567CM 1.70 SG4501T 2,40 
I M311114 15n I-M709CH .75 SG4501N 2.40 

C-MOS 
P/N 1-9 10 up P/N 1-9 10up 
40004E .24 .23 40274E .55 .53 
40014E .24 .22 40284E .96 .88 
40024E .24 .22 40294E 1.25 1.22 
4004AE.4.00 3.99 40304E .44 .40 
40064E 1.30 1.20 40334E 2.00 1.94 
40074E .24 .23 40354E 1.25 1.14 
40084E 1.79 1.65 40404E 1.58 1.50 
40094E .59 .51 40414E 1.82 1.75 
40104E .50 .49 40424E .78 .75 
4011AE .24 .23 40434E .85 .80 
40124E .24 .22 40444E .83 .75 
40134E .45 .40 40474E 2.75 2.70 
40144E 1.45 1.34 40484E 1.43 1.42 
40154E1.24 1.23 40494E ,68 .53 
40164E .50 .49 40504E .68 .53 
40174E 1.15 1.07 40514E 1.49 1.48 
40184E 1.24 1.23 40524E 1.49 1.48 
4019AE .60 .49 4053AE 1.49 1.48 
4020AE 1.45 1.34 4055AE 1.95 1.94 
4021AE 1.38 1.25 40564E 1.99 1.98 
40224E 1.05 .99 40634E 2.50 2.49 
40234E ,24 .22 40664E 1.10 1.09 
40244E .88 .80 40684E .50 .49 
40254E .24 .22 40694E .44 .43 

P/N 14 10u 
40704E .60 .59 
40714E .25 .23 
40724E .34 .31 
40734E .38 .35 
40754E .38 .35 
40764E 1.24 1.22 
40774E .70 .69 
40784E .38 .35 
40814E .25 .23 
40824E .34 .31 
40954E 2.00 1.99 
40984E 1.30 1.29 
40994E 2.90 2.89 
45074E .60 .55 
45084E 2.20 2.19 
45104E 1.45 1.44 
46144E 5.00 4.99 
45154E 5.00 4.99 
45164E 1.75 1.74 
45184E 1.28 .98 
45204E 1.28 .98 
4528AE 1.59 1.45 
45854E 2.05 1,89 
49014E .43 .36 
49114E .43 .36 

PREMIUM 
COMPONENTS 

We ve been buying and selling top quality 
components for nearly ten years. Our 
annual volume exceeds $3 million. We 
handle only original parts, from the 
world's leading manufacturers and our 
customers include some of the largest 
and most quality -conscious companies. 
Now you can take advantage of our 
component buying skills and power 
and select from a broad range of 
advanced circuits. 

WAVEFORM GENERATOR KIT 

Hare's a highly versatile lab in 
strument at a fraction of the 
cost of conventional unit. Kit 
includes 2 XR205 IC's, data & 
applications. PC board (etched 
and drilled, ready for assembly) 
end detailed instructions, 

EXAR 
XR205K 
$25.00 

INTERSIL 8038 
PRECISION WAVEFORM 

GENERATOR & VCO 
For simultaneous sine, square 
and triangular waveforms <001 
Hz to 1MHz. 

Part No. 1 -9 
.519.12'3.70 BUJBCLPU 3.90 

HYBRID POWER 
AMPLIFIERS 

51-1010G 
51-1020G 
51-10300 
51.1050E 
511050G 

10W 
20W 
30W 
50W 
50W 

$6.40 
9.90 

18.70 
24.90 
24.90 

1 -AMP RECTIFIERS 
10 100 1000 

154001 1.00 7.00 60.00 
1N4002 1,10 8.00 70.00 
1N4003 1.20 9.00 80.00 
1N4004 1.30 10.00 90.00 
1N4005 1.40 11.00 100.00 
1N4006 1.50 12.00 110.00 
154007 1.60 13.00 120.00 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
TRANSISTORS 

8U204 3A 1300V $4.14 
BÚ205 3A 1500V 4.95 
131.1206 3A 1700V 5.94 
80207 6A 1300V 5.85 
BU208 6A 1500V 6.93 
BU209 6A 1700V 8.64 

PICO -PAC 

THE SMALLEST 
AC /DC POWER 

SUPPLY EVER! 
Only 1.70 "x1.00" 
x 0.65 ". output pre- 
set ±5 %, 9 models: 

5 140 
8 115 

10 100 
12 90 
15 70 
18 50 
20 35 
22 25 
24 16 

$39.80 each 

POWER SUPPLIES 

ADTECH 

Model No. V 
Out3ut 
do Amps 1-4 5 up 

ÁP55.3 
APS12.l.6 
APS15 1.5 
AP524 -1 
APS28 -0.8 

12 
15 
24 
28 

3.0 
1.6 
1.5 
1.0 
0,8 

$29.95 $28.60 

APS5.6 
APS 12-4 
APS 15.3 
APS24.2.2 
APS28-2 

5 
12 
15 
24 
28 

6 
4 
3 

2.2 
2 

$48.45 $46.05 

APSS-10 
APS12.7 
AP515.6 
APS24.5 
AP528-4 

5 
12 
15 
24 
28 

10 
7 
6 
5 
4 

$72.25 $68.65 

MICROPROCESSORS 
1-9 10 up 1702 

P8101 
7111014 2.20 2.10 P8101-2 
'110141 3.50 3.30 P8102 
..2102-1 3.90 3.00 P8102.2 
41102 3,90 3.20 P8111 
11102-1 3.90 3.20 P8111.2 
9080A 39,99 9102PC 

17.00 
5,50 
6.00 
4.00 
4.00 
5.60 
6.00 
4.00 

COMPUTER 
INTERFACE 

DM8820N 2.40 
DM8820AN 6.90 
DM8830N 2.40 
DM8831N 5.20 
DM8832N 6.00 
11872613 4.40 
3600PC 1.30 
3601PC 1.20 
9602PC 1.95 
9614PC 2.30 
9615PC 2.40 
9616PC 5.00 
'1617PC 3.50 
B62OPC 4.00 
T621PC 4.00 

75107 
751078N 2.60 
751086N 2.30 
76109N 2.20 
75110N 2.20 
75115N 2.25 
7513854 2.95 
75150N 3.10 
75154N 4.10 
75208N 2.70 
75234N 2.50 
75450N 1.26 
76451N 1.00 
75452N 1.00 
75453N 1,00 

7520 SERIES 
SENSE AMPS 

7520N 4.00 
7521N 2.00 
752254 4.25 
7523N 1.75 
7524N 2.00 
75255 4.50 

TWO -PHASE 
MOS CLOCK 

DRIVER 
MH0026CN 5.50 

DECODED 
READ/WRITE 

RAM 
P1103 5.90 
2524V Recirculating 

512 Bit Dynamic 
Shift Regietor 

1.24 2.40 
25 up 2.30 

BIPOLAR MOS-LSI 
MEMORY 

C3101 
P3101 
C3101A 
P3101A 
IM5501CDE 
IM5601CPE 
MM5560D 
MM5560N 
DM8599N 1507 93403PC 5.80 

1602 
P2101 
P2101.1 
P2101-2 

6.50 14024N 3.80 
4.90 14034H 4.00 
730 1403AN 3.80 
5.80 140445 4,50 
7,30 1404ÁN 
5.80 1405A 
7,30 1406 
5,80 1407 
5,80 1506 

1024-81T 
NChannel RAM 

C2102 5.00 
P-2102 2.85 
C2102.1 5.00 
P-2102-1 3.90 
C2102-2 6.00 
P-2102-2 3.00 
P.21024 8.00 
P-21024-2 9.50 
P.21024.4 6.00 
2601-1 4.00 
2601-21 11.40 
2602B 3.80 
2602-18 4.40 
2602.28 4.00 
MK4102P 11.40 
7552-ICPE 6.00 
7552-2CPE 6.00 
TMS4033JL 9.00 
TM54033NL 4.20 
TMS4034JL 9.00 
TM54034NL 4.20 
TMS4O35JL 9.00 
TMS4035NL 4.20 

MM 
MM404H 
MM405H 
MM406H 
MM407H 
MM451 H 
MM454F 
MM500H 
MM506H 
MM507H 
MM550H 
MM551 H 
MM555H 

P2111 
P2111-1 
P2111-2 
P2112 
P2112.2 
P2401 
P2405 
2505K 
2512K 
2521V 

2.90 
4.00 
8.40 
8.40 
3.00 
3.00 

33.00 
5.00 
5.50 
4.90 
5.80 
6.00 
5.90 
5.00 
5.90 
9.90 
9.70 
3.30 

.4.00 
2.50 

2525V 3.50 
2533V 7.90 
2803PC 4.00 
2804PC 4.00 
2807PC 2.70 
2808PC 4.00 
TMS3114J 9.40 
TMS3120JC 7.00 
TMS3120NC 6.00 
TMS3133NC 7.50 
3341ADC 8,00 
3341APC 7.00 
3347DC 5.80 
3347PC 4.60 
4102 4.95 
7552 4.95 

12.00 7552.1 5.40 
23.00 7552-2 5.50 
6.50 MM4055D 12.00 
6.50 MM4056H 9.70 

11.40 MM4057D 13.00 
18.00 MM5025N 20.00 
2.00 MM6026N 20.00 
3.20 MM5027N 20.00 
3.20 MM5055N 5.50 
5.90 MM5056N 5.50 
5,60 MM5057N 5.50 
5,60 MM5058N 5.50 

SOLDER -TIN DIP 
PIN 1 -24 25 100 
8 .21 .19 17 

14 25 .22 .20 
16 28 .25 .23 

i 24 .67 .61 .55 
- 

28 .88 .80 72 
36 1.09 .98 .89 
40 1.24 1.12 .92 

IC SOCKETS 
WIRE-WRAP GOLD 
PIN 1 -24 25 100 TEFLON TO -5 
14 45 .41 37 
16 .54 .49 .44 

SOLDER - GOLD 

14 ,34 .31 .28 
16 .37 .34 .31 

3 PIN .55 EA 
4 PIN .65 EA 
6 PIN .90 EA 
8 PIN 1.10 EA 

10 PIN 1.40 EA 

.125' dia. 

209 RED $.25 
209 YELLCW .35 
209 GREEN .35 

LOW PROFILE 

111. ," dia? 
226 RED $.25 
226 YELLOW .30 
226 GREEN .3' 
226 ORANGE .3' 

LEDs 
.160".dia. 

216 FLED $.2 
216 YELLOW .3 
216 GREEN .3 

,200" dia. 

5053 RED $.35 
5053 YELLOW .40 
5053 GREEN .40 
5053 ORANGE .40 

MV50 RED 5.30 

116 - MV5024 
5053 MV5053 

DISPLAYS 
OPCOA XCITON 
SLA1 RED 2.25 XAN72 
SLA11 GREEN 3.50 XAN52 

LITRONIX 
DL44 
01402 
01701 
DL704 
DL707 
DL747 

D180 RED 6.00 
O 181 RED 6.00 
13L10 RED 6.00 
DL10A RED 4.00 
DL101 RED 4.90 
D L57 RED 9.90 
D161 RED 12.00 
n, RFn n nn 7d7 

RED 2.00 
GREEN 2.00 

RED 6.00 
RED 4.00 
RED 3.40 
RED 2.25 
RED 2.35 
RED 2.50 

1 -9 10 up 
won 2.sn 2nn 

II ILMRESI Ts' 
X WATT 5% 

150 STANDARD VALUES . . . . . . . $1.69 per 100 
10 ohm to 10 megohms . . ,Only in multiples of 100 per value 

EP 9125 
9-DIGIT DISPLAY 

$7.90 
1/8" Character Ht. 
Compact, Thin PC 
Pkg., Wide Viewing 
Angle 

OPTOISOLATORS 
MONSANTO LITRONIX 

ILI 1.30 1174 1.35 
MCT2 1.35 1112 1.40 11074 1.75 

1116 1.80 ILQ74 3.40 

Prices effective through March 31. 1976. 
Minimum Order: $10.00. Add $1.00 to cover postage and handling. California nsidents add 6% sale 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: ANA CORP 
Mail order: P.O. Box 2208R, Culver City, CA 90230. Phone order: (213) 641 4064 

Visit our Electronic Shop: 11080 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City. CA 
(Studio Village Shopping Center) 

Prices may vary at over -the -counter locations. 

ELECTRONIC 
ARRAYS 

EA1500AJ 
1-24 021.00 
25 16.80 
100 14.00 
EA 1500ASJ 
124 $16.00 
25 14.40 
100 12.00 

1-9 10 up 
COM2502 $13.20 $10.60 
COM2502P 8.00 6.85 
COM2017 13.20 10.60 
COM2017P 8.00 6.85 
COM2502H 25.00 20.00 
COM2017H 25.00 20.00 
COM2601 30.00 24.00 
COM5O16 12.00 9.60 
KR2376-ST 20.00 17.50 
KR3600-ST 20.00 17.50 
NMX5010 12.00 9.60 
CAL1022 60.00 52.00 

Circle 93 on reader service card 109 
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SN7400Ne 
SN7401N 
5474024 
SN7403N 

SN7404Nw 
SN7405N 
SN7406N 
5474074 
54740814 
SN7409N 

SN741011' 
SN7411N 
SN7412N 
51474134 
SN7414N 

5N7416N 
5474174 
5N7418N 
0474204 

SN7421N 
5474234 

SN7425N 

5474264 
5474274 
5474294 
6N7430N 
SN7432N 
SN7437N 

SN7438N 

SN7439N 
5474404 
SN7441N 
SN7442N 

SN7443N 

5474444 
SN7445N 

SN7446N 
5N7447N' 

SN7448N 
SN7450N 

SN7451N 

SN7452N 

7400N TTL 
5474534 

16 5474544 
.2' 5N7459A 

16 SN7460N 

16 5474704 
.24 547471R 
.45 5N7472N 
45 5N7473N 
25 5N7474N 
25 $N7475N 
16 SN7476N1 

30 SN747944 

42 SN7480N 

85 56748214 

70 5474834 
43 514748514 

43 5474864 
25 04748819 

21 51474894 

39 1N7490N4 

37 5474916 
43 1474924 

31 SN749310 

37 5N7494N 
42 3474954 
26 514749611 

31 3N7497N0 
47 5N7410N 

40 SN74107N 

2' 3N74121N4 

21 5N74122N 

1 10 3N74123N 
1.08 5N74125N 

1 05 SN74126N 

1 10 54741324 

I 1 3N74136N 
1 15 5474141N 

79 SN74142N4 

39 0N74143N4 

26 5N74144N4 
27 7N74145N 

27 5474147N 

ffir 
27 SN74148N 2 50 

41 SN74150N 1 10 

25 5474151N 1.25 
.22 SN74153N 115 
45 SN74154N' 1.25 

.69 5N74155N 1.21 

.39 SN74156N 1.30 

37 5474157N 130 
32 51471160N 1.75 

59 SN74161N I.45 
32 SN74163Na 1.35 

500 54741644 1.65 
.50 54741654 1.65 

1.75 SN74166N 1.70 
1.15 5474167N 550 
1.12 5N74170N 3.00 

45 5N74172N 18.00 

150 SN74173N 1.70 

3.00 SN74174N 1.95 
49 SN74175N 1.95 

1.20 54741764 .90 
82 54741774 90 

.57 SN74180N 1.05 
91 SN74181N 3.55 
91 5N74182N 95 
91 6474184N 2.30 

4.00 514741854 2.20 
1.00 SN74187N 6.00 

49 $4741904 1 50 
45 54741914 1 50 
49 5N74192N' 1 19 

70 SN74193N' 99 
60 5N74194N 145 
81 5N74195N 1 0 

3.00 S4741964 I 25 
1.80 54741976 100 

15 5N74198N 2.25 
4.00 ;N74199N 225 
4.50 N742004 7 00 
4.50 SP/74251N 2.50 
1.15 SN74284N 6.00 
3.00 0N74285N 6.0 

44949 OTHERS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

20 = Discount for 100 Combined 7405 

JAMES MARCH SPECIALS 
*Astrisk Denotes Items On Special For This Month' 

XC4194 

RC4195 
F9368 

LD110/111 
CA3130 

MC140817 
53341 

4145841 

*Special Requested Items* 
Dual Track V reg S 5.95 N8T97 $ 3.00 1465007 510.95 

1-150 Track Reg 125 40246 2.25 3263 5.95 

Decoder 3.95 DM8130 3.25 8267 2.75 

50M Chip Set 2300 9322 1.30 8288 1.15 

Super CMOS Op Amp 1.49 MC14016 .56 8826 3.00 

SIA 905 2525 6.00 8880 1.35 

FIFO 595 2527 5.00 45116E '2.50 

Character Gen. 18.00 CO4518 2.50 164136 2.00 
WE'LL BE HAPPY TO 0007E ON YOUR SPECIAL PARTS - 

TIt1511 

144044 
LM39U9 
MM5320 
40724E 

7422 
7497 

74186 
74279 

4.50 
195 

19.95 
.45 
150 
5.00 
5.00 

.90 

C04000 

C04001 
CD4002 
004006 
CD4007 

CD4009 
CD4010 
CD4011 
C04012 
C04013 

CD4016 
004017 
04019 
C04020 

0041322 

C04023 
C04024 
004025 

C04027 
004028 

25 

25 

25 

2.50 
25 

S9 

59 
25 
;5 

56 
1 35 

55 
149 

1 25 
25 
50 

25 
69 

1 65 

CMOS 
004029 

44030 
;04035 
654040 
,04542 
104044 
C04046 

004047 

004049 
04050 
604051 
004053 
:04060 
004066 
004069 
6,04071 

004081 
74 COON 

740214 

2 90 

65 
1 05 
2 45 
I 30 

50 

2 51 

2 75 

9 

79 

2.95 
2.95 
325 

75 

45 

45 

45 

3a9 

5 

-QC04N 

C10N 
1402014 

'4C30N 
14C42171 

74C73N 

74074 
/4C90N 
74C95N 

7401074 
740151 

74C154 
740157 

14C160 

74C161 
740163 
'4C154 
'40161 
740193 
'4C195 

75 
55 

65 5 

2.15 
0 

10 

2.00 
2.25 
2.0 

2.90 
700 
4.15 
3.25 
3.25 
300 
3.25 
2.60 
2.75 
7.75 

XCITON OPTO ELECTRONICS 
LITRONIX 

MONSANTO 0 
125" dia. 

402090 551 
XC209G 4151 

XC2095 41$1 

KC2090 451 

R - RED 

G - GREEN 

DISCRETE LEDS Y - YELLOW 

O - ORANGE 4 
.1851' dia. .190" dia. 

XC526R 

XC526G 
XC526Y 

XC5260 

5151 XC11119 5151 

4l$1 4C1110 4151 

4/51 401117 4151 

4n1 XC1110 4rs1 

411-7- 411 

.200" dia. .200" dia. 
XC22R 541 
6022G 41$1 

40229 4151 

x0220 451 

P40503 F4070 

TYPE 

MAN! 
MAN 2 

MANS 
MAN 4 

MAN 7 

MAN 10 

MANY 
MAN 72 

01707 

XC556R 
XC556G 

XC556Y 
%05560 

5/51 
41$1 

4151 

4151 

DISPLAY LEG 
MAN 2 MAN 4 MAN 

S 
I 

MAN 3 

POLARITY HT 
COMMON ANODE 270 SI 95 

5 1 7 007 MATRIX 300 3.95 
COMMON CATHODE 125 39 
COMMON CATHODE 187 1 95 

COMMON ANODE 100 1 50 

OMMON ANODE-GREEN 300 2.50 

COMMON ANODE-YELLOW 300 250 
COMMON ANODE 300 '. 50 

TYPE 

MAN 74 

DL707 
01747 
01.'50 
OL338 
INDIO 
FN0503 
440507 

.085" dia. 
MV50 

085" dA. Micro 
red red 

451 

01147 

01138 

POLARITY IT 
COMMON CATHODE 100 51.50 

COMMON ANODE 300 St 50 

COMMON ANODE' 500 1.95 

COMMON CATHODE 600 2 49 

COMMON CATHODE 110 1 95 

COMMON CATHODE 250 50 

COMMON CATHODE 500 175 
COMMON ANODE 500 ' 75 

LM100H 1500 
LM106H 250 
LL4171H 175 
LM212H 1.00 

LM300H 80 
LM301Ha 3/1.00 
81601C4' 3I100 
LM302H '5 
LM304H. 100 
LM305H 95 

LM307CN 35 
LM30811 1 30 

LM308CN 1.00 

LM30911 
i.10 LM309K 25 

114310C4 1 15 

LM311H 
LM311N 90 
LM318CN ' 50 

1M319N ' 30 

LM3190 9.00 
5M320K-5 1 35 

1d3206-5.2 135 
LM3204-12 1 35 
LM3204.15 1 35 

LM320T-54 175 
883207-84 1.75 
LM320T-12 ' 75 

8M3201-184 1.75 
LM323K-5 :6.00 
LM324N 180 
LM339N ' 70 

14134011-5 ;.35 
1M34011-12 ' 95 

LM3400.15 ! 35 

LM3401-24 1.35 

1M340T-8 1.75 
LM340T-18 175 
NE5606 5.00 
NE561B 500 
NE56264 5.00 

LINEAR 

NE563 500 
71113734 3.25 
9M377N 4.00 
LM380N 119 
LM380CN 1.05 

'-M31314 1 79 

LM382N 1.79 
NE501K 8.00 
NE510A 600 
NE531H 3.00 
NE5361 6.00 

NE5401. 6.00 
NE550N 79 

NE553 2.50 
NESSSV 45 

90 NE565H' 99 

NE565N' 1.25 
NE566CN' 1.95 

NE567H' 125 
NE56T5' 1 50 

LM703CN 45 
.M709H 29 

.M709N 29 
LM710N 79 

:M711N 39 

LM723N 55 

LM723H 55 

11517334 I.00 
3131739N 129 
LM741C91' 71100 
1M741CN' 31100 
94741 144 39 

1A747H 79 

LM7474 79 

LM748H 39 
-M748N 39 

M1O03N 90 

1'304N 1-19 

:'1.054 1 40 

07N 35 

1A1131014 2.95 
LM1351N 
LM1414N '.75 

I.M1458C 65 
'-M14964 95 

LM1556V I AS 

LM2111N 1.95 

1M2901N 2.95 
LM3065N 69 

5439004 55 

LM3905N 60 

.M5556N 05 

MC55585 1.00 

LM7525N 90 
L517528N 2.20 
LM7534N 2.20 
LM1535N '.25 
80388' 4.95 

1475450 49 

75451CN 39 

'S452CN 39 
-5453CN 39 
'5454CN 39 
75491CN 79 

'S492CN 3O 

75494CN 
RCA LINEAR 
7413013 

.A3023 
:A3035 
CA3039 
f.A3046 
,43059 

343060 
^A080 

043083 
CA3086 

CA3089 
CA3091 
CA3123 

- 

CA360 

KITS EXAR ics 
OR-22081(A SPECIAL $11.95 
Includes monalOhic Tunclion generator IC, PC opera. and assembly ,n5immlpn 

manual 

KR- 22013KB SPECIAL $27.95 
Same as OR 220604 331ve and '*eludes eXtemal ComPonen15141 PC pwm. 

IC SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 

1 -24 25 -49 50 -100 

8 pin 517 16 15 '+IT' 24 Or 

14 010 20 19 18 28 7311 

'6 pin 22 21 20 36 pin 

18 pin 29 28 27 40 ton 

22 pm 37 36 35 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) 

!a pin 527 25 24 
'] 

- 
28 pm 

16 pin 30 27 25 
_r.. 4Á1'f 

36 pm 

18 pin 35 32 30 - 40 pin 

24 pm 49 45 12 

SOLOERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD) 

d pin 
14 pin 
IS pin 

S.30 27 .,+ 24 pin 

35 32 _9 28 pmn 

38 35 32 ' 5334431 38 pin 
40 pin 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL #3 

10 pin 545 
14 pin 39 

16 pin 43 

18 pin 75 

41 37 

38 37 

42 41 

68 02 

4 0m 
.8 mn 
36 pm 
40 pm 

1.24 75.49 50 -100 

5.38 37 36 

45 44 43 

60 59 58 

63 62 61 

74LS00 T 
'41500 
'4L502 

39 

39 

741055 
741573 

.39 
.65 

7415151 

7415153 
741503 39 741074 .65 7415157 
741504 45 741575 79 7415162 
741505 
741508 

45 

19 
741576 
741583 

.65 

2.19 
7410163 
7415164 

741510 .39 741586 65 7415181 

741513 79 741590 1.25 7415190 
741314 2.19 741592 1.25 7415191 
741520 39 741593 1.25 7415192 
741526 .49 741595 219 7415193 

741527 45 741596 1.89 7415194 
741328 49 7415107 65 7415195 

741530 .39 7415112 .65 7415257 

741532 45 7415132 1.55 74105260 

741540 49 7415138 .65 7415279 
,4151 39 7415138 1 89 7415670 

,f.eYi.,ï:...,i., 
898989 

1.55 

I 05 

I 55 

25 

>s 
2.25 

3 69 

?.85 
295 
265 
2.35 
2.25 
2.25 

I 89 

55 
79 

DIP SWITCH 
These switches feature lour SPST 
Roam?' SWOcbes in a molded 85. They 

are ideally s rtes for mlcraaocessor sp- 

oils/Mons. $1.95 

2411 lei* IAN 

082 221 208 2.86 1.67 

24e 1r 

oPB 

NONE 

ON 

ON 
42 

206 

1116 

1 10 

MINATURE 

TOGGLE 

PUSH BUTTON 
Mod I / 2.lanlry net 11004 

Number 205 5.9 SI 30.99 
we. P8123 52.35 E1.95 E1 47 $1.30 

ww 
P13126 52.35 51.95 5147 51 30 

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES 

tie ,I 

aww,. 

Balm 

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

e4n Faa aaMPN,i Prim f SR1EPa E0 n,alc,PSi' 
0 SR GP '0 onM4r wae,escni 

SR BB 

. m exn 10 SA Ne &ca4PX :cam 40 

Pan Me 

50 

`TSITION ROTARY SWITCH These switches are a 7 position. one 

po65on open. rotary switch enclosed In 

a TO -5 can. They have 4 standard 8 pin 

c0nbgurabon and toll mount perfectly 
on printed circuit board 9.99 ea. 

Z E N E RS-DI O D ES-AECTI F I E R S 

S 99 30 81 TYPE VOLTS W 

1.39 ' 26 1 15 í6746 3.3 100m 

1.59 145 1.30 IN751Á i.I 40m 
IN752 5.6 40m 

114753 5.2 400m 
114754 58 400m 

149658 15 40001 

S. 70 53 57 745232 56 500m 
1.10 100 90 145234 6.2 600m 
175 1 AO I.26 165235 0.8 500m 
1.75 159 145 

I N5230 7.5 50am 
14456 25 4001 

114458 150 7m 

1144950 180 10m 

1144001 50 PIV I AMP 

1144002 MO PIV 1 AMP 

51 05 
I.40 
; 59 

5 

95 

1 25 
145 
t 55 

35 

10 

1 30 
1 40 

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1.75 PER ASST. 
10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM '8 OHM ?2 OHM 

ASST. 1 5 u. 27 OHM 13 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 66 OHM 

68 OHM 82 OHM 100 OHM 120 OHM 150 OHM 

ASST. 2 5 ea. 180 7484 720 OHM 270 OHM 130 OHM 190 OHM 

470 OHM 550 OHM 680 OHM 820 OHM iK 

ASST. 3 5 ea. 1 2E ! 56 I BK 224 2.74 

1.3K 3.9K 4 7 5.6K 6.3E 

AS5T. 4 5 ea. 1.24 'O1 121 '56 184 

226 774 334 391( 47K 

ASST. 5 5 ea. 56K 58K 62K :0K 120K 

150K '006 220K 7701 330K 

ASST. 6 5 es. 390K 4701( 561( 680K 9204 

1M I 2M 5M 19M 2M 

ASST. 7 Yea. 2.7M 13M 19M 4 714 56M 

AL_ OTHER RESISTORS EROM 2 2 OHMS 5 6M AVAILABLE IN 

5 -25 'CS' 05 ea. 30 -95 PCS. 04 ea 100 -495 PCS. 03 

14 PCS. POTENTIOMETER ASSORTMENTS 

ASST A 2 ea: 10 OHM -20 00M -50 OHM -100 OHM -000 OHM-250 OHM -500 OHM 

.4557. 9 2 as 14, 216 2.01. '011 201. 25K. 506 

µS57 C - es. 50K. 1004. 200K, ?504..5001, !M. 2M 

1/4 WATT 5 = 50 605. 

174 WATT 5% = 50 PCS. 

1/4 WATT 5% - SO PCS. 

I/4 WATT 5% = 50 PCS. 

1/4 WATT 5% = 
50 PCS. 

III WATT 5% -- 50 PCS. 

1/4 WATT 5% = 
50PCS. 

MULTIPLES OF 5 ea 

500.995. 027 ea 

$9.95 Per Asst. 

PRICE 

4/1.00 
4/1.00 
411 CO 

4n.d0 
411 00 

411 00 

20 

28 

26 

28 
y, 00 

6/1 00 

5/100 
12/1 00 
121 0 

TYPE VOLTS 

44003 200 PIO 

N4004 400 PIV 

43600 50 

44148 75 

44154 35 
144734 5 6 

N4735 6.2 

N4736 6.8 

144738 82 
144742 12 

44744 15 

N1183 50 PIV 

N1184 100 PIV 

N1186 200 PP/ 

911188 400 PIV 

W PRICE 

1 AMP 12/100 
1 AMP 12/1 00 

200m 61100 
IOM '5/1.00 
1001 12/1 00 

1w 26 

tw 
28 

iw 8 

8 

Iw 20 

35 AMP 1 50 

35 AMP 1 7n 

35 AMP 1.80 

35 AMP 3.00 

MP A05 

MPS .406 

2N22t9A 
262221 

2X22224 
2X2369 
±X23694 

142415 

2112484 
:N2906A 

2X29074 
262925 
,X3053 
?X3055 

MJE3055 
*1501155 
263392 

:43196 

vs1 00 

yS1 00 
l41 00 

491 OD 

US1 00 

R1 ,7000 

5100 
0251 00 

141 00 

5131 00 
54100 
2S1 00 

89 

S1 20 
21 25 

541JO 
0151 00 

II 

TRANSISTORS P44249 14, JO 

2114250 +51 'N 

241400 441 OC 

044401 441 00 

2X4402 451 OO 

2014003 +41 gl 
.NM09 i/3120 
IN50e6 +S12C 
E1150e7 441 W 
2145069 +41 OO 

2N5009 +41 
I145129 5151 À 
1N5128 yS1 3O 

2N5139 541 

2M b 5209 L51. 
205951 541 A 
mammas 241.30 
2N5422 12 Ml 

650560 
693569 
263704 
!X3705 

-63706 
233707 
Iton" 
343144 
`X3725 

2X3903 
443404 
:63905 
2x.%06 
;x4013 
214404 

sanmenl contains 14 pa of '0 turn pots. All pars are aaMable in uncle 010 4ua11A0es. $.99 ea. 

TIMERS 

4R-555CP 

XR-320P 

XR-556CP 

XR-2556CP 

XR-2240CP 

5.69 

55 

85 

3.25 

RAU LOCKED LOOPS 

XR-210 5.20 

40-215 6.60 

MI-567CP 1.95 

OR-2567CP 299 

STEREO DECODERS 

XR -13106 

XR- 1310Eµ 

6018006 

WAVEFORM GENERATORS 

XR -205 

XR- 2206Cµ 

XR- 2207Cµ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

XR -2211 CP 

XR -2261 

53.20 

3.20 

320 

3.40 

4.49 

3.85 

6.70 

3.79 

PRIME 
INTEGRATED 

CIRCUIT 
ASSORTMENTS 

ASST 8 7 na 54740 1401 7402 '403 7404 

547410 7430 7438 2440 7472 

ASST 9 _ a 5N7447 7490 7491 74100 74121 

5474145 74175 74180 74191 74193 

ASST !0 2 ea C04001 4002 4011 4012 4013 

C04016 4017 4019 4023 4030 

ASST 7 2 u 7763010 3016 9027 3077 3096 
1.1317 5651 567T 7417 7414 

551171 

MSLTTL 

CMOS 

LINEAR 

5595 ASST 

5 9 95 ASST 

5 7 95 ASST 

510.95 ASST 

7400 

DAOS 

LENEAR 

DATA HANDBOOKS 
Pm-out A Description Of 5400/7400 ICS 

Pin -out 6 Description of 4000 Series iCS 

Pin -out 6 Functional DescnptiAn 

ALL THREE HANDBOOKS $0.95 

$2.05 

$2.% 
$2.% 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. $5.0$ Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax 

Write for FREE 1976 Catalog - Data Sheets .25c each 

P.O. BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002 

PHONE ORDERS - (4151 592 -8097 

CAPACITOR CORNER 
50 VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 

1-9 1049 50 100 ' -9 '.649 50100 

10 pt 05 04 73 0101F 04 035 

22 pr 05 04 03 00470 05 !M 035 

47 01 05 04 03 1114F 05 04 335 

100 PI 05 04 03 82246 06 05 34 

220 of 05 04 33 0475F 06 05 94 

470 01 05 04 035 10F 12 09 075 

100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS 

001ml 12 10 07 022011 13 II 08 
0022 '2 10 .07 04711*1 21 17 13 

004701 12 10 07 Imf 27 23 17 

01m1 12 10 97 22011 33 27 22 
20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLID) CAPACITORS 

I 355 28 .23 17 15 35V 30 26 2, 
15 355 .28 23 17 22 25V 31 27 22 

23350 -28 .27 33 255 .32 27 23 
37 350 .28 .23 17 6.7 25V 12 28 23 
47350 28 23 8.8 25V .30 75 25 

.60355 28 23 IT 10 25V 40 35 29 

1.0350 28 23 17 '5 255 ,63 50 80 

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Axial Lead Rad101 Lud 
47 505 15 13 10 17 25V 15 13 10 

I 0 500 16 14 it 47 505 16 11 

3.3 50V 15 13 10 1.0 16V 15 13 10 

4.7 255 16 14 12 I 0 25V 16 14 .11 

IO 250 15 IO IO ! 0 50V .16 14 11 

U 500 16 14 12 4 7 16V 5 73 10 

22 25V 17 15 12 4 7 2551 15 13 10 

22 505 24 20 18 4 7 505 16 14 

47 255 19 17 15 10 16V IA 12 09 

01 505 25 21 .19 10 25V 15 13 IO 

100 250 24 20 It IO 505 16 14 12 

100 500 35 30 28 47 506 24 21 79 

220 35V 32 28 25 100 165 19 75 14 

220 506 45 41 38 100 25V 24 20 IB 

470 25V 33 29 27 500 505 35 30 28 

100 165 55 50 45 220 160 773 t7 16 

220 165 70 62 55 470 25V R 'S 
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CRYSTALS 
Part k Frequency Case Style 
CY1A 1 000 MHz HC334/ $4 95 
CY2A 2 000 MHz Hc33'U $4 95 
COSA 4.000 MHz HC18 /U $4.95 
CY)A 5 000 Milt HC1 8/U $4.95 
Gilt 2A 10.000 MMe HEWN 54 95 
CV19A 18 000 MHz HC/1U $4 95 
CY22A 20 000 MI/ HCI &U $4.95 
COMB 32.000 MHz HC18/U $4 95 - AVAILABLE IN THESE FREOUENCIES ONLY - 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS JE SERIES KITS 

CLOCK CASES 
Nicely syleo cases complete wtth red 
bezel for us 

e 

such applications as 

desk clocks. car clods, alarm docks. 
strument cases 

DIMENSIONS W -4', Ld'h ", H -2 

$5.95 

T.I 
8080 

$29.95 
DIRECT REPLACEMENT 

FOR INTEL C8080 

CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNITS 
Each processor feature 2µs instruction cycles. and ara brand 
new from the manufacturer The TMS31080Is and 2nd gene, 
aten processor, and the AMD9080A8080A Is a 21/2 genera - 

lion processor 

AMD 
8080A 
$39.95 

DIRECT REPLACEMENT 

FOR INTEL C8080A 

JE801DVIM TheJE801 is a three and one handled. asto plenty 
digital voleneler. in a Al form. It features several 
options net available In arty commercial digital vol- 
tmeter. Is IOw cost M perhaps the mesa Important 
feature. which is achieved by offering It in a kit form. 
A kit allows he unit to be used by small OEM's 
where costenedivenses is an importanttaeor. erb 
by the hobbyist who has 10 be concerned with cost. 
The unit also features on card regulators allowing it 
to be operated off a single plus and m nus often 
volt. unregulaled power `uppy- The one has a 

small we Al three inches width. three and three 
quarters M an Inch length, and one and a quarter 
inch height. 

$39.95 Per Kit printed circuit board 

212222 
MJ3055 

104308 
MCT2E 
MV5025 

MV5377 
XC526R 

SEMICONDUCTOR SUPER SPECIALS 
Low Power 2N2222A 7 /51.00 
Same as T03 213055 but 59 
with saber logs on leads 
Fast 114148 Si Seich 20151 .00 
Si NPN Photo Trans. /Opto Isolator 195 
4 MCD, 20 mA LED with Mounting 79 

Low Profile Yellow LEO 3/51.00 
RED 185" dia. LED 7/S1 00 

DL728 
The OL728 is a dual 0.5" common cathode red 

display. II is ideal for use with dock chips. as 

segments are already multiplexed $2.95 

CPA'S 
8008 B Bd CPU 

8080 Super 8008 

80804 Super 80084 

SIES 
2504 1024 DYNAMIC 19.00 

2518 HEX 32 BIT 7.00 

2519 HEX 40 BIT aûo 
2524 512 DYNAMIC 2.95 

2525 1024 DYNAMIC 6.00 
2527 DUAL 256 BIT 3.95 
2529 DUAL 512 BIT 4.00 
2532 QUAD 80 BIT 3.95 
2533 1024 STATIC 7.95 
3341 FIFO 6.95 
74L0670 1684 REG. 315 

DART'S 
4051013 20K BAUD 06.95 

ROM'S 
2513 CHAR. GEN I1 00 
7488 RANDOM BITS 3.50 

$19 95 

$29 95 

$39.95 

1101 

1103 

2101 

2102 
2107 
2111 
7010 
1489 
8101 
8111 

8599 
91L02 
74200 
93410 

S262 

17024 

5203 

8223 
745287 

RAM'S 
25691 
102451 

256X1 
1024X1 

409651 
256X4 
102451 
16X4 

25694 
256 %4 

16X4 
1024 %1 

25681 
256 %1 

2048X1 

PROMS 
2048 
2048 
32X8 
1024 

STATIC 

DYNAMIC 

STATIC 
STATIC 
DYNAMIC 
STATIC 
MHOS 

STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 

STATIC 
STATIC 

STATIC 

DYNAMIC 

FAMOS 
FAMOS 
BIPOLAR 

STATIC 

$2.25 
2.95 
&95 
2.4S 

19.95 
7.95 

2995 
29 
7.95 
7 95 
349 

JE803 PROBE 
The Logic Probe is a Unit which is lot the most part 
indespencible n trouble shooting logic !adriliet 
TTL, DTL RTL, CMOS It derives the power 4- "^'Ct 
needs to update directly or el the urcue under 
test. drawing a scam 10 mA max. II uses a MANO 

2 75 
readout b inmate any of the hallowing stales OB 

these symbol:. III 1 (LOW) . o (PULSE) - P The 
6.95 Probe can deed highlrequenrypulses 1o45MNz $9,95 Per Kit 
1 75 It cant ce used ai MOS laved or Todi( damage 
295 will result printed circuit board 

1595 
Id 9F. 

a 
9` 

CALCULATOR CHIPS AND DRIVERS 
MM5725 8 DIGIT 4 FUNCTION 

DM75491 SEGMENT DRIVER 
MM5736 6 DIGIT 4 FUNCTION 

DM75492 DRIVER FOR 5736 
MM5738 8 DIGIT 5 FUNCTION 

DM8864 DRIVER TYPE 1 

DM8865 DRIVER TYPE 2 

CLOCK CHIPS 
MM5311 6 DIGn W/6C0 
MM5312 4 DIGIT W /BCD 

MM5313 6 DIGIT W/BCD 

MM5314 6 DIGIT CLOCK 
MM5316 ALARM CLOCK 
CT7001 CAL/CLOCK CHIP 

$1.98 
79 

1 95 

89 

2 95 

2.00 
1.00 

$4.95 
4.95 
4 95 

3 95 
4 95 

595 

DIGITAL WATCH READOUT 

FOR USE WITH WATCHES. $1 95 
DVMS. COUNTERS, ETC. 

HP-5082-7300 
HP 5082 -7300 
.3" Dot Matrix type numeric readouts 
with decoder/driver/latch built on Me 

chip. Only 8 bins (BCD in. OP Latch. 
+55. 
HP 5082 

ground). 
7300 $5.95 

HP 5082 7304 

+1 versan of 7300 4.95 

JOLT 159.95 
CPU 

-159.95 
KIT 

RAM 
199.95 
KIT 

The JOLT system consists of a set Of modular mic- 

rocomputer beams *doh can be used singly or tied to- 

gether ro produce any desired microcomputer system can 
Neuration The minimum system is one CPU board. wile, 

JOLT INCLUDES SOFTWARE HARDWARE AND ASSEM- 

BLY MAFUALS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

$159 95 in kit form 5249 assembled 

alone cansthutes a viable computer system complete with 

central processar. I/O. intermpis. timer. read -write mers. 

019. and a complete software debug manEOr n readonly - 
memory 

1'/á'x1'/í' XFMERS 
That were designed for dock type ap- 
plications. 110 Vac pnmay E. 60 07 

Secondaries. 8.10 Vac @ 
30 m6/50 mA 

50 Vac @ 30 mA -50 mA 
E'reAent for miniature power supplies 
6 gas discharge displays 

SPECIAL S.79 

P.C. Mount 

1416 VECTOR BOARD 
0.1" ole Spacing P- Panero Prins 

Part No Length Wideth 1.19 20 -49 

PHENOLIC 64P14 0628510 
169044 02 80(P 

4.50 
4,50 

6.50 
17.00 

1.72 
169 

1.54 

3.32 
EPDXY 64P44 062 450 6.50 107 116 
GLASS 84P44 062 4.50 8.50 256 211 

169P44 062 4.50 17.00 5.04 4.53 
169P64 062 8 50 17 00 9.23 8 26 

EPDXY GLASS 

COPPER CLAD 

169P44 062C1 4.50 17 00 6.80 6 12 

JOLT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

JOLT RAM Card - Fully slabs 4 096 bytes of RAM with I 

microsecond access lime and on -board decoding. Hard- 

ware and assembly manuals included. AVAILABLE FOR 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. $199 95 Ni 5285 assent 
bled. 

JOLT Poem Supply - Operates al 05. +12 and -10 
voltages. Supports JOLT CPU. 4k bytes of RAM and JOLT 
I/O card - or. CPU and 8 1/0 cards. Manuals included. 
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. $99.95 M1, $145 

assembled. 

JOLT Ammon/ Bag - Contains enough hardware@ co* 
nest one JOLT card to another 5uchnecessary nemsas flat 

cable. connectors, cord spaces, hardware, etc. AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT $39.95. 

JOLTÚO Card (Peripheral IetariamAdwlar) -2 PIA LSI 

chips, 22I /O Imes. lour interrupt lines, on -board decoding 

and standard TTL drive. Fully programmable. Manuals in- 
cluded. AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. 995.50 
bl $140 assembled. 

JOLTAMnreal Card - Same sin (41/4"x 7-' I. some Ion, 
factor as other JOLT cards. Completely blank, drilled to 

accept 14, 16, 24 or 40 pin sockets. Used for additiona 
user memory or I/O control panels. TV interfaces 
keyboards, LEDs, or other interface logic. AVAILABLE FOR 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. $24.95 

JOLT 68 BamlerOpAee - Fitsonto JOLT Power Supply 

card. 3lppads CPU. 16k bees of RAM - or. CPO and Bk 

bytes HAM and 8 I/O cards - or. CPU and 4k bytes RAM 
and 16 I/0 cards. Manuals included. AVAILABLE FOR IM 
MEDIATE SHIPMENT. 524.95 

84 KEY BOARD 
There high quality keyboards. which were orlginaly made 

by a large computer manufacturer Each keyboard 
has 64 keys. which are brought out on unencaded pins 
They Mien magnetic reed type switches. and are new it 

appearance $59.95 

H00165 Keyboard Encoder ROM 97.9!: 

JE700 CLOCK The JE700 is a low cost digital clock but 

is a very high quality mil. The unit lea 

lures a Simulated walnut case wan di- 
-ons 116" x 214" a I" it ulilins a 

MAN72 high bnghtness readout and the 
MM5314 clock chip S19.95 

12, 2a woo. 

115 VAC - 
$19.95 per kit 
$29.95 assembled 

VECTOR WIRING PENCIL 

14, 
Vector Pencil P173 consists of a hand held featherweight lunar one 
race) tool which Is used to guide and wrap insulated wire led IT a 

sell- contained replace de bobbin. onto component leads or terminals instal- 
led on pre -punched "P" Pattern VectOreore Connections between the 
wrapped wire and component lads. pads or terminals are made by soldering. 
Complete with 250 FT Al red sire $9,50 ea. 

AWO 

30 AWG 

30 AWG 

30 AWG 

30 AWG 

30 AWG 

30 AWG 

COLOR 
WHITE 
YELLOW 

RED 

GREEN 
BLUE 

BLACK 

WIRE WRAP WIRE 
25 FT. MM. BO FT. 

$2.10 $2.75 
2.10 2.75 

2.10 2.75 
2.10 2.75 

2.10 2.75 
2.10 2.75 

100 FT. 

53.50 
3.50 
3.50 
3 50 

3.50 
3.50 

1000 FT. 

$24.00 
24 00 
24 00 

24.00 
24.00 
24 00 

®COhembn to 
20 

19WB 
39 

59 

99 
1 19 

RIBBON CABLE 

10-241Ú8 
29 
49 

69 
89 

109 

2b991Ú8 
25 

45 

65 

85 

1 05 

JOYSTICK 

These loyshcks feature four 100K 

potentiometers. that vary resis- 

tense proportional to the angle of 
the slick Sturdy meal construction 
with plastics components only al 
the movable Joint Perfect for ties- 
ironic games and inshamemahpn 

$9.95 ea 

ELECTRONIC ROULETTE 
Complete kit 
with all 
components 
case and 
transformer 

$29.95 Per Kit 
115 VAC 

Olmeraalom: B4Y' s B 1 

ELECTRONIC CRAPS 
Complete kit 
with all 
components 
case and 
transformer. 

to 

REPLACEMENT WIRE - BOBBINS FOR WIRING PENCIL 

2036.3- APkg. 3 (Green/ $2.40 
W36.3 -13-Pkg. 3 (Red) $2.40 
W36 -3-C Pkg. 3 (Clear) $2.40 
W36 -3 -D -Pkg. 3 (Blue) $2.40 

9V BATTERY CLIP 
STANDARD CLIP 
FOR USE WITH 9V 

TRANSISTOR BATTERIES 
WITH 4" LEADS 9/.99 

TERMINAL STRIPS 
THREE TERMINAL 
STRIPS, WITH CENTER 
TERMINAL USED FOR MOUNTING 15/$1.00 

$19.95 

Per Kit 
' Dimensions: 6'n' s 31/4" s 11/2" 

CONTINENTAL $15.95 
SPECIALTIES 

6' 2 CONDUCTOR POWER -10 
CORDS 125V @ 5A 3/1$ s THREE CONDUCTOR POWER SUPPLY CORDS mmmmm ease_.,,,r 

NUMBER LENGTH AWG 0.0. RATING COLOR PRICE - 

17236 6 18(41 %34) 265 1250W BLACK Specdl 79 er. 
10ó125V 

17237 6 18141 8351 253 1250W GREY 

1723B 6 18(410341 265 

17239 18(41034) 253 

17000 t 18(41X341 253 

LOA -125V 
1250W 
104 -125V 
1250W 
10A -125V 
1250W BLACK 
IDA 125V 

BLACK Special 99 es. 

GREY 

PROTO BOARD 

The P9 lets the user test and build 

circuits wllhcut COldermg or paten 

cords alllnierconne,ons between 

components are made with cors 
MOO *22 AWG 1004.52 wire This 

quality breadboarding kit modes 
630 component Ile points ai less 

than 2 Sc each It Meagan 6 long 

by 4" wide Designed specially to 

Breadboard Microprocessor Clr_ 

colis $1508 

AMP TERMINAL PINS 
TERMINAL PINS FOR 

MOUNTING COMPONENTS 
ALSO PERFECT FOR USE 

WITH BOARD CONNECTORS 
AND SUBASSEMBLIES $1.00/100 PCS. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. $5.00 Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax 
Write for FREE 1976 Catalog - Data Sheets .25i each 

íf7128 
P.O. BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002 

PHONE ORDERS - (415) 592 -8097 

PROTO BOARD 100 

A lsw GOV. big 10 IC capacity 
breadboard lot with all the quality of 

ST sockets and the best of the Prdo 
Bono earre5 comolete down lo 
Irae Intl nul. bon ale straw In. 

dudes 2 OT 355 Sockets. 1 07-358 
3us Strip. 2 5way finding posts. 4 

'ubter feet. screws. nuts. bans, and 

easy assembly Instructions 
$19.16 

Bnnç: IC Nadi from pc Goad for Nsl signal hating 
end 2oubleshoohng Inject signals Wire unused 
carcud Irla barde. Stipe probes and list leads 

lock olio Oynaolp last (see cudN@ for hiedeOC 
Im1100 Paatic construction ellmirales springs 4 

pivots. Non- corrotive nickel /silver contacts for, 
simultaneous low mearca Connembns 
PC -14. u -can Prow Clip. M.50 m, 
PC-19, 18-án Prolo CIp 54.15 as. 

PC-24, 24-Mn Praia Caps Il 50 m. 
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TERMS -add S0c to orders 
under $10. Cal .res add I, 
tax. For Mastercharge" 
or Bankamericard' call 

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS (415) 357-7007, 24 h rs 
BO). 23" AIRPORT, CA 94614 SORRY, NO COD 

4 We HAVE CuP sin... 
"8008 CHIP SET" 1 -8008, 8 -2102 532.50 
"THE 8080 CHIP SET" 1 -8080, 8 -2102, 1 -5204 559 9S 

"PACE BASIC CHIP SET" 1 -PACE 16 BIT CPU, 4- DS3608, 
1-DS0026, 1-DM8837 5125.00 

05 

"PACE MEMORY CHIP SET" 1 -PACE 16 BIT CPU, 4- DS3608, 
1- DS0026, 1- DM8837, 32 -2102, 4 -5204 $195.00 
PLEASE NOTE: Both PACE chip sets come with our PACE data pac- 

ket; however, due to these low prices, we cannot include data 

for the 8008 and 8080 chip sets. 8080 also available singly, 
for $29.95. Call us for quantity quotes on any of the above. 

'V 

A ' , . 1 
4K x 8 RAM BOARD KIT: Altair 8800 PLUG -IN COMPATIBLE. Sockets, 

S onboard regulation, quality board, 500 ns access typ, buffers. 
Electrically compatible with other 8 bit machines $109.22 

NAKED RAM BOARD KIT: Designed for JOLT micros, but compatible 
with other bi- directional buss systems. If you don't need the 

S onboard regulation or buffers of our "bigger brother ", then this 
4K x 8 board is the way to implement inexpensive memory..$79.95 

9 QI PO ER SUPPLY 
qiiWill run JOLT CPU plus 16 Kbytes of memory (like 4 of our "Na- 
ked RAM Boards "), but also excellent for 8080, 8008, 6800, and lb 

nother CPUs. SV @ 4A with crowbar protection; also +1_2, 12, 

-10, 5 -5 volts available. $44.95 + shipping for approx lbs. 

... ANd 4 ERtOM KITS I b 
1 s,- ,aT , i it n ttw :n . i,mnu rs th :itt doesn't forget. 

2Kx6 and 11.x6 boards expandable to 80x8 by merely adding soc- 
14kets and EROMs. 2Kx8: $115; 4Kx8 $159.95; 8Kx8 $249.95. Also 
available: a 4Kx8 board programmed with 8080 assembler, editor, 05 citand monitor routines for $159.95. All boards include sockets, 

'v regulation, address + output buffers, low power consumption. 
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For 

faster 
service 

USE 

ZIP 

CODE 

on 

all 

mail 

GOV'T SURPLUS 
Electronic "Super -Buys" 

Notionally KnownWorld famous SURPLUS CENTER offers finest, 
Government Surplus electronic units and components at a traction of 

their original acquisition cost. 

STANDARD DIAL TELEPHONE 

(ITEM #715 1 - - Std. commercial telephone. 
' i Some as used throughout U.S.A. Like new 

MO condition. Polished block. Use as extension 

Original Cost 524.10 phone or connect several phones together for 
local intercom system. Full instructions 

$7.39 furnished. Wt. 9 lbs. 

STEP -BY -STEP TELEPHONE SWITCH 

1 
ITEM #7311 I - - Amazing selector switch makes -! 

great experimental item. When used with 2 -wire 
telephone dial it will select any number from 0 to 
100. Make private phone or intercom system, turn on 
remote lights, motors, etc. Complete with contact y;' 

13" x 6" x 5 ". I 16 lbs. 1 87.81 * 
- SO, 

IUD . 
- ; 

; ¡n 

bank 

Cost 

Over 

$90.00 
I ITEM #700 I Telephone Dial 
For use with M73ß switch $1,38 

SPECIAL SALE 

Correspondence 
Course d 

ELECTRICAL $11.79 PREPAID 

ENGINEERING $12.79 PREPAID 

ITEM n9 -I81 1 . . Technical training 
Engineering School suspended its Correspondence 
rising costs. Limited number of Electrical Engineering 

examination groding service 1 available. Course 

books with associated exams and standard answers. 
Lab Bench book included FREE! 

IN USA 

OUTSIDE USA 

at low' cost! 
Courses 

courses 
consists of 

Home Experimental 

// 
Lincoln 

because of 
( without 
15 lesson 

BUILD ELECTRIC CARTS WITH 
UNIQUE MOTORIZED DRIVE WHEEL5- 

magnet field motor drives wheel 
I S lbs 1 

I ITEM 115 1 vesmaneet 

c... through gear box for high torque. s., u..' 

Operates on 6 or 12 volt storage 
battery. Reversible. 65 to 115 
RPM Swivels for steering. 4 , s 

diem. rubber tire wheel 
Instructions $9.98 4,, 

uM 

szt.sa 

;a ry 
rv. 

ALL ITEMS F.O.B. LINCOLN, NEBR. 

njil Ó6 9243 411 Write For Catalogs Order Direct From Ad. 

t" SURPLUS CENTER - ̀- DEPT. RE- 036 LINCOLN, NE. 68501 
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CB SPECIALS -R.F. DRIVERS -R.F. POWER OUTPUTS -FETS 
2SC481 
2SC482 
2$C495 
2SC502 
2SC517 
2SC614 
2SC615 
2SC616 
2SC617 
2SC699 
2SC710 
2SC711 
2SC735 
2SC756 
2SC765 
2SC766 

1.85 
1.75 
1.10 
3.75 
4.75 
3.80 
3.90 
4.15 
4.25 
4.75 

.70 

.70 

.70 
3.00 
9.50 

10.15 

2SC767 
2SC773 
2SC774 
2$C775 
2SC776 
2SC777 
2SC778 
2SC797 
2SC798 
2SC781 
2SC789 
2SC796 
2SC799 
2SC802 
2SC803 
2SC839 

15.75 
.85 

1.75 
2.75 
3.00 
4.75 
3.25 
2.50 
3.10 
3.00 
1.00 
3.15 
4.25 
3.75 
4.00 

.85 

2SC866 5.85 
2SC1013 1.50 
2SC1014 1.50 
2SC1017 1.50 
2SC1018 1.50 
2SC1173 1.25 
2SC1226A 1.25 
2SC1237 4.50 
2SC1239 3.50 
2SC1243 1.50 
2SC1306 4.75 
2SC1306 -1 4.90 
2SC1307 5.75 
2SC1307-1 6.00 
2SC1377 5.50 
2SC1449 1.30 

2SC1449-1 1.60 
2SC1475 1.50 
2SC1678 5.50 
2SC1679 4.75 
2SC1728 2.15 
2SC1760 2.15 
2SC1816 5.50 
2SC1908 .70 

2$F8957 3.00 
HEP -S 3001 3.25 
2SD235 1.00 
MRF8004 3.00 
4004 3.00 
4005 3.00 
40080 1.25 

40081 1.50 
40082 3.00 
2SC608 4.85 
SK3046 2.15 
SK3047 3.75 
SJ2095 3.50 
SK3048 3.25 
SK3054 1.25 

2SK19 1.75 
2SK30 1.00 
2SK33 1.20 

3SK40 2.75 
3SK45 2.75 
3SK49 2.75 

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS 
2SA52 
2SA316 
2SA473 
2SA483 
2SÁ489 
2SA490 
2SA505 
2SA564 
2SA628 
2SA643 
2SA647 
2SA673 
2SA679 
2SA682 
2SA699 
2SA699A 
2SA705 
2SA815 
2SA816 

2SB22 
2SB54 
25856 
2077 
25E1128 
258135 
258152 
258173 
258175 
258178 
2SB186 

.60 
.75 
.75 

1.95 

.70 

.70 

.50 

.65 

.85 
2.75 

.85 
3.75 

.85 
1.30 
1.75 
.55 
.85 
.85 

.65 

.70 

.70 

.70 
2.25 

.95 
4.50 
.55 
.55 

1.00 
.60 

258187 
256235 
258303 
258324 
258337 
258367 
258370 
258405 
258407 
258415 
2513461 
258463 
2513471 
258474 
258476 
258481 
258492 
258495 
258507 
258511 

2SC206 
2SC240 
2SC261 
2SC291 
2SC320 
2SC352 
2SC353 
250371 
2SC372 
2SC394 

.60 
1.75 
.65 

1.00 
2.10 
1.60 
.65 
.85 

1.65 
.85 

1.25 
1.65 
1.75 

1.50 
1.25 
2.10 
1.25 
.95 
.90 
.70 

1.00 
1.10 
.65 
.65 

2.00 
.75 
.75 
.70 
.70 
.70 

2SC458 
2SC460 
2SC478 
2SC491 
2SC497 
2SC515 
2SC535 
2SC536 
2SC537 
2SC563 
2SC605 
2SC620 
2SC627 
2SC642 
2SC643 
2SC644 
2SC681 
2SC684 
2SC687 
2SC696 
2SC712 
2SC713 
2SC732 
2SC733 
2SC739 
2SC715 
2SC762 
2SC783 
2SC784 
2SC785 
2SC793 

.70 
.70 
.80 

2.50 
1.60 

.80 

.75 

.65 
.70 

2.50 
1.00 
,80 

1.75 
3.50 
3.75 

2.50 
2.10 
2.50 
2.35 
.70 
.70 
.70 
.70 
.70 

1.75 
1.90 
1.00 

.70 
1.00 
2.50 

2SC815 .75 2SC1569 1.25 
2SC828 .75 25C1756 1.25 
2SC829 .75 
2$C830 1.60 25030 .95 
2SC839 .85 25045 2.00 
250945 .65 2$065 .75 
2SC1010 .80 2SD68 .90 
25C1012 .80 2SD72 1.00 
2SC1051 2.50 25D88 1.50 
2SC1061 1.65 25D151 2.25 
2SC1079 3.75 25D170 2.00 
2SC1096 1.20 250180 2.75 
2SC1098 1.15 25D201 1.95 
2SC1115 2.75 250218 4.75 
25C1166 .70 25D300 2.50 
2SC1170 4.00 250313 1.10 
25C1172134.25 250315 .75 
2SC1209 .55 25D318 .95 
2SC1213 .75 25D341 .95 
2SC1226 1.25 25D350 3.25 
2SC1243 1.50 250352 .80 
2SC1293 .85 25D380 5.70 
2SC1308 4.75 25D389 .90 
25C1347 .80 25D -390 .75 
2SC1383 .75 2SD437 5.50 
2SC1409 1.25 
2SC1410 1.25 
2SC1447 1.25 
2SC1448 1.25 
2SC1507 1.25 
2SC1509 1.25 

POWER- TRANSISTORS HIGH -VOLT. TV. TYPE 

1311204 
BU205 
BU206 

1300V 3.90 BU207 
1500V 4.70 BU208 
1700V 5.90 2SC1170 

1300V 5.40 25C117213 1100V 4.25 
1500V 6.25 2SC1308 1100V 4.95 
1100V 4.00 25C1325 1100V 4.95 

Circle 98 on reader service card 

OEM SPECIALS 
1N270 
1N914 

2N173 
2N178 
2N327A 
2N334 
2N336 
2N338Á 
2N398B 
2N404 
2N443 
2N456 
2N501A 
2N508A 
2N555 
2N652A 
2N677C 
2N706 
2N706B 
2N711 
2N711B 
2N718 
2N718A 
2N720A 
2N918 
2N930 
2N956 

.10 2N960 .55 

.10 2N962 .40 
2N967 .50 

1.75 2N1136 1.35 
.90 2N1142 2.25 

1.15 2N1302 .25 
1.20 2N1305 .30 
.90 2N1377 ,75 

1.05 2N1420 .20 
.90 2N1483 .95 
.30 2N1540 .90 

1.75 2N1543 2.70 
1.10 2N1544 .80 
3.00 2N1549 1.25 
.45 2N1551 2.50 
.45 2N1552 3.25 
,85 2N1554 1.25 

6.00 2N1557 1.15 
.25 2141560 2.80 
.40 2N1605 .35 
.50 2141613 .30 
-60 2N1711 .30 
.25 2N1907 4.10 
.30 2N2060 1.85 
.50 2N2102 .40 
.35 2N2218 .25 
.25 2N2218A .30 
.30 2N2219 .25 

2N2219A 
2N2221 
2N2221A 
2N2222 
2N2222A 
2N2270 
2N2322 
2N2323 
2N2324 
2N2325 
2N2326 
2N2327 
2N2328 
2N2329 
2N2368 
2142369 
2N2484 
2N2712 
2N2894 
2N2903 
2N2904 
2N2904A 
2N2905 
2N2905A 
2N2906 
2N2906A 
2N2907 
2N2907A 

SILICON UNIJUNCTIONS 

2N2646 
2N2647 
2N6027 
2N6028 
D5E37 
2N2160 
2N4870 

.50 

.60 
,55 
.70 
.25 
.65 
.50 

2N4871 .50 
2N4891 .50 
2N4892 .50 
2N4893 .50 
2N4894 .50 
MU10 .40 

.30 

.25 

.30 

.25 

.30 

.40 
1.00 
1.00 
1.35 
2.00 
2.85 
3.80 
4.20 
4.75 

.25 

.25 

.32 

.18 

.40 
3.30 

.30 
.25 

.25 

.25 

.30 

2N2913 .75 
2N2914 1.20 
2N2916A 3.65 
2N3019 .50 
2N3053 .30 
2N3054 .70 
2N3055 .75 
2N3227 1.00 
2N3247 3.40 
2N3250 .50 
2N3375 6.50 
2N3393 .20 
2N3394 .17 
2N3414 ,17 
2N3415 .18 
2N3416 .19 
2N3417 .20 
2N3442 1.85 
2N3553 1.50 
2N3563 .20 
2N3565 .20 
2N3638 .20 
2N3642 ,20 
2N3643 .15 
2N3645 .15 
2N3646 .14 
2N3730 1.50 
2N3731 2.75 

2N3740 1.00 
2N3771 1.75 
2N3772 1.90 
2N3773 3.00 
2N3819 .32 
2N3823 .70 
2N3856 .20 
2N3866 .85 
2N3903 .20 
2N3904 .20 
2N3905 ,20 
2N3906 .25 
2N3925 3.75 
2N3954 3.50 
2N3954A 3.75 
2N3955 2.45 
2N3957 1.25 
2N3958 1.20 
2N4037 .60 
2N4093 .85 
2N4124 .20 
2N4126 .20 
2N4141 .20 
2N4142 .20 
2N4143 .20 
2N4220A .45 
2N4234 .95 
2N4400 .20 

INTEGRATED CIRC. 

UA703C 
709C OP. AMP. 
741C OP. AMP. 
7400 
7404n 
7430n 
74L001 
74h55n 

.40 

.25 

.25 

.15 

.18 

.19 
.35 
.35 

2N4401 .20 
2N4402 .20 
2N4403 .20 
2N4409 .20 
2N4410 .25 
2N4416 .75 
2N4441 .85 
2N4442 .90 
2N4443 1.20 
2N4852 .55 
2N5061 .30 
2N5064 .50 
2145130 .20 
2N5133 .15 
2N5138 .15 
2N5198 3.75 
2N5294 .50 
2N5296 .50 
2N5306 .20 
2N5354 .20 
2N5369 .20 
2N5400 .40 
2N5401 .50 
2N5457 .35 
2N5458 .30 
C103y .25 
C103d .40 
C106b1 .50 
C106di .75 

RECTIFIERS 

N4001 
N4002 
N4003 
N4004 
N4005 
N4006 
N4007 

10 100 

.60 

.70 

.80 

.90 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 

5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 

10.00 
11.00 

New -Tone Electronics 
P.O. Box 1738 A 
Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 

1 Phone: (201) 762 -9020 

ALL PARTS GUARANTEED AND TESTED ON PREMISES. 
N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.Minimum order $5.00. All orders 
add $1.00 postage. Dealers write or phone for discount prices. 
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m 
MATSUO 

DIPPED TANTALUM 
CAPACiTORS 

MFO WVDC 1-9 10up 50up MFD WVDC 1-9 10up 50up 
.1 35 30 25 20 
.15 35 30 25 20 4.7 35 40 32 26 
.22 35 30 25 20 6.8 36 40 32 26 
.33 35 30 25 20 10.0 16 38 30 24 
.47 35 30 25 20 10.0 35 40 32 26 
68 35 30 25 20 15.0 35 95 64 56 
1.0 35 30 25 20 22.0 16 40 32 26 
1.5 35 35 28 23 33.0 20 95 64 56 
2.2 20 30 25 20 47.0 20 1.40 1.05 90 
3.3 35 38 30 24 68.0 16 1.40 1.05 90 

SPDT 
MINIATURE 

TOGGLE SWITCH 

115V 

105D 

5A RATING 

$.95 

PULSE GENERATOR 
Interdesign 1101:0.1Hz 
2MHz, 05V Output, var. 
width, line or battery 
operation. $159.00 

XR FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 
XR- 2206KA SPECIAL $16.95 
Includes monolithic function generator 
IC, PC board, and assembly instruction 
manual. 

XR- 2206KB SPECIAL $26.95 
Same as XR- 2206KA and includes exter- 
nal components for PC board. 

High Quality 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS 

4 Watt 5x 

S1.69 per 100 

Only in multiples of 100 per value 

150 different values in stock 
from 10ohm to 10megohms 

OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM OHM 
10 100 1K 10K 100K 1M 33 330 3.3K 33K 330K 3.3M 
11 110 1.1K 11K 110K 1.1M 36 360 3.6K 36K 360K 3.6M 
12 120 1.2K 12K 120K 12M 39 390 3.9K 39K 390K 3.9M 
13 130 1.3K 13K 130K 1.3M 43 430 4.3K 43K 430K 4.3M 
15 150 10K 15K 150K 1.5M 47 470 4.7K 47K 470K 47M 
16 160 10K 16K 160K 10M 51 510 5.1K 61K 510K 5.1M 
18 180 1.85 18K 180K 1.6M 56 660 5.6K 66K 860K 5.6M 
20 200 2K 20K 200K 2M 62 620 6.2K 62K 620K 6.2M 
22 220 2.2K 22K 220K 2.2M 68 680 6.8K 68K 680K 6.8M 
24 240 2.4K 24K 240K 2.4M 75 750 7.5K 76K 750K 7.5M 
27 270 2.7K 27K 270K 2.7M 82 820 8.2K 821( 620K 8.2M 
30 300 3K 30K 300K 3M 91 910 9.1K 91K 910K 9.1M 

EXAR ICs 
XR 100K 
XR 8101 
XR0102 
XR-C101 
XR-C102 
XR-C103 
XR.C104 
XR C105 
XR-C106 
XR-5200 
X R-205 
X R-205 K 
XR-210 
XR-210M 
XR-215 
XR320 
XR 555CP 
XR-556M 
XR556CN 

XR -chip cust. IC des. kit $80.00 
NPN trans. array, sm. sig. 3.50 
PNP array 3.50 
NPN array, sm. sig. 3.50 
PNP array, let. & subs 3.50 
NPN array, pwr. &schottky 3.50 
Diffused resistor array 350 
Diffused& pinch resin array 3.50 
Bal. mod. &NPN,PNP cur. source 3.50 
Multifunctìon IC 28.00 
Waveform gen. IC 8.40 
Waveform gen. kit 
FSK mod. demod. 
FSK mod. demod. 
Gen. purpose PLL 
Timing circuit 
Timing circuit 
Dual timing circuit 
Dual timing circuit 

XR -556CP Dual timing circuit 1.82 
XR -567M Tone decoder 12.96 
XR -567CN Tone decoder 1.84 
XR -667CP Tone decoder 1.68 
X R.131 OP Stereo demod. 3.20 
XR- 1310EP Stereo demod. 3.20 
XR- 1468CN ±15V tracking VR 3.84 
XR- 1466CP ±15V tracking VR 2.54 
XR1488N Clued line driver 5.76 
XR -14ß8P Quad line driver 5.20 
XR- 1489AN Quad line rec. 4.80 
XR1489AP Clued line rec. 4.32 
XR.1566M 1:15V track. VR 14.32 

25.00 XR1568N ±15V track. VR 7.20 
6.20 XR1800P Stereo decoder 3.20 

10.40 XR.22065 Monolithic fund. gen. 11.20 
6.56 XR -2206P Monolithic fund gen. 10.24 
1.52 SR.2206CN Monolithic fund. gen. 6.16 
1.07 XR- 2206CP Monolithic fund. gen. 5.12 

10.56 XR2207M VCO 15.44 
2.88 XR -2207N VCO 7.76 

X5.2207P VCO 6.72 
XR- 2207CN VCO 4.80 
XR- 2207CP VCO 3.84 
XR -2208M Op. multiplier 17.76 
XR -22085 Op. multiplier 8.88 
XR -2208P Op. multiplier 7.92 
XR-2208C5 Op. multiplier 5.60 
XR- 2208CP Op. multiplier 5.20 
XR- 2211CN FSK demod. /tone decoder 7.57 
XR- 2211CP FSK demod. /tone de,:oder 6.88 
552240M Prog. timer /ctr. 19.52 
XR -22405 Prog. timer /ctr. 8.80 
XR -2240P Prop. timer /ctr. 7.20 
XR-224005 Prog. timer /ctr. 6.24 
XR- 2240CP Prop. timer /ctr. 4.80 
XR -2556M Duel 555 timer 10.56 
XR- 2556CN Dual 555 timer 3.52 
XR- 2556CP Duel 555 timer 3.20 
XR -2567M Dual 567 tone decoder 16.94 
XR-2567C5 Duel 567 tone decoder 7.90 
XR- 2567CP Duel 567 tone decoder 5 18 

PLESSEY ICs 
SL610C RD amplifier $4.07 
SL611C RF amplifier 4.07 
SL612C IF amplifier 4.07 
SL613C Limiting amp /det. 8.66 
SL620C VOGAD 6.15 
SL621C AGC generator 6.15 
SL622C AF amp /VOGAD 15.21 

sidetone amplifier 
SL623C AM det. /AGC amp/ 11.19 

SSB demod. 
SL624C Multimode del. AF amp. 5.70 
SL630C AF amplifier 3.85 
SL640C Dbl. bal. modulator 7.55 
SL641C Receiver mixer 7.55 
SL646C Square law device 7.55 
SL65OB Modíphase loc. loop 10.86 
SL650C Modjphase loc. loop 6.80 
S L6518 Mod. /phase loc.loop 12.06 
SL651C Mod. /phase loc. loop 7.56 

2N125 1.40 
2N173 2.15 
2N293 .60 
2N321 .50 
2N324 .55 
2N336 1.00 
2N338A .82 
253884 .26 
2N389 9.00 
2N396A 1.20 
2N397 1.20 
253988 1.00 
2N404 .30 
2N404A .65 
2N417 .85 
2N443 1.16 
2N456 1.30 
2N491 5.10 
2N508A .40 
2N5114 3.50 
255128 2.90 
2N525 .90 
25626 .90 
2N527 .90 
2N555 .50 
25586 1.00 
2N594 1.50 
2N630 4.00 
2N652 .40 
2N652A .40 
2N657A .40 
2N677C 5.50 
2N683 2.70 
2N697 .25 
2N697A .50 
2N699 .66 
2N700 3.50 
2N705 .60 
2N706 .20 
2N7069 .40 
2N711 .36 
25171113 .60 
2N716 .28 
2N718A .31 
2N7188 .40 
2N720A .50 
2N744 .35 
2N629 2.90 
2N834 .35 
25917 .80 
2N918 .40 
2N929 .26 
2N930 .28 
25960 .46 
2N962 .45 
2N967 .48 
2N976 1.80 
2N984 .95 
2N1035 1.90 
2N1132 .30 
2N1136 1.40 
2N11374 1.90 
2N1143 1.90 
2N1168 .65 
2N1204 1.40 
2N1302 .30 
2N1303 .80 

2N1305 .60 252382 4.40 
2N1307 .80 2N2440 
2N1309 .80 2N2465 
2N1377 1.40 2N2468 
2N1408 .60 2N2475 
2N1420 .50 2N2476 
2N1485 2.60 2N2483 
2N1521 4.80 2N2484 
2N1523 5.00 2N2492 
2N1534 1.00 2N2518 
2N1540 1.05 252526 
2N1543 3.40 2N2527 
2N1549 1.30 2N2538 
2N1551 3.90 2N2600 
2N1552 3.90 2N2605 
251554 1.90 252605A .58 
2N1557 1.70 2N2606 3.50 
2151530 3.20 2N2647 1.30 
2N1613 .40 2N2648 3.90 
2N1671 2.00 252668 6.90 
2516718 2.10 2N2708 .25 
251693 14.90 2N2712 .30 
2N1711 .40 2N2713 .14 
2N1715 .70 2N2714 .40 
2N1720 4.90 252716 .18 
2N1893 .36 2N2716 .18 
2151898 1.00 2N2754 94.00 
2N1907 4.90 2N2802 9.70 
2N1921 2.90 2N2833 3.90 
2N1924 1.25 252850112.50 
2N1934 9.30 2N2857 3.00 
251990 .75 2N2880 10.90 
252060 2.05 2N2893 9.70 
2N2080 4.90 2N2894 .45 
2N2081A2.50 252895 1.00 
2N2100 2.90 2N2903 4.10 
2N2102 .45 2N2904 .30 
2N2143 1.50 252904A .34 
2N2147 1.40 2N2905 .32 
2N2148 .68 252905A .34 
2N2152 3.00 2N2906 .17 
2N2192 .60 252906A .19 
252192A .66 2N2907 .19 
252193 .44 252907A- .26 
252197 2.40 2N2911 21.00 
252217 .80 352913 .89 
252218 .25 2N2925 .20 
252218A .28 2152926 .14 
2N2219 .29 2N2947 14.40 
252219A .36 2N2949 5.90 
2N2221 .24 2N2950 6.40 
252221A .25 2N2958 1.90 
2N2222 .24 2N2969 30.90 
252222A .26 2N3019 .50 
2N2259 1.10 2N3022 17.90 
2152270 .40 2N3053 .34 
252289 3.60 2N3054 .80 
2N2290 5.90 253065 .94 
2N2297 .96 2N3060 2.95 
252323 1.90 253066A 1.19 
2N2326 3.30 2N3107 .78 
252356 5.90 2N3117 1.50 
2N2356A6.90 2N3130 4.90 
252369 15.90 253202 16.90 
2N2368 .29 2N3209 .89 
2N2369 .22 2N3227 2.30 
252369A .28 2N3239 2.90 

3.45 
7.40 
1.00 

.55 

.79 

.28 

.25 
4.00 
5.90 
4.40 
5.40 
2.40 
7.00 

49 

2N3247 3.80 
2N3250 .49 
2N3307 8.50 
2N3308 6.60 
2N3309 7.10 
2N3323 1.15 
2N3324 .80 
2N3325 .70 
2N3368 .80 
2N3375 5.50 
2N3390 .40 
253391 .41 
2N3391A .20 
2N3392 .20 
2N3393 .20 
2N3394 .22 
2N3395 .24 
2N3396 .26 
2N3397 .28 
2N3398 .25 
2N3414 .20 
2N3415 .20 
2N3416 .20 
253417 .38 
2N3436 1.60 
2N3440 .98 
2N3441 1.70 
2N3442 2.15 
2N3445 4.90 
2N3467 1.45 
253468 1.85 
2N3478 2.00 
2N3501 6.40 
2N3506 7.40 

PREMIUM 
OUALIITJ 

TRANSISTORS 

2N3554 
2N3546 
2N3553 
2N3663 
2N3564 
2N3565 
2N3667 
2153568 
2N3569 
253570 
253571 
2N3572 
2N3584 
253614 
253616 
253617 
253634 
2N3638 
253640 
253642 
253643 
253645 
2N3646 
253649 
253650 
2N3651 
253656 
253657 
2N3662 
253663 
253684 
253685 

3.90 
2.90 
1.80 

.16 

.14 

.18 

.26 

.28 

.19 
5.50 
3.90 
2.60 
1.80 
1.10 
1.24 
2.40 
7.90 

.18 

.19 

.19 

.16 

.16 

.10 
4.70 
6.10 
9.20 
8.50 
9.90 

.42 

.44 
1.20 
1.35 

2N36854 1.76 
253686 1.50 
253687 1.60 
2N3692 .20 
253693 .21 
253694 .22 
253702 .30 
253706 .32 
253706 .21 
253707 .18 
253708 .22 
253709 .22 
253710 .20 
253711 .18 
253713 1.20 
253721 .22 
253726 .50 
2N3730 1.80 
2N3731 2.00 
2N3732 2.25 
2N3740 1.10 
2N3741 1.60 
253771 2.20 
253772 2.30 
2N3773 3.30 
2N3789 3.00 
253793 .26 
2N3796 3.00 
2N3799 3.15 
2N3804 8.00 
253805 10.40 
253819 .30 

253821 
2N3822 
2N3823 
2N3824 
253851 
2N3866 
253858 
2N3859 
2N3860 
2N3866 
2N3877 
2N3900 
2N3901 
253903 
2N3904 
253905 
2N3906 
2N3909 
2N3924 
253925 
253933 

1.35 
1.40 

.69 
1.00 
7.40 

.28 

.26 

.28 

.29 
1.25 

.42 

.38 

.30 

.20 

.22 

.20 

.22 

.80 
3.50 
4.75 
1.30 

253946 .90 
253954 4.40 
2N39544 5.80 
2N3955 2.70 
2N3955A 3.20 
253956 2.90 
253967 1.45 
2N3968 1.45 
253964 1.09 
2N3970 1.20 
2N3971 1.00 

253972 1.39 
254012 10.40 
2N4032 1.90 
2N4037 .70 
254045 1.90 
2N4058 .25 
2N4058 .24 
254060 .26 
254061 .26 
254062 .25 
254093 1.05 
254123 .20 
2N4124 .20 
254125 .25 
254126 .25 
254141 .26 
254142 .17 
254143 .16 
2N42204 1.00 
2N4225 3.75 
2N4226 3.90 
2N4227 
2N4228 .49 
2N4235 1.90 
254237 1.20 
2514238 1.30 
254248 .17 
254249 .20 
254210 .22 
254256 .28 
254213 
2542119 .40 
254291 .35 
256197 9.86 

.34 

.34 

Prices effective only through March 31, 1976. 
Minimum order $10.00. Add $1.0C t0 cover postage and handling. 

California residents add 6% sales tax. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 

ANCRONA CORR 
Mail order: P.O. Box 2208R, Culver City, CA 90230. Phone order: 12131 6414064 

Visit our Electronic Shop: 11080 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 
(Studio V iliege Shopping Canter) 

Prices may vary at over. the- counter locations. 

254293 .50 2N5172 .14 255592 1.00 
254303 .30 2N6190 .95 256637 26.90 
254341 1.35 2N5191 1.00 255644 7.10 
254347 1.60 2N6198 4.25 2515665 .95 
254348 2.10 255210 .22 256657 1.20 
254352 2.00 2N6219 .16 255679 1.39 
254395 1.25 2N5220 .28 2N5742 36.00 
254400 .29 2N5221 .30 2N6777 50 
254401 .33 255222 .16 2N5778 .54 
254402 .36 2N5223 .16 255779 .80 
254409 .30 2N5224 .22 2516780 .86 
2N4416 .89 2N5225 .30 255810 .34 
2N4424 .35 2N5226 .26 255811 .38 
2N4425 .40 2N6227 .16 2N5812 .36 
254427 1.30 255232 .22 256813 .42 
2194441 1.30 2N6232A .24 255815 .36 
254443 1.40 2N5249 .30 255816 .38 
254852 .85 2562494 .31 2N5817 .38 
254858 1.10 255294 .76 2N6818 .40 
254859 1.20 2N5295 .60 255819 .42 
254863 5.45 2N5296 .95 255821 .60 
254870 .60 2N5298 1.00 2N5822 .56 
254878 3.85 2N5306 .26 2N5823 .66 
254890 .96 255306A .40 2N5824 .24 
254898 1.10 258307 .40 2N5825 .26 
254901 2.70 2N5308 .44 255826 .28 
254902 3.00 255309 .36 2155827 .30 
254903 3.90 2N6310 .40 2N5826 .32 
254904 2.90 256311 .44 2558284 .38 
254905 4.10 255322 .70 256000 .50 
254906 4.30 256323 .66 2N6001 .52 
254918 1.30 2N5364 .35 2N6002 .54 
254919 1.35 256355 .35 2N6004 .54 
254921 1.30 2N6365 .40 2N6010 .62 
254922 1.00 2N6366 .40 256011 .64 
254923 1.05 256367 .42 256014 .66 
2514983 .80 2N5368 .24 256015 .68 
254984 1.10 2N6369 .25 2N6027 .50 
254985 1.90 2N6370 .26 2N6028 .64 
254986 .96 2N6371 .22 2N6076 .16 
254987 .65 2N5373 .26 256099 1.00 
254988 .95 2N6375 .25 2N6101 .95 
2N4989 1.40 256380 .50 2N6103 .98 
2N4990 .75 256381 .66 2N6107 1,90 
254991 .75 255382 .60 256109 2.30 
254992 1.10 255383 .56 2N6111 2.60 
254993 1.60 2516397 2.90 256114 4.50 
254994 .26 2N6407 28.90 2N6115 2.10 
2N4995 
2N6016 

.26 
12.70 

255409 31.90 
2N6418 .30 

256218 
2N6219 

.60 

.59 
2N6036 1.17 2N5419 .34 2N6220 .58 
256064 90 2156420 .40 2N6221 .52 
256088 45 2N6447 .26 256222 .28 
256089 .80 2N5448 .27 2N6223 .30 
255106 3.05 2N6449 .26 256224 .32 
255109 2.40 255450 .24 256225 .34 
256127 .16 255461 .24 3581 3.60 
255130 .20 256463 6.36 3582 5.00 
255131 .20 255457 .65 3583 1.70 
2N5133 .17 256458 .50 3584 1.68 
2N5134 .18 255490 1.40 3585 3.30 
2N5135 .16 2156491 .80 3N86 6.10 
2N5137 .26 2N5492 1.45 3N153 1.05 
2N5138 .24 256494 1.70 3N189 4.10 
2N5154 7.06 2N5496 1.90 40290 1.70 
256155 3.20 255562 12.40 40319 1.00 
2N5161 2.60 255563 8.90 40346 70 
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HONEYWELL HUMIDITY CONTROLLER 

Made by HONEYWELL for automatic 
O 4t control of humidifiers or de- humidifiers. 
0 Control range 10% RH to 60% RH, sensing by 

means of a nylon ribbon. Snap action switch with 
240v AC contacts. Ideal for home lab, or greenhouse. 3'% x 2% x l'A. 
STOCK NO. R6263 1 lb. $4.95 each, 3/14.00 

Viiiii. _ , PROXIMITY REED SWITCHES 
N >' s9J These small magnetic proximity reed 

° - switches are ideal for all types of BURGLA- 
69 :i..--- 'ALARMS. One case contains an Alnico magnet, 

which actuates a Normally Open reed switch in the other case within 
a distance of 1 ". Mount on windows & doors, on the back of valuable 
equipment, etc. Protect your home, car, and shop. 

STOCK NO. R5351 $1.75 /set, 4 sets /6.00, 10 sets /12.50 

13.5 KV HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 
This high voltage power supply is rated at 13.5 KV DC, @ 0.31 ma. 
Completely sealed. Ideal for CRT's, high voltage experiments, bug 
zappers, etc. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
STOCK NO. R5356 $13.95 each, 2/26.00 

650 WATT POWER TRANSFORMER 
This versatile transformer has dual primaries, for 115v or 230v 
operation, or for isolation use. Each is also tapped for low or high 
line. Secondaries are 24v center tapped at 8 amps, 24v at 10 amps, 
and 24v at 10 amps! Possible combinations include 24v at 20 A 
and 48v center tapped at 10 amps. Shipping weight 13 lbs. 
STOCK NO. R9898 $14.95 each, 2/28.00 

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00. Include sufficient postage, excess 
refunded. Send for new 88 page Catalog 15, bigger than ever. r BANKAMERICARD and MASTERCHARGE 

r a -a1 now accepted; minimum charge $15.00. Please Wr® - -f include all numbers. Phone orders accepted. II® 
A DELTA ELECTRONICS CO. 

Phone (617) 388 -4705 

Circle 101 on reader service crud 

INTRODUCING 
VDM -1 

Video Display Module 
The VDM -1 is an ultra high -speed intelligent display on a 

single printed t:ircuit card. The new card generates 16, 64 

character lines of Alpha -numeric data in upper and lower case 

characters from a 1K Byte memory. 

The VDM -1 configuration allows you to build a power 

terminal, with a standard video output into your Altair 
Processor. Price: $160.00 

SPECIAL FREE OFFER! 
Scientific Notation Software 

Package with Formatted Output 
With the purchase of (1) VDM -1 and (1) 4KRA Memory: 

Just $299.00 
The floating point math package features 12 decimal digits 
with exponents from +127 to -127; handles assigned and 
unassigned numbers. With it is a 5 function calculator 
package; + -X - & sq. root. It includes 3 storage and 3 oper- 
ating memories and will handle chain and column calculations. 

Write for more details on these and other 
8800 plug in compatible modules. 

Processor Technology 
2465 Fourth Street 
Berkaeleyr, Ca. 914710 

SQGP 

$1595 
(with PC Board) 

4 DIGIT ALARM CLOCK KIT 
Features the only LED direct drive clock 
chip on the market. Kit includes all parts 
(except Xfmr) for a 4 Digit alarm clock 
kit. Uses .25 inch LED readouts. 

CLOCK KIT TRANSFORMER $2.00 

GUARANTEE: ALTAJ Will ship your order within 
48 hours of receiving it, or send you a FREE LED 
ASSORTMENT (2.00 Value). 

NEW PRODUCTS 
METRIC MASTER: Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, takes 
percent. Addressable memory and recall, constant and chain 
calculation on all five functions. Plus metric conversion: pounds 
to kilograms, gallons or quarts to liters, miles to kilometers, yards 
or feet to meters, inches to centimeters, ounces to grams or cubic 
centimeters, Fahrenheit to Centigrade, cubic and square as well 
as powers, reciprocals, fractions and complex quotients. AC and 
rechargeable nicad batteries. UL approved charger. Molded 
protective cover. 

Metric Master THIS IS NOT A KIT, 49.95 

`Sk 
LM309K 

TO-3 Case, 1 AMP 5 VDC 
Voltage Regulator. Brand 
New by National $1.19 

PRICES SLASHED! WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS. Satisfaction Guaranteed on Every Item. 

TRANSFORMER SPECIAL *1 
Miniature size. Primary 115 VAC Secondary 11 VAC 
NO LOAD. 8 VAC with 400 MA Load. Perfect for 
clocks or calcu ators or small power supply. 

99e each or 6 f or $5 

AUDIO AMP ASSEMBLY 
From Audio Eqmt. Mfg. PC Board 
with 2 watt LC Amp plus other 
components. 

SPECIAL - 99e Very Limited Oty. 

COMPUTER BOARD BONANZA 
We bought over 4 tons of assort- 
ed boards. Contains TTL, diodes, 
transistors, etc. 5 board assmt. 
with 150 to 250 IC's - $3.95. 

RCA CA3043 - FM IC 
Used in FM stereos. Contains IF 
Amp, Limiter, FM Detector, and an 
Audio Preamp and Driver all In one 12 
lead TO -5 package, With Spec 
Sheets. 

A $3.00 Value - 99e 

FM TRANSFORMERS 
We bought a load of coils and 
transformers that were used In Ford 
AM -FM car radios. Includes 19KHz, 
38KHz, OSC. Coils, etc. All New. 
Perfect for experimenters or repair- 
men. 10 PC Asst. - 99e 

FORD SOLID STATE MODULES 
Mfg. by Centralab for Ford car 

radios. Each module contains 2 tran- 
sitors plus other components. These 
modules were used as audio pre - 
amps. We Include specs. -4 for 1 

COLOR ORGAN CONTROL MODULE 
Completely self- contained. Has SCR 
circuitry, AC line cord, etc. From a 
close out by a mfg. of color organs. 
New, unused. 

$1.49 

PRIME TTL DIP IC's 
7400.16e 7448 -89e 74151 -75e 
7402 -16e 7453 -18e 74153-89c 
7404 -16e 7473 -37e 74154 -95e 
7406 -24e 7474 -37c 74157 -99e 
7408 -16e 7476 -39e 74163 -1.19 
7413 -49e 7483 -85e 74184- .89 
7420 -18c 7490-89e 74185 -1.49 
7427 -24c 7492 -75e 74174-1.29 
7430 -16e 7493 -75e 74175 -1.39 
7437 -39e 7495 -75e 74181 -2.75 
7438 -35e 7498 -75e 74192 -1.25 
7440 -18c 74121 -38e 74193 -1.25 
7442 -69e 74123-75c 74195 -79e 
7447 -89e 74150 -70c 74197 -79e 

GE POWER DARLINGTON 
NPN, Plastic Power Tab Case. VCEO- 
30 HFE- 30,000 TYP. Brand new units, 
but leads are slightly trimmed for 
P.C.B. 

$D40C1 - SPECIAL 4 For $1 

MOTOROLA SCR 
2N4443 8 Amp 400PN, Plastic Power 
Case. 69e 

TANTALUM CAPS 
By Sprague. 4.7 MFD 10 VDC. Axial 
Leads. Perfect for timers. 

10 for $1 

P & B RELAYS 
4 P.D.T. Miniature Size 

24VDC Coil - .99 
115VAC Coil -1.19 

A LTAJ 
ELECTRONICS 
P. 0. BOX 38544 R Dallas, Texas 75238 

TERMS: Check or money order. No COD. 
Add 10% Pstg. and Hdlg. Tex Res. add 5 %. 

Circle 103 on reader service card 

f.-gh1 

6 DIGIT LED READOUTS 
Brand new arrays by T.I. 
Common cathode, properly 
multiplexed. Six digits plus a 
negative sign. Perfect for cal- 
culators, mini -clocks, stop 
watches, etc. SUPER 
SPECIAL $1.29 ea 3 for $3 
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poly Pak'! 100' S OF BARRELS PURCHASED! Your choice 
Ora kit 

BUY 'EM FROM THE "BARREL" AND SAVE! 

!II) II I 
r 

S 

EXCLUSIVE ̀ BARREL 
THE BIGGEST INFLATION -FIGHTING VALUE EVER! 

TEST 'EM YOURSELF 'N SAVE! 
Every kit carries money back guarantee. 

For the first time anywhere, Poly Pak 
merchandisers introduce a new way 
in buying the economical way. Raw 

BARREL KIT #1 
SN7400 DIP IC'S 
75 for $1.98 
Marked 14 and/or with 16 
pin dips, may include gates, 
registers. flip flops, count- 
ers. Who knows) GUARAN. 
TEED SATISFACTION! 
Cat. No. 2415 'Untested. 

BARREL KIT #2 
LINEAR OP AMPS, 
DIPS 75 for 
tested $1.98 
May include 709'x, 741's, 
703'., 560 series. 556 in- 
cludes marked and un- 
marked. Cat. No.2416 

BARREL KIT # 3 
1N4148/914 C+ 
SWITCHING DIODES 

100 for $1.98 
you never w this before, 
Imagine tamoue 

r 
witching 

diodes at these prices! 
Cat. Ne.2418 Untested. 

B ARREL KIT #4 
"4000" RECTIFIERS 

100 for $1.98 
These are the famous micro 
miniature rectifiers of the 
1N4000 

s 
ries May in- 

lude 25, 50. 100. 200, 
400, 600. 800 and 1000 
voltera. C.í.2417 Untested. 

stock from the "barrel ". Remember 
the "good ole days "? They're back 
again. The same way merchandisers 
throughout the United States buy 
from various factories ... their over- 
runs in barrels. Poly Pak has done 
the same. Therefore you are getting 
the same type of material as the 
RE- TESTERS DO! 

BARREL KIT #5 
SCRS, TRIACS, 
QUADRACS 

40 for $1.98t 
All the famous plastic pow- 
er tab type. Raw factory 
stock! All the 10 amp types. 
Cet. No. 2419 Untested. 

BARREL KIT #7 
VOLUME CONTROL 
BONANZA! 
40 for 
$1.98 1 ̀% god 

Singles duale, v iety of 
values, styles, big o 
small ones. 'Cet. No. 2421 

BARREL KIT #6 
SUBMINIATURE 
IF TRANSFORMERS 

100% 
60 for $1.98 good. 
Amazing, includes 455kca, 

antenna. who know 
From transistor din man- 

facturera -No. 2422 

BARREL KIT #10 
ROMS- REGISTERS 

50 for 
$1.98 

Untested 
2 
marked, d, 

40 
te as rnal factory 

numbers, eta No. 2424 

BARREL KIT #11 
POWER TAB 
TRANSISTORS 
40 for 
$1.98 

NPN, plastic T0220 type. 
Assorted 2N umbers. 
Cat. Na. 2426 Untested. 

BARREL KIT #12 
POWER TAB 
TRANSISTORS 
40 for 
$1.98 

PNP, plastic #0220 type 
Assorted 2N numbers. 
Cat. No. 2426 Untested 

B ARREL KIT #13 
RESISTOR NETWORKS 

40 for 
$1.98 
Untested. 

By Corning Glass, In 14- 
pin dip poke. Cat. Ne. 2427 

BARREL KIT #14 
PRECISION RESISTORS 

100% good 

200 for 
$1.98 

Marked and unmarked t /a, 
t /r, 2 watts.No. 2416 

KIT 015 
MOSFET TRANSISTORS 

60 for $1.98 
All 4 leaders TO -18 case. 
'ncl_dea UHF translators 
tool Cet.i2429 Untested. 

BARREL KIT #16 
DISC CAPACITORS 

200 for ( i 

$1.98 f``ff 
Marked and unmarked. Red 
case type asst. values. 
Cat. No. 2430 100 % good. 

BARREL KIT #17 
LINEAR A 7400 DIP 

Untested 

100 for 
S1.98 

lana 
n 

ked and unmarked, in- 
1 numbers of fac- 

ory slang No. 2431 

B ARREL KIT #16 
ZENER -RECTIFIER MIX 

100 for $1 8 
Subminiature. D07 'e, 

n 
- 

cludes at. n and 
rectifiers. It's mixed 

a 
at the 

lactor, we cannot sepa- 
rate. Untested. Cat. 2432 

BARREL KIT #19 
DIPPED MYLARS 

60 for ?000il, 
$1.98 

Fi neat par itara ade. 
shiny finish, Imagine facto- 
ry dumping 'em in barrels. 
Cat. Ne.2597 100% good. 

BARREL KIT #20 
LONG LEAD DISCS 

100 for It' $1.98 
Factory distributor stock 
"auction sale' . Prime, 
marked only. Long lead, 
Cet. No. 2598 100 % good. 

KIT #23 
"RTL" IC'S 

75 for 
$1.98 

100 % good. 
Ait in TO -6 as e brand 
new. May include 908, 917. 
912, 913. etc. Cet 2601 

BARREL KIT #24 
H IGH VOLTAGE 
RECTIFIERS 

60 for 
$1.98 Untested. 

Up in 12,000 volts, 4 mils. 
epoxy. axial leads. 

Cat. Ne. 2602 

BARREL KIT #25 
METAL CAN 
TRANSISTORS 

100 for 17T 
$1.98 1 nteated. 

lncludee TO-5, Tu-1, TO- 
1e, etunmae assorted 2N num- 
b ë arks etc. 
Cat. No. 2801 

BARREL KIT #26 
PLASTIC 
TRANSISTORS 
100 for 
$1.98 

Unteeatad. 
Type TO -92 0TO -18), all 
manufacturers. variety of 
20 v #'s. Cat. Na 2604 

BARREL KIT #26 
CERAMIC CAPACITORS 
200 for 
$1.98 

Not only do the barrels 
contain dogbones, but fac- 
tory dumped, Erie Centre - 
lab, molded types too! 
Cat. No. 2606 100 % good. 

B ARREL KIT #29 
VITAMIN Q CAPS 
100 for _ ®_ 
$1.98 100% good. 

Every type of ol- impreg- 
o 

oil-impreg- 
nated 2. 
But the "oie barrel' ale 
gives you the bargain -of- 
a- lifetime, Cat. No. 2807 

BARREL KIT #30 PREFORMED 
RESISTORS 

200 for $1.98 
N e gat barrels of t/ and 
/z" wafters for pc 
You'll get mount. 

100: t/ , 100 
even 

wafters. 
Cat. No. 2608 100 % good. 

KIT #11 
METALLIC 
RESISTORS 

100 for $1.98 
Made mostly by Corning, y ' orning, 
the finest resistor tor de. 
Mostly 1/2 welters. 1 % to 

values 100 % goad. '4s.2609 

B ARREL KIT #11 
TRANSISTORS 
WITH A HOLE IN IT 

SO for $1.98 
Cat. No. 2810 Untested. 
Can't name factory but w 
bought barrels of 25 wat- 
ers with mtg. hole mid- 
dle PNP'S and NPN' S. 

#34 
TUBE SOCKET 

100 for 
$1.98 

Cocoa le tube 
, 

ckets. 
still in demand! Barrels 
and barrels: d's, 6's, 7, 8. 
9, even computer types. 
Cat. No. 2612 100 % good. 

BARREL KIT #35 
NEON LAMPS 

40 for 
$1.98 100% good. 
Famous NE -2's. All prime, 
but factory made milliona 
and barreled 'em. Your ad- 
vant age. Cet. 2613 

BARREL KIT #36 
GERMANIUM DIODES 

200 for 
$1.98 

Famous maker, popular 
Item. Never gro Id But 
this the way 

wn 
the 

. 

RE- 
TESTERS bun 'e from the 
factories, Untested Cat 2614 

BARREL KIT #37 
1 AMP "BULLETT" 
RECTIFIERS 

100 for 
$1.98 

Famous ettyle, s td volt- 
ages, silicon, axial includes 
all types of voltages to 
IKV.Unteeted Cat. No. 2615 

BARREL KIT #36 
2 AMP RECTIFIERS 

75 for 
$1.98 - Untested. 

"CYLINDER" type, eillcon, 
Mallory, includes all volt- 
ages up to 1KV. Axial 
leads. Cat. No. 2616 

BARREL KIT #31 
2N3055 HOBBY 
TRANSISTORS 

15 for 
$1.98100 good. 

From factory to you, these 
fallouts of the famous 
203056. We have 30 bar- 
rels. Cat. No 2617 

BARREL KIT 1140 
PNP HIGH -POWER 
TRANSISTORS 

20 for 
$1.98 - 

Populer germanium TO -3 
c u irae, ailable 

tat 
.'goad le barreleVcrines. 

C. No. 26 18 1 0 0 90 good. 

BARREL KIT 042 
100 ITT "GLASS 4000 
RECTIFIERS 

in! 1N4lµ n 
ctifie i pox 

000 
y, n 

ei 

grace e sees at b 

c 

barrel 
prices 50 to 10000 too. 
Cat. No. 2620 

BARREL KIT #46 
G.E. 3.5 WATT 
AMPLIFIERS 
25 for 
$1.98 

/'tib 

Hobby type, facto` talt- 
ote, we purchased them in 

barrels. Th 
h 

e n. 
known.. No. 2624 Untested. 

B ARREL KIT #49 
QUADS! QUADS 

50 for 
$1.98 LM 29 

Ijntesled.d mirror op amps 
In one package. Why the 
factory barrelled these we 
don't know. Cat. No.2627 

B ARREL KIT MI6 BARREL KIT #51 
SIGNAL SILICON OPTO 
DIODES as COUPLERS 

30 for $1. 200 for $1.98 
Includes many. many types 
of switching, signal 

s 
ilicon 

type,. all axial leads. 
Some may bea z nerd. 
Cet. No. 2628 Untested. 

We hot 1,000's unknown 
both the sensor or transmit- 
ter may be god, or both. 
WE DON'T KNOW! We don't 
know the types. 1500V Iso- 
lation. No. 2629 Untested. 

KIT161 474 

DISDSV 
500 for $1.98 
Ne. 2630 100 % good. 

The bargain of lifetime! 

Poly Poke for the economy- 
minded bargain hunters. 

BARREL KIT #53 
JUMBO RESISTOR PAK 
100 -pc. $1.98 

No. 2721 --MCI" 
Asaoetm metal films. preci- 
sions, metal oxide 
Powers, from %a watt to 7 

its. Color coded & 
100% goodiWoRh $10. 

BARREL KIT #54 
e DIGIT READOUTS 

10 for 
$1.98 

Untested. 
Bargain of a lifetime! All 
we got was 1 barrel - the 
"blisdor digit" types. Multi- 
plexed. Cat. No. 2722 

B ARREL KIT #55 
3 DIGIT READOUTS 

15 for 
$1.98 
National cleans its 
house have 
barrels of NSN -33 type 
Untested. Cat. No. 2723 
BARREL KIT #65 

BARREL KIT #57 
HI -POWER RECTIFIERS 

15 for 
$1.98 
50 -Amp studs; 6, 12, 24. 
41V. 100 % material. Fac- 
tory rectifier "line" rejects. 
Cat. No. 2725 100 % good. 

BARREL KIT #58 
SLIDE SWITCHES 

30 for 
$1.98 

All shapes, sizes, spat, dpdt, 

e 
e 
s 

Caries, etc. Tremen- 
dous shop yak for 100's of 
switching projects. 
Cat. No. 2726 100 % good. 

BARREL KIT #59 
POWER TRANSISTORS 
40 for 
$1.98 

15 watt Beadix B -6000 

good. 
transistors. 
purchased from 

all 

pretester, have millions of 
100 % good cat. No.. 2727 

B ARREL KIT gee 
OTL'S IC'S 
75 for 
$1.98 Untested. 

This is prime barrel mate- 
rial. Who wants DTL's? 
930. 936, 946's. Your gain 
is our loss. They're marked 
too. Cat. No. 2728 

BARREL KIT #81 
POLYSTYRENE CAPS 
130% good 

100 for 
$1.98 

Finest caps made. Asa gam- 
ble we bought 10 barrels 
from factory, mixed values: 
all good. cat. No. 2729 

BARREL KIT #64 
6 -DIGIT ARRAYS 

20 for $1.98 
Here's a bargain! This is 
National "dump" infla. 
Lion is stopped here! 
Cat. No. 2732 Untested. 

MIXED READO TS 
30 for 
$1.98 

Factory returns - such 
embers as MAN -4's, MAN- 

7's. MAN -3'a, 11 barrels & 
time a est. 

Cat. Na. 2733 en33 Unteated. 

BARREL KIT #76 
1 -WATT ZENERS 
100 for 
$1.98 Untested.. 

t.::i,,,: same as 400 -mw's, 
1.,...r-to-see-again offer. 6. 

10. 12, 15V, under 
Wash. Double plug. 
Cat. No. 2741 

BARREL KIT #67 
2 -WATT AMPLIFIERS 
50 for elp 
$1.98 Untested. 

m Buy fro the barrel 
LM -380 types in dip yaks. 
Are they good? We don't 
want to find out We go; 
:pillions. Cat. No. 2734 ,! 

B ARREL KIT #77" 
BROWN" BODY 

TRANSISTORS 

40 for $1.9 
G -E D -40 series: has hl- 
voltage. Darlingtcae, hi- 
current, non's. Factory line 
discontinued. Power tabs. 
Cat. No. 2742 Untested. 

KIT - "82 
8000 SERIES ICS 

50 for 
$1.98 
By National. Fr fu 
to 

u s ry 
Assortment .,f 

ular series facto falz 
Untested. 

Cat. 
overruns. 

e. 2634 

BARREL #91 
SILVER MICAS 

1000:1es 

L-=-- y 

100 for $1.98 
For the first time silver12 for $1.98 micas so IOW price!, 
Axial, led iarf variety f 

missing. 
bubble thfni 

Big 
sizes & values. mane we Truthfully e 

Big savings from eietrlbu- many of 'em e don't ene, 
for prices. Wt. 1 lb. Untested. 3 es. 

KIT 483 
15 for $1.9 
LM-340T lintestei VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 
Factory #elected them tor 
length of leads, May include 
6 6 a 12 to 18.26 volts. 

1 °ower tab. No. 2635 

B ARREL KIT #68 
2 WATTERS 
100 for 
$1.98 100 good 

Nobody see ms to want 'em! 
So y suppliers don't 
count, but throw 'em in the 
barrel. It's a li'1 gold mi 
All Racked. Cat. N 27 jot 
B ARREL KIT #76 

RED" BODY 
TRANSISTORS 

40 for $1.981 
D -42 series. 'ou test -go 
into your time biz! high 

Cat.ant, hi -V. NPN. 
No. 2743 Untested. 

B ARREL KIT #71 
CAPACITOR SPECIA 
1Q0:0 

ppcs. 

Emptied o ockroáme into 
barrels of t 

muldeds, 
poly s, 

Ideds, plastica. 
ceramics, discs, etc. Nifty 
100 % good, Cat 2738 

B ARREL KIT #72 
TERMINALS, 
RECEPTACLES ,T:I3 

100% good 

150 for $1.98 
Maker of these dumped in- 
to barrels. You get 2 4, 
6 strips & receptacles. Whet 
a buy! Cat. No. 2739 

BARREL KIT #7 
TRANSISTOR L7 

ELECTROS jl 
50 for $1.98 
It "bugs" an why the fac- 
tories dump 'em barrels. 
We don't wish to 

, 
parate 

wide asst voltages &values 
up to 300 mf. No. 2747 

BARREL KIT #75 
400MW ZENERS 

100 for 
$1.98 

Factory out f biz! Amazing 
offer: 6, 0, 30, 12 to 15V. 
You test. Hermetically sealed 
glass oak. Double plug. 
Cat. Na, 2740 Untested. 

BARREL KIT #79 
DARLINGTON 
POWER TABS 
25 for 
$1.98 dill# 

Untested. 
Brown bola, mower 

raw Darlington d, 
factory at Why Pay 
more? Cat. No. No. 2744 

B ARREL KIT #81 
SUBMINI RESISTORS 

100 for 
$1.98,100% 

good. 
PC, upright type. calcad. 
d, Vs watt. Aast values. 

Came to us in a Darrel. 
Cat. No. 2746 

BARREL KIT #84 

25 for 
$1.98 Untested:MA N -3 
"THE CLAW ". 5V 15 mils. 
LED hobby r experimental 

for understanding the 
working of "mini" or calcu- 
lator readouts. A segment 
may be messing. No. 2679 

BARREL KIT #86 
HOBBY LEDS 

40 for 
$1.98 Untested. 
Wow! A Litronice dump of 
all kinds of m x d discrete 
LEDS, shapes, colors, good, 
poor, etc. Cat. 2859 

BARREL KIT #67 
NATIONAL IC BONANI 
100 for 
$1.98 

Factory dumps irto I:.,,re ls. 
Types 8000, 7.100 
MIA, ROMs. registers, cl,,: C 
at cart. chipa, honors, et,- 
Cet. No. 2860 Untested. 

TWIN PAK #1 TWIN PAK # 
LED READOUTS.' ZENERS 
20 for 100 for $1.98 

1$Ma98 7 ¡ 50 
10 Man -7'e. / / ; F. a. 10, 12 to 16V, 
Cat. No. 2826 Cat, No. 2829 
TWIN PAK #10 
POWER RESISTORS 
70 for ___43/0/11-. 
$1.98 r 
40 Oxide 2- wafters, 
30 Oxide 7- watters. 
Cet No. 2835 

TWIN PAK #9 
6 IL - DIGIT 
READOUTS 
10 6- digitl55 foori! 

5 9- digit. $1.98 
Hobby types, from calcula- 
tor makers' loseouts. 
Cat. No. 2834 

BARREL KIT #94 
"BUBBLE" READOUTS 

BARREL KIT #99 
PHOTO ELECTRIC 
CELLS 

10 for $1.98 
Asst. GE types, CDS types, 
Mixed by factory. Big job 
for us to separate. 100 % 
good. 

BARREL KIT #101 
RESISTOR SPECIAL 

200 for 
$1.98 

Includes: Ys. t /4, %x. 1, 2- 
w ttera, carbon. 8 os. 
100 % good. 

BARREL KIT #104 
SLIDE VOLUME 
CONTROLS 

4t' 

10 for $1.98 rß 

Terms: Add postage Rated: net 30 
Phone: Wakefield, Mass. (617) 245 -3829 
Retail: 16 -18 Del Carmine St., Wakefield, 

C.O.D.'s MAY BE PHONED 

Used in hi -fi, column COO- 
teal maker unload.. Amt. 
values, what a buy. Worth 
$1 We've Lot barrels 
of 100 % material. 

POLY PAKS$00 

D 20e CATALOG on ICs, SEMI's, PARTS 
P.O. Box 942R -3, Lynnfield, Mass. 01940 
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE A ONE AMP -TWENTY WATT 
OP-AMP? 

We have it It's the National r1.110021. You ran 
use it as Precision Audio Amplfliers, DC Servos, 
Programmable Power Supplies, Deflection Yoke Driv- 
ers, anything needing precision power. With full 
specs and applications. $5.75 3 for $15.00 

4040 12 stage binary counter. 
Buffered outputs e.. . stage $1.25 

SUPER MEMORY BUYS!! 
Fairchild # 95410 256x1 Ram -30 to 50 Nanosec. 

with full data $2.00 each 8 for $13.95 
745206 Schottky 256x1 Bipolar Ram 

$2.50 8 for $17.95 
82.23 Programmable 32x8 Rom 

$2.90 Plain $7.50 Programmed 
LOG RATIO MODULE -NEXUS #LGP -2 $2.50 

Use it for linearizing Exponential Signals. Signal 
Compression, Math. Computations. 6 Decade Log- 
ging & Antllogging Temperature Compensated. With 
Full Data & Applications. 

4 for $9.00 10 for $20.00 25 for $40.00 
Curtis 5V DC Indachron Timer -Tiny -0 -10000 Hour 
Dial. A fine running -time meter. 

$1.25 
CA 3081 7- segment 

5/65.00 
d driver. 85 10/$7.50 

LEDR8 R Resistors In a 16 Pin Dip -For 7 -Seg 
readouts. $.85 each 6/64.75 12/67.95 
SUPER TRIAC SALE! G.E. P1901 -21 6 Amp -400V 

$1.35 each -6/$7.00 12/613.00 
OP -AMPS 1.M709 Universal -Dip 

.29 10/$2.50 
L3f 741 "Standard " -TO -5 

.29 10/$2.50 
í3I301 Hi- Performance- 
Minidip .29 10/62.50 
L51307 "Super 741" TO -5 

.26 10/$2.50 
CA3029A Wideband Minidip 

.39 10/93.25 
CA3047 High-Output-Dip 

.49 10/64.50 
Each group has its own diet. 

10 OF A TYPE! pkg. of diagram. 
MC -1306P One-Ilalf want :Audio AMP. $.69 10/$5.75 

SEVEN SEGMENT READOUTS 
Fairchild FND -70 .25" $ .55 each 6/62.95 
H -P 5082-7730 .3" Left. Der. $1.19 each 6/65.75 
H -P 5082-7731 3" Right Dec. $1.19 each 6/65.75 
Lltronix DL -707 .3" $1.15 each 6/$6.25 

BIG PACK OF 

CUSTOM CIRCUITS 

FREE WITH 

PURCHASE OF 

If you will cheek our prices carefully you'll find that 
near 90% of them are the lowest prices in the world! 
And that goes too for the many hundreds of other 
goodies we can't show here but do show in our flyer. 
'ro help keep these great prices we don't send out 
flyers via the Bingo Check -Off Card System. But - 
just send us a $3.00 min. order & we'll send you our 
free lowest -in -the -world- prices flyer. 
Add $.75 for 1'. & H. -all by 1st class mail. Orders 
over $20.00 we pay postage. 24 hour shipment. 

JTM ASSOCIATES 
P.O. BOX 843 MANCHESTER, MO, 63011 

COMPLETE DEC -built LSI-11 Min - 

computer w/ 4K x 18 memory $849. 

TV TERMINAL Ill - improved version 
TTL, resistors, caps, memories $124.95 

R -M Terminal including power supply, 
keyboard - surplus, guaranteed working 
(Teletype Printers available) $109.95 

C -MOD 8080A or C -MOD 6800 CPU 
system, complete board w /all compon- 
ents NEW $129.95 
RM8080A system- w /Altair compat- 
ible signals; RM6800 systems (RM 
boards will fit Terminal below); 
Altair boards 

Send stamped, self- addressed envelope 
for full details. 

1C.'r0MarÍ 
1618 James Street 

Syracuse, New York 13203 
(315) 422 -4467 
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MOVING? 

Don't miss a 

single copy of 
Radio -Elec- 
tronics. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

name (please print) 

address 

city state zip code 

Mail to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., BOULDER, COLO. 

80302 
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r 
15 5% OFF ON ORDERS OVER $50.00 

1 O% OFF ON ORDERS OVER 5100.00 
5% OFF ON ORDERS OVER 

TTL 
7451 .17 74154 1.25 

7400 $ .14 7453 .17 74155 1.07 
7401 .16 7454 .17 74156 1.07 
7402 .15 7460 .17 74157 .99 
7403 .16 7464 .35 74158 1.79 
7404 .19 7465 .35 74160 1.39 
7405 .19 7470 .30 74161 1.25 
7406 .35 7472 .30 74162 1.49 
7407 .35 7473 .35 74163 1.39 
7408 .18 7474 .35 74164 1.59 
7409 .19 7475 .57 74165 1.59 
7410 .16 7476 .39 74166 1.49 
7411 .25 7483 .79 74170 2.30 
7413 .55 7485 1.10 74173 1.49 
7416 .35 7486 .40 74174 1.62 
7417 .35 7489 2.48 74175 1.39 
7420 .16 7490 .59 74176 .89 
7422 .26 7491 .97 74177 .84 
7423 .29 7492 .71 74180 .90 
7425 .27 7493 .60 74181 2.98 
7426 .26 7494 .94 74182 .79 
7427 .29 7495 .79 74184 2.29 
7430 .20 7496 .79 74185 2.29 
7432 .23 74100 1.30 74187 5.95 
7437 .35 74105 .44 74190 1.35 
7438 .35 74107 .40 74191 1.35 
7440 .17 74121 .42 74192 1.25 
7441 .98 74122 .45 74193 1.19 
7442 .77 74123 .85 74194 1.25 
7443 .87 74125 .54 74195 .89 
7444 .87 74126 .63 74196 1.25 
7445 .89 74141 1.04 74197 .89 

7446 .93 74145 1.04 74198 1.79 
7447 .89 74150 .97 74199 1.79 
7448 1.04 74151 .79 74200 5.90 
7450 .17 74153 .99 

LOW POWER TTL 
74100 5 .25 74151 $ .29 75190 51.49 
74102 .25 74155 .33 74191 1.45 

74103 .25 74171 .25 74193 1.69 

74104 .25 74L72 .39 74195 1.69 
74L06 .25 74173 .49 74198 2.79 
74110 .25 74174 .49 741164 2.79 
74120 .33 74L78 .79 741165 2.79 
74130 .33 74185 1.25 

74142 1.49 74186 .64 

HIGH SPEED TTL 
14H00 $ .25 74H21 5 .25 74H55 $ .25 

74H01 .25 74H22 .25 74H60 .25 
74H04 .25 74H30 .25 74H61 .25 

74H08 .25 74H40 .25 74H62 .25 
74H10 .25 74H50 .25 74H72 .39 
74H11 .25 74H52 .25 74H74 .39 
74H20 .25 74H53 .25 74H76 .49 

8000 SERIES 
8091 S .53 8214 $1.49 8811 5 .59 
8092 .53 8220 1.49 8812 .89 

8095 1.25 8230 2.19 8822 2.19 
8121 .80 8520 1.16 8830 2.19 
8123 1.43 8551 1.39 8831 2.19 

8130 1.97 8552 2.19 8836 .25 

8200 2.33 8554 2.19 8880 1.19 
8210 2.79 8810 .69 8263 5.79 

8267 2.59 

9000 SERIES 
9002 5 .35 11109 $ .79 9601 5 .89 

9301 301 9111 .79 9602 .79 

CMOS 4016A .56 4050A .59 
40004 5 .26 4017A 1.19 40664 .89 

40016 .25 4020A 1.49 40684 .44 
4002A .25 4021A 1.39 40696 .44 

4006A 1.35 4022A 1.10 4071A .26 

4007A .26 4023A .25 4072A .35 

40085 1.79 4024A .89 4073A .39 
4009A .57 4025A .25 4075A .39 

4010A .54 4027A .59 4078A .39 

4011A .29 4028A .98 4081A .26 

4012A .25 4030A .44 4082A .35 

4013A .45 4035A 1.27 4528A 1.60 

4014A 1.49 4042A 1.47 4585A 2.10 
4015A 1.49 4049A .59 

74C00 S .22 74C74 51.04 74C162 $2.93 
74(02 .26 74C76 1.34 74C163 2.66 
74C04 .44 74C107 1.13 74C164 2.66 
74C08 .68 74C151 2.61 74C173 2.61 
74C10 .35 74C154 3.15 74C195 2.66 
74C20 .35 74C157 1.76 80C95 1.35 
74C42 1.61 74C160 2.48 80C97 1.13 
74C73 1.04 74C161 2.93 

MARCH SPECIALS 
1/2 PRICE SALE 

FACTORY MARKED - 
GUARANTEED FUNCTIONAL 

7425 5.13 7473 5.17 74121 $.21 
7430 .10 7475 .28 74123 .42 
7441 .49 7483 .39 74151 .39 
7442 .38 7490 .29 74153 .49 
7446 .46 7495 .39 74180 .45 
7447 .44 74% .39 74193 .60 
7448 .52 74107 .20 

MARKED - NO FACTORY LOGO 
GUARANTEED FUNCTIONAL 

7400 5.07 7420 .08 7460 .08 
7402 .07 7437 .17 7474 .17 
7403 .08 7440 .08 7493 .30 
7404 .09 7445 .44 74% .39 
7406 .17 7450 .08 74195 .44 
7408 .09 7453 .08 

jo7410 .08 7454 .08 

ALARM CLOCK CHIP 
MM5375AA 4-6 digit, 12 hour, 6021. 
snooze alarm, brightness control capa- 
bility. alarm tone output 24 pin DIP 
$4.95 

8038 FUNCTION GENERATOR 
Voltage controlled oscillator - sine, 
square, triangular output. 16 pin DIP 
with data $3.55 

7001 CLOCK CHIP 
4-6 digit. 12-24 hr. alarm, timer and dale 
circuits - with dala $5.95 

DVM CHIP 41/2 DIGIT 
MM5330 - P channel device provides 
all logic for 4, 2 digit roll meter. 16 pin 
OIP with data $14.95 

UV ERASABLE PROM 
1702A - 2048 bit static PROM 256x8 
elect programmable & erasable TTL/DTL 
comp. $14.95 

POCKET CALCULATOR 
5 function Into constant - addres- 
sable memory with individual recall - 8 digit display plus overflow, - 
banery saver - uses standard or 
rechargeable baneries - all neces- 
sary parts in ready to assemble form 
- instructions included. 
kit with AC adaptor included 
Set of Alkaline batteries ldnposabkl 

UNI 
Silver plated copper circuit board 
3- 3/16" it 5- 1/16 ". 2 rows of 27 

holes for OIP IC's space for 
transistors. resistors 8 capacitors. 
Versatile and simple for bread- 
boarding IC circuitry $1.504 

SO prr. 1.00 

ALARM CLOCK KIT 
4 large Digits AM -PM. Com- 
plete kit includes TMS 3034 chip - green Oour...ent panel with 
.5" digits - PC board - alarm 
speaker - all necessary compo- 
nents - case - schematic and 
instructions. 
Shipped IPS or Parcel Post. 

$74.95 
s 2.50 

$31.93 

TTL 
74132 
74H101 
7411102 
7411103 
74H106 
74H108 

f .89 

SCHOTTKY 
74500 
74502 
74503 
74504 
74508 
74510 
74520 
74522 
74532 
74574 

.58 

.58 

.63 

.63 

.63 

S .38 
.45 
.38 
.45 
.52 
.38 
.38 
.38 
.52 
.38 

LOW POWER NEW ITEMS 
SCHOTTKY 
741500 5 .36 

741502 .36 
741504 .36 
741508 .38 
741510 .36 
741520 .36 
741532 .38 
741540 .45 
741542 1.40 
741574 .59 
741590 1.30 
741593 1.30 
741595 2.09 
741.5107 .59 
7415164 2.20 
7415193 2.50 
7415197 2.20 

LINEARS 
546 AM radio receiver 

wbst. DIP 
733 Diff. video AMPI 

TO-5 
5556/ 
MC1456 

7525 

MC1310 

CA3046 

S .75 

.89 

Ink. compensated 
Op Amp mDIP 1.59 
Dual core mem. sense 
AMPI DIP .98 
FM stereo demodulator 
DIP 1.95 
Transistor array 
14 pin DIP .89 

6 DIGIT LED CLOCK KIT 
INCLUDES: 
MM314 clock circuit 
6 FND70 LED displays (.250" red 7 

segment) 
All necessary transistors, resistors 8 

capacitors 
1 double sided PC board accommodates 

LED's 8 clock circuitry 
Schematic & instructions 
Does not nclude 12V -300 ma 

Transformer! swatches & case 
fí12.95 

TANATLUM CAPACITORS 
SOLID-DIPPED +20% 
.1 old 35V .25 ea. 6.8 miel 6V .30 ea. 
.33 mid 35V .25 ea. 6.8 mfd 50V .40 ea. 
1 mild 35V .25 ea. 10 mfd 25V1.40 ea. 
2.2 mfd 20V .25 ea. 15 mfd 10V1.40 ea. 

2.2 mid 35V .30 ea. 33 mfd 10V ,40 ea. 
4.7 mfd 16V .30 ea. 47 mid 6V i.40 ea. 

MISC. DEVICES 
2513 64 x 8 r 5 character 

generator 
2602 1024 -bit static RAM, 

N -channel 
DTL/TTL compati&k 

E93410 256 bit RAM 
MV5020 jumbo green 
XC209 -R .125" red LED 
L100 Red LED 
.101 Red LED 

$11.00 

3.95 
2.19 
.22 
.15 
.15 
.15 

LED' 
MV106 
MV50 
MV5020 

ME4 
MANI 
MAN2 
MAN4 
MANS 
MANE 
MANI 
MANS 

MANI) 
MAN66 
MCT2 

Red TO 18 

Axial leads 
Jumbo Vis. Red 
(Red Dome) 
Jumbo Vis. Red 
(Clear Dome) 
Infra red dill. dome 
Red 7 seg..270" 
Red alpha num .32" 
Red 7 seg..190" 
Green 7 seg..270" 
.6" high solid seg. 
Red 7 seg..270" 
Red 7 seg..127" 
straight pins 
Yellow 7 seg..270" 
.6" high spaced seg. 
Opto -iso transistor 

S .22 
.18 

.22 

.22 

.54 

2.19 
4.39 
1.95 
3.45 
4.25 
1.19 

.29 
3.45 
3.75 

.61 

MEMORIES 

1101 

1103 

1702A 

2102 -2 
5203 
5260 
5261 
5262 
7489 
8223 
74200 

256 bit RAM MOS 
1024 bit RAM MO5 
2048 bit static PROM 
UV eras. 
1024 bit slatic RAM 
2048 bit UV eras PROM 
1024 bit RAM 
1024 bit RAM 
2048 bit RAM 
64 bit ROM TTL 
Programmable ROM 
256 bit RAM Irf -state 

f 1.50 
3.95 

17.95 
4.25 

17.95 
2.49 
2.69 
5.95 
2.48 
3.69 
5.90 

MULTIPLE DISPLAYS 
81515133 3 digit .12" red led 12 pin 

lits IC skt. 
HP45082 5 digit .11 led magn. lens 

7405 corn. Cath 
HP5082 4 digit .11 LED magn. 

7414 lens comm. cath. 
FNA37 9 digit 7 seg led RH 

dec dr. magn. lens 
SP- 425-09 9 digit .25" neon direct 

interface with MOS /LSI, 
180 VDC, 7 seg. 

$1.79 

3.49 

3.25 

4.95 

1.79 

SHIFT REGISTERS 

MM5013 1024 bit accum. dynamic 
mDIP 

MM5016 500 /512 bit dynamic mDIP 
SL5 -4025 QUAD 25 bit 

rn 

DTL 
930 
932 
976 

$1.75 
1.59 
1.25 

11111 

CALCULATOR & 
CLOCK CHIPS 
5001 12 DIG 4 fund fix der $2.49 
5002 Same as 5001 esc 

bhy power 2.79 
5005 12 DIG 4 fuel w /mem 2.99 
MM5725 8 DIG 4 fund chain & der 1.98 
MM5736 18 pin 6 DIG 4 turd 4.45 
MM5738 8 DIG 5 fund K & mews 5.35 
MM5739 9 DIG 4 funct (Wry sor) 5.35 
MM5311 28 pin BCD 6 dig min 4.45 
MM5312 24 pin 1 pps BCD 

4 dig mix 3.95 
MM5313 28 pin 1 pps BCD 

6 dig mm 
MM5314 24 pin 6 dig mus 
MM5316 40 pin alarm 4 dig 

4.45 
4.45 
5.39 

Data sheets on request. With order add 
$.30 for items less than $1.00 eta. 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 

300 Pos V Reg (super 723) 50-5 5 .71 
301 Hi Perl Op Amp mDIP TO-5 .29 
302 Volt follower TO-5 .53 
304 Neg V Reg TO-5 .80 
305 Pos V Reg TO-5 .71 

307 Op AMP (super 741) mDIP TO-5 .26 
308 Mciro Pwr Op Amp mDIP TO-5 .89 
309K 5V 14 regulator TO -3 1.35 
310 V Follower Op Amp mDIP 1.07 
311 Hi pert V Comp mDIP TO-5 .95 
319 Hi Speed Dual Comp DIP 1.13 

3207 Neg Reg 5, 12, 15, TO-3 51.39 
320K Nee Reg 5.2, 12 TO-3 1.39 

322 Precision Timer DIP 1.70 
324 Quad Op Amp DIP 1.52 

339 Quad Comparator DIP 1.58 
34010 Pos V reg (5V, 6V. 8V, 12V, 

15V, 18V, 24V) TO-3 1.69 
3401 Poi V reg (5V, 6V, 8V, 12V, 

15V, 18V, 24V) TO-220 1.49 

372 AF -IF Strip detector DIP 2.93 
373 AM /FM /SSB Strip DIP .53 

376 Pos V Reg mDIP 2.42 
377 2w Stereo amp DIP 1.16 
380 2w Audio Amp DIP 1.13 
380 -8 .6w Audio Amp mDIP 1.52 

381 Lo Noise Dual premiss, DIP 1.52 
382 Lo Noise Dual preamp DIP .71 

550 Prec V Reg DIP .89 
555 Timer mDIP .89 
556A Dual 555 Timer DIP 1.49 
560 Phase locked Loop DIP 2.48 
562 Phase Locked Loop DIP 2.48 
565 Phase Locked Loop DIP TO -5 2.38 
566 Function Gen mDIP TO-5 2.25 
567 Tone Decoder mDIP 2.66 
709 Operational AMP TO -S or DIP .26 
710 Hi Speed Volt Comp DIP .35 
711 Dual Difference Compar DIP .26 

723 V Reg DIP .62 
739 Dual Hi Perf Op Amp DIP 1.07 
741 Comp Op Amp mDIP 70.5 .32 
747 741 Dual Op Amp DIP or TO-5 .71 
748 Erect Adj 741 mDIP .35 
1304 FM Mulps Stereo Demod DIP 1.07 
1307 FM Mulpx Stereo Demod DIP .74 
1458 Dual Comp Op Amp wDIP .62 
1800 Stereo multiplexer DIP 2.48 
1H2111 Dual LM 211 V Comp DIP 1.70 
3900 Quad Amplifier DIP .35 
7524 Core Mem Sense AMPL DIP .71 

8038 Voltage contr. osc. DIP 4.25 
8864 9 DIG led Cath Drvr DIP 2.25 
75150 Dual line Driver DIP 1.75 
75451 Dual Perepheral Driver mDIP .35 
75452 Dual Peripheral Driver mDIP .33 
75453 (351) Dual Periph Driver InDIP .35 

75491 Quad Seq Driver for RED DIP .71 

75492 Hex Digit driver DIP .80 

937 
944 
946 

.15 949 

.15 %2 

.15 963 

15 

15 

15 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipment will be made via first class mail in U.S., Canada and 
Mexico within 5 days from receipt of order. Add $.50 to cover shipping and handling 
for orders under $25.00. Minimum order $5.00. California residents add sales tax. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 1708/ MONTEREY, CA. 93940 LSA .. PHONE (408) 659 -3171 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD 
OF TOMORROW.. . TODAY! 

And our FREE 164 PAGE CATALOG is packed with 
exciting and unusual values in electronic. hobby 
and science items - plus 4.500 finds for fun. study 
or profit ... for every member of the family. 

vr A BETTER LIFE 
STARTS HERE 

SUPER POWER 

FOR ANY AM RADIO 

New antenna assist turns a tiny 
transistor into a tiger, has pulled 
in stations 1000 miles away! Just 
set beside radio (no wires, clips, 
grounding) and fine -tune Select -A- 
Tenna's dial to same frequency - 
"gangbusters"! Great for clearing 
weak signals in radio depressed areas, off-coast islands, 
crowded frequency stations. Solid state -uses no electricity, 
batts., tubes. 
Stock No. 72,095 EH $15.95 Ppd. 
Ultra Select- A- Tenna No. 72,147 EH 
(.Ovr 1.00 Mi e $22.95 P 

ACTUAL WORKING 
SEE -THRU LASER! 

See the full lasing process work, 
why this technological break- 
through revolutionized optical 
field! Beautiful 0.5mW TEMoo 
HE -NE 6328A laser enclosed in 
completely safe clear acrylic 
housing. Shows everything -power 
supply to actual lasing action within plasma! Diffraction 
grating attchmt's. for multiple beam display. Converts to 
hologram viewing system (3 holograms included). Polished 
walnut base. Fantastic demonstrator /display. 2 year tube 
gua r. 
No. 79,089 EH (151/2x61/2x71/2") $350.00 Ppd. 

AN ALPHA MONITOR FOR $34.95? 
Yes, because you built it! Use your 
ability to tune in your brainwaves, 
an aid to relaxation, concentration. 
Kit incls. everything you need (ex- 
cept 9v trans. batt.) to own a portable 
self-cont. BIOFEEDBACK unit for a 
pittance: steth. earphones, electrode 
headband, solid -state circuitry; 5 microvolt sensitivity, more! 
Comp!. assembly instructions & op. manual. With basic 
electronics knowledge, you can do it! 
No. 61,069 EH (KIT) $34.95 Ppd. 
No. 71,809 EH (FULLY ASSEMBLED) $55.00 Ppd. 

FLYWHEEL GENERATED 
FLASHLIGHT 
Never needs batteries! Lights the 
way free by using flywheel energy. 
Each time you squeeze handle the 
alternator generator spins, fly- 
wheel disengages from the clutch, 
and your flashlight lights for 
about 2 seconds. By continuous 
squeezing (generating a soft hum), the light stays bright. 
Energy- saving 6 -oz. flashlight pays for itself many times 
over. And demonstrates flywheel generator principle. Never 
buy flashlight batteries again! 
No. 61,086 EH (2x51/2 ") $14.95 Ppd. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 

GIANT FREE 
CATALOG! 

172 PAGES MORE THAN 

4500 UNUSUAL 
BARGAINS 

Completely new 1976 edition. New items, categories, 
illustrations. Dozens of electrical and electromagnetic 
parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astro- 
nomical Telescopes. Unique lighting and ecological 
items. Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers, Magnets, 
Lenses, Prisms. Hard -to -get surplus bargains. Ingen- 
ious scientific tools. 1000's of components. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.1. 08007 
Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH ". 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

118' 

HEN YOU COME TO PHILADELPHIA BE SURE TO SEE 

IN BARRINGTON, N. I. ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY AT 

WORLD'S 

SMALLEST 

ELECTRONIC 

'CALCULATOR 
$19.95 

Does Everything Big Ones Do Small but 
mighty! 8- digit, 4- function electronic calculator does 
everything big ones do -even has automatic % key ... for only $19.95. Take it anywhere. Fits in your 
pocket -2/3 size of cigarette pack 31/2 oz. dynamo 
features floating decimal, constant key, lead zero 
depression, more! Includes plug -in rechargeable Ni- 
Cad battery pack. 2x31/2x9/16" with plenty of room 
for most fingers. Another Edmund first with advanced 
technology. 
Stock No. 1945EH $19.95 Ppd. 

SOLAR POWERED 
WATCH: $199.95 

Fantastic new digital watch pow- 
ered by the sun with quartz ac- 
curacy -for less than $200! Bright 
LED display for 3 -sec. reading of 
hr., mins., secs. at press of but- 
ton; press again for self- correct- 
ing (till leap yr.) calendar to flash 

mo., date. 9 silicon solar cells charge 2 sub -mini batteries 
(guaranteed for minimum 3 -yr. life) to power quartz control 
oscillator. Accuracy to within 1 min. a yr. -no moving parts 
in mechanism. Gold -plated case & band. 
Stock No. 1675EH $199.95 Ppd. 

PLUG IN 

200,000 CANDLEPOWER! 
Powerful 12v emergency light pro- 
jects big straight beam visible for 
2 miles. Plugs into car's cigarette 
lighter; only 31/2 lbs. Great for 
motorists, outdoorsmen, emer- 
gency crews, security men, camp- 
ers. Super bright 200,000 candle- 

power G.E. aircraft landing light in a rugged weatherproof 
steel housing with baked enamel finish, steel lens grate, 
polished chrome -plated reflector, on /off switch. 15 ft. ex- 
tension cord; 6% dia. x 111/e ". Keep it handy! 
Stock No. 72,093 EH $22.95 Ppd. 

KNOW YOUR ALPHA FROM THETA! 
For greater relaxation, concentration, 
listen to your Alpha -Theta brain - 
waves. Ultra- sensitive electrode head- 
band slips on /off in seconds -elimi - 
nates need for messy creams, etc. 
Atch'd to amplifier, filters brain - 
waves, signals beep for ea. Alpha 
or Theta wave passed. Monitoring 

button simulates Alpha sound; audio & visual (L.E.D.) feedback. 
Reliable, easy -to -use unit -comparable to costlier models. Com- 
pletely safe. Comprehensive instruction booklet. 
No. 1635 EH (8x3x4 "; 24 oz.) $149.50 Ppd. 
LOW COST "STARTER" UNIT 
No. 71,809 EH ; 55.00 Ppd. 

DELUXE "ON" TIME MONITOR MEASURES & RECORDS % 
No. 1652 EH $299.95 Ppd. 

COMPLETE AND MAIL WITH CHECK, M.O. OR CHARGE NO. 

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
How Many Stock No. 

PLEASE SEND GIANT 
FREE CATALOG "EH" 

Charge my BankAmericard 

Li Charge my Master Charge 

Interbank No. 

My Card No. Is 

U IIIIII 

300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, NJ. 08007 

Description Price Each Total 

1III 
Add Handling Charge $1.00 

I enclose check money order for TOTAL j 

Card Expiration Date_ 
30 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. 
You must be satisfied or return 
any purchase in 30 days for full 
refund. $15.00 minimum 

I Signature 

Name 

Address 
City State Zip 
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AUTU VALU 
The great Sansui equation 

For those who want and can appreciate superior 
high fidelity, here are three great values. These inte- 
grated amplifiers and tuners are both matched and 
designed to rive you incrediby clean tonal quality, 
versatility, and performance. 

The AU -5500 integrated amplifier with 32 +ants 
per channel, min. RMS, both channels driven nto 8 ohms 
from 20 Hz to 20kHz, has no more than 0,15% total 
harmonic distortion. Features triple tone controls with a 
middle frequency control to add pleasure to your music: 

TJ4400 
A U4400 

t.Z S-+.62.4.4°gr, " rM r w INI . INS .11. MD w 

cî© !moo 

high and low cut off filters; 7 position nape play /dubbing 
switch for creative recording versatility. The AU -5500 is 

matched with the TU -5500 tuner, with a 1.9µV sensitivity 
and a selectivity of better than 60 dB. 

The AU -7700 integrated amplifier offers a power 
output of 55 watts per channel, min. RAE, both channeus 
driven into 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz and no more 
than 0.1% total harmonic distortion. Features a 7- pos +tion 
tape play /dubbing switch for creative recording 
versatility; selectable phono input impedance, It is 

matched with the TU -7700 tuner, featuring a 1.8µV 
sensitivity for picking up even the weakest signals. 

Selectivity of better than 80 dB. 
Sansui also offers an AU -4400 integrated 

amplifier and TU -4L00 tuner which display the same 
Sansui high quality performance and many of the 
same features as the other pairs ün this series of 
separates. 

If you should not be as ye- a devotee of 
separate components, any of these pairs is sere to 
make you one. Stop in soon at your -earest Sansui 
franchised dealer to select any 01 the three 
combination: for musical ehjoym- ÿ ou will valLe fo- 
many years to come. 

Sa_usuL 

TU 5500 
AU5500 

TU7700 
AU7700 

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Woodside, New York 11377 Gardenc, California 90247 
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., L )., Tokyo, Japan SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A , Antwerp, Belgium 
In Canada: Electronic Dis'ributars 
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CASTLE Timesavers. 

SOlDER® TV signal circuit analysts 
Analyze the ENTIRE signal circuit system of any Color or Black 

White Television receiver ... by signal substitution. 

Outputs at video i.f., sound i.f., video and audio. 

Inbuilt monopole antenna Inbuilt loudspeaker Video 
carrier level meter Battery indicator meter 

Use on the bench or in the home ... anywhere. 

Complete with 120vac wall plug -in transformer and matched 
test cables. 

MASTER SUBBfle Analyst Mk V net $169.95 

UHf VHI 
Ti, toner and 

signal analyst 

120 VAC + Battery 

Mark 1V -CUV 
net $64.95 

NUM. TV Field Strength Meters 
Use for measurements of TV signals in:- 

Antenna installation Antenna evaluation CATV 
MATV Output calibration of TV signal generators. 

TV Service VHF field Strength Meter 

Simple to operate 
Measures 300uV to 30,000uV. 

Uses ordinary 9v transistor batteries 

VHf field Strength Meter 

Range: 20 microvolts to 
100 millivolts. 

Attenuator: x 1, x 10, x 100. 

Inputs: 75 &300 ohms. 

120vac & batteries 

Model ; SM - V 

net 4119.95 

Mode/ NS 

net $ 69.95 

.. for the 
Professional 

IV tuner and -f 
signal analyst 

120 VAC t Battery 

Mark /V -C 
net $54.95 

UHT field Strength Meter 

Range: 20 microvolts to 
10 millivolts. 

Attenuator: x 1 and x 10. 

Inputs: 75 & 300 ohms. 

120vac & batteries 

Mode/ f SM - U 

net $99.95 

Castle products - advanced technology - modern styling - and they work! 

Ask your electronic distributor for them . . . or write for more details. 

CASTLE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Circle 85 on reader service card 

5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60645 
rh.(312) 728 -1800 
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